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ABSTRACT 

 
The present thesis is an annotated critical edition of an unpublished collection of 
hymnographical texts. The collection, some of the texts of which was in use in the 
Byzantine and (later) the Orthodox Church between the 9th and the 17th c., is 
preserved in the 11th-12th-century Greek Manuscript 11 of the Library of Leimonos 
Monastery, on the island of Lesvos, Greece. This important codex is a Menaion for 
June comprising thirty akolouthiai on saints celebrated by the Orthodox Church. 
Twenty of these texts are hitherto unpublished. 

The introduction examines codex Lesb. Leimonos 11 and its importance from a 
palaeographical, liturgical, and hymnographical perspective. It is divided into four 
chapters. 

Chapter 1 presents briefly the liturgical environment of the period from the 9th 
c., when most of the texts edited were composed, to the 11th-12th, when the 
production of the codex could be placed. It also discusses the liturgical books used in 
the period, the structure of the akolouthiai and the festal calendar of the Byzantine 
Church.  

Chapter 2 deals with the content of the texts edited. The content of each of the 
akolouthiai is presented along with some information on the saints celebrated, 
hagiographical and liturgical texts related with them, and the composition of the 
akolouthiai.  

Chapter 3 presents briefly the life and the hymnographical work of the authors 
of the texts edited below, namely Joseph the Hymnographer, George of Nicomedia, 
Theophanes Graptos and Clement.  

Chapter 4 is devoted to the manuscript tradition of the texts. It comprises an 
analytical palaeographical and codicological description of codex Lesb. Leimonos 11, 
followed by the description of a closely related manuscript, codex Hierosolymitanus 
Sabaiticus 70, and a brief description of all manuscripts transmitting the texts edited, 
and an examination of their relations. The chapter closes with a brief note on the 
principles and conventions adopted in the present edition.  

The Commentary discusses liturgical, palaeographical, and hymnographical 
aspects of the edition. The thesis closes with full Bibliography and Plates with 
facsimiles of selected folios of manuscripts cited.  

The edition of the texts (Volume II) is preceded by a list of abbreviations and 
signs and is accompanied by an apparatus criticus and an apparatus fontium. 
Unpublished hymns and stanzas preserved in manuscripts other than Lesb. Leimonos 
11 are included in the Appendices following the Texts.  
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AIM AND SCOPE OF THE THESIS 

 
 
The present thesis is an annotated critical edition and study of twenty hitherto 
unpublished akolouthiae on saints celebrated by the Byzantine Church in June 
preserved in codex Lesbiacus Leimonos 11 (L). Unpublished sections of other 
published akolouthiae preserved in L are also included in the thesis; their edition is 
based solely on L.  

The manuscript tradition of each akolouthia examined in the thesis is based on 
the corpus of unpublished Byzantine kanons by Eleni Papailiopoulou – Fotopoulou in 
her !"µ#$%& '&#()*+,& -./"&+0&1& 23µ"+0(1& 4"&*&,&, seu Analecta Hymnica 
Graeca e codicibus eruta Orientis Christiani. I. 4"&*&#5 67&"8,& (Athens, 1996). To this 
corpus a number of new codices should now be added.     

The edition of these hitherto unknown texts sheds more light on the 
hymnographical work of four well-known Byzantine composers, namely Joseph the 
Hymnographer, Theophanes Graptos, George of Nicomedia, who were canonised by 
the Orthodox Church, and Clement. The study of L as well as the content and 
structure of the akolouthiae it transmits contribute to a better understanding of the 
structure of the Byzantine akolouthiae in the period from the 9th century, when the 
texts were composed, to the second half of the 11th or the first half of 12th when L 
was produced.  

Further research on the texts, which goes beyond the scope of the thesis, should 
include the following: (a) an examination of manuscripts that were inaccessible to me 
or not listed by E. Papailiopoulou – Fotopoulou, and a collation of the texts in L with 
those in printed editions of the Menaion for June published between the 16th century 
and the 19th century, which will give us a clearer picture of the history of L and the 
texts it contains; (b) a study of the texts in the light of recent works on liturgical 
manuscripts or on Hagiology which were not available to me [for example, T. 
Pratsch’s, Der Hagiographische Topos: Griechische Heiligenviten in Mittelbyzantinischer 
Zeit (Berlin, 2005)]. 
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A NOTE ON TRANSLITERATION 

 
 

Byzantine principal names, names of places, titles of books and liturgical terms are 
transliterated as they appear in The Oxford Dictionary of Byzantium, e.g. kontakion and 
not kondakion, even if in L it appears as (%&)J(0%& and not (%&+J(0%&. When there is 
an accepted English form of a name, it is used, e.g. Barholomew and not Vartholomaios. 
The Greek letter VL+" (<) is represented by v and not as b, e.g. Savel not Sabel.  
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CHAPTER 1 
CODEX LESBIACUS LEIMONOS 11 AND THE BYZANTINE RITE (9TH-12TH C.) 

 
The complex liturgical practice of the Eastern Church, one of the most striking 
elements in Orthodox Liturgics, was already in Byzantine times a synthesis of 
various services performed every day. Their performance, as well as the voluminous 
and variant character of their contents, demanded the use of numerous liturgical 
books used in parallel during the services1.  

Being one of the central composite parts of the Byzantine rite, the celebration of 
the saints found its natural place in the services of Hesperinos (Vespers)2 and Orthros 
(Matins)3. Egon Wellesz has pointed out that the main reason for this was that «the 
dramatic character of the Byzantine mass … did not permit the accumulation of too 
many chants, which would have clogged the liturgical action and introduced a static 
element. The less dramatic type of worship had its place in the Morning and Evening 
Service»4. To this we may add that the Liturgy was not celebrated every day, while 
the Hours, including Hesperinos and Orthros, was a daily task of the liturgical life, 
particularly in monasteries.  

The main book used by the Church for the celebration of saints is the book of 
Menaion [literally, monthly (book)]5, comprising, in its present form, twelve volumes, 

 

1 A brief presentation of the service books used by the Orthodox Church today is given in 
Mother MARY and KALLISTOS WARE, The festal Menaion…, 535-543. 

2 On Hesperinos see M. ARRANZ, Les Prières Sacerdotales des Vépres Byzantines, OCP 39 
(1973) 29-82; M. ARRANZ, L'office de l'Asmatikos Hesperinos ("Vépres chantées") de L'ancien 
Euchologe Byzantin, OCP 44 (1978) 107-130, 301-412; J. MATEOS, La synaxe monastique des 
vêpres byzantines, OCP 36 (1970) 248-272; FOUNTOULIS, 2(%C%.>8"0 &.\>7µX;%., 85-141; 
ODB, 2161-2162; bibliography in TAFT, Bibliography of Hours, 361-365.  

3 On Orthros see TAFT, Liturgy of the Hours, 277-283; B. D. STUHLMAN, The Morning Offices 
of the Byzantine Rite: Mateos revisited, Studia Liturgica 19 (1989) 162-178; M. ARRANZ, L'office 
de L'Asmatikos Orthros ("Matines Chantées"), OCP 47 (1981) 122-157; M. ARRANZ, Les prières 
presbytérales des matines byzantines, OCP 37 (1971) 406-436 and 38 (1972) 64-115; I. M. 
FOUNTOULIS, W '(%C%.>8" +%Q n;>;%., Thessaloniki 1966; FOUNTOULIS, 2(%C%.>8"0 
&.\>7µX;%., 144-264; ODB, 1539; bibliography in TAFT, Bibliography of Hours, 361-365.  

4 WELLESZ, 125. 
5 On the Menaion and its use see ODB, 1338 (with bibliography); WELLESZ, 135-136; 

FOUNTOULIS, P#0+%.;:0(Y, 85-86; J. NORET, Ménologes, synaxaires, ménées. Essai de 
clarification d’une terminologie, AnBoll 86 (1968) 21-24; bibliography in TAFT, Bibliography of 
Hours, 365-367. Particularly on the Menaia in the period from the 11th to the 13th c. see T. P. 
Themelis, 4g -7.1N1 IJC 5!Q hS’ µiR+' 5!Q hb’ 1Y[.!(, d((C730"3+0(E5 BJ;%5 30 (1931) 
287-312, 348-387, 520-566 (unfortunately this important article has not been accessible to me).  
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one for each month of the calendar year6. The hymnographic-poetic texts contained 
therein were performed by the choir on the feastdays of the saints and/or the feasts 
commemorated on a fixed date7. In this sense, the Menaion includes not the ordinary, 
or basic, unvarying part of the services, but the proper part, that varies according to 
the feast of the day. The importance of the Menaion is clearly reflected in the 
aphorism of the great liturgist Alexander Schmemann that «the Menaion can really 
be called the most frequently used of all the liturgical books»8.  

Such a book, a Menaion for June, is the codex Lesbiacus Leimonos 11 (L), a 
manuscript that can be dated to the second half of the 11th or the first decades of the 
12th century. L comprises thirty sections, one for each calendar day of June. Every 
day includes the text of one or two akolouthiai9 on saints celebrated on that date, with 
no musical notation and without liturgical instructions on where every part is to be 
sung and how10. Each akolouthia consists mainly of a kathisma, a set of (usually three) 
stichera and a kanon, while some akolouthiai include also a set of kontakion and oikos, 
and very few an exaposteilarion.  

Stichera, kathisma and kanon have been considered by the Church as the most 
important elements of an akolouthia on a saint11. A. Papadopoulos – Kerameus, one of 
the pioneers in the study of the Menaia, writes about the 10th-century Menaia he had 

 

6 Manuscript tradition shows that in the middle-Byzantine period there existed Menaia 
comprising two or more months in one volume. See for example codd. G, Ha, M and P.  

7 Apart from hymnography the Church used also texts from the Bible and hagiographical 
texts on the saints to celebrate their memory. To quote N. Patterson Tev"enko «the texts that 
together comprise the liturgical celebration of a saint are a varied combination of scriptural, 
hagiographic and poetic texts» (N. PATTERSON TEV"ENKO, The Evergetis Synaxarion and the 
Celebration of a Saint in Twelfth-century Art and Liturgy, in MULLETT – KIRBY, Work and 
Worship, p. 386). A brief presentation of the various kinds of feasts celebrated all year round is 
found in CALIVAS, Aspects of Orthodox Worship, 59-60; the Great Feasts are presented in Mother 

MARY and KALLISTOS WARE, The festal Menaion…, 41-66.  
8 SCHMEMANN, Liturgical Theology, 186.  
9 The term akolouthia is used throughout the thesis for an individual total of 

hymnographic-poetic texts used by the church in the proper part of the services to celebrate a 
saint on his feastday (see ODB, 46-47, where other liturgical meanings of the term are also 
given, and KORAKIDIS, 9µ&%:;"<8" II, 46).  

10 There are only two exceptions to that: (a) 4he akolouthia on St Theodore Stratelates 
includes four sets of stichera (Text 8, vv. 53-163), that are preceded by the rubrics U+0\7;D #g5 
+E 4O;0# M(X(;"K" (set 1, vv. 53-79), !%Q 3+8\%. (set 2, vv. 80-97), and {CC" #g5 +%|5 f}&%.5 
(sets 3-4, vv. 98-163; on 4O;0# d(X(;"K", U+8\%5 and f}&%0 as parts of Hesperinos and Orthros 
see below, pp. 25-26). (b) The akolouthia on the apostles Peter and Paul has ten sets of stichera, 
the second of which is preceded by the instruction: ag5 +E 4O;0# d(X(;"K" b3+1µ#& 3+8\%.5 
7´, +"Q+" [JCC%&+#5.  

11 See for example G. REGAS, T.?0(*&, [Patriarchal Institute for Patristic Studies – Liturgica 
Vlatadon, 1], Thessaloniki 1994, p. 50: «4g IJ1+135751 µi+7 j$6&57( I$!=!F>31( f23!F 
*Y&3: 4+31 &5'R7+g J+!&Bµ!'1 R+7&'µ*k!.51 l( j&Ji+'1, $1X *m( $1.n., µ*5g 5:. 2’ o%:. 
5!Q pJ!3!F q. $6>'&µ1». 
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examined that the akolouthiai copied in them start always with a kathisma, followed by 
the stichera and the kanon, which is not interrupted by any other hymn or text, such as 
kontakion, or staurotheotokion, or synaxarion12. This explains why all the akolouthiai 
copied in L (which as a manuscript confirms the findings of Papadopoulos-
Keramues) include stichera, kathisma and kanon, while the presence of exaposteilarion is 
rare13, and that of kontakion and oikos not constant. The akolouthiai are transmitted in 
the form described by Papadopoulos – Kerameus in manuscript Menaia dated to the 
10th and 11th c., while from the 12th c. onwards the book of Menaion starts taking its 
present form.  

Concerning the use of kontakion and oikos in L, it should be noted that in the 
period the manuscript was produced the term kontakion had already a different 
meaning than that of the days of Romanos the Melode. Traditionally kontakion had 
been a whole hymn consisting of an opening stanza (the prooimion or koukoulion), 
followed by a varying number of stanzas (oikoi) which were sung according to the 
melody of the first one of them, i.e. their heirmos. In the monastic rite it was not the 
whole hymn that was used, but only the prooimion, now called kontakion, followed by 
one oikos, usually the heirmos. In a few cases more oikoi were sung, as in the akolouthia 
on the apostles Peter and Paul (Text 29, vv. 62-200)14.  

The contents of L, particularly the existence of stichera and kanons, prove that 
the manuscript was produced to serve a monastic community, as the cathedral rite 
did not include these two main liturgical items contrary to the monastic rite, where 
these elements play —especially the kanon— a central role15. O. Strunk, basing 
himself on the treatise On Divine Prayer by Symeon of Thessaloniki (15th c.)16, points 
out: «If the Great Church sang the canticles only once a week, choosing its own texts, 
ordering them in its own way, and interpolating its own refrains, what place can it 
have found for those unique expressions of the monastic spirit, the stanzas of the 

 

12 PAPADOPOULOS – KERAMEUS, WR*%31&µ1, 360.  
13 It appears only in the akolouthia on St Theodore Stratelates, the Nativity of St John the 

Baptist, St Fevronia, St Sampson Xenodochos, the translation of the relics of Sts Kyros and John 
and the apostles Peter and Paul; we cannot be sure for the akolouthia on the 12 apostles, as the 
manuscript is mutilated.  

14 On the decline of kontakion and its replacement by the kanon see MITSAKIS, 9µ&%:;"<8", 
525-530; C. A. TRYPANIS, Greek Poetry from Homer to Seferis, Chicago 1981, pp. 436-446.  

15 On the absence of stichera and kanon from the Asmatikos Hesperinos and the Asmatikos 
Orthros of the cathedral rite see the texts published by P. N. TREMPELAS, M0(;E& ar\%C*:0%&. 
!*µ%5 -´. fb 2(%C%.>8"0 ("@ +JK#05 c:0"3µ%Q A)J+,&, d:("0&8,&, n;>;%. ("@ o3?#;0&%Q 
("+D +%|5 M& 2>Y&"05 g)8~ (H)0("5, Athens 19922, pp. 183-214. On the cathedral and 
monastic types of worship see CALIVAS, Aspects of Orthodox Worship, pp. 69-91; P. BRADSHAW, 
Cathedral vs. Monastery: The only Alternatives for the Liturgy of the Hours?, in J. N. 
ALEXANDER (ed.), Time and Community. In Honor of Thomas Julian Talley, Washington 1990, pp. 
123-136; and I. FOUNTOULIS, !#C#+%.;:0(D hXµ"+", Athens 2002, pp. 11-24. On kanon as a 
centrepeace of Orthros see TAFT, Liturgy of the Hours, 281-283.  

16 PG 155, 33-976.  
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canons? Symeon tells us that at Hagia Sophia they formed no part of the original 
order. … Like the stanzas of the canons, the stichera are fundamentaly incompatible 
with the “chanted” order, and if they were at length admitted to it, as Symeon tells 
us they were, it must have been reluctantly and as a drastic compromise»17.  

Concerning the structure and the contents of the akolouthiai copied in L, in 
dates in which two non related saints (or group of saints) are celebrated together the 
manuscript contains a double akolouthia (Texts 1, 5, 7, 9, 10, 11, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 20, 
22, 23, 25, 26, and 28), in the sense that there are two akolouthiai copied subsequently 
according to their composite parts: two kathismata (one on each saint), kontakion and 
oikos on the first, two sets of stichera, two kanons and (in some cases) exaposteilarion on 
the first saint. Most dates in which there is only one saint celebrated include also a 
double akolouthia, i.e., two individual akolouthiai on the same saint copied in exactly 
the same way18. There are two exceptions where there is only a single akolouthia on 
the saint of the day19.  

The study of L as a liturgical book contributes to the study of the Byzantine rite 
in both the period of the composition of the texts contained in L (9th c.) and that of 
the production of the manuscript (11th-12th c.) in three aspects: the service books 
used in the Byzantine rite, the structure of the akolouthiai on saints, and the dates of 
their commemoration.  

 
LITURGICAL BOOKS USED BY THE BYZANTINE CHURCH  

 
L, as every Byzantine Menaion, was used by the Orthodox Church mainly for the 
performance of the services of Hesperinos and Orthros, services established already by 
the year 528 when they became compulsory for all the clergy attached to a church by 
a decree of the emperor Justinian I20. It was also used for the performance of 

 

17 O. STRUNK, The byzantine office at Hagia Sophia, DOP  IX-X (1955-56) 133-134.  
18 On the commemoration of St Nikephoros of Constantinople (June 2), St Loukillianos (3), 

St Metrophanes of Constantinople (4), St Dorotheos of Tyre (6), the translation of relics of St 
Theodore Stratelates (8), St Onouphrios (12), St Ioulianos (21), the Nativity of St John the 
Baptist (24), St Fevronia (25; in this case the second kanon is dedicated not only to Fevronia 
but also to other not named female martyrs) and St Sampson the Xenodochos (27). 

19 On June 13 and 19, when St Akylina and St Zosimos are commemorated respectively; in 
the latter case we cannot be sure on whether the akolouthia was originally single, as because of 
a lacuna in the manuscript (the gathering '1´ is missing) there survives only a part of the 
kanon, which could be the second kanon of a double akolouthia.  

20 See P. KRÜGER, Corpus iuris civilis, vol. II, Berlin 1900, p. 28 (Justinian, Code I, iii, 42, 24). 
The same law directs that the priests must sing every night the nykterina (nocturns), which 
most probably means the service of Mesonyktikon, that was later incoroprated in Orthros (see 
also TAFT, Liturgy of the Hours, 186; and WELLESZ, 125). It has to be noted, though, that the 
form of Orthros and Hesperinos mentioned in Corpus Iuris Civilis is most probably not the 
same with that of the same services celebrated in the period reflected in L; this latter form, 
coming originally from Jerusalem, seems to have come to Byzantium later.   
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Pannychis21 and the Divine Liturgy. The texts included in the Menaion are just a part 
of what is sung in these services and must therefore be placed in a more general 
picture of the Byzantine monastic rite of the period. The rest of the services was (and 
still is) to be found in other liturgical books, including hymns and other texts 
representing the three different liturgical cycles in which the Orthodox rite is 
divided: the daily, the weekly and the yearly22.  

The daily cycle includes specific prayers and services performed at specific 
times, Hesperinos and Orthros being the most important ones. Every service has some 
unvarying elements performed every time (prayers, petitions, psalms, hymns) and 
some others referring to the weekly and the yearly cycle. The main books including 
the hymns performed by the choir in the offices of the daily cycle are the Psalter 
(Psalterion) and the Horologion23.  

In the weekly cycle every day is dedicated to a holy person or event: Monday is 
dedicated to the Archangels, Tuesday to John the Baptist, Wednesday and Friday to 
the Holy Cross and the passion of Christ and the Mother of God, Thursday to the 
Apostles and St Nicholas, Saturday to the deceased and the martyrs, and Sunday to 
Resurrection. The book of the weekly cycle used by the choir is Parakletike24.  

The yearly cycle has two parts, the one movable and the other fixed. In the 
movable cycle, every day of the year is related to Easter. The main books used by the 
choir in the movable cycle are the Triodion, covering not only the ten weeks 
preceding Easter (as in its present form), the period from Easter Sunday to Pentecost, 
which by the late-Byzantine period was extracted and included in a separate book, 
the Pentekostarion25. In the fixed cycle, of which the Menaion is the main book 

 

21 On Pannychis and its various forms in Byzantine times see DOSITHEOS, I0J+"K05 
2:;.?&8"5; ODB, 2166 (entry: Vigil); TAFT, Liturgy of the Hours, 283-291; M. ARRANZ, Les 
Prières Presbytérales et la "Pannychis" de L'anciene Euchologe Byzantine et la "Pannykhida" 
des défunts, OCP 40 (1974) 314-343 and 41 (1975) 119-139; M. ARRANZ, N. D. Uspensky: The 
Office of the All-night Vigil in the Greek Church and in the Russian Church, St. Vladimir's 
Theological Quarterly 24 (1980) 83-113, 160-195; FOUNTOULIS, 2(%C%.>8"0 &.\>7µX;%., 47-82; 
bibliography in TAFT, Bibliography of Hours, 358-370.  

22 On the liturgical cycles of the Orthodox Rite see SCHMEMANN, Liturgical Theology, 150-
162; T.J. TALLEY, The Origins of the Liturgical Year, New York 1986; and ODB, 2215. On the 
formation and the structure of the daily cycle see TAFT, Liturgy of the Hours, 273-291 and I. 
FOUNTOULIS, P%:0(= P"+;#8", Thessaloniki 1971, pp. 147-269. 

23 On Horologion see WELLESZ, 140-141; FOUNTOULIS, P#0+%.;:0(Y, 82-83; S. R. FRØYSHOV, 
L'Horologe «Georgien» du Sinaiticus Ibericus 34 (unpublished PhD Thesis), Paris 2003; ODB, 
947; KORAKIDIS, 9µ&%:;"<8" II, 285-286; bibliography in TAFT, Bibliography of Hours, 361-
365, and FRØYSHOV, L'Horologe «Georgien», 685-716.  

24 On Parakletike see WELLESZ, 139-140; FOUNTOULIS, P#0+%.;:0(Y, 84-85; ODB, 1520 (entry: 
Oktoechos); KORAKIDIS, 9µ&%:;"<8" II, 197-199; bibliography in TAFT, Bibliography of Hours, 
365-367.  

25 On Triodion see WELLESZ, 141; FOUNTOULIS, P#0+%.;:0(Y, 86-89; ODB, 2118-2119; 
KORAKIDIS, 9µ&%:;"<8" II, 221-224; bibliography in TAFT, Bibliography of Hours, 365-367. On 
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(according to A. Papadopoulos – Kerameus from the middle of the 9th century and 
according to R. Taft from the 10th26), every day is dedicated to the Lord, the Mother 
of God, or/and one or more saints.  

Actually, this means that every day the choir has to sing hymns from all cycles, 
using mainly the books of Horologion, Parakletike, Menaion, and Triodion or 
Pentekostarion27. What is to be sung and in which order is regulated by the Typikon28. 
To perform the akolouthia on the feasts of the saints included in the Menaion, the 11th-
12th-century Byzantine choir had to use other books as well, where the model-
stanzas of the hymns sung were found, accompanied by their musical notation. 
These books were the Kontakarion29, where the choir would find the melodies for the 
kontakion and in some cases the oikos of the Menaion, the Sticherarion30 for the melodies 
of stichera, and the Heirmologion31 for the melodies of the heirmoi of the kanons. 
Hagiographical readings on the celebrated feast or saint were to be found in the 
Menologion or the Synaxarion32. Another book containing the poetical texts for the 
liturgical year was the Tropologion, still in use at the time when L was composed. In 
this period some of its contents were included in other liturgical books (Menaion, 

 

Pentekostarion see WELLESZ, 141; FOUNTOULIS, P#0+%.;:0(Y, 89-90; ODB, 1627; KORAKIDIS, 
9µ&%:;"<8" II, 202-203.  

26 See PAPADOPOULOS – KERAMEUS, WR*%31&µ1, 343, and R. TAFT, The Byzantine Rite. A 
Short History, [American Essays in Liturgy Series], Collegeville, Minnesota: The Liturgical 
Press, 1992, p. 58.  

27 PAPADOPOULOS – KERAMEUS, WR*%31&µ1, 360, writes that apart from the Menaion 
«<'<=31 … r5*+1, !m!. 5C *s122i='!., p IJB&5!=!(, 5C J+!`75!=B2'!., 5C *Z+µ!=B2'!., M 
J1+1$=75'$?, 5C $!.%1$6+'!., 5C 5+'t%'!. $1X 5C &F.1E6+'!., I.*J=?+!F. 5C. 
=*'5!F+2'$C. 5/( j!+5/( $k$=!.». 

28 On Typikon see J. KLENTOS, The typology of the Typikon as liturgical document, in 
MULLETT – KIRBY, Evergetis, 294-305; J. KLENTOS, The Synaxarion of the Theotokos Evergetis: 
algebra, geology and Byzantine monasticism, in MULLETT – KIRBY, Work and Worship, 329-333; 
A.-A. THEIRMEYER, Das Typikon-Ktetorikon und sein literarhistorischer Kontext, OCP 58 
(1992) 353-366; K. MANAFIS, 6%&"3+7;0"(D !.?0(D - I0">L("0, Athens 1970, pp. 21-123; 
WELLESZ, 133-135; FOUNTOULIS, P#0+%.;:0(Y, 90-91; ODB, 2131-2132; KORAKIDIS, 9µ&%:;"<8" 
II, 232-234; bibliography in KLENTOS, The typology..., and TAFT, Bibliography of Hours, 359-
361. 

29 On Kontakarion see WELLESZ, 143 (under the title Psaltikon).  
30 On Sticherarion see ODB, 1956 (with bibliography); WELLESZ, 142-143, 244-245.  
31 On Heirmologion see S. HARRIS, The ’Kanon’ and the Heirmologion, Music and Letters 85 

(2004) 175-197; M. VELIMIROVI", The Byzantine Heirmos and Heirmologion, in W. ARLT, E. 
LICHTENHAHN and H. OESCH (eds.), Gattungen der Musik in Einzeldarstellungen. Gedenkschrift 
Leo Schrade I, Bern-München 1973, pp. 195-201; WELLESZ, 141-142; ODB, 908 (with 
bibliography); KORAKIDIS, 9µ&%:;"<8" II, 105.  

32 On Menologion and Synaxarion see H. DELEHAYE, Synaxaires byzantins, ménologes, typika, 
London 1977; J. NORET, Ménologes, synaxaires, ménées. Essai de clarification d’une 
terminologie, AnBoll 86 (1968) 21-24; WELLESZ, 135-136 (Menologion); ODB, 1991 and 1341 
(with bibliography); KORAKIDIS, 9µ&%:;"<8" II, 194-195 (Menologion) and 216-217 
(Synaxarion).  
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Triodion, Pentekostarion, Typika, Euchologion, and Horologion), while the rest was 
neglected33.  

 
STRUCTURE OF THE AKOLOUTHIAI 

 
To place the use of L more precisely in the Byzantine liturgical practice34 we may 
consider very briefly the rite of the middle of the 11th century when the codex was 
copied, as it is presented in the Typikon of the monastery of Evergetis in 
Constantinople, not only because this text comes from the beginning of the period in 
which the production of L can be dated, but also because it is the most detailed 
typikon that has come down to us, representing not only the patterns of the services 
in the monastery of Evergetis but the general rite of the period in which it was 
composed35.  

The Typikon of Evergetis is a calendar of the saints and feasts celebrated all 
year round enriched with instructions to the choir on what must be sung and read, 
mainly at Hesperinos and Orthros, but also at Pannychis and the Divine Liturgy. The 
sections of the services in Typikon of Evergetis which include instructions to the 
choir and the books used by the choir for each specific part, are as follows36:  

Hesperinos: (a) Psalm 103 followed by a kathisma of pralmody from the Psalter. (b) 
4O;0# M(X(;"K" (Lord, I have cried…), i.e. Psalms 140, 141, 129 and 116; to a number 
of the last verses (varying from four to 10) the choir interpolates stichera from the 
Parakletike and the Menaion. The Menaion usually has three stichera for each saint or 
feast. (c) The hymn B15 bC";E& (O Hilarious Light…) followed by Prokeimenon or 
Alleluia, from Horologion. (d) Only on festal Vespers, readings, mainly from the Old 
Testament. (e) The hymn 4"+"K8,3%&, 4O;0# (Lord, vouchsafe…) from Horologion. (f) 
Stichos, i.e. verses from the Psalms followed by stichera from the book of Parakletike 
and in some instances an idiomelon on the saint or the feast of the day from the 
Menaion. (g) St Symeon's canticle (Luc 2:29) and !risagion. (h) fpolytikion (usually 
called troparion in the manuscripts), from the Menaion (it is not sung in Lenten 
Hesperinos). If the saint or the feast of the day does not have an apolytikion, the 
choir sings the apolytikion of the day, included in both the books of Parakletike and 
Horologion.  

Pannychis: (a) Kanon(s) from Parakletike, followed by kanon(s) on the saint, from 

 

33 See H. HUSMANN, Hymnus und Troparion, Jahrbuch des Staatlichen Instituts für musik 
forschung Preußischen Kulturbesitz, Berlin 1971, pp. 27-31.  

34 A presentation of the plans of the services performed today by the Orthodox Church is 
given in Mother MARY and KALLISTOS WARE, The festal Menaion…, 67-97; a more detailed plan 
of Hesperinos and Orthros in TAFT, Liturgy of the Hours, 278-282.  

35 See R. TAFT, The Synaxarion of Evergetis in the history of Byzantine liturgy, in MULLETT – 
KIRBY, Evergetis, pp. 274-293; WELLESZ, 135.  

36 For a detailed codification of the instructions to both the choir and the priest see the 
table Patterns of the services, composed by JORDAN, Synaxarion Evergetis, ix-x. 
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the Menaion. (b) A section called “After the third Ode”, i.e. interruption of the 
performance of the kanon after ode 3, to sing one or more poetic kathismata on the 
saint, from the Menaion. (c) A section called “After the sixth Ode”, i.e. interruption 
after ode 6, to sing kontakion and oikos on the saint, from the Menaion. (d) Reading of a 
biblical or hagiographical text. It should be noted at this point that not every saint is 
commemorated with a Pannychis. In June, for example, only two celebrations include 
a Pannychis, those of the Nativity of St John the Baptist and the apostles Peter and 
Paul.  

Orthros: (a) Hexapsalmos, i.e. Psalms 3, 37, 62, 87, 102 and 142, from Horologion. 
(b) The hymn h#E5 4O;0%5 intercalated with three verses of Psalm 117, from 
Horologion. On specific days the h#E5 4O;0%5 is not performed as the choir sings 
Alleluia. (c) Troparion (usually the apolytikion of Hesperinos is repeated here as 
troparion) or Triadika. (d) Continuous psalmody. This section includes mainly parts 
from the Psalter and Horologion. The only part deriving from the Menaion is the 
poetic kathisma(ta) on the saint. (e) Psalm 50. (f) Kanons, usually two from the 
Parakletike and one or two from the Menaion. The kanons are interrupted after the 
third and the sixth odes (to sing kathismata or kontakia from the Parakletike or the 
Menaion). (g) Exaposteilarion. (h) Ainoi, i.e., Psalms 148-150; Ps. 150 and the last verse 
of Ps. 149 are sometimes intercalated with stichera from the Parakletike and/or the 
Menaion. (i) Great doxology. (j) Stichos of the Ainoi, i.e. verses from Psalms 
intercalated with stichera from Parakletike and sometimes one of the prosomoia on the 
saint from the Menaion. (k) Apolytikion (the same as the one sung at Hesperinos).  

Divine Liturgy: Its non-fixed part consists of: (a) Typika from Horologion and 
Makarismoi (sometimes they are replaced by antiphons, also from Horologion). In 
some instances the third or the sixth ode of the kanon on the saint is sung after the 
typika37. (b) Troparion (i.e. the apolytikion of Hesperinos and Orthros). (c) Kontakion, from 
the Kontakarion and/or the Menaion. (d) Prokeimenon. (e) Apostle (i.e. reading from the 
Acts and the Epistles of the New Testament). (f) Koinonikon, i.e. a response sung 
before the communion; it usually comes from the Psalms.  

On the basis of the instructions of the Typikon of Evergetis, the contents of each 
akolouthia in L (i.e. kathisma, kontakion and oikos, stichera, kanon, and exaposteilarion) 
were used in these services in the following way.  We should bear in mind that the 
existence of double akolouthiai aims at the performance of both of them, either at the 
same or at different services. As an example of performance of one akolouthia at 
Pannychis and another at Hesperinos and Orthros we may refer to the Typikon of the 
Monastery of Petra in Constantinople, that celebrated on September 14 the Exaltation 

 

37 See for example the akolouthia on the apostles Peter and Paul on June 29: «ag5 +=& 
C#0+%.;:8"& +.?0(D ("@ �)= +%Q ("&*&%5 +L5 ?"&&.\8)%5 +%Q <?;E5 +E> {03%µ"8 3%0 4O;0# T 
u´» (JORDAN, Synaxarion Evergetis, 170). The same directive is given in the typikon of San 
Salvatore of Messina (AD 1131): «ag5 +=& C#0+%.;:8"&, T [u´ �)= +%Q ("&*&%5 +%Q 
'?%)#8?&%.], +%Q {03%µ"8 3%0 4O;0# u h#*5 µ%.» (M. ARRANZ, Le Typicon du Monastère du 
Saint Sauveur à Messine, Codex Messinensis gr. 115 AD 1131, Rome 1969, p. 162). 
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of the Holy Cross together with the memory of St John Chrysostom: the akolouthia on 
St John was sung at Pannychis while that on the Exaltation of the Holy Cross at 
Hesperinos and Orthros38. The possibility of such a use can explain why L contains 
double akolouthiai on saints celebrated alone.  

The (poetic) kathisma was sung at Orthros, either in its own section or in the 
interruptions of the kanon, usually after ode 3 and in some cases after ode 6. In the 
double akolouthiai, the first kathisma was sung after the Stichologia (i.e. in its own 
section) and the second after ode 339. If the akolouthia comprised only one kathisma 
this was sung after ode 3, kathismata from Oktoechos being sung after the Stichologia40. 
There are also cases of two saints celebrated together, in which the kathisma of the 
first saint was sung after the third ode and the kathisma of the second after the sixth, 
most probably when the akolouthiai on the saints did not have a kontakion to be 
performed after ode 641. A kathisma was also included at Pannychis, after the third 
(and sometimes the sixth) ode of the kanon; most of the times it came from Parakletike. 
The performance of the kathisma (or kathismata) in various sections of Orthros is most 
probably the reason why L includes more than one kathisma on the same saint or 
saints.  

The kontakion was sung at Pannychis and at Orthros, after the sixth ode of the 
kanon, as well as at the Divine Liturgy, before the reading of Apostolos42. At Orthros it 
was followed by one or more oikoi, the number of which is not always fixed. L 
transmits one oikos after each kathisma, except for the kathisma on the apostles Peter 
and Paul that is followed by eleven. It seems though that the choirs could have access 
to more than one oikos, as we may assume from an instruction of the Typikon of 
Evergetis43.  

 

38 See DMITRI8VSKY, Opisanie II, 229 (Sept. 14): «F3+X%& k+0 u S#+;0&E5 #g5 +=& ?"&&.\8)" 
[JCC#0 +=& '(%C%.>8"& +%Q �;.3%3+*µ%.». 

39 See for example JORDAN, Synaxarion Evergetis, 148-150 (akolouthia on the apostles 
Bartholomew and Barnabas): «µ#+D +=& 3+0\%C%:8"& (J>03µ" +%Q ]:8%. -";>%C%µ"8%. �\%5 
?CJ:0%5 )´ ("@ >#%+%(8%&. ("&*&#5 :´ u +L5 �(+,Y\%. #�5, ("@ V´ +1& '?%3+*C,& #g5 �\%& V´ 
'&D )´ h#%<J&%.5· '?E :´ �)L5 (J>03µ" +%Q ]:8%. -";&JV" �\%5 ?CJ:0%5 )´ ("@ >#%+%(8%&». 

40 See JORDAN, Synaxarion Evergetis, 148-150 (akolouthia on the translation of the relics of Sts 
Kyros and John): «ag5 +E& �;>;%& µ#+D +=& 3+0\%C%:8"& (">83µ"+" +L5 �(+,Y\%.. ("&*&#5 
:´· +L5 �(+,Y\%. %b V´ #g5 �´, ("@ +1& ]:8,& uµ%8,5 #g5 �´ �\%5 V´ F,3Y<· '?E :´ �)L5 
(J>03µ" +1& ]:8,& �\%5 )´ ("@ >#%+%(8%&». 

41 See JORDAN, Synaxarion Evergetis, 226-228 (August 4, akolouthia on St John, abbot of 
Patalarea, and the 7 children of Ephesos): «T 3+0\%C%:8", (">83µ"+" +L5 �(+,Y\%.. ("&*&#5 
... '?E :´ �)L5 (J>03µ" +%Q u38%. �\%5 ?CJ:0%5 )´ ("@ >#%+%(8%&· '?E �´ (J>03µ" +1& ]:8,& 
�\%5 )´ ("@ >#%+%(8%&». 

42 See more in A. LINGAS, The Liturgical Place of the Kontakion in Constantinople, in C. 
AKENTIEV (ed.), Liturgy, Architecture and Art in the Byzantine World, [Byzantinorossica, 1], St 
Petersburg 1995, pp. 50-57 (not accesible to me).  

43 See JORDAN, Synaxarion Evergetis September - February, 58 (September 14, akolouthia on the 
Exaltation of the Holy Cross): «'?E �’ (i.e. after ode 6) +E (%&+J(0%& �\%5 )’ v _KL>*X( H. 5w 
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The stichera were mainly sung at Hesperinos, at the section of 4O;0# d(X(;"K". 
In some instances stichera were also sung at the Ainoi of Orthros44 or the Stichos of the 
Ainoi45. Whether the choir would sing the full set(s) of stichera at Ainoi or just one 
sticheron at the Stichos of the Ainoi depends on how important the saint, and thence 
his celebration, was for the local community.  

The kanons were performed mainly at Orthros, but also at Pannychis46. 
According to the Typikon Orthros includes three kanons. If the day has only one 
celebrated saint the choir must sing two kanons from Parakletike and the one on the 
saint or the feast. Great feasts have two kanons from the Menaion preceded by one 
from Parakletike. If the Menaion has two non-related saints celebrated, the choir 
performs one kanon from Parakletike and the kanons on the saints from the Menaion. 
Each stanza of the kanon was preceded by a verse from the Psalms. Usually each ode 
employs twelve verses in total. This means that if there are three kanons to be sung 
each one of them gives four stanzas; there are however cases in which more or less 
verses (and stanzas) are employed47. The kanon performed at Pannychis comes either 
from the book of Parakletike or from the Menaion (this may be the reason why L 
includes on some saints double kanons: one was destined for Pannychis and the other 
for Orthros48).  

 

&51F+w, ("@ #g j\#0 T �;" [JCC%µ#& ("@ (�& +;#$5 %}(%.5, ("@ '&J:&,305 C*:%5 +L5 
#A;X3#,5 +%Q +0µ8%. 3+".;%Q».  

44 PAPADOPOULOS – PERAMEUS, WR*%31&µ1, 357, writes that in the older Menaia (as in L) 
«x51. _JC 5C. J+[5!. $1.B.1 &F.1.5,51' $1.y. r5*+!( *Y( r5*+!. z2'!. a µ6+5F+1, 
J+!56&&!.51' 5!Q J+!5i+!F $1.B.!( r5*+1 &5'R7+6, %'1$+'.Bµ*.1 µ{. 5[. J+n5L., 
HEFµ.!Q.51 %{ 5C. %*k5*+!. z2'!., *Y( |. p $1.y. p %*k5*+!( I.1`i+*51'. … 4g 5!'1Q51 
µi.5!' &5'R7+g J+!&Bµ!'1 µ*5*53>*.5! J!==6$'( *Y( 5!}( 1~.!F( !Z µ*512*.i&5*+!'».  

45 See below, the two last sets of stichera on St Theodore Stratelates (Text 8, vv. 98-163), the 
rubric of which dictates that they are to be sung #g5 +%|5 f}&%.5. The typikon of Evergetis 
instructs also that one of the last three ones (i.e. one sung in plagal first mode, according to 
�"8;%05 '3(7+0(1& 'C7>15) must be sung at the Stichos of the Ainoi, after two stichera from 
the Oktoechos (see JORDAN, Synaxarion Evergetis, 146: #g5 +E& 3+8\%& +1& "}&,& 3+0\7;D +L5 
�(+,Y\%. V´ ("@ �& +%Q ]:8%. �\%5 ?CJ:0%5 "´ ?;E5 +E �"8;%05, ("@ >#%+%(8%&).  

46 On the performance of the kanon in the 11th c., i.e. the period of L’s production, see C. 
TROELSGÅRD, Kanon performance in the eleventh century. Evidence from the Evergetis 
typikon reconsidered, in I. LOZOVAJA (ed.), Byzantium and East Europe. Liturgical and Musical 
links. In Honor of Milos Velimirovi�, Hymnology 4, Moskva: Transpress, 2003, pp. 44-51.  

47 See for example the instructions of the typikon of Evergetis for the akolouthia on the 
apostles Peter and Paul, where we have fourteen (JORDAN, Synaxarion Evergetis, 168-170). 

48 See the instructions of the Typikon of San Salvatore for the akolouthia on the prophet 
Elissaios and St Methodios the patriarch of Constantinople: «ag5 +E& �;>;%&, T 3.&Y>75 
3+0\%C%:8". 4"&*&#5 V´, +L5 �(+<">Y\%. ("@ +%Q ?;%<Y+%.· u )� +%Q u38%. [JCC#+"0 #g5 +E 
µ#3%&O(+0%&» (M. ARRANZ, Le Typicon du Monastère du Saint Sauveur à Messine, Codex 
Messinensis gr. 115 AD 1131, Rome 1969, 159). See also the instructions of the typikon of 
Evergetis for the akolouthia on St Demetrios (JORDAN, Synaxarion Evergetis September - February, 
150-152), 
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The exaposteilarion was sung, as today, at the last part of Orthros, after the end 
of the kanons and before the Ainoi.  

 
FESTAL CALENDAR OF THE BYZANTINE CHURCH 
 
Comparing the dates of the feastdays between L and the festal calendar of the 
Orthodox Church today, one realizes that there are some noteworthy differences: St 
Attalos (present feastday June 6) is celebrated in L on June 1, St Eustathios of 
Antiocheia (February 21) and St Hilarion of Dalmaton (June 6) on June 5, St 
Dorotheos of Tyre (June 5) on June 6, Sts. Nikandros and Markianos (June 8) on June 
7, the apostle Phourtounatos (April 16) on June 15, St Pagcharios (March 19) on June 
16, Sts. Isauros, Basileios, Innokentios, Peregrinos, Ermeias and Philex (June 17) on 
June 18, the martyrs Innas, Pinnas and Rimmas (January 20) on June 20, St Eustochios 
and his fellow martyrs (June 23) on June 20, St Petros the Athonite (June 12) on June 
22, the martyrs Zenon and Zenas (June 22) on June 23, St Ioseph and his fellow 
martyrs (not commemorated in today’s liturgical books) on June 28. 

The picture becomes more complicated if we take into consideration the dates 
in which some of the saints celebrated in L were commemorated in other liturgical 
sources of the same period. The following table gives a general picture of the 
comparison of the commemoration-dates of L to these of codex Hierosolymitanus 
Sabaiticus 70 (H; a manuscript closely related to L as presented below, Chapter 4), 
the Typikon of Hagia Sophia published by A. Dmitrievsky (in the following table: 
Typikon CP; 9th-10th c.)49, the Typikon of the Great Church published by J. Mateos 
(10th-11th c.), the Synaxarium Ecclesiae Constantinopolitanae, the Typikon of Evergetis 
in Constantinople, the Menologion of the emperor Basil II, the calendar of Christopher 
of Mytilene, the Typikon of St Sabbas in Jerusalem, the Typikon of San Salvatore 
(monastery of Christ the Saviour) of Messina (12th c.)50, the Typikon of the monastery 
of St Bartholomew in Trigona (12th c.)51, and the printed Menaion. [Only saints with 
varying date of commemoration appear in the table]:  
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Attalos 1 1 - - 2 - - - - - - 6 

Eustathios 5 - - - 5 - - 5 - 5 5 5 

 

49 DMITRIEVSKY, Opisanie (June in pp. 76-84).  
50 M. ARRANZ, Le Typicon du Monastère du Saint Sauveur à Messine, Codex Messinensis gr. 115 

AD 1131, Rome 1969 (June in pp. 156-163). Let it be noted that this Studite typikon lacks 
akolouthiai on many of the saints' days.  

51 K. DOURAMANI, Il typikon del monastero di S. Bartolomeo di Trigona, [Orientalia Christiana 
Analecta 269], Roma 2003 (June in pp. 179-187).  
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Hilarion 5 5 - - 6 5 - - 5 5 5 6 

Dorotheos52 6 6 5 5 6 6 Oct 9 6 5 6 6 5 

Nikandros - 

Markianos 

7 8 8 8 8 - 7 - - - - 8 

Kyrillos 9 9 27 27 7 - 27 9 9 9 9 9 

Orestes, Diome-

des, Rodion53 

9 9 - - 9 9 - - 9 9 9  

Alexandros - 

Antonina54 

10 10 9 9 9 - 10 10 - - - 10 

Timotheos 10 - 10 10 10 - 10 - 10 10 10 10 

Onouphrios 12 12 11 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 

Methodios 14 14 14 14 14 - 14 - 14 14 14 14 

Amos 15 15 17 16 15 15 16 15 15 15 15 15 

Phourtounatos 15 15 - - 15 - - - - - - - 

Pagcharios 16 - - - May 25  - May 25 - - - - Mar 19 

Tychon 16 16 16 16 17 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 

Hypatios 17 17 - 17 17 - - - - - - 17 

Isauros 18 17 - - 17 - July 6 - - - - 17 

Zosimos55 19 19 19 19 20 20 19 19 20 - - 19 

Innas, Pinnas, 

Rimmas 

20 20 - - 20 - Jan 20 - 20 20 20 Jan20 

Eustochios 20 20 23 23 23 - 23 - - - -  

Ioulianos56 21 21 - - 21 21 Mar 21 21 21 21 21 21 

Petros 22 22 - - 12 - - - - - - 12 

Zenon - Zenas 23 23 22 22 22 - 23 - - - - 22 

Agripinne 23 23 23 - 23 23 - 23 23 23 23 23 

David 26 26 26 26 26 26 27 26 26 26 26 26 

John of Gotthia 26 - 26 26 26 - 26 - - - - 26 

Joseph 28 28 - - - - - - - - - - 

 
This variety can be explained by the fact that the Byzantine Church did not 

 

52 In the Typikon of the Great Church it is not clear whether the commemorated saint is 
Dorotheos of Tyre (which is the most probable) or another martyr Dorotheos. The saint is 
named d*B%L+!( in the typikon published by DMITRIEVSKY, Opisanie, 78.  

53 Only Sts Orestes and Diomedes are mentioned in the Typikon of Evergetis, the Typikon 
of St Sabbas, the Typikon of San Salvatore, and the Typikon of St Bartholomew in Trigona.  

54 Only Antonina is mentioned by Christopher of Mytilene.  
55 He is named as ZL&'µ,( in the typikon of St Sabbas.  
56 In the typikon of San Salvatore, and the typikon of St Bartholomew in Trigona it is not 

clear whether the saint commemorated is St Ioulianos of Kilikia or of Egypt.  
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have an official and common festal calendar57, even though «a semi-uniform 
Byzantine calendar had been instituted throughout the entire oikoumene late in the 
seventh century»58. The commemoration of saints was based on tradition that was 
expressed in the individual typika of monasteries and churches. The varying content 
of typika has been noted by N. D. Uspensky, who makes clear that the Byzantine 
typikon was not a uniform book but a number of books which differed, each one 
presenting «the general rule of liturgical prayer adhered to by a certain local church 
or monastic centre»59. Monasteries and churches had also the right to transfer the 
celebration of a saint to another date in order to give it a more panegyrical character60 
or in case his memory was concurrent with the memory of another saint or feast, 
more important for the local church61.  

This variation in the dates of commemorations and the content of typika was 
realized as a problem during the 11th century at the latest as we may assume from 
what Nikon of the Black Mountain (ca.1025 – ca.1100) writes in his work d& +JK#0 
)0">Y(75: «I came upon and collected different typika, of Stoudios and of Jerusalem, 
and one did not agree with the other, neither Studite with another Studite one, nor 

 

57 See M. GEDEON, -./"&+0&E& o%;+%C*:0%&. 6&Lµ"0 +1& '?E +%Q I´ µX\;0 +1& µX3,& +%Q 
�a´ "g1&%5 `%;+"/%µX&,& ]:8,& M& 4,&3+"&+0&%.?*C#0, Constantinople 1899, pp. 14-25; S. 
EFSTRATIADIS, 92'!=!2'$6. ;'<='!2+1`31 5[. I$!=!F>'[., EEBS 9 (1932) 83. 

58 J. KLENTOS, The Synaxarion of the Theotokos Evergetis: algebra, geology and Byzantine 
monasticism, in MULLETT – KIRBY, Work and Worship, 339; see also A. EHRHARD, Überlieferung 
und Bestand der hagiographischen und homiletischen Literatur der griechischen Kirche von den 
Anfängen bis zum Ende des 16. Jahrhunderts, I. Band, Leipzig 1937, p. 33. See also ODB, 366.  

59 N. D. USPENSKY, Evening Worship in the Orthodox Church, tr. and ed. by P. Lazor, 
Crestwood: New York, 1985, p. 245; see also J. KLENTOS, The typology of the Typikon as 
liturgical document, in MULLETT – KIRBY, Evergetis, 297; SCHMEMANN, Liturgical Theology, 34-
35< and M. ARRANZ, Les grandes étapes de la liturgie byzantine: Palestine – Byzance – Russie: 
Essai d'aperçu historique, Liturgie de l’église particulière et liturgie de l’eglise universelle, Rome 
1976, p. 43.  

60 We know for example that in the Great Church they used to transfer the celebration of 
the Patriarchs of Constantinople to the Sunday after their calendar commemoration (see 
EFSTRATIADIS, A!+5!=B2'!., 14; FOUNTOULIS, P#0+%.;:0(Y, 127).  

61 See EFSTRATIADIS, A!+5!=B2'!., 6-32; and N. A. LIVADARAS, 0*+X 5g J+!<=?µ151 5[. 
J15µ'1$[. $!.51$1+3L., EEBS 24 (1954) 340. EFSTRATIADIS, A!+5!=B2'!., 18, presents as an 
example of an individual festal calendar that of the monastery of Laura on Mount Athos; after 
having studied sixty of its liturgical manuscripts (listed in his text) he concluded that the 
monastery’s calendar was not corresponding to any other known general or individual 
calendar. As an example of a transfer of a memory to another day because of a concurrent 
celebration let us copy the instruction of the typikon of Evergetis for the celebration of St 
Loupos (from August 23 to the previous day as the 23th is dedicated to the Apodosis of the 
Dormition of Theotokos): «67&@ +t "r+t (V´· µ#>X%;+", ("@ +%Q ]:8%. µJ;+.;%5 
2:">%&8(%.. ?;%[JCC%µ#& )� 3Yµ#;%& ("@ +E& _:0%& P%Q?%& )0D +E '?%)0)*&"0 +=& `%;+=& 
#g5 +D5 (:´» (JORDAN, Synaxarion Evergetis, 280). 
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Jerusalem ones with Jerusalem ones...»62.  
The time of the establishment of the present dates of the celebration of feasts 

and saints is not easily detected. We know that in the Palaiologan period 
canonisation by synodal decrees was established and the whole process of the 
recognition of sanctity became more bureaucratic63, but there is no evidence of a 
parallel establishment of fixed dates. It is most probable that the dates devoted to the 
celebration of feasts and saints became more stabilized by the edition of the printed 
Menaia.  

 

 

62 Originally from V. N. BENETEVI� (ed.), Taktikon Nikona �ernogorca: Gre�eskij tekst po 
rukopisi No 441 Sinajskago monastyrja sv. Ekateriny, Vypusk I, Zapiski Ist.-Filol. Fakul’teta 
Petrogradskago Universiteta, "ast’ 139, Petrograd 1917; quoted from R. F. TAFT, Mount Athos: 
A Late Chapter in the History of the Byzantine Rite, DOP 42 (1988) 179.  

63 See R. MACRIDES, Saints and sainthood in the early Palaiologan period, in S. HACKEL 
(ed.), The Byzantine Saint, London 1981, pp. 83-86.  
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CHAPTER 2 
THE EDITED BYZANTINE HYMNOGRAPHICAL TEXTS 

 
As mentioned above, L comprises thirty sections, one for each calendar day of June, 
and fifty nine individual akolouthiai on celebrated saints, without musical notation. 
The number of the individual akolouthiai is identical to that of the kanons that are 
copied in the manuscript, a number that in most of cases corresponds to that of the 
kathismata and the sets of stichera, while in (almost) every day there is only one set of 
kontakion and oikos, irrespective of the number of the kanons or the saints 
commemorated.  

The text of almost all the akolouthiai edited below is complete, as the missing 
sections due to lacunae in L is complemented by the text in the rest of the extant 
manuscripts. There are only two kanons, that on Sts John of Gotthia and David of 
Thessalonike (Text 26) and the second kanon on the Holy Apostles (Text 30) that have 
survived only partly, L being codex unicus, unfortunately including a lacuna. To these 
we should add the double akolouthia of 18th June, celebrating the martyr Leonti!s 
and the martyrs Isauros, Vasileios, Innocentios, Peregrinos, Hermeias, and Philex; 
from this double akolouthia only the first four lines of the kathisma on St Leontios 
survives in L, a relic not enough to help us identify the rest of the text.  

Six of the akolouthiai copied in the manuscript have already been edited 
critically, namely those on Sts Orestes, Diomedes and Rhodion64, St Timotheos of 
Proussa65, the apostle Phourtounatos66, St Eustochios and his fellow martyrs67, St 
Petros the Athonite68, and the Nativity of St John the Baptist69; to these we may add 
some parts of the akolouthia on the apostles Peter and Paul70. Twenty-eight of the 
remaining akolouthiai are published in the Menaia used by the Orthodox Church71, 

 

64 AHG X, pp. 23-35. 
65 AHG IX, pp. 256-269. 
66 AHG X, pp. 117-128, 359-360. 
67 AHG X, pp. 130-139. 
68 D. PAPACHRYSANTHOU, L’office ancien de Pierre l’Athonite, AnBoll 88 (1970) 27-41. 
69 AHG X, pp. 178-180, 184-196, 198-205, 209, 215, 217-218, 220-221, 234-235, 238-240, 387. 
70 AHG X, pp. 253-255, 273; TRM II, &$’; TRM IV, 12-26.  
71 The akolouthiai on St Nikephoros of Constantinople, the martyr Loukillianos, St 

Metrophanes of Constantinople, St Hilarion of Dalmaton, St Dorotheos of Tyre, St Theodotos 
of Ankara, the translation of relics of St Theodore Stratelates, St Kyrillos of Alexandria, Sts 
Alexandros and Antonina, the apostles Bartholomew and Barnabas (a considerable part of it 
is published here for the first time), St Onouphrios, St Akylina, the prophet Elissaios, the 
prophet Amos, St Tychon of Amathous, St Leontios (?: the akolouthia is mutilated), Sts Isavros 
and his fellow martyrs (?: the akolouthia is also mutilated), St Ioulianos, St Eusevios of 
Samosata, St Agrippina, the Nativity of Saint John the Baptist, St Fevronia, St David of 
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and twenty are edited below for the first time. For five of the latter, namely the 
akolouthiai on St Nikephoros, St Metrophanes, Sts Fevronia and the other martyrs, Sts 
John of Gotthia and David of Thessalonike, and St Sampson the Xenodochos, Lesb. 
Leimonos 11 so far remains codex unicus.  

The reasons why the akolouthiai edited below were not included in the 
published Menaion are not easily detected. It seems that there are two main reasons 
for this neglect. The first is related to the process that led to the basic editions of the 
Menaia that lasted from the middle of the 16th c. to the end of the 19th. As many 
historians and liturgists have noted, the first editions of Greek texts, including 
liturgical texts, were undertaken by not always qualified editors on the basis of the 
manuscripts then available to the editors no matter their quality; most of the 
subsequent editions simply followed the first ones including all their mistakes and 
omissions. This applies to the editions of Menaion. Even the edition by Bartholomaios 
Koutloumousianos (12 vols, Venice 1863) and the edition of Rome (6 vols, 1888-1901), 
considered to be the best among all the extant ones, are far from satisfactory by 
modern standards72. Thus, we may assume that some of the akolouthiai not included 
in the printed Menaion were simply not copied to the manuscripts which were 
available to the first editors of the Menaion.  

Another reason can be detected in an old liturgical order according to which 
the choir must choose which kanon to sing in case more than one kanons are 
composed on the same feast or saint: «F3+X%& )� ("@ +%Q+%, �5 #}?#; j\#0 +E µ7&"$%& 
M& µ&Yµ� ]:8%. +0&E5 ("&*&"5, )0"<*;,& ?%07+1&, #g µ�& j3+0 ("&�& u +%Q (Q; 
K%3µv [=Kosmas the Melode], ?;%(;0+X%5� ag )� +%Q 4Q; F,J&&%. [=John of 
Damascus] ("@ `+X;,&, +%Q F,J&&%., ?;%(;8&#+"0. ag )� +%Q 4Q; h#%<J&%.5 
[=Theophanes Graptos] ("@ `+X;,&, u +%Q 4Q; h#%<J&%.5 ?;%(;8&#+"0, 
?;%+0µ7+X%5 :J; M3+0 +1& �CC,&. ag )� +%Q 4Q; F,3Y< [=Joseph the 
Hymnographer], %�+%5 +1& C%0?1& ?;%+#+8µ7+"0 ?%07+1&. !%O+,& )� µ= �&+,& %b 
+%Q 4Q; F,J&&%. [=John the Monk?]. fr+1& )� µ= +.:\"&*&+,&, %b +%Q 4Q; 
h#%<J&%.5. c?J&+,& )� +%O+,&, %b +%Q (Q; F,3=<, +1& C%0?1& ]?J&+,& 
?;%(;8&%&+"0»73. This order, followed not only by choirs but also by copyists (or 

 

Thessalonike, St Sampson the Xenodochos, the translation of relics of Sts John and Kyros the 
Wonderworkers, the apostles Peter and Paul, and the twelve apostles.  

72 See TOMADAKIS, 9µ&%:;"<8", 66-70 and 131-142; PAPADOPOULOS – KERAMEUS, 
WR*%31&µ1, 343-366; E. KOURILAS, SZ J+C( I.1>*n+7&'. 5[. H$=7&'1&5'$[. <'<=3L. 
2*.Bµ*.1' IJBJ*'+1' H. 5� D+>!%BE� G$$=7&3\, Nea Sion 30 (1935) - 36 (1941) passim; E. 
PANTELAKIS, Tg =*'5!F+2'$g <'<=31 5/( Mµ*5i+1( G$$=7&31(, Nea Sion 26 (1931) 220-222. 
The problem is presented in wider perspective in REYNOLDS-WILSON, 244-245.  

73 !.?0(E& 3|& h#t ]:8m, ?#;0X\%& ?v3"& +=& )0J+"K0& +L5 M((C730"3+0(L5 '(%C%.>8"5 
+%Q \;*&%. kC%.. �#,3+@ +.?,>X&, ("@ M?0µ#C15 )0%;>,>�& ?";D l#,;:8%. b#;%)0"(*&%. 
6"�H+%. +%Q M( 4.),&8"5 +L5 4;Y+75, Venice 1691, p. 15. PAPADOPOULOS – KERAMEUS, 
WR*%31&µ1, 379, expresses the opinion that this liturgical order is composed in the 11th 
century, as this is the time dividing the content of the Menaia in two periods; in the period up 
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composers?) of Menaia, must have led to the neglect of kanons composed by 
hymnographers put in a lower rank or not included in the order.  

To these reasons we may add another pointed out by P. Trempelas, based on 
the work of J. P. Pitra, that a huge abridgement of the liturgical books took place 
during the reign of the emperor Manuel h Comnenus (1143-1180), due to which 
almost half of the hymns were removed and finally neglected74. It is reasonable to 
assume that during this process it was not only hymns that were left out of the 
liturgical books, but also the akolouthiai of some saints the celebration of which was 
not considered to be important enough.  

In other instances there were only some troparia that were not included in the 
akolouthiai that were edited in the published Menaion. Though the lack of these 
troparia in the edition is probably also a result of the mutilation of these akolouthiai 
during the process of their copy from one manuscript to the other, we have to take 
also into concideration that from the 11th c. onwards the liturgical books underwent 
certain changes in both form and content. During this process some akolouthiai were 
shortened to fit the new needs of the ritual, which practically means that a 
considerable number of hymnographical texts were removed leaving behind the 
gaps we find today in the editions75. A very characteristic example is the akolouthia on 
the apostles Bartholomew and Barnabas (Text 11). The two apostles were celebrated 
together on June 11 and the Church used originally a double akolouthia, as it is found 
in L, performing one kanon from Oktoechos and both the kanons on the apostles, four 
stanzas from each76. Later though, in a period which cannot be easily detected or 
during the preparation of the edition of the Menaia, a change occured reflected in the 
text of the akolouthia published in the Menaion: the two kanons became one and every 
ode of the kanon on Bartholomew lost its two last stanzas so that the total of stanzas 
sung in each ode, i.e. two from the akolouthia on Bartholomew and four from that on 
Barnabas, would make the six stanzas needed for the office, given that the total 
stanzas performed from both the Oktoechos and the Menaion was fourteen (four plus 
four from the two kanons of the Oktoechos, plus six from the Menaion).  

Some of the kanons not included in the Menaion lack an acrostic, which must 
have played a significant role in their neglect by the Church. Any kanon without 
acrostic was a kanon without clear authorship, and hence a kanon not to be trusted by 

 

to 11th c. the Menaia have the form of L, while later take the form which the printed Menaia 
have.  

74 P. TREMPELAS, d(C%:= `CC7&0(L5 �;>%)*K%. Aµ&%:;"<8"5, Athens 19782, p. 35.  
75 See c. ;. TOMADAKIS, ag3":,:= #g5 +=& -./"&+0&=& B0C%C%:8"&. !*µ%5 f´. 4C#@5 +L5 

-./"&+0&L5 B0C%C%:8"5, @>/.1' 19653, p. 147.  
76 See the rubric of the typikon of Evergetis: «("&*&#5 :´. !L5 �(+,Y\%. #�5, ("@ V´ +1& 

'?%3+*C,& #g5 �\%& V´ '&D )´ h#%<J&%.5» (JORDAN, Synaxarion Evergetis, 148-150) and 
compair to the rubric of the printed Menaion dictating the performance of two kanons from 
Oktoechos: «ag5 +E& �;>;%&. W 3.&Y>75 3+0\%C%:8" ("@ %b ("&*&#5 +L5 e(+"Y\%. ("@ +1& 
c:8,& u ?";H&».  
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the Church. According to the 59th kanon of the Council of Laodicea (4th c.), «private 
chants should not be sung in the church»77.  

Another very difficult question on the composition of these texts is whether the 
kathisma and the stichera preceding each kanon are written by the composer of the 
kanon or not. In some cases there is some internal evidence, such as expressions or 
biblical passages used in both the stichera and the kanon, that help us understand that 
Athanasios Papadopoulos – Kerameus was right in expressing the view that it was 
the composer of the kanon who usually undertook also the task of writing the 
kathisma and the stichera of the akolouthia78. In other cases where such evidence does 
not exist answering the question is not posible.  

The language and the style of the texts edited below are not homogeneous, for 
two reasons, the first being that the texts are composed by various poets and the 
second that they consist of a mixture of two different kinds of poetry, the poetry of 
the kontakia79 and that of the kanons, to which also the stichera, the kathismata and the 
exaposteilaria must be included80. Individual observations on the language and the 
style of the texts are to be found in the following chapter on the hymnographes and 
the Commentary at the end of this volume. What can be generally said here is that 
the language is for the most part scholarly and at times elaborate81, also using Attic 

 

77 «�r )#$ g)0,+0(%|5 ["Cµ%|5 CX:#3>"0 M& +s M((C738~...» (V. I. FEIDAS, N#;%@ 4"&*&#5 
("@ 4"+"3+"+0(= �%µ%>#38" +L5 d((C738"5 +L5 oCCJ)%5, Athens 1997, p. 227).  

78 PAPADOPOULOS – KERAMEUS, WR*%31&µ1, 357: «5g 2g+ H. 5!N( J1=1'!565!'( µ7.13!'( 
�.!µ15'&>i.1 J!'?µ151, x H&5'. !Z $1.B.*(, �R!F&' J+!5*512µi.1 5C $6>'&µ1 5/( 
j!+5/( $1X 5g &5'R7+g J+!&Bµ!'1, zJ*+, *Y $1X J1.5*=[( I.n.Fµ1 J1.51R!Q, `13.!.51' 
&F.>iµ151 5!Q $1.B.!( *�.1' 5!Q J!'75!Q, |. �R*' 5C J1=1'C. µ7.1N!.· p µ{. 2g+ 
_µ.�%C( p I.1=1<y. �.1 &F.>i&� 5C. �J1'.!. j!+5/( 5'.!( !s &F.i2+1`* $1.B.1 
µB.!., I==g $1X J,. x 5' µ*5g 5!k5!F &F.*%i*5!, x H&5' 5C $6>'&µ1, µ6='&51 %{ 5g 
&5'R7+g J+!&Bµ!'1, zJ*+ HJiR!F&' J+!!'µ3!F 5BJ!. *Y( 5C. $1.B.1». 

79 On which see for example MITSAKIS, 9µ&%:;"<8", 171-329, 465-482, and K. MITSAKIS, The 
Language of Romanos the Melodist, München 1967 [Byzantinischen Archiv, Heft 11]. On the 
language of the hymnography of the 9th c. See KAZHDAN, Literature, 384-407. Generally on the 
language and the style of Byzantine hymnography see C. HANNICK, Exégèse, typologie et 
rhétorique dans l’hymnographie byzantine, DOP 53 (1999) 207-218; A. S. KORAKIDIS, 
-./"&+0&= 9µ&%:;"<8". !*µ%5 f’. 9µ&%:;"<8" ("@ i7+%;0(Y. R +%&0(E5 ;.>µE5 ("@ +D 
3+%C8)0" +%Q j&+#\&%. ;7+%;0(%Q C*:%., Athens 2006; K. KRUMBACHER, N3+%;8" +L5 
-./"&+0&L5 P%:%+#\&8"5, (original title: Geschichte der Byzantinischen Literatur, München 
1897), Transl. G. Sotiriadis, vol. II, [Athens: Papyros 1939], pp. 715-716; ODB, 960-961; TH. 
DETORAKIS, O=1&&'$1X IJ7R?&*'( *Y( 5:. ;F^1.5'.:. �µ.!2+1`31., EEBS 39-40 (1972-
1973) 148-161.  

80 See TOMADAKIS, 9µ&%:;"<8", 227-228; N. B. TOMADAKIS, ag3":,:= #g5 +=& -./"&+0&=& 
B0C%C%:8"&. !*µ%5 f. 4C#@5 +L5 -./"&+0&L5 B0C%C%:8"5, @>/.1' 19653, pp. 48-49; N. B. 
TOMADAKIS, � 2=[&&1 �L&:` 5!Q �µ.!2+6`!F, EEPhSPA 23 (1972-3) 22-42; ODB, 1102.  

81 One may compare the text edited below to phonological and other changes that occured 
in the perion from 650 to 1100, presented in R. BROWNING, Medieval and Modern Greek, 
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press 19832, pp. 62. 
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syntax82, without introducing new words83, or original expressions. There are cases in 
which the akolouthiai edited below include stanzas used by the same hymnographers 
in other works, as well as expressions used also by other hymnographers.  

The hitherto unpublished akolouthiai are presented individually in the coming 
pages. The presentation follows the order of the akolouthiai in the manuscript. 
Published akolouthiai are not presented even if a small part of them is edited below 
for the first time, having been omitted in the previous editions (for a detailed 
description of the contents of the manuscript see below, Chapter 4). Each 
presentation comprises the following sections:  

(a) Information on the saint(s).  
(b) Byzantine hagiographical texts on the saint(s). 
(c) Published and unpublished Byzantine akolouthiai on the saint(s).  
(d) The celebration of the saint(s) in Byzantine liturgical sources.  
(e) Structure and content of the akolouthia edited below.  
(f) Comments on the authorship, the manuscript tradition, the history84, 

content, language, and structure of the text.  
 

 
AKOLOUTHIA ON ST IOUSTINOS AND HIS FELLOW MARTYRS (TEXT 1)  

 

(a) St Ioustinos85, known as Justin the Martyr, born ca. 100 in Flavia Neapolis of Syria, 
became Christian in a mature age after trying to find God through knowledge and 

 

82 Attic syntax is used in Texts 6.291-293, 6.296-298, 6.345, 11.229, 21.79-80, 25.383, 26.25-26 
(see also below, Commentary).  

83 It is characteristic that the edition of the texts did not give any new word, i.e. a word not 
included in the Lidell and Scott’s Great Greek Lexicon or in Lampe’s Patristic Greek Lexicon (the 
editions used are H. G. LIDDELL – R. SCOTT, 6X:" P#K0(E& +L5 oCC7&0(L5 lCH3375 
µ#+"<;"3>�& M( +L5 2::C0(L5 #g5 +=& oCC7&0(=& A?E �#&%<1&+%5 S. 6*3\%. - I. B. 
4">7:7+%Q )0D ?%CC1& )� V./"&+0&1& g)8,5 CXK#,& ("@ <;J3#,& ?C%.+03>�& ("@ M()%>�& 
M?03+"38" 60\"=C 4,&3+"&+0&8)%., vols. I-IV, Athens (1907); H. G. LIDDELL – R. SCOTT, 
U.µ?CY;,µ" +%Q 6#:JC%. P#K0(%Q +L5 oCC7&0(L5 lCH3375 Henry G. Liddell – Robert Scott 
3\#)0"3>�& A?E 4,&3+"&+8&%. I. l#,;:%OC7 d?. I0#.>.&+%Q +%Q I0)"3("C#8%. 6X375 
d(?"0)#O3#,5 3.&+"\>�& )� A?E uµJ)%5 <0C%C*:,& M?03+"38~ S"&":0H+%. 4. 
l#,;:%O&+/%. d?. S;%X);%. +%Q 2&,+J+%. d(?"0)#.+0(%Q U.µV%.C8%., Athens (1972); 
G.W.H. LAMPE, A Patristic Greek Lexicon, Oxford 1961).  

84 Concerning the reasons why the texts were not included in the Menaion, is should be 
said that the general possible rearons mentioned above will not be repeated at this part of the 
presentation.  

85 On whom see D. ROKÉAH, Justin martyr and the Jews, Brill: Leiden-Boston-Köln 2002; C. 
ALLERT, Revelation, truth, canon, and interpretation: studies in Justin Martyr's Dialogue with 
Trypho, Leiden: Brill 2002; PAPADOPOULOS, S"+;%C%:8" I, 233-244 (bibliography in pp. 243-
244); QUASTEN, Patrology I, 196-219; BHG, 972z-974e; BHGa 972z-974; BHGna 972z-974; AASS 
Iunii I, 16-22 and Aprilis II, 104-119; PG 6.9-800, 1181-1599; EFSTRATIADIS, c:0%C*:0%&, 222; 
DOUKAKIS, U.&"K";03+Y5, 5; BS VII, 12-17.  
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philosophy, which he studied in depth. At about 150 or a little earlier he traveled to 
Rome, where he established a private school of philosophy, in fact the first Christian 
theological school. Having a high-quality philosophical background he composed an 
apologetic treatise proving the innocence and the sacred character of the Christian 
faith, which he handed to the emperor Antoninus Pius (138-161), persuading him to 
cease his persecution against the Christians. Ioustinos became recognized as a 
philosopher and a teacher and thence he met the envy of another philosopher of 
Rome, Crescens. During the reign of Marcus Aurelius (161-180) he was slandered by 
Crescens to the eparch of Rome Junius Rusticus (163-167), who had him tortured and 
finally decapitated, after the martyr had confessed his Christian faith and denied to 
sacrifice to the idols. To his martyrdom he was accompanied by six of his disciples, 
namely Chariton, Charito, Evelpistos, Ierax, Paion and Liverianos. Ioustinos was the 
most productive Christian writer of his age. He composed a good number of 
treatises, three of which, two apologies and the dialogue against the Jew Tryphon, 
have survived, while the rest are named in other Byzantine sources86. The memory of 
him and his fellow martyrs is celebrated by the Orthodox Church on June 1, the day 
given in their Passio as the date of their martyrdom87.  

Already in the Byzantine period a misunderstanding arose, reflected very 
clearly in the printed Menaion, where two different saints with the name Ioustinos are 
commemorated on the same day, St Ioustinos the philosopher and martyr and 
another martyr Ioustinos, celebrated with his companions. This misunderstanding is 
also to be met in the manuscript tradition of the akolouthia edited below (see below, 
the description of the content of the kathismata and the stichera), while the 
hagiographical texts clearly prove that it was St Ioustinos the philosopher the six 
aforementioned martyrs suffered with.  

 (b) Their Passio has come down to us in three slightly different versions. One of 

 

86 See CPG 1073-1089; CPGs 1073-1084; PH. BOBICHON, Justin Martyr. Dialogue avec Tryphon. 
Édition critique [=Paradosis, 47/1-2], Fribourg: Academic Press, 2003; M. MARCOVICH (ed.), 
Iustini Martyris Dialogus cum Tryphone, [Patristische Texte und Studien, 47], Berlin: De 
Gruyter, 1997; M. MARCOVICH (ed.), Iustini Martyris Apologiae pro Christianis, [Patristische 
Texte und Studien, 38], Berlin: De Gruyter, 1994; L. W. BARNARD, St. Justin Martyr: The first 
and second apologies, [Ancient Christian writers no. 56], New York: Paulist Press, c1997; A. 
ROBERTS – J. DONALDSON (eds.), Ante-Nicene Fathers. Volume 1. The Apostolic Fathers, Justin 
martyr, Irenaeus [revised and chronologically arranged, with brief prefaces and occasional 
notes by A. CLEVELAND COXE], Reabody: Massachusetts 1995, pp. 159-306.  

87 «P"V*&+#5 +%8&.& Tµv5 %b 3+;"+01+"0, ("CC8&0(%0 µJ;+.;#5, ("@ +E& +*?%& 
("+"C"V*&+#5 +L5 +#C#0H3#,5, +D5 ]:8"5 Tµ1& '?%+Xµ&%.30 (#<"CJ5. S;H+7& u F%O&0%5 
�:#&» (LATYTEV II, 4; cf. G. LAZZATI, Gli Atti de S. Giustino martire, Aevum 27 (1953), 497: 
«P"V*&+#5 +%8&.& +%O+%.5 %b 3+;"+01+"0 ("@ +E& +*?%& ("+"C"V*&+#5 +L5 +#C#0H3#,5, +D5 
]:8"5 "r+1& '?%+Xµ&%.30 (#<"CJ5, ?;H+7& �:%&+%5 +%Q F%.&8%. TµX;"&»). 
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them is included in the anonymous 10th-century Menologion88; the other two have 
survived in almost identical forms89. There are also an epitome of St Ioustinos’ life 
and the passion of Ioustinos and his fellow martyrs90. Short notices on them have 
been included in Synaxarium Ecclesiae Constantinopolitanae, the Menologion of the 
emperor Basil II and the Menaion91.  

(c) We are aware of three Byzantine akolouthiai on St Ioustinos; one is published 
in the Menaion, the second is edited below92 and a third anonymous kanon, without 
acrostic, remains unpublished93. 

In the Menaion St Ioustinos the Philosopher is considered as a different saint 
than the martyr Ioustinos, who was martyred along with other Christians, as is 
evident from the fact that two different synaxarian notices are used for their 
commemoration. The akolouthia consists of three stichera sung at 4O;0# d(X(;"K" in 
mode 2, the general apolytikion sung for the martyrs (�b µJ;+.;X5 3%., 4O;0#…) 
and a kanon in mode 2, interrupted after ode 3 by a kathisma and after ode 6 by 
synaxarian notices.  

 (d) The Typikon of the Monastery of Evergetis in Constantinople orders the 
choir to sing stichera in mode 2 (possibly the ones published in the Menaion), a kanon 
by Ignatios in the same mode (in the same mode with the one published in the 
Menaion which is though not ascribed to Ignatios or any other hymnographer) and a 
kathisma in plagal first mode (not the one published in the Menaion, as that of the 
Menaion is sung in plagal fourth mode)94.  

(e) In L St Ioustinos the philosopher and his fellow martyrs are commemorated 
together with St Attalos (his akolouthia is presented below). The text consists of two 
kathismata (vv. 1-29), seven stichera (vv. 58-132; three of them, in vv. 85-120, are the 
ones published in the Menaion), and a kanon composed by George of Nicomedia (vv. 

 

88 6";+O;0%& +1& ]:8,& F%.3+8&%., �";8+,&%5, �";0+%Q5, ar#C?83+%., NX;"(%5, S"8%&%5 
("@ -"C#;0"&%Q (=BHG 974), ed. LATYTEV II, 1-4; P. FRANCHI DE’ CAVALIERI, Note agiografiche, 
[Studi e Testi 8], Roma 1902, pp. 73-75; LAZZATI, Gli Atti…, 495-497. 

89 Both of them (=BHG 972z and 973) are edited in parallel columns by LAZZATI, Gli atti…, 
490-495; the second one is also published in AASS Iunii I, 20-21 and PG 6.1565-1572.  

90 It is published in F. C. BURKITT, The oldest manuscript of St Justin’s martyrdom, Journal 
of Theological Studies 11 (1909-1910) 64-65.  

91 SynaxEC 721-724, Menol 484 and MV �, 3. All three include two different notices, one on 
Ioustinos the philosopher and another on the martyr Ioustinos and his fellow martyrs. These 
two notices combined come very close to the text of the epitome mentioned above, from 
which they must have derived. The texts are not identical to each other, as the ones included 
in the Menologion and the Menaion are longer than the one of the Synaxarium, being at the 
same time quite different between them.  

92 Ms tradition: LCBQIa; see PAPAILIOPOULOU, !"µ#$%&, 209, nr 636. 
93 See PAPAILIOPOULOU, !"µ#$%&, 209-210, nr 637. The manuscripts containing the text are 

Paris. gr. 1566, ff. 94v-96r, and Sinait. gr. 620, ff. 18r-19v. 
94 «U+0\7;D �\%5 V´. u ("&�& F:&"+8%. �\%5 u "r+*5· (J>03µ" �\%5 ?C. "´» (JORDAN, 

Synaxarion Evergetis, 144).  
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160-415). 
The content of the kathismata and the stichera leads us to the conclusion that 

they were not meant to be parts of the same akolouthia. The first kathisma and the first 
set of stichera (vv. 1-17 and 58-84) are dedicated to St Ioustinos alone, while the 
second kathisma and the second set of stichera (vv. 18-29 and 85-120) refer to St 
Ioustinos and his fellow martyrs, as well as the seventh sticheron (vv. 121-132). A 
passage of the second kathisma (vv. 18-21: �;03+%Q … +%Q µ*&%. A?�; ?J&+,& 
+#>.µX&%. �5 ?;*V"+%&) may indicate that it is also composed by George of 
Nicomedia, as the famous hymnographer used the same biblical simile in his kanon 
(vv. 253-254: A?�; X;03+%Q, +%Q A?�; ?J&+,& )0^ #r3?C":\&8"& +.>X&+%5 3";(8).  

The kanon consists of eight odes numbered 1’ and 2’ to >’. Odes 3, 5, 6 and 8 
consist of four stanzas, while odes 1, 4, 7 and 9 of five. The stanzas are connected 
with an acrostic forming a Byzantine dodecasyllable (y<;"K#& F%.3+$&%5 oCCY&,& 
3+*µ"95) and not including the theotokia. The acrostic la�il���96 in theotokia 
supports the hypothesis that this may be a composition of George of Nicomedia. This 
acrostic is an important evidence, not only for the author’s name, but also for the fact 
that the kanon was originally composed without a second ode, something usual for 
the Byzantine kanons97. The heirmoi are borrowed from a kanon on the Resurrection by 
John of Damascus, included in the service-book of Parakletike and destined for the 
Orthros of Sunday of the first mode98. George follows the patterns for the most part, 
with some exceptions representing well-known metrical variations common in 
Byzantine hymnography99. Exceptions out of the normal are: a) in ode 1, stz. 3, vv. 
174-175, stz. 4, vv. 180-181, and stz. 5, vv. 186-187 where, the pattern being – – – – –‘ – 
– / – – – –‘ – – – –‘ – –‘ – –, George uses – – – – –‘ – – – –‘ / – –‘ – – – –‘ – – (stz. 3) and –‘ – – – 
–‘ – – – – – –‘ / – –‘ – – – –‘ – – (stz. 4 and 5); b) in ode 3, stz. 1, v. 190: the pattern is – –‘ – – 
–‘ – – – –‘ and he composes –‘ – – – –‘ – – – –‘ –; c) in ode 9, stz. 1, v. 382, stz. 3, v. 396 and 
stz. 5, v. 403: the pattern is – – – –‘ – –‘ – –‘ – – –‘ – – and he writes – – – –‘ – – – –‘ – –‘ – – –‘ 

 

95 FOLLIERI, Initia II, 244. 
96 On kanons bearing the akrostichis la�il��� see FOLLIERI, Initia I, 251. On kanons with a 

double akrostichis in stanzas and theotokia see WEYH, Akrostichis, 51-53.  
97 On the omission of ode 2 in Byzantine kanons see the TH. KOLLYROPOULOU, S#;@ +%Q 

?;%VCYµ"+%5 +L5 V´ �)L5 +1& ("&*&,& (Doctoral Thesis, University of Athens, 1997; to be 
published by 2008); L. BERNHARD, Der Ausfall der 2. Ode im byzantinischen Neunodenkanon, 
in T. MICHELS (ed.), Heuresis. Festschrift für A. Rohracher, Salzburg: Otto Müller Verlag, 1969, 
pp. 91-101; TOMADAKIS, 9µ&%:;"<8", 60, fn. 2; DETORAKIS, 9µ&%:;"<8", 71; P. TREMPELAS, 
d(C%:= `CC7&0(L5 �;>%)*K%. Aµ&%:;"<8"5, Athens 19782, p. 49; PAPADOPOULOS - KERAMEUS, 
WR*%31&µ1, 366-388. The huge bulk of the second odes that have been missing or neglected 
and therefore not published in the liturgical books of the Church or in special editions is 
reflected in TH. KOLLYROPOULOU, #$%!&7 5[. <´ o%[. !Z pJ!N*( HEiJ*&1. IJC 5!}( 
H$%*%!µi.!F( $1.B.*( &5g =*'5!F+2'$g <'<=31 $1X 5g AHG, EEBS 51 (2003) 404-479, where 
more than fifty second odes of kanons of the fixed yearly liturgical cycle are edited.  

98 PaAD, 27-37 and EE 1, nr 1.  
99 See MITSAKIS, 9µ&%:;"<8", 266-329. 
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– –.  
The text of the kanon is of general and panegyric character, like most of the texts 

of George, without mentioning any name, place or historical events of the saints’ life, 
not even the city of Rome, where he taught and suffered martyrdom100. No direct 
influence by the hagiographical texts on the saints or by the extant texts written by St 
Ioustinos can be detected in the akolouthia. The saint is praised repeatedly for 
teaching the people and leading them to the truth and the grace of the Christian faith, 
enlightening the nations, winning over the lies of the pagan religions and inspiring 
his fellow martyrs. There are few stanzas devoted to the latter, lauding them in a 
very general way for their martyrdom. The theotokia, which following the convention 
are not related to the saints, praise the Virgin Mary for her role in the adoption of 
mankind by God (ode 1), being a spring of grace and cure (3), giving birth to the one 
who resurrected Adam and Eve and pushed their seducer out to chaos (4), 
strengthening the sick nature of man (5), her Son letting mankind participate in 
immortality (6), cleaning up the mud of passions (7), being the throne of the Son of 
God (8). In the last theotokion the hymnographer entreats the mother of God to lead 
him through the wings of virtue up to (the level of) longing and love for her Son. It is 
noteworthy that the text of the akolouthia refers to miracles performed by St Ioustinos, 
something not mentioned in any hagiographical text on him.  

(f) The limited manuscript tradition of the text (five manuscripts from the 11th 
to the 15th c.) shows that the use of the akolouthia edited below had been already 
restricted in the 11th century. The instructions included in the Typikon of Evergetis 
prove that the akolouthia was not in use at that very monastery, and there is a 
question whether this reflects a more general picture. Comparing the kanon 
published in the Menaion with the one edited below, and limiting the discussion to 
the internal possible reasons of neglection of the kanon published here, it is 
reasonable to assume that such a reason should be traced in the didactic content of 
the chosen one. Not being of higher quality, the kanon included in the Menaia was 
more appropriate for the instruction of the congregation, giving the names of all the 
martyrs and presenting some more information on them.  

 

AKOLOUTHIA ON ST ATTALOS (TEXT 1)  
 

(a-b-d) St Attalos101 is a saint not well documented in Byzantine hagiographical 
sources. The only text on him is a short synaxarian notice, published in Acta 
Sanctorum and in the Menaion102. No Vita on St Attalos has survived and the saint is 

 

100 On the lack of historicity in the works of George see E. FOLLIERI, Saba Goto e Saba 
Stratelata, AnBoll 80 (1962) 249-307 and particularly 268-269.  

101 On whom see EFSTRATIADIS, c:0%C*:0%&, 61; DOUKAKIS, U.&"K";03+Y5, 54; BS II, 569. 
102 AASS Iunii I, 726, and MV �, 21 (June 6). In AASS the following epigram is also 

published: «ag >".µ"+%.;:E5 {++"C%5 /1&, %r KX&%&· / R >".µ"+%.;:E5 �3+#;%& ("@ 
\;03µX&%5». 
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not mentioned in Menologia, while in Synaxarium Ecclesiae Constantinopolitanae there is 
only a record of his name, without any accompanying text103, and the Typikon of 
Evergetis does not commemorate him. His memory is celebrated today by the 
Orthodox Church on June 6, while L and the rest of the manuscript tradition of his 
akolouthia commemorates him the first day of the month and Synaxarium Ecclesiae 
Constantinopolitanae the second. 

In his synaxarian notice St Attalos is presented as a monk of great self-control, 
eating every second, third and sometimes fifth day and sleeping either sitting or 
standing. He was a lover not only of every human but also of the animals and even 
the soulless nature and he received the grace of performing miracles already during 
his lifetime. He died in peace after having asked the ones present to embrace him for 
the last time. Nothing more is actually given in his akolouthia published below, which 
is a typical laudatory work, full of general expressions and hagiographical topoi104.  

(c) The akolouthia edited below105 is the only one we are aware of. In the 
Menaion St Attalos is simply commemorated in the synaxarian reading without an 
akolouthia on him.  

(e) In L the saint is celebrated along with St Ioustinos and his fellow martyrs 
(see the description of the previous akolouthia). His akolouthia consists of two 
kathismata (vv. 30-57), three stichera (vv. 133-159) and a kanon (vv. 416-613).  

The kanon consists of eight odes numbered 1’ and 2’ to >’. Each ode consists of 
four stanzas, except for ode 9, which have five, to host in their initials the name of the 
hymnographer (��U�B). The heirmoi are borrowed from five different kanons. Two 
of these kanons are composed by the patriarch of Constantinople Germanos106, two by 
John of Damascus107 and one by Andrew of Crete108. Joseph does not depart from the 
patterns of the heirmoi, apart from some exceptions common in Byzantine 
hymnography.  

The content of the kanon does not give any more information on the saint. 
Taken into account that the kanon is composed by Joseph the Hymnographer, known 

 

103 SynaxEC 726 (June 2).  
104 On the hagiographical topoi see T. PRATSCH, Der Hagiographische Topos: Griechische 

Heiligenviten in Mittelbyzantinischer Zeit, (Millennium Studien/Millennium Studies), Berlin: 
Walter de Gruyter, 2005 (not available to me), and A.-J. FESTUGIÈRE, Lieux communs 
littéraires et thèmes de folk-lore dans l’Hagiographie primitive, Wiener Studien 73 (1960) 123-
152. On the topoi in Byzantine literature see A. GARZYA, Topik und Tendenz in der 
byzantinischen Literatur, Anzeiger der philosophisch-historische Klasse der Österreichische 
Akademie der Wissenshaften 113 (1976) 301-319; H. HUNGER, On the Imitation (µ3µ7&'() of 
Antiquity in Byzantine Literature, DOP 23/24 (1969/70) 15-38.  

105 Ms tradition: LHHaV; see PAPAILIOPOULOU, !"µ#$%&, p. 209, nr 635. 
106 EE 225, nr 323 (odes 1, 5) and EE 226, nr 324 (odes 3 and 9).  
107 EE 224, nr 321 (ode 4) and EE 220, nr 315 (ode 6). The second of these heirmoi (FCJ3>7+8 

µ%0, U,+Y;…) comes from a kanon included in Parakletike, destined for the Orthros of Sunday 
of the plagal fourth mode (PaAD, 832). 

108 EE 228-229, nr 327 (odes 7 and 8).  
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to be sensitive in giving historical information on the saints praised by him, the lack 
of historicity in the text could lead us to the conclusion that no other, more 
informative, text was accessible at the time of its composition. Most probably the 
kanon was composed to serve the pre-existing commemoration of the saint (see vv. 
49-52, 565-567, 568-570, 600-601 and particularly 531-534), celebrated where his grave 
was located (see vv. 151-159, 468-473, 542-544, 590-594). 

(f) A remarkable element of the kanon is that some of the theotokia used in it 
appear in other kanons composed by other hymnographers. The theotokion of ode 1 
(vv. 434-439) is included in an anonymous kanon on the apostle Luke (AHG II, XXIII, 
22-28). The one of ode 4 (vv. 474-479) is included in five other kanons, on St 
Ioannikios by the patriarch Methodios (AHG III, X, 110-115), on St Artemon 
(anonymous, AHG VII, XVI, 29-32), on St Dios by Germanos (AHG XI, XXVII, 58-63), 
on St Maximos the confessor by Andrew (AHG XII, XII, 92-97), on St Xene 
(anonymous, MV V, 181), while in at least two more kanons the same theotokion is 
used with a different last line 109. The theotokion of ode 5 (vv. 492-495) is also used in 
seven more kanons, on Sts Markianos and Martyrios (anonymous, AHG II, XXXI, 106-
109), on Sts Kosmas and Damianos the Anargyroi by Germanos (AHG III, IV (2), 106-
109), on St Ioannikios by the patriarch Methodios (AHG III, X, 132-135), on the 
Finding of the Venerable Head of John the Baptist by Germanos (AHG VI, XXVIII, 86-
89), on St Pionios by the same hymnographer (AHG VII, XIX, 89-92), on St Artemon 
(anonymous, AHG VII, XXVI, 61-64) and on St Agathonikos and his fellow martyrs 
(anonymous, AHG XII, XXVI, 65-68).  

The text has survived in four manuscripts (LHHaV) dated from the 11th to the 
13th century. This probably means that the celebration of St Attalos had been 
neglected by the Church already in the late Byzantine period and therefore it did not 
found its way to the editions of the Menaia.  

 

AKOLOUTHIA ON ST NIKEPHOROS, PATRIARCH OF CONSTANTINOPLE (TEXT 2) 
 

(a) Nikephoros110 the patriarch of Constantinople (12 Apr. 806 – 13 Mar. 815), 
theologian and historian, was born in Constantinople ca. 750. His father was an 
imperial secretary ('37(;L+05) and iconophile, exiled for this reason by the emperor 
Constantine V to Nicaea. Nikephoros followed his family in exile and when later he 
returned to the capital he served too as a secretary in the palace. Later he left 
Constantinople to live as a monk in a monastery he established in the other side of 

 

109 See AHG V, XXVII (1), 92-95 (anonymous on St Antonios); AHG XI, I (1), 63-68 (on Sts 
Kosmas and Damianos the Anargyroi by Germanos).  

110 On whom see T. PRATSCH, Nikephoros I (806-815), in LILIE, Patriarchen, 109-147; P. J. 
ALEXANDER, The Patriarch Nicephorus of Constantinople, Oxford 1958; P. O’CONNELL, The 
Ecclesiology of St Nicephorus I, Rome 1972; J. TRAVIS, In Defence of the Faith: The Theology of 
Patriarch Nikephoros of Constantinople, Brookline Mass. 1984; EFSTRATIADIS, c:0%C*:0%&, 354-
355; DOUKAKIS, U.&"K";03+Y5, 11-12; ODB, 1477; PMZ 5301. 
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Bosporos. During the reign of the empress Irene (797-802) he went back to the City 
and served as director of the largest hospital for the poor. Although a layman he was 
elected as a patriarch after the death of his predecessor Tarasios (784-806). As a 
patriarch he refused to cooperate with the emperor Leo V (813-820) in his iconoclastic 
plans being therefore sent into exile. In the period from 814 to 820 he wrote several 
books defending the veneration of icons111. Long before (probably between 775 and 
787) he had written his N3+%;8" UO&+%µ%5112, a valuable source for the period from 
602 to 769. Another historical work of his that became very popular is the brief 
�;%&%:;"<0(E& UO&+%µ%&, a list of rulers from the creation of the world to the 
emperor Michael II the Amorian (820-829)113. Nikephoros died the 5th of April 828. 
He is celebrated by the Orthodox Church on June 2.  

(b) We are aware of two Vitae on St Nikephoros; one is composed by his 
disciple Ignatios, deacon and skeuophylax of the church of St Sophia in 
Constantinople114, and the other is included in the anonymous 10th-century 
Menologion115. There are two different synaxarian notices on him; one is contained in 
Synaxarium Ecclesiae Constantinopolitanae and the Menaion, while the other, being 
shorter, is included in the Menologion of the emperor Basil II116.  

(c) Two Byzantine akolouthiai on Nikephoros have come down to us; one is 
edited below117 and the other is published in the Menaion118. There is also a modern 
akolouthia on the saint, composed and published in the first quarter of 19th c.119.  

 

111 St Nikephoros is commemorated for his anti-iconoclastic action in the Synodikon of 
Orthodoxy; see J. GOUILLARD, Le Synodikon de l’Orthodoxie. Édition et Commentaire, 
Travaux et Memoires 2 (1967) 53-55, vv. 110-111 and 114-116.  

112 Edited and translated into English by C. MANGO, Short History, Washington, D.C., 1990. 
113 Edited by C. DE BOOR, Nicephori Archiepiscopi Constantinopolitani opuscula historica, 

Lipsiae 1880 (repr. 1975), pp. 81-135.  
114 !%Q M& ]:8%05 ?"+;E5 Tµ1& �0(7<*;%. ';\0#?03(*?%. 4,&3+"&+0&%.?*C#,5 V8%5 

3.::;"<#@5 A?E F:&"+8%. )0"(*&%. ("@ 3(#.%<OC"(%5 +L5 ]:0,+J+75 ("@ µ#:JC75 
M((C738"5 +L5 c:8"5 U%<8"5, "r+%Q µ">7+%Q (=S.P.N. Nicephori Constantinopolitani 
Archiepiscopi Vita scripta ab Ignatio diacono et cimelliarcha sanctissimae et magnae ecclesiae Sanctae 
Sophiae, ejus discipulo) (=BHG 1335), in AASS Martii II, 704-726 and PG 100, 41-160. On Ignatios 
see S. EFTHYMIADIS (ed.), The Life of the Patriarch Tarasios by Ignatios the Deacon (BHG 1698), 
[Birmingham Byzantine & Ottoman Monographs, 4], Ashgate Variorum: Aldershot – 
Brookfield USA – Singapore – Sydney, 1998, pp. 38-43; S. EFTHYMIADIS, On the hagiographical 
Work of Ignatius the Deacon, JÖB 41 (1991) 73-83. 

115 -8%5 ("@ ?%C0+#8" +%Q u38%. ?"+;E5 Tµ1& �0(7<*;%. ?"+;0J;\%. 
4,&3+"&+0&%.?*C#,5 (=BHG 1337e), ed. LATYTEV II, 4-6. 

116 See SynaxEC 723-726; MV �, 6; and Menol 484-485. SynaxEC includes also the 
commemoration of the translation of his relic, on March 13.  

117 For the kanon L is codex unicus; see PAPAILIOPOULOU, !"µ#$%&, p. 210, nr 639. 
118 MV X, 4-7. 
119 2(%C%.>8" +%Q M& ]:8%05 ?"+;E5 Tµ1& �0(7<*;%. ?"+;0J;\%., 4,&3+"&+0&%.?*-

C#,5. B0C%?%&7>#$3" ?";D +%Q ?"&0#;%+J+%. µ7+;%?%C8+%. B0C")#C<#8"5 (.;8%. l"V;0-
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The akolouthia contained in the Menaion consists of three stichera, a kathisma, a 
kontakion by Romanos the Melode and a kanon by Theophanes Graptos120, which 
bears the acrostic TE& &0(7<*;%& �5 &0(7<*;%& �3µ"30 µXC?,121 (the name 
h#%<J&%.5 is given abbreviated in the margin of L).  

 (d) The Typikon of the Great Church commemorates the saint on June 2 and 
sends the choir for general instruction to November 13, when the memory of St John 
the Chrysostom is celebrated122. The Typikon of Evergetis dictates that his akolouthia 
consists of stichera in plagal mode 4 (which means not the ones copied in L), a kanon 
by Theophanes in mode 4 (the first of the ones copied in L and published in the 
Menaion) and a kathisma in the same mode (i.e. neither the copied in L nor the 
published in the Menaion)123.  

(e) L contains a double akolouthia on St Nikephoros, including the stichera, the 
kathisma (copied as kontakion) and the kanon published in the Menaion (vv. 8-16, 36-68, 
92-303), as well as another published kathisma and oikos (vv. 1-7, 17-35); in addition L 
transmits two more stichera and a second kanon, both edited below (vv. 69-91 and 
304-498).  

The two stichera edited below were not originally forming a set, as they are 
composed in different modes. The second one (vv. 81-91) is of general content 
lauding the saint for his role in the maintenance of orthodoxy, particularly the 
veneration of the icons. The first (vv. 69-80), which is praising the saint for the 
correctness of his theological doctrine on the veneration of the icons, was originally 
destined to serve the celebration of the saint in Constantinople, and particularly in 
the church of the Apostles, where his grave was located (see vv. 78-80: "r+E& 
).3H?#0, k30#, +7;7>L&"0 +%|5 ?";#3+1+"5 +s +0µ8~ 3%., µJ(";, ("@ >#8~ CJ;&"(0), 
something that appeals also to the kanon composed by Theophanes (see vv. 286-291 
and MV X, 7: PJ;&"(" (.(C%Q&+#5 +=& >#8"& +%Q >#%<*;%. �0(7<*;%., )#Q+# 
\;03+%<*;%0 ?;%>Oµ,5 �5 &0(7<*;%& +%Q+%& Aµ&Y3,µ#& ("@ +=& "r+%Q ?"&Y:.;0& 
µ#+� #r<;%3O&75 `%;+J3,µ#&), creating thus the question whether the sticheron was 
also composed by Theophanes.  

The kanon consists of nine odes numbered 1’ to >’. Each ode consists of four 
stanzas, except for odes 1, 2 and 8, which have five. The initials of the stanzas form 
an acrostic in dodecasyllable (TE& ?"+;0J;\7& &Q& (;%+1 N0(7<*;%&124) not 
including the theotokia, the initials of which (BU��ISS��) seem not to have been a 
part of a set that originally formed an acrostic. The heirmoi are borrowed from two 

 

YC, \J;0& +%Q MK"0+73"µX&%. "r+=& u30%C%:0,+J+%. µ#:JC%. ';\0)0"(*&%. (|; �0(7<*;%. 
P#3V8%., Constantinople 1822 (see BAG, 207).  

120 MV �, 4-7; cf. ZERVOUDAKI, h#%<J&75, 279-280, nr 185. 
121 FOLLIERI, Initia IV, 220. 
122 See MATEOS, Typicon, 302 and 98-100. 
123 «U+0\7;D �\%5 ?CJ:0%5 )´. u ("&�& �\%5 )´ h#%<J&%.5· (J>03µ" �\%5 u "r+*5» 

(JORDAN, Synaxarion Evergetis, 144).  
124 Not listed in FOLLIERI, Initia. 
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kanons by the patriarch Germanos125, with the exception of the heirmos of ode 7, which 
is a work of Andrew of Crete126. 

The hymnographer of the kanon was not focused on presenting information on 
the saint. The text is built round the main ideas that the saint was a worthy bishop, 
who struggled against any heretical doctrine and especially against iconoclasm. 
Apart from these ideas and other common patterns of celebrating a saint that are 
used throughout the text, the saint is praised for having been instructed in the divine 
law from his childhood (vv. 313-314), as well as for having been sent into exile (vv. 
370-375). 

(f) In spite of the fact that the kanon edited below is of hymnographical and 
philological quality above the mediocre, and not lower than the quality of the 
published in the Menaion kanon by Theophanes Graptos, it has been neglected by the 
Church already in Byzantine times, as can be assumed not only from the fact that 
there is no any other manuscript in which the text is included, but also from the 
instructions of the Typikon of Evergetis, which orders that it is the kanon by 
Theophanes that must be sung to celebrate Nikephoros. As a work of Theophanes 
that kanon should prevail, according to the old liturgical order mentioned above, that 
gives priority to the kanons of Theophanes unless there is a kanon on the same saint 
(or feast) by Kosmas the Melode, John of Damascus or Joseph the Hymnographer. 
Furthermore, Theophanes was a contemporary of Nikephoros and a hero of the anti-
iconoclastic movement, being himself severely punished and sent into exile by the 
very same emperor Leo V. A third element that may have played a role in the 
preference of the kanon by Theophanes is that its language is more simple and direct, 
something that makes it a text more fitting in the didactic purpose of the kanon’s 
performance in the ritual.  

Another noteworthy element of the content of the two kanons commented upon 
here is that they include some stanzas in which the same concepts and ideas are 
used, as the comparison of the following texts shows: 

Anonymous Theophanes 
N!µ!>*&3\ 5� 5!Q &L5/+!(, 

>*B`+!., HE fJ1=[. 5FJ!kµ*.!(, 
J65*+, �.kRL., J+6E*' $1X >*L+3\, 
&!`i, >*!J5'$B515!( IJ*5*=i&>7( (ode 
1, stz. 2). 

4:. J+,E'. 5/( >*L+31( �%*'E1( 
&1`[( HJ3<1&'.· 5:. 2g+ KFR:. 
+F>µ3&1( J+1$5'$[(, c'$7`B+* 
J1.B=<'*, J+C( >*L+31. �+'&5!. 5:. 
I$+!5657. I.*J5i+L&1( (ode 1, stz 1). 

N*.*F+Lµi.!(, x&'*, 5� %F.6µ*' 
5!Q 01+1$=?5!F, &F.i>=1&1( 5g( 5!Q 
=i!.5!(, J65*+, µk=1(, 5!Q 5:. &*J5:. 
5!Q &L5/+!( *Y$B.1 5[. f23L. 5* 

��nµ� 5� >*3\ 5g( µk=1(, 
Z*+!`6.51, 5[. I&*<[. &F.i>=1&1(, 
5w &5*++w &!F =B2� 5!k5!F( 
5+!JL&6µ*.!( $1X &i<*'. H%3%1E1( 

 

125 EE 78, nr 110 (odes 1, 2, 3, 5 and 6) and EE 79, nr 111 (on Theotokos, sung in Tuesday of 
the third week; odes 4, 8 and 9). 

126 EE 77-78, nr 109. 
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J6.5L. I`+B.L( I>*5?&1.5!( (ode 4, 
stz. 2). 

>*N!. 5!Q &L5/+!( *Y$B.'&µ1 (ode 4, 
stz. 1). 

NQ. !s$ 1Y.32µ15', J65*+, 
$15!J5*k*'( 5g >*N1, J1+72µi.7( 5/( 
&$',( $1X 5[. H&BJ5+L., I==g J=?+7( 
>*3!F `L5C( IJ!=1k*'( X+'&5!Q (ode 9, 
stz. 3). 

8�+*( 5C µ1$6+'!. 5i=!(, 
_J*E*=>B.5L. 5[. H&BJ5+L. $1X 5/( 
I=7>*31( `1.*3&7( 5� >*L+3\ 5!Q 
I$7+65!F $6==!F(, !�J*+ .Q. 
Hµ`!+!kµ*.!( 51N( &1N( J+*&<31'( 
Mµ[. µiµ.7&! (ode 9, stz. 1). 

 

AKOLOUTHIA ON THE MARTYR LOUKILLIANOS (TEXT 3) 
  

(a) Loukillianos, Paula and the children Claudios, Hypatios, Dionysios and Paulos127 
suffered martyrdom during the reign of the Roman emperor Aurelian (270-275). 
Loukillianos, a pagan priest in Nicomedia, converted to Christianity in his old age, 
thus provoking the state authorities. He was arrested, whipped and incarcerated. 
While in prison he met four young Christian boys whom he gave spiritual guidance 
and encouraged them to face martyrdom. The four boys refused to deny their faith 
and were decapitated. Loukillianos himself was crucified and mutilated. Their bodies 
were denied burial and thrown in an open area. Paula was a Christian girl who 
dedicated her life to visiting, feeding and taking care of Christians in prison. She 
remained by their side during their martyrdom taking care of them. For this action, 
she was arrested by the authorities. When she refused to offer sacrifices to the idols, 
she was tortured and decapitated. Their memory is celebrated by the Orthodox 
Church on June 3.  

(b) Various Byzantine texts concerning them have come down to us. A Vita on 
them has been written by Photios, who signs as skeuophylax (of the church) of the 
Holy Apostles in Constantinople and logothetis128. We are aware of four versions of 
their Passio; the longer one is included in the anonymous 10th-century Menologion129, 
while the rest are published, one by H. Delehaye130 and the other two by F. Halkin131. 

 

127 On whom see EFSTRATIADIS, c:0%C*:0%&, 280; DOUKAKIS, U.&"K";03+Y5, 21-22; BS VIII, 
276-277. On the martyrion of Loukillianos see JANIN, Églises, 311-312. 

128 AASS Iunii I, 276-286 (=BHG 999). On Photios see TH. ANTONOPOULOU, Photios deacon 
ans skeuophylax of the Holy Apostles and his encomium on St Luke the Evangelist, JÖB 55 
(2005) 7-16. 

129 6";+O;0%& +%Q ]:8%. P%.(0CC0"&%Q, S"OC75 ("@ +1& 3|& "r+%$5 &7?8,& 4C".)8%., 
I0%&.38%. ("@ S"OC%. (=BHG 999c), ed. LATYTEV II, 7-12. 

130 Passio S. Lucilliani et sociorum (={>C7305 +%Q ]:8%. µ#:"C%µJ;+.;%5 P%.(0CC0"&%Q ("@ 
+1& 3|& "r+t) (=BHG 998y), ed. H. DELEHAYE, Saints de Thrace et de Mesie, AnBoll 31 (1912) 
187-192. 

131 {>C7305 +%Q ]:8%. ("@ M&)*K%. µ#:"C%µJ;+.;%5 P%.(0CC0"&%Q +%Q >".µ"+%.;:%Q 
("@ +L5 3.&%)8"5 "r+%Q and 6";+O;0%& +%Q ]:8%. µ#:"C%µJ;+.;%5 ("@ >".µ"+%.;:%Q 
P%.(0CC0"&%Q ("@ +1& +#33J;,& &7?8,& 4C".)8%., 9?"+8%., S"OC%. ("@ I0%&.38%. (=BHGa 
999a and 999b), ed. F. HALKIN, Les deux passion inédite, AnBoll 84 (1966) 8-28.  
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Short notices on them are included in the emperor Basil’s Menologion (followed by a 
brief entry on the martyr Paula), Synaxarium Ecclesiae Constantinopolitanae and the 
Menaion132. There is also an unpublished Passio of St Loukillianos (BHG 999d).  

(c) We are aware of three akolouthiai on Loukillianos: the first is published in 
the Menaion133 and the second is edited below134, while the third is unpublished and 
preserved in just one manuscript, the 10th-century codex Sin. Gr. 620135. 

The Menaion contains an akolouthia with three stichera sung at Hesperinos, a 
kanon composed by Ignatios, possibly the famous patriarch of Constantinople (846-
857 and 867-878)136, and a kathisma sung after the third ode. The akolouthia is 
concentrated on the miracles performed by the saint to the ones who visit his grave, 
his confession in front of the authorities, and his relationship with Paula and the 
children. The kanon is a typical laudatory piece, giving no historical elements and 
generally nothing more that expressions common in such texts. Its quality is low, and 
it is probable that it is the work of another hymnographer than the one who 
composed the stichera and the kathisma, where we find higher poetical and lexical 
quality.  

(d) The Typikon of Evergetis dictates that the choir must sing three stichera in 
mode 1, a kanon composed by Ignatios in plagal mode 4 and a kathisma in the same 
mode, i.e. the akolouthia published in the Menaion137. 

(e) The akolouthia in L contains two kathismata (vv. 1-11 and 12-22; the first is 
published in the Menaion), kontakion and oikos (vv. 23-48), four stichera (vv. 49-90; the 
first three published in the Menaion), and two kanons, one edited below (vv. 91-353) 
and the other published in the Menaion (vv. 354-498).  

The first kathisma praises the saint’s force of will and his power to stand the 
tortures, and especially the torture of fire. The second is similar but also bringing up 
a new element: as a prize for his martyrdom, the saint received from God the ability 
of healing diseases and drive off evil spirits.  

The same is the content of the stichera, with only one of them (the last one 
among the three published in the Menaion) talking about the performance of miracles 
by the saint’s grave. Kontakion and oikos laud the saints in a general way, without 
referring to their lives and their martyrdom.  

 

132 Menol 485 (published also in AASS Iunii I, 274), SynaxEC 725-728 and MV �, 8-9. In 
SynaxEC they are also commemorated on January 19, when their synaxis «+#C#$+"0 … M& +t 
%}(m 2&"3+"38%. +%Q S"+;0J;\%. M& +s eK#8~» (SynaxEC, 404-405). 

133 MV �, 7-9. 
134 Ms tradition: LHGSbPaVASeVb; see PAPAILIOPOULOU, !"µ#$%&, p. 210, nr 640. 
135 See PAPAILIOPOULOU, !"µ#$%&, p. 211, nr 641. 
136 See C. ÉMEREAU, Hymnographi Byzantini, quorum nomina in litteras digessit 

notulisque adornavit…, Echos d'Orient 22 (1923) 433-434. Let it be noted though that 
ZERVOUDAKI,  h#%<J&75, 327, ascribes the kanon to Theophanes Graptos (see Commentary, 
Text 3, vv. 354-498). 

137 «U+0\7;D �\%5 "´. u ("&�& F:&"+8%. �\%5 ?CJ:0%5 )´. 4J>03µ" �\%5 u "r+*5» (JORDAN, 
Synaxarion Evergetis, 144). 
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The kanon is composed by St Joseph the Hymnographer. It contains eight odes 
numbered 1´ and 2´ to >�. Each ode consists of five stanzas, except for odes 5, 6 and 
7, which have four. The kanon was originally composed without a second ode as its 
acrostic proves; it forms a dodecasyllable, followed outside the meter by the name of 
the hymnographer, in the initial letters of the troparia of the last ode (P%.(0CC0"&t 
+%O3)# +%|5 (;*+%.5 <X;,· F,3Y<138). The heirmoi are borrowed from a kanon on the 
Resurrection by John of Damascus, included in Parakletike and destined for the 
Orthros of the Sunday of first mode139. Joseph follows the patterns for the most part, 
with some exceptions common in Byzantine hymnography. 

The kanon praises mostly Loukillianos (there are only seven stanzas referring to 
the children, while Paula is not mentioned at all). In ode 1 Joseph presents an abstract 
of the whole story: Loukillianos preached the Word in front of the nations under the 
inspiration of God (vv. 91-92), he hated the idols (vv. 99-100), he was betrayed by a 
Jew (in the text: by Jews) to the authorities (vv. 106-107), he was martyred and he 
received grace by God (vv. 109-114). In ode 3 he informs us that the saint became 
very famous in the whole world because of his martyrdom (vv. 121-141) and received 
from high the divine grace to heal wounds and cure sufferings and comfort the most 
evil pains (vv. 144-148). Ode 4 gives some information about the saint’s martyrdom, 
and particularly that he was crucified with his head facing the earth (vv. 156), he was 
put in prison, where he met the four boys (vv. 170-172) whom he gave spiritual 
guidance (vv. 174-177). Ode 5 continues by presenting us Loukillianos and the boys 
(their names are given in vv. 202-205) in front of the local authorities where they 
confess their Christian faith and talk against atheism, the meaning here being of 
course idolatry (vv. 193-199). Ode 6 gives us the information that Loukillianos was 
nailed on a cross (v. 214) and the boys were decapitated (vv. 221-222), confirming 
once again that Loukillianos received by heaven the grace of healing wounds (vv. 
227-231). Ode 7 gives another detail of the martyrdom: Loukillianos and the boys 
were put in a burning furnace, from which by the grace of God they stepped out 
untouched by the flames (vv. 238-255). In ode 8 Loukillianos is praised for 
celebrating God in songs while facing corporal tortures (vv. 274-282 and 301-309). In 
ode 9 Joseph praises Loukillianos for having been invited by the Lord in heaven 
while nailed on the cross (vv. 319-321) and for proving himself a spring of grace and 
healing for the believers (vv. 326-332). He also entreats Loukillianos to heal all the 
diseases of the soul of himself and the other Christians, having been given by God 
the divine energy of performing miracles (vv. 333-339).  

The content of the eight theotokia of the kanon does not have a connection with 
the rest of the text. In all of them Joseph praises the mother of God and he begs her to 
heal the diseases of the believers’ souls and act as a mediator between God and 
mankind. 

 

138 FOLLIERI, Initia, II, 350. On kanons with a dodecasyllable akrostichis followed by an 
epilogue, usually the name of the hymnographer, see WEYH, Akrostichis, 46-51. 

139 PaAD, 27-37 and EE 1, nr 1.  
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(f) The akolouthia survived in nine manuscripts (LHGSbPaVASeVb) dated from 
the 11th to 16th century. This means that its neglect by the Church is most probably a 
result of its exclusion by the editors of the first printed Menaia. As its text is signed by 
one of the most respectful Byzantine poets, Joseph the Hymnographer, and secured 
by an acrostic, the choice of the editors to publish another akolouthia must have been 
made on the basis of the manuscripts available to them.  

 
AKOLOUTHIA ON ST METROPHANES, ARCHBISHOP OF CONSTANTINOPLE (TEXT 4) 

 
(a) What the Byzantine sources give on the life and ecclesiastical tenure of St 
Metrophanes140 is obscure and contradictory, particularly as far as the dates are 
concerned141. He is presented to have been the son of Dometius, brother of the 
Roman Emperor Probus. Dometius converted to Christianity, left Rome and went to 
the old town of Byzantion, where he was ordained a priest by the bishop Titos (242?-
272), whom he succeeded after his death (LATYTEV II, 12:21-13:7). Nothing is known 
on Dometius’ tenure, except that he served from 272(?) to 303142. St Metrophanes’ 
Vita presents his brother as the bishop of Byzantion after their father and before the 
saint, while all the Episcopal catalogues give the name of Roufinos as the successor of 
Domitius and predecessor of Nikephoros143. The date of Nikephoros’ election is 
something the sources do not agree upon. What we know is that he was the bishop of 
Byzantion at the time of the First Ecumenical Council, and that he was sick and in 
such an extremely old age (according to his Life, he died a little later in the age of 117 
[LATYTEV II, 15:5-8]) that he was not able to attend the council (LATYTEV II, 13:29-30), 
sending as his representative the priest Alexander, whom he later nominated as his 
successor to the throne of Constantinople (LATYTEV II, 14:1-15). His relic was 
treasured in a church dedicated to him, in the area of Eptaskalon in Constantinople144, 
that became a place of pilgrimage due to the miracles performed by the saint 
(LATYTEV II, 15:14-19). His memory is celebrated by the Orthodox Church on June 4.  

(b) A Vita on St Metrophanes included in the anonymous 10th-century 
Menologion has come down to us145, along with a posterior encomium by Constantine 

 

140 On whom see AASS Iunii I, 384-395; EFSTRATIADIS, c:0%C*:0%&, 335-336; DOUKAKIS, 
U.&"K";03+Y5, 24-26; BS IX, 396-397. 

141 See M. I. GEDEON, S"+;0";\0(%@ S8&"(#5. ag)Y3#05 V0%:;"<0("@ ?#;@ +1& S"+;0";\1& 
4,&3+"&+0&%.?*C#,5 '?E 2&);X%. +%Q S;,+%(CY+%. µX\;05 F,"(#@µ l´ +%Q '?E 
h#33"C%&8(75. 36-1884, Athens 19962, pp. 67-69, particularly 67.  

142 See GEDEON, S"+;0";\0(%@ S8&"(#5, 62.  
143 See LATYTEV II, 13:8-16 and GEDEON, S"+;0";\0(%@ S8&"(#5, 64-65. 
144 See VM, 15:5-7; SynaxEC 730:1-4; Menol 488B. On the church of St Metrophanes see 

JANIN, Églises, 336-337.  
145 -8%5 ("@ ?%C0+#8" +%Q u38%. ?"+;E5 Tµ1& 67+;%<J&%.5 ';\0#?03(*?%. 

4,&3+"&+0&%.?*C#,5 (=BHG 1278y), ed. LATYTEV II, 12-15.  
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Acropolites (=BHG and BHGa 1278z)146 and two notices, the longer of which lies in 
Synaxarium Ecclesiae Constantinopolitanae and the Menaion, while the shorter is 
contained in the Menologion of Basil II147.  

(c) We are aware of three akolouthiai on St Metrophanes; two of them are 
published in the Menaion148 and the third is edited below149.  

The Menaion includes a double akolouthia on St Metrophanes, comprising six 
stichera sung at 4O;0# d(X(;"K", three stichera sung at Stichos followed by a 
doxastikon, three kathismata sung at Stichologia, a kanon by the 16th-century 
hymnographer Nikolaos Malaxos150, a second kanon by Theophanes Graptos, a 
kathisma sung after ode 3, kontakion and oikos followed by a synaxarian notice, an 
exaposteilarion and stichera sung at Ainoi followed by a doxastikon. The initials of the 
first set of (three) stichera, the stichera sung at Stichos and the ones sung at Ainoi form 
the acrostic !%Q 6"C"K%Q, which proves that they were also composed by Malaxos, 
consisting one akolouthia with his kanon. Thence, it would be logical to assume that 
the other three stichera and at least one of the kathismata are composed by 
Theophanes, whose work is the other kanon, something supported by Byzantine 
liturgical texts only to its first part, that of the stichera (see below, the instructions of 
the Typikon of Evergetis). 

(d) The Typikon of the Great Church contains an order related to a text 
composed on the saint, that at Orthros, after Psalm 50, the choir must sing the 
following troparion, neither published in the Menaion nor copied in L: S;,+%+*(%. 
V"30C#8"5 ?"+Y;, �;>%)*K%. C"+;#8"5 ?%0µ=& '&#)#8\>75, k30#, ("@ +L5 M((C738"5 
+L5 ?J&+,& µ7+;E5 M<J&75 <,3+Y;. S;X3V#.# �;03+t +t h#t 3,>L&"0 +D5 [.\D5 
Tµ1&151.  

The Typikon of Evergetis instructs the choir to sing stichera and a kanon by 
Theophanes in the second plagal mode and a kathisma in the fourth mode152. This 
proves that by the middle of the 11th c. it was the akolouthia composed by 

 

146 On Constantine Acropolites see D. M. NICOL, Constantine Acropolites: A 
Prosopographical Note, DOP 19 (1965) 249-256; ODB, 49. 

147 SynaxEC 727-730; MV �, 14 and Menol 488. 
148 MV �, 10-15. 
149 For the kanon L is codex unicus; see PAPAILIOPOULOU, !"µ#$%&, p. 211, nr 642. 
150 On whom see D. N. STRATEGOPOULOS, v c'$B=1!( -1=1EC( (16!( 1Y.) $1X 5C �+2! 

5!F (#+*F.1 &{ HEi='E7), in J. VASSIS - M. LOUKAKI - E. PAPADOPOULOU (eds.), l´ U.&J&+737 
-./"&+0&%C*:,& oCCJ)%5 ("@ 4O?;%.. S#;0CY[#05, Rethymno 2002, pp. 84-86, and 
Tomadakis, 9µ&%:;"<8", 69 (fn. 5 and 6). Nikolaos Malaxos was also an editor of 
hymnographical texts [see E. PANTELAKIS, Tg =*'5!F+2'$g <'<=31 5/( Mµ*5i+1( G$$=7&31(, 
Nea Sion 26 (1931) 210], who used to publish some of his works in the books edited by him 
(STRATEGOPOULOS, c'$B=1!( -1=1EC(, 83-84, and PAPADOPOULOS – KERAMEUS, WR*%31&µ1, 
346). This is maybe how his kanon on St Metrophanes entered the editions of the Menaion. 

151 MATEOS, Typicon, 304.  
152 «U+0\7;D ("@ ("&�& �\%5 ?CJ:0%5 V´. h#%<J&%.5· (J>03µ" �\%5 )´» (JORDAN, 

Synaxarion Evergetis, 144). 
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Theophanes that was in use at the monastery, consisted of the second set of stichera 
and the kanon published in the Menaion, accompanied by a kathisma that has not 
survived153.  

(e) L contains a double akolouthia on the saint, including only a part of what is 
published in the Menaion (a kathisma, three stichera and the kanon by Theophanes; see 
vv. 8-24, 51-98, 310-529), accompanied by one more kathisma (vv. 1-7), a kontakion by 
Romanos the Melode followed by an unpublished oikos (25-50) and another kanon, 
composed by George of Nicomedia (99-309). 

The kathisma edited below praises the saint for shepherding the Church in an 
orthodox way and turning away the weeds of heresy. The set of kontakion and oikos 
adds that he was dedicated to God from childhood and he became a worthy bishop, 
communicating with the angels during the ritual and working hard to save people 
from sin.  

The kanon contains eight odes numbered 1´ and 2´->�. Each ode consists of four 
stanzas, except for odes 1 and 4, which have five. The stanzas are connected with an 
acrostic that forms a dodecasyllable (BJ&7>0, M7+;*<"&#5, #g5 Tµ1& <J%5154), 
without theotokia, where we have the acrostic la�il���; both the acrostics prove 
that the kanon was originally composed without a second ode. The heirmoi, the 
patterns of which are systematically followed by George, are borrowed from Kosmas 
the Melode155 and John the monk156. The content of the kanon is dependent on the 
insufficiency of historical information on the saint. Not having a solid basis on the 
hagiographical texts George had to build the kanon round his anti-heretical work and 
his personal values, which are the two concepts repeated throughout the text. 

(f) To understand the reasons why this kanon was neglected by the Church (it is 
characteristic that it has survived in only one manuscript, L) and given that both the 
kanons by George and Theophanes are of (more or less the same) good 
hymnographical quality (historicity not being here a subject at all, as the 
hagiographical texts on the saint gave almost nothing for the hymnographers to use 
as a base), we have to turn to the old liturgical order mentioned above, according to 
which the kanons by Theophanes would be preferred to the kanons by any other 
hymnographer than Kosmas the Melode, John the monk and Joseph the 
Hymnographer.  

 
 

 

153 Neither the kathismata published in the Menaion nor the ones copied in L are composed 
in the fourth mode, as the ones mentioned in the typikon of Evergetis.  

154 Not listed in FOLLIERI, Initia. 
155 EE 37-38, nr 51 (odes 1 and 5); EE 39-40, nr 53 (odes 3 and 7; from a kanon destined for 

the Orthros of Great Monday); EE 190, nr 270 (ode 4).  
156 EE 34-35, nr 46 (odes 6 and 9); EE 35, nr 47 (ode 8). John the monk cannot always be 

identified with John of Damascus; see WELLESZ, 237; TOMADAKIS, 9µ&%:;"<8", 212-214; 
DETORAKIS, 9µ&%:;"<8", 80.  
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AKOLOUTHIA ON THE MARTYR DOROTHE�S, BISHOP OF TYRE (TEXT 6) 
 

(a) St Dorotheos157 suffered martyrdom under the reign of the pagan Byzantine 
emperor Julian (361-363). His life is not enough documented in the Byzantine 
hagiographical sources. What is given is that he was the Bishop of Tyre during the 
persecution of Diocletian and Maximian (ca 303 AD), when he had to flee to 
Odyssopolis in Thrace (the today Bulgarian city of Varna). After the end of the 
persecution he returned to his see where we find him some sixty years later during 
the reign of Julian. Because of the anti-Christian policy of the emperor he had to 
leave once more Tyre and find refuge in Odyssopolis, where he finally martyred 
after being imprisoned by some archons of Julian and tortured so severely that he 
died of his injuries, at the extremely old age of 107. He is also presented in the 
sources as a master of both Greek and Latin and leaving behind ecclesiastical and 
historical treatises in both these languages158.  

His memory is celebrated today by the Orthodox Church on June 5, while the 
manuscript tradition is not unanimous: S, W, O, Ia, Ba, the Typikon of the Great 
Church and the Typikon of St Sabbas are in agreement with the present Menaion, 
while L, Christopher of Mytilene, Synaxarium Ecclesiae Constantinopolitanae and the 
Typikon of Evergetis commemorate him the 6th of the month159. 

(b) A Passio of St Dorotheos is included in the anonymous 10th-century 
Menologion160. Two short synaxarian notices on him have also survived; one is 
contained in the Menologion of the emperor Basil II and the other is published in 
slightly different forms in Synaxarium Ecclesiae Constantinopolitanae, Acta Sanctorum 
and the Menaion of June161. 

(c) We are aware of two akolouthiai on St Dorotheos; one is included in the 
Menaion162 and the other is edited below163.  

The akolouthia published in the Menaion consists of three stichera sung at 4O;0# 
d(X(;"K" and a kanon by Joseph the Hymnographer, with the acrostic I1;%& h#%Q 

 

157 On whom see BHG, 2114-2116; BHGna 2115; AASS Junii I, 434-437; EFSTRATIADIS, 
c:0%C*:0%&, 121-122; DOUKAKIS, U.&"K";03+Y5, 28-29; BS IV, 829-830.  

158 This is probably the basis (or the result) of the false tradition which attributes the 
composition of the treatises Synopsis of the Apostles and Series of Byzantine Bishops to him; see 
Butler's Lives of the Saints, Edited, revised and supplemented by H. THURSTON and D. 
ATTWATER, vol. 2, London: Burns Oates, 1956, pp. 480-481. 

159 See MATEOS, Typicon, 304; DMITRIEVSKY, Opisanie III, 50; FOLLIERI, Calendari, 138; 
SynaxEC 731-733; JORDAN, Synaxarion Evergetis, 144.  

160 6";+O;0%& +%Q ]:8%. b#;%µJ;+.;%5 I,;%>X%. M?03(*?%. !O;%., ed. LATYTEV II, 18-19. 
161 Menol 100 (October 9); SynaxEC 731-733 (June 6); AASS Iunii I, 434 (June 5) and MV �, 

18 (June 5). In SynaxEC he is also commemorated on October 9 (SynaxEC 124). 
162 MV X, 16-19. 
163 Ms tradition: LSWIaOBa; see PAPAILIOPOULOU, !"µ#$%&, p. 211, nr 643, where O is not 

listed.  
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3#, ?"µµJ("; ?J+#;, 3XV,. F,3Y<164, interrupted after ode 3 by a kathisma and after 
ode 6 by a kontakion and a synaxarian notice.  

(d) The Typikon of the Great Church commemorates St Dorotheos the 5th of 
June after the ten martyrs Markianos, Nikandros, Apollon, Leonidis, Areios, Gorgias, 
Hyperechios, Selenias, Irene and Pamvon, without any reference to the akolouthia on 
him, as the day was devoted to the salvation of the city during the attack of the 
barbarians165.  

The Typikon of Evergetis celebrates him on June 6 and dictates that his 
akolouthia consists of stichera and a kanon by Joseph in plagal mode 4 and a kathisma in 
mode 3166; most probably it is this akolouthia that is published in the printed Menaion.  

(e) L contains a double akolouthia on St Dorotheos; it includes the kathisma, the 
stichera and the kanon published in the Menaion (vv. 1-7, 46-66, 83-232), and it 
additionally transmits a second kathisma (vv. 8-18), another kontakion (i.e. not the one 
included in the Menaion) followed by oikos (vv. 19-45) and a second kanon (vv. 233-
392).  

The kathisma edited below (vv. 8-18) is an opening hymn informing the 
congregation about St Dorotheos who enlightened the earth by his virtue and his 
dogmas and chased away the mist of polytheism and heresy. In the set of kontakion 
and oikos the saint is praised for excelling himself in both the ascetic life and the 
martyrdom (most probably an hagiographical topos, as the saint is not presented in 
his hagiographical sources as an ascetic) and for shepherding the herd of his 
bishopric and leading it to the heavenly fold. The kontakion is based on the 
presentation of the saint as offering himself to God as a gift (vv. 21-22: )1;%& _:0%& 
3".+E& ?;%3LK"5), which is the opening phrase of the kanon by Joseph (vv. 79-80: 
I1;%& h#t ?;%3LK"5 3#".+E& +#;?&E& ("@ (">";H+"+%&), which may support the 
deduction that the set of kathisma and oikos is also composed by Joseph, a deduction 
strengthened by the fact that one of the concepts presented in the oikos (vv. 72-75: �5 
(;0E5 )� M?837µ%5 +.>#@5 '&#)#8\>75 >Qµ" #r,)X3+"+%& +t 3t )#3?*+� X;03+t) is 
also used by Joseph in a kanon on St Marinos (AHG IV, XXV, 224-228: p5 >Qµ" 
)#(+*&, �5 µO;%& #r1)#5, �5 (">";D ?;%3<%;J, 3#?+E& �5 b#;#$%&, �5 (;0E5 
M?837µ%5, 3%<X, +t ?C"3+%.;:t ?;%37&X\>75) and another on St Manignos (AHG 
VII, XXI, 177-179: p5 M?837µ%5 (;0E5 ?;%3"&7&X\>75 >.38~ (">";,+J+�, µJ;+.5 
?%CO">C#…)167.  

 

164 FOLLIERI, Initia I, 337. 
165 See MATEOS, Typicon, 304-308. 
166 «W5'R7+g $1X $1.y. �R!( J=62'!( %´ �L&?`· $6>'&µ1 �R!( 2´» (JORDAN, Synaxarion 

Evergetis, 144).  
167 It must be noted here that the same concept is used in other akolouthiai as well; see AHG 

VI, XVII, 8-10 (Theophanes Graprtos on St Theodore the teron): p5 (;0E5 M?837µ%5 '\>#85, 
>Qµ" #r,)X3+"+%& 3| +t �;03+t ?;%37&X\>75, h#*),;#…; AHG VI, XXVII, 43-45 
(Germanos on St Polykarpos of Smyrna): �3?#; (;0E5 M?837µ%5, b#;J;\", +t ?.;@ 
?;%3X);"µ#5 +1& V"3J&,& )#(+= >.38" :#&*µ#&%5 ("@ b#;#$%& h#%Q; AHG VIII, XXXI, 25-28 
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The kanon, composed by George of Nicomedia, consists of eight odes, 
numbered 1� and 2� to >�; each ode contains four stanzas. The stanzas are connected 
with an alphabetic acrostic168, not including the theotokia, where the name la�il��� 
is formed; both the acrostics prove that the kanon was originally composed without a 
second ode. The heirmoi, the patterns of which are systematically followed by George, 
are borrowed from the work of John of Damascus169 and Kosmas the Melode170.  

(f) For reasons concerning its structure and content the kanon may be related to 
another kanon by George dedicated to Sts Irene, Agape and Chionia (feastday April 
16, edited in AHG VIII, pp. 185-191). Both kanons have the same acrostic (alphabetic 
in the stanzas and la�il��� in theotokia) and they are composed in the same mode 
(plagal fourth) and according to the same heirmoi, with the exception of ode 1. Apart 
from these, the kanon includes four stanzas built on the same concepts and expressed 
in more or less the same words and six with the same or similar beginning: 

 
Stz. St Dorotheos Sts Irene, Agape and Chionia 
12 ;3!. 5[. I&Lµ65L. HJX 2/(, 

�L+B>**, H^?=L&1( $1X 5!N( �+2!'( 
$1X 5+BJ!'( Y&122i=L( H. $B&µ� 
H<3L&1(. 

;3!. 5C. Y&622*=!. H. &1+$X µ*5g 
5[. &F.6>=L. $1X pµ!5+BJL. &!F, 
&*µ.: 8Y+?.7, I&$!Q&1, I&Lµ65L. 
>*31( R!+*31( $157E3L&1'. 

21 �[+!. &* J1+i&R*5! … �[+1 l( *sJ+B&%*$51 … 
23 e6=7. I>*B575!( HJ'5'µ[., 

&!`i, 7�.1&1( 51k57.· %'C >*3!F( 
J+C( ='µi.1( I.>+nJ!F( 
H2$1>n+µ7&1(.  

e6=7. $15*F.6&1&1 5:. 5[. 
J1>[. .!� &n`+!.', J+C( 21=7.B., 
8Y+?.7, ='µi.1 I>=?&*L( 
$15?.57&1(.  

24 #=F&*. p 5B$!( &!F 5g( H.!Rg( 
Mµ[., �R+1.5*, $1X j1F5w J6.51( 
%'$1'n&*' 5!}( I.>+nJ!F( 
&F.i%7&*.. 

#=F&*. p 5B$!( &!F 5g( H.!Rg( 
Mµ[., �R+1.5*, $1X j1F5w %'� 
FZ!>*&31( J6.51( J'&5!}( 
&F.i%7&*.. 

%2 d7&1F+C. I.1`13+*5!. …  d7&1F+3&1&1, �.%!E* …  
%3 �&RF+C. $15*J6=1'&1( 5� 

pµ!=!23\ HR>+B., �L+B>** …  
�&RF+C( $151<i<=751' 5[. 

$1=='J1+>i.L. H.&56&*' 5k+1..!( 
…  

%4  �( J72:. R1+'&µ65L. &* 
�R!.5*( I.i$=*'J5!., >*!%BE1&5*, 

�( J72: I.*E6.5=75!( !�&1 5[. 
>1Fµ65L., >*!R1+35L5*, J!51µ!}( 

 

(Germanos on St Basil of Amatheia): d?@ 3<":=& `C(*µ#&%5 �(%C%O>#05 �5 (;0E5 M?837µ%5 
%r( M;8/,&, %r (;".:J/,& �5 :X:;"?+"0, >;Xµµ" �;03+%Q ("@ ?%0µY&. 

168 On the alphabetic akrostichis see WEYH, Akrostichis, 42-43. 
169 EE 224, nr 321 (odes 1, 3, 7, 8 and 9; the heirmoi of odes 1 and 3 come from kanons 

included in Parakletike, the one of ode 1 destined for the Orthros of Saturday, while the other 
of ode 3 for the Orthros of Thursday); EE 220, nr 315 (ode 6; Parakletike, Orthros of Sunday); 
EE 220-221, nr 316 (ode 5). 

170 EE 224-225, nr 322, on the Exaltation of the Holy Cross (ode 4). 
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IJ1.5=!Qµ*. 5g Y6µ151, 
I.Fµ.!Q.5*( 5:. >*31. &!F $k7&'.. 

5[. Y1µ65L. MµN. I.1<=k^*'( I*X &{ 
2*+13+!F&'.. 

*2  PkR.!( `1*'.C( …  PkR.!. %'1F2/ … 
*3  -k+1 .!75g …  -k+1 .!75g …  
^4  )=1&µB. &* J51'&µ65L. $1X 

&Lµ65L. ~1µ1 �R!.5*(, µB.7 f2.: 
…  

)=1&µB. &* J51'&µ65L. $1X 
KFR[. Y15+*N!. $1X 5[. &Lµ65L., 
f2.: …  

 
To understand the reasons why this kanon was neglected by the Church and 

given that both the kanons by George and Theophanes are of (more or less the same) 
good hymnographical quality (historicity not being here a subject at all, as the 
hagiographical texts on the saint were offering almost nothing to the hymnographers 
to be based on), we have to turn to the old liturgical order mentioned above, 
according to which the kanons by Theophanes would be preferred to the kanons by 
any other hymnographer than Kosmas the Melode, John of Damascus and Joseph the 
Hymnographer. 

We also have to take into consideration that the kanon has survived in at least 
six manuscripts (LSWIaOBa) dated from the 10th to the 16th century, i.e. until the 
edition of the first Menaia. This could mean that its final neglect is the result of its 
exclusion from the printed Menaia, probably because it was only the published 
akolouthia that was copied in the manuscripts on which the edition was based.  

 

 

AKOLOUTHIA ON THE MARTYRS NIKANDROS AND MARKIANOS (TEXT 7) 
 

(a) Sts Nikandros and Markianos171 were serving in the Roman army during the reign 
of the emperors Diocletian (284-305) and Maximian (286-305). After converting to 
Christianity and quitting the army they were denounced as Christians to the hegemon 
Maximus during a persecution. Maximus interrogated them twice trying to convince 
them to sacrifice to the idols putting them in the meantime for twenty days in prison. 
Not being successful he had them decapitated by sword. A characteristic element of 
their Passio is that their wives are also presented as being present during their 
interrogation, the one of Nikandros supporting him from the first moment until his 
death (therefore she was sent to prison by Maximus) while that of Markianos trying 
to convince him to avoid death by following the orders of Maximus. 

(b) The Passio of the saints has come down to us in two slightly different 
versions; the longer is published in Acta Sanctorum172 and the shorter in the 

 

171 On whom see AASS Iunii III, 266-278; LATYTEV II, 27-30; EFSTRATIADIS, c:0%C*:0%&, 351; 
DOUKAKIS, U.&"K";03+Y5, 60. 

172 AASS Iunii III, 270-273 (June 17; =BHG 1330). 
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anonymous 10th-century Menologion173. Brief notices have been contained in 
Synaxarium Ecclesiae Constantinopolitanae, the Menologion of Basil II and the Menaion174.  

The saints are celebrated today on June 8, the date given in their longer Vita as 
the date of their martyrdom175, the same day they are also commemorated in 
Synaxarium Ecclesiae Constantinopolitanae and the Typikon of the Great Church. Most 
probably because of their feast being concurent with that of St Theodore the 
Stratelates, their memory was neglected (they are not commemorated in the Typikon 
of Evergetis and the Typikon of St Sabbas). That must have been the reason for which 
their commemoration and their akolouthia was transferred into other dates, presented 
in some of our liturgical and hagiographical manuscript sources: L, H and the 
Menologion of Basil II celebrate them on June 7, O and the anonymous 10th-century 
Menologion on June 9176, while in Acta Sanctorum their Vita is published on June 17.  

(c) We are aware of one more Byzantine kanon on Sts Nikandros and 
Markianos, unpublished and composed by George of Nicomedia177.  

(d) The Typikon of the Great Church celebrates them on June 8, after the 
memory of the Theotokos of Sostheneion and before that of Theodore the Stratelates 
whose akolouthia is ordered to be sung178. They do not appear in the Typikon of 
Evergetis, that contains a simple reference to St Theodotos on June 7. 

(e) In L Sts Nikandros and Markianos are celebrated together with St 
Theodotos of Ankara179, the akolouthia on which (vv. 1-11, 19-45, 76-327) is published 
in the Menaion180. The akolouthia on Nikandros and Markianos consists of a kathisma, 
three stichera and a kanon (vv. 12-18, 46-75 and 328-504 respectively)181.  

The kathisma presents the general information that the saints martyred in the 
times of polytheism and became a spring of miracles, something not given in any 
hagiographical source on them. The stichera are a little more specific: Nikandros was 
decapitated by sword after resisting against the polytheist tyrants (vv. 46-51) and 
Markianos refused everything terrestrial longing the heavenly city (vv. 56-62).  

 

173 6";+O;0%& +1& ]:8,& �0(J&);%. ("@ 6";(0"&%Q (=BHG 1330e), ed. LATYTEV II, 27-30 
(June 9). 

174 SynaxEC 738-740 (June 8; published also in AASS Iunii III, 269); Menol 489 (June 7; also 
in AASS Iunii III, 269) and MV �, 27 (June 8); partly in AASS Iunii III, 269). 

175 «dµ";+O;03"& )� %b _:0%0 +%Q h#%Q 6J;+.;#5, �8("&);%5 ("@ 6";(0"&E5, µ7&@ 
F%.&8%. �(+�» (AASS Iunii III, 273B).  

176 The Menologion gives also the ninth of June as the date of their martyrdom: «K8<#0 +D5 
+0µ8"5 Aµ1& '?X+#µ%& (#<"CJ5, M&J+7& �:%&+%5 +%Q F%.&8%. µ7&*5» (LATYTEV II, 29:31-32). 

177 It has survived in codd. Ath. Iveron 857, ff. 72r-79v; Athen. Bibl. Nat. 562, ff. 14r-15v; 
Sinait. gr. 620, ff. 53v-55v and Vindob. Theol. Gr. 33, ff. 88v-89r; see PAPAILIOPOULOU, 
!"µ#$%&, 213, nr 650. 

178 MATEOS, Typicon, 308-310. 
179 On whom see BHG 1782-1783m; BHGna 1782z; SynaxEC 735-736; Menol 489; MV X, 22-

24; EFSTRATIADIS, c:0%C*:0%&, 177-178; DOUKAKIS, U.&"K";03+Y5, 56.  
180 MV X, 22-24.  
181 Ms tradition: LH; fragments in O; see PAPAILIOPOULOU, !"µ#$%&, p. 213, nr 649. 
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The kanon, composed by Joseph the Hymnographer, is also poor in historicity as 
more or less represents the same information given in the stichera, with just one 
noteworthy addition in ode 4, stz. 2, where St Nikandros (and not Markianos, as in 
the hagiographical texts on the saints) is presented as having refused the efforts by 
his family to convince him to avoid martyrdom (vv. 368-369: 2?7;&Y3"+% N8("&);%5 
:X&%.5 ("@ ?"+;8)%5 ?v3"& ?;%3?J>#0"&…). What is also remarkable is that the 
second stanza of the kanon (vv. 333-337) presents the saints as being severely tortured 
before their execution, something included only in one hagiographical source, the 
short synaxarian notice published in the printed Menaion.  

The kanon consists of eight odes, numbered 1� and 2� to >�, each one of which 
contains four stanzas, except for odes 4 and 9, which have five. The stanzas are 
connected with an acrostic, forming a dodecasyllable, followed outside the meter by 
the name of the hymnographer, in the initial letters of the troparia of the last ode 
(xµ&%05 :#;"8;, µ";+O;,& K.&,;8)"· F,3Y<182) and proving that the kanon was 
originally composed without a second ode. The heirmoi, followed faithfully by 
Joseph, are borrowed mainly from John of Damascus183, except for the ones for odes 4 
and 5, which are composed by Kosmas the Melode and the patriarch Germanos 
respectively184.  

(f) The limited manuscript tradition of the akolouthia, which consists of only two 
manuscripts (LH) from the 11th-12th c., shows that it was neglected already in the 
late Byzantine period. Considered that the text (at least of the kanon) is written by 
Joseph the Hymnographer and secured by an acrostic, this neglect was most 
probably due to the narrow veneration of the saints, most probably because their 
memory was celebrated the same day with the much more important memory of St 
Theodore Stratelates [see also above, point (b)]. This deduction may be strengthened 
by the fact that another kanon on the saints, also composed by a prominent Byzantine 
hymnographer, George of Nicomedia, did not find its way into Menaion [see above, 
point (c)].  

 

AKOLOUTHIA ON ST ONOUPHRIOS (TEXT 12) 
 

(a) St Onouphrios185 is one of the most celebrated hermits, believed to have lived 
towards the end of the fourth century. In his youth he entered a big and prosperous 
monastery in Hermoupolis, near the town of Thebes in Egypt, but after some time he 

 

182 Not listed in FOLLIERI, Initia. 
183 EE 220, nr 315 (odes 1 and 6); EE 224, nr 321 (odes 3, 7 and 9); EE 227, nr 325 (ode 8). 
184 EE 224-225, nr 322, on the Exaltation of the Holy Cross by Kosmas (ode 4); EE 226, nr 

324, by Germanos (ode 5). 
185 On whom see ODB, 1527; BS IX, 1187-1200; EFSTRATIADIS, c:0%C*:0%&, 365-366; 

DOUKAKIS, U.&"K";03+Y5, 99-109; T. K. HORTATOS (Archim.), N#;D 6%&= R38%. e&%.<;8%. M& 
N#;%.3"CYµ. N3+%;8" +L5 N#;v5 6%&L5. -8%5, '(%C%.>8", ?";"(C7+0(E5 ("&�& ("@ 
\"0;#+03µ%@ +%Q u38%., Athens 20062 (not accessible to me).  
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escaped to the desert wanting to imitate the ascetic life of Elijah and John the Baptist. 
His Life was presented by the monk Paphnoutios186 who sixty years later headed to 
the desert to be blessed by some of the fathers living there and met Onouphrios as a 
naked old man, covered with only his hair. After Onouphrios narrated the story of 
his life to Paphnoutios he asked him to stay as he was told by God that he was to die 
and Paphnoutios was sent to bury him, which the latter did the very same day. St 
Onouphrios is celebrated on June 12, given in his Vita as the date of his death187.  

(b) Numerous hagiographical texts on him have survived to our days, most of 
them remaining hitherto unpublished188. Paphnoutios’ Vita on him has been 
published in two different versions189. Another Vita was composed (perhaps in the 9th 
c.) by Nicholas the Sinaite190. The saint was also praised by Theophanes of Sicily (9th 
c.), Manuel Philes (ca. 1270-after 1332), and the patriarch of Constantinople 
Philotheos Kokkinos (1353-1354/5 and 1364-1376). His Vita exists also in Coptic, 
Arabic, Armenian and Latin versions. Synaxarian notices on him are included in 
Synaxarium Ecclesiae Constantinopolitanae, the Menologion of Basil II and the printed 
Menaion191.  

(c) We are aware of no less than twelve kanons on St Onouphrios. One of them 
is published in the printed Menaion, another in Analecta Hymnica Graeca192 and a third 
is published below193, while nine remain hitherto unpublished194.  

His akolouthia published in the Menaion consists of three stichera sung at 4O;0# 
d(X(;"K" followed by doxastikon, three more stichera sung at Stichos followed by 
doxastikon, the usual apolytikion for anchorites (!L5 M;Yµ%. ?%C8+75…), a kanon by 

 

186 Paphnoutios has not so far been identified. Probably he is the same person with the 
anchorite Paphnoutios who lived also near Thebes, in the region of Herakleopolis (see A. J. 
FESTUGIÈRE, Historia monachorum in Aegypto, Brussels 1981, pp. 102-110). 

187 «d+#C#0H>7 )� u k30%5 ("@ h#%Q )%QC%5 e&%O<;0%5, M& µ#&@ F%.&8%. ),)#(J+�» (AASS 
Iunii II, 533A); «)J(;.30& %�& +E ("CE& M(#$&% +%Q µJ(";%5 31µ" ?CO&"5 ("@ ["Cµ%|5 M?� 
"r+t ?;%3#? 3"5 +s :s ?";")X),(", ),)#(J+7& �:%&+%5 +%Q F%.&8%. µ7&*5» (LatyUev II, 
44:3-6); «…("@ ?#3�& �?+0%5, +H +# \#$;# 3.3+#8C"5 �5 #}>03+"0, ("@ 3+*µ" ("@ �µµ"+" 
µO3"5, +%$5 +L5 #r\";03+8"5 %r( '7)15 M&"?X[.K# ¡Yµ"30, ),)#(J+7& �:%&+%5 +%Q g%.&8%. 
µ7&*5» [F. HALKIN, La vie de saint Onuphre par Nicholas de Sinaïte, Rivista di Studi Bizantini e 
Neoellinici 24 (1987) 19].  

188 See BHG 1378-1382, 2330-2330a; BHGa 1379-1381h, 2330-2330a; BHGna 1379-1382, 2330, 
2330a; A. M. FAGNONI, Una Vita greca di s. Onofrio mimetizzata. Osservazioni sulla 
composizione di BHG 2330-2330a, Hagiographica 3 (1996) 247-263.  

189 Edited in AASS Iunii II, 527-533 (=BHG 1378) and LATYTEV II, 40-46 (=BHG 1381e). 
190 Edited in F. HALKIN, La vie de saint Onuphre par Nicholas de Sinaïte, Rivista di Studi 

Bizantini e Neoellinici 24 (1987) 7-27 (=BHG 1381a).  
191 SynaxEC, 745-747; Menol 496; MV X, 42. 
192 AHG X, pp. 36-49. 
193 The edition is based only on L, as the kanon is not listed in PAPAILIOPOULOU, !"µ#$%&.  
194 See PAPAILIOPOULOU, !"µ#$%&, 214-216, nrs. 654-662. No one of them could be identified 

with the one edited below as they all are composed in different modes than the one in which 
our kanon is sung, the plagal third (V";O5). 
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Theophanes, a kathisma after the third ode, a set of kontakion and oikos (not devoted to 
Onouphrios but of general character) after the sixth, synaxarian notice, exaposteilarion 
and three stichera sung at Ainoi, followed by doxastikon.  

 (d) St Onouphrios is commemorated in the Typikon of the Great Church, 
without any instruction on his akolouthia195. The Typikon of Evergetis presents the 
following order:  

«o3?X;"5 µ#+D +=& 3+0\%C%:8"& #g5 +E Ok+'* G$i$+1E1 b3+1µ#& 3+´ ("@ 
[JCC%µ#& 3+0\7;D :´ +%Q u38%. M( )#.+X;%. �\%5 ?CJ:0%5 )´, �BE1 $1X .Q., 
>#%+%(8%&. ?;%(#8µ#&%&. #g5 +E& 3+8\%& 3+0\7;D +L5 �(+,Y\%. V´ ("@ g)0*µ#C%& +%Q 
]:8%. �\%5 ?CJ:0%5 "´ �&'* J65*+ !s$ �%L$1( �J.!. ("@ >#%+%(8%&. '?%C.+8(0%& 
�\%5 "´ 4/( H+?µ!F J!=357(.  

ag5 +E& �;>;%& d*C( Ok+'!(, +;%?J;0%& +E "r+E ("@ >#%+%(8%&. '?E +L5 
3+0\%C%:8"5 (J>03µ" +L5 �(+,Y\%. ("@ >#%+%(8%&. '&J:&,305 u V8%5 +%Q u38%.. 
("&*&#5 :´· u +L5 �(+,Y\%. %b V´ #g5 3+´, ("@ +%Q ]:8%. #g5 3+´ �\%5 V´ h#%<J&%.5· 
'?E :´ �)L5 (J>03µ" +%Q ]:8%. �\%5 )´ ("@ >#%+%(8%&· '?E 3+´ +E "r+%Q (%&+J(0%&. 
MK"?%3+#0CJ;0%& <?;E5 +E> R %r;"&E& +%$5 �3+;%05. ag5 +E& 3+8\%& +1& "}&,& 
3+0\7;D +L5 �(+,Y\%. V´ ("@ �& +%Q ]:8%. M( +1& ?;%3%µ%8,& +L5 `3?X;"5 ("@ 
>#%+%(8%&. '?%C.+8(0%& +%Q ]:8%.»196. 

Comparing the rubrics of the Typikon of Evergetis to the texts published in the 
Menaion and AHG or copied in L, one may come to the following conclusions: The 
stichera sung at 4O;0# d(X(;"K" are most probably the ones published in the 
Menaion (and copied in L, vv. 34-57 and 70-81). The idiomelon sung at Stichos is neither 
copied in L nor published in the Menaion (which instead transmits three other 
stichera, followed by a doxastikon, not mentioned in the Typikon or in L). The 
apolytikion is published in the Menaion but not copied in L. The kanon and the 
kathisma mentioned are the ones published in the Menaion197. The identification of the 
kontakion is not possible, as the text does not give anything more than its existence. 
The exaposteilarion of the Typikon is not the one published in the Menaion, which is 
sung according to !1& µ">7+1& u;H&+,& 3# '&#CY<>75.  

(e) Of what is published in the Menaion L includes the kathisma (vv. 1-11), three 
stichera sung at 4O;0# d(X(;"K" (vv. 34-57 and 70-81) and the kanon (vv. 82-233), 
adding a variant set of kontakion and oikos (vv. 12-33; the kontakion is published in the 
book of Horologion), one more sticheron at 4O;0# d(X(;"K" (vv. 58-69) and a second 
kanon (vv. 234-361).  

Let us now turn to the content of the text edited below. The oikos (vv. 20-33) 
presents the saint as an angel in a human body, who went to the desert, where he 
found the fathers shining like stars (a detail betraying influence by the saint’s Life) 
and later overpowered the devil. The extra sticheron (vv. 58-69) is directly referring to 

 

195 See MATEOS, Typicon, 312.  
196 JORDAN, Synaxarion Evergetis, 150-152.  
197 The kanon is transferred anonymously in the Menaion. The name of the hymnographer is 

given in codd. Paris. gr. 1567 and 1569 (see ZERVOUDAKI, h#%<J&75, 283, nr 290). 
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Paphnoutios who found the saint like a treasure in the desert and made the latter’s 
achievements known to the world, enriching the believers with the story of his life.  

The kanon consists of eight odes, numbered 1� and 2� to >�; each ode contains 
four stanzas198. The stanzas are not connected with an acrostic. The heirmoi are 
borrowed from the patriarch Germanos199 and John the monk200. The hymnographer 
follows the patterns, with some exceptions common in Byzantine hymnography. 

The content of the kanon is based on nothing more than that the saint lived as 
an anchorite in the desert. Most probably the hymnographer was based on a very 
short and general hagiographical text on the saint (maybe a synaxarian notice) or the 
oral tradition. The lack of historicity is covered with expressions common in praising 
an ascetic saint. St Onouphrios is thus praised for inhabiting the desert (vv. 244-248) 
and proving is a new heaven (vv. 269-271, 302-305), overpowering the passions of the 
body (vv. 254-256, 257-259, 260-262, 326-329) and the devil (vv. 348-352), entering the 
divine bridechamber (vv. 278-283), acting according to the law of the Lord, cleaning 
his soul by his ascetic life (vv. 284-295) and excelling in self-control (318-319). The 
theotokia edited below for the first time praise the Mother of God for remaining virgin 
after the birth of Christ. 

(f) The most remarkable element of the kanon is that nine of its stanzas (vv. 234-
238, 266-268, 272-274, 306-309, 310-313, 314-317, 322-323, 324-325, 330-333) are 
published, verbatim or with small changes, as parts of an anonymous kanon on St 
Thomas (AHG VII, pp. 213-219), while two stanzas (vv. 238-242, 329-332) are 
published in a kanon on St Paul the Confessor (AHG III, pp. 182-187)201 and two 
theotokia (vv. 275-278, 314-317) are also published elsewhere202. The identification of 
the hymnographer(s) of these kanons and the relation between them is not an easy 
task, as all of the composers are anonymous and none of the kanons has an acrostic203. 
What can be speculated for the time being —at least for the kanons on St Onouphrios 
and St Thomas— is that most probably they are composed by the same 
hymnographer who used in both of his works some stanzas the content of which was 
applying to both the saints.  

As the list of the manuscript tradition of this kanon has not been composed, it is 
not easy to consider the question concerning the criteria according to which the text 
was neglected by the Church. What should be said is that among the twelve kanons 
on St Onouphrios known to us there are three composed by some of the most 

 

198 A question mark should be placed in ode 9 that is mutilated in the third stanza, which 
must have been followed originally by a theotokion.  

199 EE 202-203, nr 287 (odes 1, 4, 7, 8, 9); EE 204, nr 289 (odes 5, 6; the heirmos of ode 6 is also 
included in EE, nr 284, as a work of John of Damascus). 

200 EE 201, nr 285 (ode 3). 
201 The second of these stanzas is also published in the kanon on St Thomas.  
202 The second is also published in the kanon on St Thomas.  
203 Let it be noted that neither the kanons in total nor the independent parts of them, i.e. the 

stanzas not to be found in the other kanon, form an akrostichis or a possible part of it.  
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important Byzantine Hymnographers, namely Theophanes Graptos, Joseph the 
Hymnographer and George of Nicomedia204. This taken into consideration it is easier 
to understand why a kanon without acrostic, not presenting historical information on 
the saint and not being of special hymnographical quality was considered by the 
Church as not worthy to be used in the commemoration of one of the most celebrated 
saints in Byzantium.  

 

AKOLOUTHIA ON ST METHODIOS, PATRIARCH OF CONSTANTINOPLE (TEXT 14)  
 

(a) St Methodios205, the patriarch of Constantinople (843-847) and one of the most 
important defenders of the veneration of icons during the second iconoclastic period, 
was born at Syracuse towards the end of the eighth century and went as a young 
man to Constantinople intending to continue his education; instead he entered the 
Chenolakkos monastery in Bithynia. After 815 he traveled to Rome, most probably 
sent by the deposed patriarch Nikephoros to ask for the pope’s support against the 
iconoclastic policy of the emperor Leo V (813-820); when he returned to 
Constantinople in 821 the emperor Michael II (820-829) had him arrested and sent 
into exile. He returned to the capital eight years later and he played a very significant 
role in the restoration of the icons206. As a patriarch he tried to carry out a moderate 
policy against former iconoclasts and for that he was negatively criticized by the 
Stoudite monks. He died in Constantinople on June 14, 847. He is known as a writer 
and a copyist of manuscripts. His memory is celebrated by the Orthodox Church on 
the day of his death.  

(b) An anonymous Vita of St Methodios has come down to us207, along with 
two synaxarian notices; one of them is included in Synaxarium Ecclesiae 
Constantinopolitanae and the Menologion of the emperor Basil II208. His Vita has been 
chracterized by A. Kazhdan as «poor in information, lacking any trace of the 
hagiographer’s personal contacts with his hero»; from this Kazhdan supposes that it 

 

204 See MV X, 41-43 and PAPAILIOPOULOU, !"µ#$%&, 215, nrs. 657 and 658 respectively.  
205 On whom see the online Dumbarton Oaks Hagiography Database 

(http://www.doaks.org/hagio.html); B. ZIELKE, Methodios I (806-815), in LILIE, Patriarchen, 
183-260; J. GOUILLARD, La vie d’Euthyme de Sardes (+831), Traveux et Mémoires 10 (1987) 11-
16; KAZHDAN, Literature, 367-379; ODB, 1355; PMZ 4977; BS IX, 382-393; EFSTRATIADIS, 
c:0%C*:0%&, 128-129; DOUKAKIS, U.&"K";03+Y5, 136.  

206 D. E. AFINOGENOV, The Great Purge of 843: a Re-Examination, in J. O. ROSENQVIST, 
P#0µH&. Studies Presented to Lennard Rydén on his Sixty-Fifth Birthday, [Acta Universitatis 
Upsaliensis, Studia Byzantina Upsaliensia, 6], Upssala 1996, pp. 79-91. St Methodios is 
commemorated as a defender of faith in the Synodikon of Orthodoxy; see J. GOUILLARD, Le 
Synodikon de l’Orthodoxie. Édition et Commentaire, Travaux et Memoires 2 (1967) 53-55, vv. 
110-111 and 114-116.  

207 Published in PG 100, 1244-1261 and AASS Iunii II, 960-968 (=BHG 1278). 
208 See SynaxEC 749-750 (published also in AASS Iunii II, 961A and the printed Menaia) and 

Menol 497-500. 
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was probably written long after 847209. Another Vita compiled by the Archbishop of 
Sicily Gregory is lost210.  

(c) We are aware of three Byzantine akolouthiai on him; one is published in the 
Menaion211, another is edited in AHG212 and the third is edited below213. 

The akolouthia included in the Menaion contains three stichera sung at 4O;0# 
d(X(;"K", a sticheron sung at Stichos of Hesperinos, the usual apolytikion on Bishop-
saints (e;>%)%K8"5 u)7:X…), a kanon, interrupted after the third ode by a kontakion  
and a kathisma and after the sixth by a synaxarian notice, an exaposteilarion and a 
doxastikon sung at Stichos of Orthros.  

(d) The Typikon of the Great Church commemorates him on June 14, after the 
prophet Elissaios and Kyrillos the Bishop of Gortyna, without any instruction on his 
akolouthia214. The Typikon of Evergetis does not commemorate him, giving 
instructions only for the akolouthia on the prophet Elissaios215.  

(e) In L St Methodios is celebrated with the prophet Elissaios. The akolouthia on 
the prophet contains the kathisma published in the Menaion (vv. 1-11), kontakion and 
oikos by Romanos the Melode (vv. 19-43; the oikos was hitherto unpublished), the 
stichera of the Menaion (vv. 44-79), followed by three unpublished (vv. 80-109), and 
the kanon of the Menaion (vv. 146-325; three stanzas are first edited below, in vv. 186-
189, 264-269 and 288-293). The akolouthia on St Methodios consists of a kathisma (vv. 
12-18; published in AHG X, V, p. 53, app.), three stichera (vv. 110-145) and a kanon (vv. 
326-529).  

The stichera praise the saint for his doctrine and his struggle against the heresy 
of iconoclasm.  

The kanon consists of eight odes, numbered 1� and 2� to >�, each one of which 
contains four stanzas, not being connected with an acrostic. The heirmoi are borrowed 
mainly from Andrew of Crete216, except for ode 7, which is based on a melody by 
Kosmas the monk217. The anonymous hymnographer follows the patterns; some 
exceptions common in Byzantine hymnography are noticed along with the following: 
a) in the last verse of each troparion of ode 3, the pattern being – – – –‘ – –‘ he uses – –‘ – 
– – –‘ – – (note that the latter pattern if followed also by the theotokion, which is 
published in another kanon); b) in the last verse of ode 5, the pattern being – – –‘ – – –‘ 
– he writes –‘ – – –‘ – – – –‘ and – –‘ – –‘ – – – –‘; c) in the last verse of each troparion of ode 

 

209 KAZHDAN, Literature, 368. 
210 See KAZHDAN, Literature, 367-368.  
211 MV X, 46-52, contains a double akolouthia, on the prophet Elissaios and St Methodios. 
212 AHG X, pp. 50-62. 
213 Ms tradition: LHPFFaFbCWPaGaKGbSaBDPcGcGdGeNNaPdDaIScKaSdRVbLa; see 

PAPAILIOPOULOU, !"µ#$%&, pp. 218-219, nr 668 (Ge and R were not accessible to me).  
214 See MATEOS, Typicon, 314.  
215 See JORDAN, Synaxarion Evergetis, 152.  
216 EE 101-102, nr 143 (ode 7); EE 104, nr 147 (ode 3); EE 106, nr 149 (odes 5, 9); EE 106-107, 

nr 150 (odes 1, 4, 6, 8). 
217 EE 101-102, nr 143. 
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9, the pattern being – – – –‘ – – –‘ he writes – –‘ – –‘ – –. 
The content of the kanon is based on the Vita of the saint and the Old Testament 

(see the apparatus fontium). What derives from the Vita is that St Methodios struggled 
against heresies and particularly iconoclasm (vv. 343-345, 388-392, 400-402, 432-437, 
467-469, 478-483), was imprisoned and tortured for his faith (vv. 360-363, 457-459), 
had a very nice personality (vv. 383-387), copied manuscripts (vv. 426-431), served as 
a priest and later became a patriarch, who served the Church according to the will of 
God (vv. 438-443, 510-514). 

Only three of the theotokia of the kanon (odes 1, 4 and 5: vv. 347-353, 393-397 and 
419-425), were hitherto unpublished. Their content is independent from that of the 
kanon, mostly based on events and prophesies of the Old Testament. The theotokia of 
odes 3, 6, 7 and 9 are published in four different kanons, on the Annunciation of the 
Theotokos by Andrew (ode 3: AHG VII, XXX, 95-100), St Gregory Nazianzenus by 
Andrew (ode 6: AHG V, ��� [1], 282-288), the Nativity of St John the Baptist (ode 7: 
AHG X, XVI [2], 544-550) and St Onouphrios (ode 9: AHG X, IV, 238-243), while that 
of ode 8 is published in three kanons, all composed by Andrew, on the Theophany 
(AHG V, XIV, 499-507), St Gregory Nazianzenus (AHG V, XXX [2], 342-349) and the 
Tranfiguration of Christ (AHG XII, V [1], 336-342).  

(f) The kanon survives in at least thirty manuscripts, dated or datable to the 11th 
through the 17th c. (see the list of its ms tradition above), which proves that its use 
was broad, particularly in the monasteries on Mount Athos. Thus the choice of 
another kanon to be published in the printed Menaion must have been made due to 
the manuscripts available to its first editors. The lack of acrostic in the kanon is 
probably not one of the reasons, as in the kanon published in the Menaion (also by an 
anonymous hymnographer) which originally had an acrostic, quite many stanzas 
have been replaced along the way, while ode 2 has totally disappeared, as proved by 
the comparison between the acrostic published in the title of the kanon (2;\0#;L" 
h#%$% 6#>*)0%& �3µ"+0 µXC?,; MV X, 48-51) to the one formed by the initials of the 
printed stanzas (fi��-h��-��ff-ifUU-��ff-U6ff-U�66-aPS�)218.  

 
AKOLOUTHIA ON THE MARTYR PAGCHARIOS (TEXT 16)  

 
(a) St Pagcharios219 was born to Christian parents, and living in Rome, where he was 
serving in the palace of the emperor Diocletian (284-305). Due to his close 
relationship to the emperor he converted to paganism. When later his mother and 
sister sent him a letter asking him to repudiate idolatry and reminding him the 
torments of hell that wait the ones who renounce Christ he returned to the Church. 
Because of that he was imprisoned and tortured by Diocletian, who then sent him to 
Nicomedia not willing to see his death. The saint confessed his faith in front of the 

 

218 See PAPADOPOULOS – KERAMEUS, WR*%31&µ1, 374.  
219 On whom see BHGa 2329p; BHGna 2329p; AASS Martii III, 29-30; EFSTRATIADIS, 

c:0%C*:0%&, 370-371. 
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governor of Nicomedia, who after trying to convince him to renounce Christ had him 
decapitated.  

His memory is celebrated on March 19, the date given in the Menaion as the day 
of his martyrdom220, while in Synaxarium Ecclesiae Constantinopolitanae and the 
Menologion of the emperor Basil II he appears on the 25th of May221. In L, as well as in 
the other two manuscripts containing his akolouthia (Pa and Sb), his memory is 
celebrated on June 16.  

 (b) There exist only three short notices on him, in Synaxarium Ecclesiae 
Constantinopolitanae, the Menologion of Basil II and the Menaion222.  

(c) We are not aware of any other akolouthia on St Pagcharios than the one 
edited below. 

(d) Neither the Typikon of the Great Church nor the Typikon of Evergetis 
commemorate him.  

(e) In L St Pagcharios is celebrated together with St Tychon of Amathous223. The 
akolouthia on St Tychon contains a kathisma (vv. 1-11), unpublished kontakion and oikos 
(vv. 23-44), three unpublished stichera (vv. 45-80) and a kanon by Joseph the 
Hymnographer (vv. 120-351). The text on St Pagcharios consists of a kathisma (vv. 12-
22), three stichera (vv. 81-119) and a kanon by Clement (vv. 352-584)224.  

The content of the akolouthia makes clear that it was composed to serve an 
already established celebration of the saint, in a church or a monastery where his 
relic were treasured (see vv. 82-88: …3%Q :D; +D gJµ"+" (">J?#; &Jµ"+" 
)"[0C#.*µ#&%0 ?J&+%+# M( ?J375 &*3%. C#C.+;,µX&%0 >#;µ15 ?;%3?8?+%µ#& ("@ 
("+"3?"/*µ#>" +D >#$" C#8["&", MK ¢& '&+C%Q&+#5 +=& }"30& M& ("+"&OK#0…). 
This place —which so far has not been identified— was a pilgrimage destination, 
because of the miracles performed by the saint, particularly healings of all kinds of 
disease and demonic possession. Praising the saint exactly for that is the main 
concern of Clement who does not pay attention to the presentation of historical 
information on the celebrated saint.  

The kanon consists of nine odes numbered 1’ to >’. Odes 1 to 5 and 8 consist of 
four stanzas, while odes 6, 7 and 9 of five. The stanzas are connected with an acrostic 
forming a dodecasyllable (XJ;0& V;"V#O#05, S":\J;0#, >".µJ+,&225) and not 
including theotokia, where we have the acrostic 4P�6a�!�U. The heirmoi are 
borrowed from various kanons, composed by Kosmas the Melode, Andrew of Crete, 

 

220 «…'?#+µY>7 +=& (#<"C=& … ("+D +=& M&&X" ("@ )#(J+7& +%Q 6";+8%. µ7&*5, M& 
�0(%µ7)#8~» (MV VII, 72). 

221 See EFSTRATIADIS, c:0%C*:0%&, 370. 
222 SynaxEC 707-710; Menol 476 (May 25); and MV VII, 72.  
223 On whom see BHG 1859-1860c; AASS Iunii III, 93-98; SynaxEC 751-754; Menol 500; CPG 

7977; EFSTRATIADIS, c:0%C*:0%&, 455; DOUKAKIS, U.&"K";03+Y5, 151-153. 
224 Ms tradition: LPaSb; see PAPAILIOPOULOU, !"µ#$%&, p. 219, nr 671. 
225 Not listed in FOLLIERI, Initia. 
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patriarch Germanos, John the monk and Andrew the blind226. Clement follows the 
patterns of the heirmoi, except for ode 5, where, the pattern being – – –‘ – – –‘ –, he 
writes – –‘ – – – – –‘ – – –‘ –227. The theotokia are not connected to the content of the rest 
of the kanon; they present elements of Christological theology.  

(f) The limited manuscript tradition of the text (three manuscripts from the 11th 
to the 13th c.) proves that his celebration was not prevalent, something proven also 
by the narrow hymnographical and hagiographical production on the saint. This 
must have been the main reason for which nothing more than a short synaxarian 
notice on him is to be found in the liturgical books of the Othrodox Church.  

 
AKOLOUTHIA ON THE MARTYRS MANUEL, SAVEL AND ISHMAEL (TEXT 17) 

 
(a) The three brothers Manuel, Savel and Ishmael228 were born to a Persian magician 
and his Christian wife. During the reign of the pagan emperor Julian (361-363), and 
most probably during the year 362, they were sent by the Persian king to 
Constantinople as members of an embassy, having previously been introduced to the 
Christian doctrine by a priest named Eunoïkos. Their Christian faith was denounced 
to the emperor, who ordered his men to beat them, penetrate their ankles with nails 
and burn their armpits with torches. Then he tried to convince Manuel to sacrifice to 
the idols with promises and exhortations, which the saint denied, suffering because 
of that more tortures. Finally the saints were decapitated. When the soldiers tried to 
burn their bodies, following the order of the emperor, the earth opened receiving 
their relics and keeping them for two days, which made many people present to 
believe in God. The execution of the saints, who were sent to Constantinople as 
ambassadors, was a violation of the immunity of the diplomatic embassy and 
therefore led —according to their biographers— to a war between Byzantium and 
the Persian Empire, during which the emperor Julian was killed229. The memory of 
the martyrs is celebrated by the Orthodox Church on June 17, the date of their 
martyrdom230.  

 

226 EE 37-38, nr 51, by Kosmas the Melode (ode 1); EE 42-43, nr 57, by Andrew of Crete 
(odes 2, 3, 4 and 9); EE 44-45, nr 59, by Germanos (ode 5); EE 43-44, nr 58, on St Thecla by 
Germanos (ode 6); EE 41-42, nr 55, on before Christmas by John the monk (ode 7); EE 42, nr 
56, by Andrew the blind (ode 8). 

227 Let it be noted that the heirmos ({V.33%5 ]µ";+7µJ+,&…) is used as the heirmos of ode 
6, and not of ode 5 as it is published in EE 44, nr 59.  

228 On whom see BAG, 133-135; EFSTRATIADIS, c:0%C*:0%&, 456-457; DOUKAKIS, 
U.&"K";03+Y5, 153-154; BS VIII, 637-638. On the martyrion of them in Constantinople see 
JANIN, Églises, 322. 

229 See AASS Iunii, III, 296A and LATYTEV II, 72:13-17. On the reasons of Julian’s campaign 
to Persia and his death see W. TREADGOLD, A History of the Byzantine State and Society, 
Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1997, pp. 59-62. 

230 «4"@ #r>|5 +D5 (#<"CD5 '?#+µY>73"&, `?+"("0)#(J+7& +*+# +;X\%&+%5 +%Q F%.&8%. 
µ7&*5» (LATYTEV II, 72:2-3). «d+#C#0H>73"& )� %b _:0%0 +%Q �;03+%Q µJ;+.;#5 6"&%.YC, 
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(b) The martyrdom of the saints is well documented in the Byzantine sources; 
one version of their Passio is published in Acta Sanctorum, another —probably based 
on the previous one— is included in the anonymous 10th-century Menologion, and a 
third is published in a post-Byzantine akolouthia of the saints231. Synaxarian notices on 
them are included in Synaxarium Ecclesiae Constantinopolitanae, the emperor Basil’s 
Menologion and the Menaion 232. There is also an unpublished epitome of their Passio 
(=BHG 1024d). 

(c) We are aware of four akolouthiai on the martyrs. Two of them, one Byzantine 
and the other post-Byzantine, are published233, the third (of which only three stichera 
have been included in the Menaion234) is edited below235, and a fourth remains 
unpublished236. 

(d) The Typikon of the Great Church gives nothing more that that their synaxis 
was taking place «M& +t ]:0,+J+m "r+1& µ";+.;8m +t �&+0 ?C738%& +%Q ]:8%. 
?;%<Y+%. dC033"8%.»237. 

The Typikon of Evergetis dictates the following instructions for their akolouthia: 
«o3?X;"5 µ#+D +=& 3+0\%C%:8"& #g5 +E Ok+'* G$i$+1E1 b3+1µ#& �´ ("@ [JCC%µ#& 
3+0\7;D +1& ]:8,& :´ �\%5 ?CJ:0%5 )´ '&D )#O+#;%& (probably two of them in vv. 
80-103 and the third in Appendix VI, vv. 30-40) ("@ >#%+%(8%&. ?;%(#8µ#&%&. #g5 +E& 
3+8\%& 3+0\7;D +L5 �(+,Y\%. V´ ("@ g)0*µ#C%& +1& ]:8,& �\%5 ?CJ:0%5 )´ 
8Y='$+'.[( J!>?&1.5i( &* (=MV X, 58) ("@ >#%+%(8%&. '?%C.+8(0%& �Z µ6+5F+i( 
&!F Ok+'*. 

ag5 +E& �;>;%& d*C( Ok+'!( ("@ +E "r+E +;%?J;0%&. µ#+D +=& 3+0\%C%:8"& 
(J>03µ" +L5 �(+,Y\%.. ("&*&#5 :´· %b V´ +L5 �(+,Y\%. #g5 �´ ("@ +1& ]:8,& #g5 �´ 
�\%5 ?CJ:0%5 V´· '?E :´ �)L5 (J>03µ" +1& ]:8,& �\%5 ?CJ:0%5 )´ ("@ >#%+%(8%&· 
'?E �´ +E (%&+J(0%& "r+1&, '&J:&,305 +E µ";+O;0%& "r+1&, %� T ';\= �Z µ{. 

 

U"VXC, ("@ F3µ"YC µ7&@ g%.&8m 0/´ TµX;" )#.+X;", �;" >´» (AASS Iunii, III, 295C-296A). Of 
the years of Julian’s reign it is 362 that should be accepted as the year of the saints’ 
martyrdom; on the basis of the chronological table published in V. GRUMEL, La Chronologie, 
Paris 1958, p. 241, giving the 31st of March as the Easter Sunday, it can be estimated that it is 
in this year when the 17th of June was a Monday (see also AHG X, 354).  

231 See AASS hunii III, 289-296 (=BHG 1023); 6";+O;0%& +1& ]:8,& +%Q �;03+%Q µ";+O;,& 
6"&%.YC, U"V�C ("@ F3µ"=C (=BHG 1024e), ed. LATYTEV II, 67-72; 6";+O;0%& +1& c:8,& ("@ 
M&)*K,& µ#:JC,& 6";+O;,& 6"&%.=C U"V�C ("@ F3µ"=C, '&+0:;"<�& M( +L5 M& +t c:8m 
n;#0 +%Q {>,&%5 V0VC0%>Y(75 (=BHG 1024), ed. in 2(%C%.>8" +1& ]:8,& … 6"&%.YC, U"V�C 
("@ F3µ"YC…, Vienna 1803, pp. 54-76 (published also in the second edition of the akolouthia, 
Leipzig 1815, pp. 117-156).  

232 SynaxEC 753-754, Menol 501 and MV X, 60 (the notice of the Menaion is just a part of the 
one included in SynaxEC). 

233 See AHG X, pp. 99-116 and BAG 133-135.  
234 MV �, 58. 
235 Ms tradition: LAPbO (the stichera edited in vv. 68-106 are also copied in S); see 

PAPAILIOPOULOU, !"µ#$%&, p. 219, nr 672, where O and S are not listed.  
236 It survives in cod. Sin. gr. 620; see PAPAILIOPOULOU, !"µ#$%&, p. 220, nr 673.  
237 MATEOS, Typicon, 314.  
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�==!' %'[$51' [=BHG 1024]. '?%C.+8(0%& +1& ]:8,&. #g5 )� +E& 3+8\%& +1& "}&,& 
3+0\7;D +L5 �(+,Y\%. ("@ >#%+%(8%&» 238.  

(e) In L they are celebrated together with St Hypatios, the abbot of the 
monastery of Rouphinianai (see the description of his akolouthia below). The martyrs’ 
akolouthia consists of a kathisma (vv. 1-11; AHG X, 105-106), kontakion by Romanos the 
Melode and oikos (vv. 23-46), five stichera (three in mode 4 and two in plagal 4; vv. 47-
103) and a kanon by George of Nicomedia (vv. 131-334).  

The set of kontakion and oikos is not very informative; it refers generally to the 
Persian origin of the saints, their martyrdom and their work against the darkness of 
idolatry. The two stichera edited below (vv. 80-103) add that they disgraced the 
“illegal king” (Julian).  

The kanon consists of eight odes numbered 1’ and 2’ to >’. All odes consist of 
four stanzas, except for odes 4 and 9, which have five. The stanzas are connected 
with an acrostic forming a dodecasyllable (M"&%.YC, U"VXC, F3µ"=C 3XV, ?*>m239) 
and not including theotokia, which form the acrostic la�il���; both the acrostics 
prove that the kanon was originally composed without a second ode. The heirmoi 
used as models are composed by John of Damascus and they form a kanon included 
in the book of Parakletike, originally destined for the Orthros of Sunday of the fourth 
mode240. 

The content of the kanon is typical of the lack of historicity in the work of 
George. Of the rich hagiographical narration on the martyrdom of the saints almost 
nothing more than their names is to be found here. Furthermore, no other name is 
given (the hagiographical texts naming the emperor Julian, the Persian king —even if 
they do no transmit the same name—, Arion Indikos who denounced the saints to 
the emperor) and some other elements, capable of tempting any hymnographer, are 
neglected, for example the angel that supported the saints during their martyrdom241, 
the voice from heaven calling the martyrs to the kingdom of God242, the earth that 
opened miraculously to receive the bodies of the saints immediately after their 
execution so that they would not be burned by the soldiers of Julian, according to the 
latter’s orders243. 

Five of the theotokia of the kanon are used by George in other kanons as well. The 
three edited below for the first time are of paracletical and hymnal character, and not 
related to the rest of the kanon.  

(f) The question whether all the hymns edited below were originally parts of 

 

238 JORDAN, Synaxarion Evergetis, 154-156.  
239 FOLLIERI, Initia II, 367.  
240 PaAD, 372-382 and EE 94, nr 133. 
241 See AASS Iunii, III, 293B-C and LATYTEV II, 70:16-19. 
242 See AASS Iunii, III, 295C; LATYTEV II, 71:37-72:2; 2(%C%.>8" +1& ]:8,& … 6"&%.YC, 

U"V�C ("@ F3µ"YC…, Vienna 1803, p. 75. 
243 See AASS Iunii, III, 295C; LATYTEV II, 72:4-11; 2(%C%.>8" +1& ]:8,& … 6"&%.YC, 

U"V�C ("@ F3µ"YC…, Vienna 1803, pp. 75-76. 
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one akolouthia composed by the same hymnographer is not easy to answer. The same 
incipit of the oikos and the two stichera edited below (!;#$5 M( S#;38)%5…), in 
combination with the use of the word phalanx in both (compare vv. 38 and 101-102) 
may support the deduction that both of them are composed by the same hand but it 
is certainly not enough to prove it, while there are no strong elements betraying the 
common origin of the kanon and the rest of the hymns, which on the other hand 
should not be ruled out.  

The text of the akolouthia has survived in four manuscripts which cover a 
period from the 11th to the 16th century, which proves that the akolouthia was in use 
during the period of the production of the printed Menaia, so its later neglect is 
probably a result of its exclusion from the Menaia, which again could be due to the 
manuscripts available to the editors.  

 
AKOLOUTHIA ON ST HYPATIOS OF ROUPHINIANAI (TEXT 17) 

 
(a) Hypatios244 was born in Phrygia ca. 366. Well educated, as his father was a 
scholasticos, decided to leave his family after an internal conflict and became a 
shepherd. He entered monastic life very young and in about the year 400 he 
established in Constantinople the monastery of Rouphinianai245, being its abbot from 
406 onwards. Being highly and multiply virtuous he earned the respect of all the 
monks and the priests in Constantinople, who considered him as their spiritual 
father; he was also connected to the Akoimetoi ("sleepless") monks246. He worked very 
hard against pagan traditions and Nestorianism. He died very old, on the 30th of 
June 466, near Chalcedon. His memory is celebrated by the Orthodox Church on June 
17, most probably because the date of his death was confronting with the 
commemoration of the Apostles. Both the short notices on him (see next paragraph) 
note at the end that it was not possible to write down the number of miracles the 
saint was performing.  

(b) His Vita, published in Acta Sanctorum and later by G.J.M. Bartelink247, is 
dated by the latter to 447-450 and by H.-G. Beck to the 6th c.248. It is written by his 
disciple Kallinikos and later corrected by an anonymous "editor". An epitome of his 
Vita is also published in Acta Sanctorum249. A short notice is included in Synaxarium 
Ecclesiae Constantinopolitanae and a slightly shorter version of the same text in the 

 

244 On whom see EFSTRATIADIS, c:0%C*:0%&, 288-289; DOUKAKIS, U.&"K";03+Y5, 155-157; 
ODB, 963. 

245 On the monastery see ODB, 1814. 
246 See below, Commentary, Akolouthia on St Hypatios, comment on v. 129. 
247 Callinicos, Vie d’Hypatios, Introduction, Texte Critique, Traduction et Notes par G.J.M. 

BARTELINK, Paris 1971 (=BHG 760; the text is also published in AASS Iunii, III, 308-349). 
248 See BARTELINK, Callinicos, Vie d’Hypatios, 11-12, and H.-G. BECK, Kirche und theologische 

Literatur im byzantinischen Reich [Byzantinisches Handbuch II,1], München 1959, 404. 
249 AASS Iunii III, 307-308. 
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Menaion250.  
(c) Neither the Typikon of the Great Church nor the Typikon of Evergetis 

commemorate St Hypatios on June 17251. 
(d) We are not aware of any other akolouthia on St Hypatios. 
(e) In L he is celebrated together with the martyrs Manuel, Savel and Ishmael 

(see the description of their akolouthia above). The akolouthia edited below252 is based 
on the saint’s Vita (see apparatus fontium). It opens with a kathisma referring to the 
miraculous healings performed in the grave of the saint (vv. 12-22), followed by three 
stichera which praise the virtues of Hypatios (particularly his self-control; vv. 104-
130) and a kanon by Joseph the Hymnographer (vv. 335-607).  

The kanon contains nine odes numbered 1´ to >�. Each ode consists of four 
stanzas, except for odes 4 and 9, which have five. The stanzas are connected with an 
acrostic that forms a dodecasyllable, followed outside the meter by the definite 
article and the name of the hymnographer, in the initial letters of the theotokion of ode 
8 and the troparia of the last ode (9?"+8%. µXC[%0µ0 +%|5 ("C%|5 +;*?%.5· u 
F,3Y<253). Most of the heirmoi are borrowed from kanons of John of Damascus on 
Resurrection254, except for odes 2 and 4 which are based on heirmoi by the patriarch 
Germanos and Kosmas the Melode255. Joseph follows the patterns for the most part, 
with some exceptions common in Byzantine hymnography. 

Odes 1 and 2 are basically introductory; the only elements deriving from 
Hypatios’ Life are the ones praising the saint for having followed the steps of other 
saints (vv. 345) and practising the sleepless form of monasticism (vv. 370-371; this is 
repeated in vv. 578-579). In ode 3 the saint is praised for his self-control (vv. 384-388), 
for leading many people to Christianity with his exemplary life (vv. 392-395) and for 
healing people possessed by demons (vv. 400-404; this is also mentioned in other 
parts of the kanon). Ode 4 presents the saint as called to his missionary work by a 
voice from heaven like the apostle Paul (vv. 416-419), very hospitable as a new 
Abraham (vv. 420-423), and a priest living ascetic life (vv. 424-427). Ode 5 refers to a 
miracle performed by the saint when informed by his angel in a dream that a faming 
was coming he accumulated and stored pulses and grain, so that he could feed all the 
inhabitants of the nearby village for a three-years period of starvation (vv. 443-445). 
In ode 6 we read about St Hypatios’ philanthropy (vv. 477-479), while in ode 8 about 
the struggle of the saint against Nestorios and the pagans (vv. 533-538). Apart from 
these, the hymnographer praises repeatedly the saint for the performance of 

 

250 SynaxEC 754 and MV �, 60. 
251 See MATEOS, Typicon, 314-316 and JORDAN, Synaxarion Evergetis, 154-156. 
252 Ms tradition: LHSIa; See PAPAILIOPOULOU, !"µ#$%&, p. 220, nr 674. 
253 FOLLIERI, Initia, IV, 405. 
254 EE 219-220, nr 314 (odes 5, 6 and 8); EE 220, nr 315 (odes 1 and 3); EE 221-222, nr 317 

(ode 9); EE 224, nr 321 (ode 7). 
255 EE 226, nr 323, by Germanos (ode 2) and EE 225, nr 322, on the Exaltation of the Holy 

Cross by Kosmas the Melode (ode 4). 
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miracles, in particular healings, and his battles against the demon.  
The theotokia of the kanon are not referring to the saint. They praise the mother 

of God for opening a new phase in the history of the world and mankind (vv. 350-
354, 513-520), remaining a virgin after the birth of Christ (vv. 377-383, 600-607) and 
replacing Adam and Eve to their previous privileged standing (483-488); two of the 
theotokia employ the theology of the two natures of Christ (vv. 408-415, 556-567).  

(f) The veneration of St Hypatios was never broad in the Byzantine Church, as 
we may conclude from the silence of the Byzantine hymnographical and liturgical 
sources [see above, points (c) and (d)]. On the other hand, the manuscript tradition of 
his akolouthia edited below (four manuscripts from the 11th to the 15th c.) proves that 
it was in use, at least on mount Athos, until the end of the Byzantine period. Most 
probably its final neglect is also caused by its exclusion from the printed Menaia.  

  
AKOLOUTHIA ON THE MARTYR ZOSIMOS (TEXT 19) 

 
(a) St Zosimos256, a soldier from the town of Apollonias near Sozopolis, martyred at 
the times of the emperor Traian (98-117) and the local governor Dometianus, who 
arrested him for quitting his service in the army and becoming a Christian. The saint 
was tortured by being beaten and then put in a glowing copper bed, from which he 
went out miraculously unharmed, something that led a lot of the eye witnesses to 
believe in Christ. Thereafter he was forced to follow the governor in a long walking 
travel, nailed on wooden sills, tied in the back of a horse and foodless. After three 
days two young men sent by God (probably angels) appeared offering him bread 
and water. Entering the city of Kananitai (or Kaneotai), that was the governors’ 
destination, the saint was interrogated by him and then flogged, burned with 
torches, pierced through with acute iron tools, cut through his nerves, broken his 
bones with iron balls, and finally decapitated.  

(b) A synaxarian notice on St Zosimos, saved in three very similar versions, and 
a double version of his Passio have come down to us, all of them published. The one 
version of his short notice is included in the Menologion of Basil II, the second in 
Synaxarium Ecclesiae Constantinopolitanae and the third, including some more details 
on his tortures, in the Menaion257. One version of his Passio (henceforth AMZ) is 
published in Acta Sanctorum258 and the other by B. LatyUev in his anonymous 10th-
century Menologion259. There is also an epitome of his Passio, not yet published (=BHG 
1888e).  

His memory is celebrated by the Orthodox Church on June 19, a date given by 

 

256 On whom see EFSTRATIADIS, c:0%C*:0%&, 165; DOUKAKIS, U.&"K";03+Y5, 164-165; BS, 
XII, 1501. 

257 See Menol 504, SynaxEC 757 and MV �, 66 respectively. 
258 AASS Iunii III, 812-817 (=BHG 1888). 
259 6";+O;0%& +%Q ]:8%. µJ;+.;%5 z,38µ%. (=BHG 1888c), ed. LATYTEV II, 79-82.  
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both versions of his Passio as the day of his death260. However, this date does not find 
the Byzantine hagiographical and liturgical sources unanimous; L and H, the 
Typikon of the Great Church261, the Menologion of Basil II and Christopher of 
Mytilene262 commemorate St Zosimos on June 19, while P, V, Va, Synaxarium Ecclesiae 
Constantinopolitanae, the Typikon of Evergetis263, the Typikon of St Sabbas264 and the 
Menologion published by LatyUev celebrate his memory on the next day.  

(c) The text published below is one of the two Byzantine akolouthiai on St 
Zosimos, the other remaining unpublished and surviving in five manuscripts265. 
There exists also a modern one, published in 1910266. 

(d) The Typikon of the Great Church does not include rubrics on his akolouthia. 
According to the Typikon of Evergetis his akolouthia consisted of stichera in mode 4 
plagal, a kanon by Joseph (the Hymnographer) in the same mode and kathisma in 
mode 4267, in other words the contents of the text edited below268. 

The kathisma (vv. 1-7) gives no more information that that the celebrated saint is 
a martyr. The first two stichera (vv. 8-17 and 18-27) are of the same general character, 
transferring only the information of the saint being a healer of the sick, while the 
third (vv. 28-37) presents many details of the tortures the saint suffered.  

The kanon contains eight odes numbered 1´ and 2�->�. Each ode consists of four 
stanzas, except for odes 1 and 9, which have five. The stanzas are connected with an 
acrostic which proves that the kanon was originally composed without a second ode. 
It forms a dodecasyllable, followed outside the meter by the name of the 
hymnographer, in the initial letters of ode 9 (T=& Z,38µ%. µXC[,µ#& j&>#%& \J;0&· 
F,3Y<269). Most of the heirmoi, the patterns of which Joseph follows very faithfully, 

 

260 «d+#C#0H>7 )� u _:0%5 zH30µ%5 µ7&@ F%.&8m 0>´, M& +s 4%&"&X,& ?*C#0, M?@ 
"r+%(;J+%;%5 !;"�"&%Q…» (AMZ 816F). «£\>75 +%8&.& M?@ +E& +#C#0H3#,5 +*?%&, 
?"&J;03+#, j3+75 #g5 ?;%3#.\=& ("@ %�+, )X\� +=& +%µ=& #r?;%>Oµ,5. M&&#"("0)#(J+7& 
�:#& u F%O&0%5 µY&» (LATYTEV II, 82).  

261 See MATEOS, Typicon, 316. 
262 See FOLLIERI, Calendari, 138. 
263 See JORDAN, Synaxarion Evergetis, 158. 
264 See DMITRIEVSKY, Opisanie III, 51. The name of the martyr is written wrongly as 

eL&'µ,(. This could not be another saint, as there is no St Zosimas celebrated by the 
Orthodox Church in June, and none of the two saints bearing this name (commemorated on 
January 24 and April 4) is a martyr.  

265 It has survived in codd. Athous Iveron 857, Atheniensis Bibl. Nat. 562, Paris. gr. 1567, 
Sinait. gr. 620 and Vindob. Theol. gr. 33; see PAPAILIOPOULOU, !"µ#$%&, 220-221. 

266 2(%C%.>8" +%Q ]:8%. µJ;+.;%5 z,38µ%. M()%>#$3" +E ?;1+%& A?E +%Q M( 
U,/%?*C#,5 2?%CC,&8"5 z7&%V8%. l. z%.;µ"C8)%. b#;%[JC+%. M:(;83#0 +L5 +%Q �;03+%Q 
µ#:JC75 d((C738"5, Constantinople 1910 (see BAG, 292). 

267 «U+0\7;D �\%5 ?CJ:0%5 )´ ("@ ("&�& uµ%8,5 F,3Y<· (J>03µ" �\%5 )´» (JORDAN, 
Synaxarion Evergetis, 158).  

268 Ms tradition: LHPVVa; see PAPAILIOPOULOU, !"µ#$%&, p. 221, nr 677. 
269 FOLLIERI, Initia IV, 70.  
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are borrowed from kanons of John of Damascus on Resurrection270, except for odes 4 
and 5 which are based on heirmoi by the patriarch Germanos and Kosmas the 
Melode271.  

The content of the kanon proves Joseph’s inclination to historicity, as it 
transmits much information on the martyrdom of St Zosimos. The martyr is 
presented as confessing his faith in a (pagan) court (vv. 58-61), standing the tortures 
and disgracing the atheism of his judges (vv. 62-65) and keeping his faith unbroken 
even when seeing the members of his body torn to pieces (vv. 66-69). Further down 
the tyrant orders his people to tie the saint in a pale and flog him (vv. 74-75) and put 
him in a glowing bed (vv. 82-83; see also vv. 90-92 and 168-169); seeing the martyr 
coming out unharmed many people converted to Christianity (vv. 98-101). Next the 
saint is praised for being nailed on wooden sills and forced to walk (vv. 113-115), tied 
in the back of a horse (v. 119), for three days (vv. 130-135), after which an angel came 
to give him food (vv. 140-142). Finally, Zosimos is decapitated by sword (vv. 193-
195). After his death he became a miraculous healer of the sick (vv. 174-176). The 
theotokia of the kanon are not referring to the saint.  

(f) Comparing the content of the kathisma and the stichera to that of the kanon we 
have no strong reason for being negative to the possibility of the former being also 
composed by Joseph the Hymnographer.  

The akolouthia survives in five manuscripts, copied from the 11th to the 14th 
century, something proving that already in the Byzantine times its use was not very 
broad. The most probable reason for that, considered that the kanon is a work of one 
of the most prominent Byzantine hymnographers, has a high didactical quality and 
bears an acrostic, may be that the celebration of St Zosimos was concurent with the 
commemoration of the apostle Judas. This must have been why his memory was 
transferred in some places to the next calendar day of the month.  

 

AKOLOUTHIA ON THE MARTYRS INNAS, PINNAS AND RIMMAS (TEXT 20) 
 
(a) Sts Innas, Pinnas and Rimmas272 were disciples of the apostle Andrew. They 
excelled themselves in evangelizing the pagans of the area of Gotthia. Led before the 
leader of the barbarians, they were asked to sacrifice to the idols, which they refused. 
Thence they were left to die tied in pales put in a frozen river in midwinter. Seven 
years after their martyrdom their relics were translated to a not named city by the 
Bishop Goddas. Not much later the saints appeared to Goddas and asked him to 
translate their relics to the coastal village Aliskos.  

 

270 EE 219-220, nr 314 (ode 6); EE 220-221, nr 316 (odes 8 and 9); EE 224, nr 321 (odes 1, 3 
and 7). 

271 EE 226, nr 324, by Germanos (ode 5) and EE 225, nr 322, on the Exaltation of the Holy 
Cross by Kosmas the Melode (ode 4). 

272 On whom see EFSTRATIADIS, c:0%C*:0%&, 216; DOUKAKIS, U.&"K";03+Y5, 262-263 
(January 20); AASS Ianuarii II, 297.  
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Their memory is celebrated by the Orthodox Church on January 20, the day of 
the translation of their relics to Aliskos. In L the saints are celebrated on June 20. A 
passage from their Passio may help us in explaining the date of this celebration: «+E& 
%�& ("0;E& +L5 +#C#0H3#,5 ':&%Y3"&+#5 +=& +L5 ("+">X3#,5 +1& C#0[J&,& 
`%;+J/%µ#& `%;+Y&»273. This taken into consideration it is possible to assume that the 
20th of June is probably the “ignored” date of their martyrdom.  

 (b) Three short texts on the martyrs have come down to us. The first is a 
synaxarian notice in the emperor Basil’s Menologion274. The second, including all the 
information given by the previous one and adding a narration on the translation of 
their relics by the Bishop Goddas, is edited by H. Delehaye275. The third is a very 
short synaxarian notice in Synaxarium Ecclesiae Constantinopolitanae and the 
Menaion276.  

(c-d) We are not aware of any other akolouthia on the saints. The printed 
Menaion includes on June 20 an akolouthia on St Methodios the Bishop of Patara (MV 
X, 67-70), the Typikon of the Great Church commemorates them on January 20 
without any instruction on their akolouthia277, and the Typikon of Evergetis does not 
commemorate them at all.  

(e) Sts Innas, Pinnas and Rimmas are celebrated in L together with St 
Eustochios and his fellow martyrs278. The akolouthia of St Eustochios and his 
companions consists of a kathisma (vv. 12-20), three unpublished stichera (vv. 57-74) 
and a kanon by Joseph the Hymnographer (vv. 289-528). The akolouthia on Sts Innas, 
Pinnas and Rimmas contains a kathisma (vv. 1-11), three stichera (vv. 21-56) and a 
kanon composed by Joseph the Hymnographer (vv. 75-288)279.  

The kanon follows the information on the martyrs given by the extant 
hagiographical texts, particularly that they were disciples of the apostle Andrew (vv. 
89-91), they undertook a mission to the barbarians (vv. 115-119), they were 

 

273 DELEHAYE, Saints de Thrace, 216:15-16.  
274 On January 20, {>C7305 +1& ]:8,& µ";+O;,& F&&v, ¤i7µv ("@ S0&&v, in Menol 269-272.  
275 Passio SS. Innae, Rimae et Pinae (={>C7305 M& M?0+*µm +1& ]:8,& µ";+O;,& F&&v, ¤i7µv, 

S0&v, ?">*&+,& M& l%+>8~) (=BHG 2184), ed. H. DELEHAYE, Saints de Thrace et de Mésie, 
AnBoll 31 (1912) 215-216.  

276 On January 20, SynaxEC 407 and MV V, 157. 
277 MATEOS, Typicon, 204. 
278 Eustochios was a pagan priest who converted to Christianity and became a priest; 

Gaïanos was his nephew and Loulous, Prove and Ourvasios were the childred of Gaïanos. 
They martyred at the times of the caesar Maximian (305-313). Synaxarian notices on them 
have survived in Synaxarium Ecclesiae Graecae (SynaxEC 766; published also in AASS Iunii, IV, 
471-472) and the Menologion of the emperor Basil II (Menol 508). Their memory is celebrated in 
L on June 20, while Synaxarium Ecclesiae Graecae, the Menologion of the emperor Basil and the 
Typikon of the Great Church commemorate them on June 23 (see SynaxEC 766, Menol 508 and 
MATEOS, Typicon, 318 respectively). See also EFSTRATIADIS, c:0%C*:0%&, 152-153; DOUKAKIS, 
U.&"K";03+Y5,  262-263.  

279 Ms tradition: LHMIa; see PAPAILIOPOULOU, !"µ#$%&, p. 222, nr 679. 
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interrogated in a pagan court (vv. 125-129) by a pagan who did not succeed in 
convincing them to renounce their faith be threatening and torturing them (vv. 135-
140, 147-152, 165-179), they were executed by being tied in pales put in a frozen river 
(vv. 189-202), and they were taken out of the water and buried by a poimen who 
followed the relevant orders by the saints (vv. 245-248; the name of Bishop Goddas is 
given in the Passio published by Delehaye). Taken into consideration that everything 
referring to their burial and translation of relics by Bishop Goddas is presented only 
in the Passio published by Delehaye, it may be presumed that this is the text (or a 
descendant of the one) Joseph had in front of him composing the akolouthia.  

The content of the kathisma is very general, so it is not possible to assume 
whether it is composed by Joseph or somebody else. The stichera present only one 
piece of information presented also in the kanon, that of the saint being disciples of 
the apostle Andrew (compare vv. 21-23 to 89-91), something not enough to prove 
their composition by Joseph, even if he is known as a composer of stichera280.  

The kanon contains eight odes numbered 1´ and 2� to >�. Each ode consists of 
four stanzas, except for odes 4, 7 and 9, which have five. The stanzas are connected 
with an acrostic which proves that the kanon was originally composed without a 
second ode. It forms a dodecasyllable, followed outside the meter by the name of the 
hymnographer, in the initial letters of the last ode (T%|5 3%|5 '&.µ&1 µJ;+.;"5, 
h#%Q P*:#· F,3Y<281). Most of the heirmoi are borrowed from kanons by Kosmas the 
Melode on Resurrection282, except for odes 4 and 5 which are based on heirmoi by 
John the monk and the patriarch Germanos283, while the heirmos of ode 6 is composed 
by an anonymous hymnographer284. Joseph follows the patterns for the most part, 
with some variations common in Byzantine hymnography. The theotokia are not 
related to the rest of the text and they are mostly of hymnal and paracletical 
character.  

(f) The silence of the Byzantine liturgical and hagiographical sources proves 
that the celebration of the saints was not very broad. This could also by assumed 
from the manuscript tradition of the akolouthia edited below (four manuscripts from 
the 11th to the 15th c.), which on the other hand proves that in the 15th c. it was still 
in use, at least on Mount Athos. Because of its unpopularity or its absence in the 
manuscripts used for the edition of the printed Menaia, the akolouthia was not 
published and fell into oblivion.  

 

280 See TOMADAKIS, F,3Y<, 218-225. 
281 Not listed in FOLLIERI, Initia. 
282 EE 101-102, nr 143, on the Resurrection (ode 5), EE 102, nr 144, on the Transfiguration 

(odes 1, 3, and 9; S. Efstratiadis notes that cod. Athon. Laurae B 32 ascribes the kanon to John 
the monk, while codd. Paris. gr. 341, 1564, 1573 and 13 ascribe it to Kosmas) and A. 
PAPADOPOULOS-KERAMEUS, @.i$%!5!. �&µ1 5!Q µ*=L%!Q O!&µ,, BZ 14 (1905) 523 (ode 7). 

283 EE 97-98, nr 138, on the Resurrection by John (ode 4) and EE 95, nr 134, by Germanos 
(ode 8). 

284 EE 124-125, nr 172, on the Exaltation of the Holy Cross. 
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AKOLOUTHIA ON THE MARTYR IOULIANOS OF KILIKIA (TEXT 21)  

 
(a) Two saints with the same name are celebrated on June 21, St Ioulianos of Egypt285 
and St Ioulianos of Kilikia286; it is to the latter that the akolouthia edited below is 
dedicated. He was from the town Anavarzos, born to a pagan councillor and his 
Christian wife. After being instructed by his mother in the Christian faith he studied 
the holy scriptures. In the age of eighteen he was accused as a Christian to the 
governor Marcianus who asked him to sacrifice to the idols. Denying he was beaten, 
put in prison and tortured. Finally he was killed by being put in a sack full of sand 
and venomous reptiles and snakes and thrown away in the sea.  

(b) An encomium on St Ioulianos is composed by John the Chrysostom287. His 
Passio is published by B. LatyUev288. Short notices on him are included in Synaxarium 
Ecclesiae Constantinopolitanae and the emperor Basil’s Menologion289. We are also aware 
of one more Passio and an epitome on him, both unpublished290.  

(c) Three akolouthiai on St Ioulianos of Kilikia have come down to us. L contains 
two of them, one composed by John the monk (published in the Menaion) and the 
other by Theophanes Graptos (edited below)291; the kanon of the third, composed by 
Joseph the Hymnographer, is published in Analecta Hymnica Graeca292.  

The akolouthia of the Menaion consists of three stichera sung at 4O;0# d(X(;"K" 
(copied in L, vv. 49-81) and a kanon by John the monk (vv. 334-502), intermitted by a 
kathisma after ode 3 (vv. 1-11). The one published in AHG293 contains the kanon 
composed by Joseph the Hymnographer, while two kathismata are edited in the 
apparatus, the one being copied in L (vv. 12-25).  

 (d) The Typikon of the Great Church commemorates only St Ioulianos of 
Egypt on June 21294 while that of the Monastery of Evergetis directs the choir to sing 

 

285 On whom see BHG 970-971b; BHGa 2209p; BHGna 967e, 2209p; SynaxEC 759-762; CPG 
4360; EFSTRATIADIS, c:0%C*:0%&, 219-220; DOUKAKIS, U.&"K";03+Y5, 237-248. 

286 On whom see BHG 965; SynaxEC 762; PG 50.665-676; EFSTRATIADIS, c:0%C*:0%&, 220. 
287 G2$nµ'!. *Y( 5C. z2'!. µ6+5F+1 �!F='1.C. (=Laudatio sancti martyris Juliani) (=BHG 

967), PG 50, 665-676.  
288 6";+O;0%& +%Q ]:8%. µJ;+.;%5 F%.C0"&%Q µ";+.;Y3"&+%5 M& +s 40C0(8~ (=BHG 967e), 

ed. LATYTEV II, 83-87. 
289 SynaxEC 762 and Menol 353 (on March 16; the same text is also included in SynaxEC 541-

542, also on March 16). 
290 See BHG 966 and 967d respectively. 
291 Ms tradition: LHIa; see PAPAILIOPOULOU, !"µ#$%&, p. 223, nr 683. 
292 See AHG X, pp. 145-154. The edition is based on codd. Hierosolimitanus Sabaiticus 70 

(H), Cryptensis �.1. ��hhh and Barberinus gr. 377. 
293 Edited from H and two more manuscripts, codex Cryptensis �.1. ��hhh and codex 

Barberinus gr. 377. 
294 «67&@ +t "r+t ("´, �>C7305 +1& ]:8,& µ";+O;,& F%.C0"&%Q +%Q M& fg:O?+m ("@ +1& 

µ#+� "r+%Q +#C#0,>X&+,&» (MATEOS, Typicon, 316). 
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stichera in mode 4, the kanon by John the monk in plagal mode 4 and kathisma in the 
same mode295.  

 (e) The akolouthia copied in L is a double one. It starts with two kathismata and 
it proceeds to kontakion by Romanos the Melode and unpublished oikos (vv. 35-48), 
followed by five stichera, the last two ones being edited below for the first time (vv. 
82-105). Two kanons close the text, the first one being hitherto unpublished (vv. 106-
333).  

The stichera edited below present St Ioulianos as an athlete who entered the 
martyrdom by having his heart fortified with holy studies (vv. 82-83), 
acknowledging the strokes as dew (vv. 85-87; cf. vv. 99-101), winning over all the 
fleshless enemies (v. 88) and accepting the garland of victory by the Lord (vv. 89-90). 

The kanon, ascribed to Theophanes (Graptos) in the margin of H (f. 89v)296, does 
not have an acrostic. It consists of eight odes, numbered 1� and 2� to >�. Each ode has 
four stanzas. The heirmoi are borrowed from a kanon on the Resurrection by John of 
Damascus, included in the service-book of Parakletike and destined for the Sunday of 
the first mode297.  

The text of the kanon presents a lot of information from the hagiographical texts 
on the saint, who is presented as winning the kingdom of God by reigning over the 
carnal passions and trampling under his foot the doctrine of the impious emperor 
(vv. 118-123), refusing to sacrifice to the pagan gods (vv. 135-136), confessing his faith 
in front of the law-court of the tyrant (vv. 139-140), performing posthumous miracles 
(vv. 164, 246-249, 313-319), flogged (vv. 170, 216-217, 234-240) and imprisoned by the 
governor (vv. 182-183), who brought him along in a travel from town to town in an 
effort to humiliate him and give a lesson to other Christians, something that had the 
opposite effect (vv. 189-195), refusing to sacrifice to the idols (vv. 222-223), killed by 
being put in a sack full of sand and venomous reptiles and snakes and thrown away 
in the sea (vv. 270-273, 308-309), and buried by a pious woman who found his body 
by a divine revelation (vv. 288-292). 

The hymnographer employs also some common expressions to praise the saint, 
when for example he refers to him as extinguishing the pagan fire with the shedding 
of his blood (vv. 243-245) and presents the saint’s spiritual merits that helped him to 
dominate over the non-believers (vv. 130-134). 

The theotokia are not related to the saint and they have a hymnal and 
paracletical character, requesting the help and mediation of the mother of God and 
praising her virtues, without entering higher theological levels.  

(f) On the basis that the choice of the kanon included in the printed Menaia is 
not decided by the manuscripts available to the editors and that in this case John the 
monk is to be identified with John of Damascus, the main criterion for the prevalence 

 

295 «U+0\7;D �\%5 )´. u ("&�& �\%5 ?C. )´ F,J&&%. µ%&"\%Q· (J>03µ" �\%5 u "r+*5» 
(JORDAN, Synaxarion Evergetis, 158). 

296 See also ZERVOUDAKI, h#%<J&75, 284-285, nr. 194.  
297 PaAD, 27-37 and EE 1, nr 1.  
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of the kanon by John should be detected in the aforementioned old liturgical order 
that gives priority to the kanons of the Damascene hymnographer over the kanons of 
both Theophanes Graptos and Joseph the Hymnographer. This may explain also the 
fact that each of the kanons of Theophanes and Joseph has survived in no more than 
three manuscripts. 

 
AKOLOUTHIA ON THE MARTYRS ZENON AND ZENAS (TEXT 23) 

 
(a) Zenon and Zenas298, a soldier and his servant, both from the town of Philadelphia 
(Emman) in Arabia, suffered martyrdom during the reign of Maximian (286-305). 
Willing to martyr for Christ, Zenon distributed all his property to the poor, freed all 
his slaves, and then he showed before the pagan governor Maximus together with 
Zenas, who followed him willingly. After a short dialogue, Maximus flogged Zenon 
and then he asked him to sacrifice to a pagan altar, which the saint knocked over. 
Then Zenon was put in prison where Zenas came, wanting to share his master’s 
martyrdom. He was imprisoned as well, and later they both were brought to 
Maximus, who asked them to renounce Christ. They denied, something repeated 
later in front of Maximus and a Roman duke visiting the town. Thence they were 
tortured and finally decapitated by sword.  

(b-d) Short notices of the martyrs Zenon and Zenas are included in Synaxarium 
Ecclesiae Constantinopolitanae, the emperor Basil’s Menologion and the Menaion299. A 
longer and more detailed Passio of the martyrs is published in Acta Sanctorum, along 
with the aforementioned texts300. It is exactly this text that served as the main source 
of the akolouthia edited below. 

The Menaion celebrate the memory of Sts Zenon and Zenas on June 22, without 
an akolouthia dedicated on them, while in the manuscript tradition examined here 
they are commemorated on June 23, which is the day given as the day of their 
martyrdom in their Passio301. Synaxarium Ecclesiae Constantinopolitanae and the 
Typikon of the Great Church commemorate them the 22nd of June302. The Typikon of 
Evergetis and the Typikon of St Sabbas do not commemorate them.  

(c) We are not aware of any other akolouthia os Sts Zenon and Zenas.  
(e) In L they are celebrated together with St Agrippina. Her akolouthia contains 

a kathisma (vv. 1-9), three stichera (vv. 17-52) and a kanon (vv. 89-353); all of them are 

 

298 On whom see EFSTRATIADIS, c:0%C*:0%&, 163-164; DOUKAKIS, U.&"K";03+Y5, 259; BS XII, 
1482-1483. 

299 SynaxEC 763-766 (June 22); Menol 505-508 (June 23), and MV �, 75. 
300 De ss. Zenone et Zena martiribus Philadelphiae in Arabia (=BHG 1887), AASS Iunii IV, 

474-482; the Acta Martyrii in pp. 476-482. 
301 «��+,5 +%8&.& '>CY3"&+#5 %b S"&J:0%0, \,;%$5 '&#CY<>73"& ]:8,& 6";+O;,&, +E 

+XC%5 +1& ':H&,& )#KJµ#&%0 ?#;0<"&15, M& B0C")#C<#8~ +s ?*C#0 [Y<m 6"K8µ%., µ7&@ 
F%.&8m #g(J)0 +;8+�», AASS Iunii IV, 481C.  

302 See SynaxEC 763-764; MATEOS, Typicon, 316.  
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published in the Menaion. The akolouthia on Sts Zenon and Zenas contains a kathisma 
(vv. 10-16), three stichera (vv. 53-88) and a kanon by Joseph the Hymnographer (vv. 
354-553)303.  

The kathisma is a general praise of the saints, without any specific reference to 
the martyrs’ life and martyrdom. The first two stichera are based on the texts on the 
saints, as they present the tortures that the martyrs underwent (vv. 65-72: V%.&#O;%05 
+.?+*µ#&%0, M( +#33J;,& +#0&*µ#&%0, C"µ?v30 <C#:*µ#&%0, (C%0%$5 V";.&*µ#&%0, 
(;#µJµ#&%0 KOCm ("@ ("+"3?Hµ#&%0 µ#:83+,& C8>,& VJ;#0), as well as that Zenas 
followed willingly his master (vv. 58-60: ¥ '(%C%.>Y3"5 u 'K0J:"3+%5 z7&v5 }3%& 
':1&" 3+#;;15 )0Y&.3#&). The third one is of general content and it mentions the 
performance of miracles by the martyrs. 

The kanon contains eight odes numbered 1´ and 2� to >�. Each ode consists of 
four stanzas, except for odes 4 and 9, which have five. The stanzas are connected 
with an acrostic that forms a dodecasyllable, followed outside the meter by the name 
of the hymnographer, in the initial letters of the last ode (Z.:=& M?"0&1 µ";+O;,& 
3+#<7<*;,&· F,3Y<304); the acrostic proves that the kanon was originally composed 
without a second ode. Most of the heirmoi are borrowed from kanons composed by 
John of Damascus305, except for odes 3 and 5 which are based on heirmoi by Kosmas 
the Melode306. Joseph follows the patterns for the most part, with some exceptions 
common in Byzantine hymnography. 

The kanon starts with a general introduction in ode 1, where only the fact that 
the saints praised were tortured is mentioned. Most of the rest of the text is 
presenting information on the martyrdom of the saints along with some troparia of 
general character.  

St Zenon is praised at the beginning for escaping idolatry by following the laws 
of God and as beautified by his confession (vv. 386-390). He praised the name of God 
in front of pagan judges (vv. 391-395) and was beaten in the mouth in Maximus’ 
effort to blemish his confession (396-400); he was also flogged with tendons (v. 414). 
Then Maximus, not being able to overpower him during their dialogue on the 
veneration of the idols and the true God, commanded his men to beat him 
exceedingly (vv. 436-440) and to lead him violently in front of a pagan altar, which 
the martyr knocked over (vv. 441-445). Following, St Zenon’s flanks were then 
scratched a sauce made of vinegar and brine being put on the scratches (vv. 446-450). 
He was put in prison wearing prisoners’ collars and he was tortured by being 
stretched by force (vv. 461-465). There he was visited by St Zenas who wanted to 

 

303 Ms tradition: LHV; see PAPAILIOPOULOU, !"µ#$%&, pp. 224-225, nr 688. 
304 FOLLIERI, Initia, I, 585. 
305 EE 95-96, nr 135, on Resurrection by John the monk (odes 1, 6, 7 and 8); EE 97-98, nr 138, 

on Resurrection by John the monk (ode 4); EE 98, nr 139, on the martyr Savvatios by John the 
monk and Stephen the Sabaite (ode 9). 

306 EE 101-102, nr 143, on the Resurrection (ode 5) and EE 102, nr 144, on the 
Transfiguration (ode 3). 
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martyr with his master; Zenas is presented kissing St Zenon’s chains (vv. 466-470) 
and then stretched by force (vv. 476-477). At the same time Zenon was flogged in a 
supine position (vv. 503-504), glowing spits being put on his chest (vv. 508-510). 
After that both martyrs were tortured by being stretched with the use of straps and 
hung in a piece of wood with heavy rocks bound on their feet, while a fire was 
burning their breastbones (vv. 524-526). Thereafter they were put into a hole of fire, 
from which they were saved miraculously, which made many people believe in God 
(vv. 530-535). Finally they were executed by sword (vv. 539-540). The land that 
received their bodies became a drinking fountain of incredible miracles (vv. 542-545).  

All the theotokia of the kanon laud the Virgin Mary without employing theology 
and entreat her, as the main protector of mankind, to mediate to the Lord.  

(f) Most of the information presented in the kanon is given in detail in the Acta 
Martyrii of the saints, published in Acta Sanctorum, and epigrammatically in the texts 
included in emperor Basil’s Menologion, Synaxarium Ecclesiae Constantinopolitanae and 
the Menaion. There are though some which appear only in the Acta Martyrii, namely 
St Zenon being beaten in the mouth and later flogged in a supine position, the fire 
burning the saints’ breastbones, the result of their miraculous salvation from the fire 
and the miracles performed by their bodies. Furthermore, it is only in Acta Martyrii 
that St Zenon is led violently and on purpose in frond of the pagan altar he knocked 
over, while in the other notices this is done by chance. These elements taken into 
consideration, it may be assumed that among these four texts it is the Acta Martyrii 
that could function as the source for the composition of the akolouthia.  

The limited manuscript tradition of the text (three manuscripts from the 11th to 
the 13th c.) proves that the akolouthia was already in the late-Byzantine period 
neglected by the Church. As the text is composed by one of the most prominent 
hymnographers and bearing an acrostic, this neglect could be explained by the 
importance of the celebration of St Agripinna, commemorated on the same day with 
Sts Zenon and Zenas. Their memory was transferred in Constantinople to the 
previous day [see above, point (b)], when another important saint, St Eusebios, was 
celebrated and therefore their akolouthia fell into oblivion.  

 

AKOLOUTHIA ON ST FEVRONIA AND THE OTHER MARTYRS (TEXT 25) 
 

(a) On June 25 L transmits a double akolouthia, dedicated to the martyr Fevronia307 
and including a second kanon, in which other not named female martyrs are also 
commemorated [on their identity see below, part (f)].  

St Fevronia was martyred during the reign of Diocletian (284-305), in the hands 
of the heartless local sovereign Selinos. As a two-years old child she had entered a 

 

307 On whom see BHG 659-659g; BHGa 659-659g; BHGna 659-659h; EFSTRATIADIS, 
c:0%C*:0%&, 459-460; DOUKAKIS, U.&"K";03+Y5, 284-298; BS V, 508-509. See also M. 
STELLADORO, Santa Febronia di Patti e Santa Febronia di Nisibi (25 giugno). La tradizione 
greca manoscritta, Studii sull’Oriente Cristiano, 6/2 (2002) 15-34 (not accessible to me). 
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monastery near Sivapolis, in the borders between the Roman and the Persian Empire, 
her aunt Vryene being its abbess. Eighteen years later, during a persecution against 
the Christians of the area, she was arrested in the monastery by Selinos, who tried to 
convince her to sacrifice to the idols. Fevronia refused to renounce Christ and 
therefore she was flogged while being over fire, torn her teeth out, cut off her breasts, 
her hands and her feet. Finally she was decapitated by sword. Her commemoration 
is celebrated by the Orthodox Church on June 25.  

(b) Synaxarium Ecclesiae Constantinopolitanae, the Menologion of the emperor 
Basil II and the Menaion include notices on Fevronia308. A detailed Vita of her, 
composed by the eyewitness nun Thomais, is published in Acta Sanctorum309. Another 
shorter text, a Passio based on the previous Vita, is included in the anonymous 10th-
century Menologion published by B. LatyUev310.  

(c) We are aware of four akolouthiai on Fevronia. L contains two of them, the 
first published in the Menaion311 and the second edited below312; the other two remain 
hitherto unpublished313.  

The akolouthia published in the Menaion (MV X, 89-93; see below, vv. 1-11 and 
44-303) contains three stichera (vv. 44-79), the apolytikion usually sung on female 
virgin-martyrs (W 'µ&J5 3%., F73%Q, (;J/#0 µ#:JC� +s <,&s…), and the kanon by 
Theophanes (vv. 80-303), interrupted after ode 3 by the kathisma (vv. 1-11) and after 
ode 6 by two epigrams and a rather long synaxarian notice.  

(d) The Typikon of the Monastery of Evergetis orders to sing stichera in mode 4, 
the kanon in plagal mode 4 and kathisma in mode 1314, which agrees with the akolouthia 
published in the Menaion.  

 (e) The akolouthia of L contains the kathisma, the stichera, and the kanon 
published in the Menaion, transmitting in addition a second kathisma (vv. 12-20), 
kontakion an oikos by Romanos the Melode (vv. 21-43), a second kanon (vv. 304-560) 
and an exaposteilarion (vv. 561-567).  

 

308 SynaxEC 769-772; Menol 509 and MV �, 91. 
309 Vita et Martyrium [S. Febroniae]. Auctore Thomaide Magistra Sancte et teste oculata (=BHG 

659), AASS Iunii V, 17-35. On the relationship between this text and the Vita of St Anastasia 
the Pharmakolytria see P. DEVOS, Sainte Anastasie la vierge et la source da sa passion BHG 
376z, AnBoll 80 (1962) 37-45. 

310 -8%5 ("@ µ";+O;0%& +L5 ]:8"5 u30%µJ;+.;%5 B#V;,&8"5, ed. LATYTEV II, 98-102. 
Though entitled -8%5 ("@ µ";+O;0%& the text is in fact a passio, as it presents only the trial and 
the martyrdom of the saint.  

311 MV X, 89-93. 
312 For this second kanon L is codex unicus; see PAPAILIOPOULOU, !"µ#$%&, p. 219, nr 669, 

where the akolouthia is mistakenly dated on June 15. Correct also the numbers of folios (ff. 67v, 
116-118v are given instead of the right 115v-118v). 

313 See PAPAILIOPOULOU, !"µ#$%&, p. 226, nr 695 (cod. Sinait. gr. 637), and pp. 226-227, nr 
696 (cod. Hierosol, Sab. 70) respectively.  

314 «W5'R7+g �R!( %´. p $1.y. �R!( J=. %´· $6>'&µ1 1´» (JORDAN, Synaxarion Evergetis, 
164).  
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Both the second kathisma and the exaposteilarion praise St Fevronia alone for her 
martyrdom through which she gained immortality; thence it is most probable that 
they were not composed together with the second kanon, which is repeatedly 
referring to St Fevronia and the other female martyrs.  

The kanon does not have an acrostic. It consists of eight odes, numbered 1� and 
2� to >�. Odes 1, 3, 4, 7 and 9 have five stanzas, while 5 and 6 have four. Ode 8 is 
double; three stanzas are composed according to the first heirmos and four, including 
the theotokion, according to the second. The heirmoi of the kanon are borrowed from 
Andrew of Crete315 and John of Damascus316, while the first heirmos of ode 8 is not 
published in the Heirmologia. The hymnographer follows generally the patterns, 
except for: a) the last line of the stanzas in ode 1 where, the pattern being –‘ – – –‘ – –, 
he uses –‘ – – –‘ – – –‘ (stz. 1, 2, 3, 5); b) the third line of the stanzas in ode 3 where, the 
pattern being – – – –‘ – – – –‘ –, he uses – – –‘ – – – –‘ – – –‘ – –; c) the fourth line of the 
stanzas in the same ode where, the pattern being – – –‘ – –‘ – –, he uses – –‘ – – – – –‘ – –. 

The kanon starts by lauding the nature of women and their conquer over the 
devil by the death of female martyrs (vv. 304-317) and then turns to Fevronia who 
received a double garland from heaven for her ascetic life and for her martyrdom 
(vv. 318-324). Ode 3 is also divided; the first two troparia refer to the anonymous 
martyrs who won over devil and the earthly tyrants (vv. 339-346), while the next two 
ones are dedicated to Fevronia, and particularly her renunciation of all the 
temporary pleasures and her mutilation (vv. 347-350).  

Ode 4 is totally dedicated to Fevronia, who lived ascetically and later was 
slaughtered as a lamp (vv. 359-372), neglecting her flesh, excusing her nakedness and 
producing willingly her members during her mutilation (vv. 373-386). The 
hymnographer continues lauding Fevronia for combining bravery with prudence 
(vv. 394-400) and receiving the double garland of ascesis and martyrdom (vv. 401-
407), to address thereafter women, inviting them to imitate Fevronia (vv. 408-414).  

Ode 6 is dedicated to the anonymous martyrs who won over the pagan 
delusion of the tyrants (vv. 422-426) being strengthened by God to face the 
martyrdom (vv. 427-431). In ode 7 Fevronia is celebrated once more for her ascetic 
life followed by the martyrdom (vv. 442-448) and for glorifying the female nature 
(vv. 449-455). Then the word turns to the female martyrs (vv- 456-469). 

Ode 8 is double. The first set of stanzas lauds Fevronia for most of her virtues 
named before, including only one new element, her excellence in the study of the 
scriptures (vv. 485-488). The second set is also dedicated to Fevronia, who is praised 
for her bravery and as bride of Christ (vv. 505-508), a metaphor that appears every 
now and then in the text, as well as in her Vita. Ode 9 is divided in two parts; the first 
two stanzas praise the female martyrs (vv. 521-536), while the next two are dedicated 
to the mutilation of Fevronia (vv. 537-552).  

 

315 EE 228, nr 327, on Resurrection (odes 1, 5, 6, 7, 8 [second heirmos] and 9); EE 230, nr 330, 
on Mid-Pentecost (ode 4). 

316 EE 222, nr 319, on Resurrection (ode 3). 
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The theotokia of the kanon praise the Virgin Mary as the virgin mother of God 
(vv. 332-338), who is the most blessed of all the women (vv. 355-358), reconstructed 
the tent of Adam which had been destroyed in paradise (vv. 387-393), remained 
virgin after the birth (vv. 415-421 and 441). Some of them express also the Trinitarian 
dogma (vv. 437-441 and 470-476). 

(f) The most remarkable element of the second anonymous kanon copied in L 
(and edited below) is that being dedicated —according to its title— to the martyrs 
Fevronia, Golindouch317 and the other martyrs (¦+#;%5 ("&�& #g5 +=& ]:8"& 
µJ;+.;" B#V;,&8"&� ("@ #g5 +=& ]:8"& µJ;+.;" l%C0&)%|\ ("@ #g5 +D5 C%0?D5 
µJ;+.;"5) it is in fact a kanon praising St Fevronia and some other not named female 
martyrs, but not Golindouch. Golindouch is not named in the text (Fevronia being 
named two times, in vv. 409 and 503) and there is no element betraying a reference to 
her life and martyrdom, while the martyrdom of Fevronia, particularly her severe 
excruciation and mutilation, is clearly mentioned in seven troparia318.  

As far as the identity of the other martyrs is concerned, there is nothing neither 
in the text nor in the hagiographical texts on St Fevronia suggesting that they were 
martyred together with her. This leaves us with the possibility of being saints 
celebrated the same day with Fevronia, i.e. the 25th of June. On this basis, the most 
probable hypothesis is that the saints mentioned are Sts Leonis, Libye and Eutropia, 
who were in some places celebrated together with St Fevronia319. This hypothesis is 
maybe strengthened by the text of the akolouthia in two different passages320 and by 
the fact that Sts Leonis, Libye and Eutropia are mentioned in the Vita of St 
Fevronia321. An interesting piece of information is also given in the Vita of Fevronia, 
that «4"+D +=& TµX;"& +L5 '>CY3#,5 "r+L5, +L5 µ&#8"5 "r+L5 M?0+#C%.µX&75, 
3.&X;\%&+"0 +D µ%&"3+Y;0" +1& :.&"0(1&, ("@ ?CY>7 ?%CCD µJC03+" )0D +E 

 

317 On whom see BHG 700-702b; BHGna 702-702e; AASS Iulii III, 509-512; SynaxEC 815-818, 
Menol 537; CPG 7521; EFSTRATIADIS, c:0%C*:0%&, 98.  

318 See vv. 347-350, 373-379, 380-386, 408-414, 497-504, 537-544, 545-552. 
319 See AASS Iunii V, 15D-E. 
320 See vv. 346 and 434, where fire and sword are mentioned as tools of execution against 

the celebrated martyrs. This may be a reference to the three martyrs, as Leonis was killed by 
fire and Libye and Eutropia by sword. 

321 The spiritual mother of Fevronia, the abbess Vryene, provides them as examples to 
Fevronia while preparing her for the martyrdom: «6&Y3>7+0 POV75 ("@ P#%&8)%5 +1& )O% 
')#C<1&, "§+0&#5 M&)*K,5 Mµ";+O;73"&· ("@ T µ�& POV7 K8<#0 +=& (#<"C=& '?#+µY>7, 
P#%&@5 )� ?.;@ ?";#)*>7· µ&Y3>7+0 ar+;%?875 +%Q ?"0)8%., ¨+05 ),)#("#+=5 %�3" 3|& +s 
µ7+;@ "r+L5 Mµ";+O;73#&. �r( �;" 3| M>"Oµ"/#5 '#@ +L5 ar+;%?875 +=& A?%+":=& ("@ +=& 
A?%µ%&=&, k+0 +%Q )0("3+%Q (#C#O3"&+%5 "r+=& +%K#.>L&"0 M(+E5 )#3µ1&, §&" <%V7>#$3" 
<O:�, '(%O3"3" ?";D +L5 µ7+;E5, !X(&%& µ%. ar+;%?8" µ= <O:�5, j)#03#& +D5 \#$;"5 
"r+L5 �?03>#&, ("@ %r( j<.:#&, 'CCD ?C7:#$3" A?E +%Q +*K%., j?#3#& #g5 +E j)"<%5, ("@ 
#r>X,5 )0#<H&73#&, ("@ +L5 µ7+;E5 +=& M&+%C=& %r ?";XV7; �r +"O+75 +=& A?%µ%&=& 
M>"Oµ"/#5 '#@; 4"@ "r+= µ�& ?"0)8%& ("@ 'µ">�5, 3� )� ("@ �CC,& )0)J3("C%5 M:X&%.» 
(AASS Iunii V, 23B-C). 
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:0&*µ#&%& 37µ#$%&»322. It is possible to assume that it was within this framework of 
the broader gathering of monks and nuns for the celebration of St Fevronia that this 
kanon was composed to commemorate her together with Sts Leonis, Libye and 
Eutropia, who had martyred in the same area and functioned as examples for her.  

It must have been exactly this local character of the kanon that kept it from 
being widely spread and later entering the Menaion, where a kanon by Theophanes 
Graptos on St Fevronia alone is to be found. The choice between Theophanes’ kanon 
and the anonymous edited below should not be difficult, not only because of the old 
liturgical order, dictating that the kanons by Theophanes prevail over all the other 
kanons on the same saint(s), unless there is a kanon composed by Kosmas the Melode 
or John of Damascus, but also because Theophanes’ kanon is a high quality text, 
offering in a very descriptive way much more information on the martyrdom of the 
saint323 and bearing a full acrostic, something securing the composers of liturgical 
books for its completeness and originality. 

 
AKOLOUTHIA ON STS DAVID OF THESSALONIKE AND JOHN OF GOTTHIA (TEXT 26) 
 

(a) Two saints, St David of Thessalonike324 and St John of Gotthia325, are celebrated 
together on June 26, the date in which they are also commemorated by the Orthodox 
Church today.  

Born in Mesopotamia ca. 450, David went during his childhood to 
Thessalonike, where he lived for some time as a hermit in an almond tree and later in 
a cell. He was sent to Constantinople by Aristeides, Archbishop of Thessalonike and 
he was received by the emperor Justinian and the empress Theodora at the presence 
of which he performed a miracle. He died ca. 540 on a boat on his way back to 
Thessalonike.  

St John was from the area of Gotthia and lived in the days of the iconoclast 
emperors Leo IV (775-780) and Constantine VI (780-797) and the iconophile empress 
Irene (797-802). He is one of the signatories of the Seventh Ecumenical Council, held 
in Nicaea in 787. According to his biographer, he was dedicated from birth by his 
mother to God. He became a highly respected priest and then a Bishop on demand of 
the people of the area, when his predecessor was not anymore accepted because of 
his support to the iconoclastic policy of the emperors. Being an active iconophile St 
John not only participated in the Ecumenical Council that condemned iconoclasm, 
but he also contributed to the theological background of the reestablishment of the 

 

322 AASS Iunii V, 33A. 
323 To limit ourselves to the names mentioned in the text we might notice Selinos, 

Lysimachos and Vryene, none of which is given in the text edited below. 
324 On whom see ODB, 590; EFSTRATIADIS, c:0%C*:0%&, 108; DOUKAKIS, U.&"K";03+Y5, 316-

322; V. ROSE (ed.), Leben das heiligen David von Thessalonike, Berlin 1887; AASS Iunii V, 176-178.  
325 On whom see EFSTRATIADIS, c:0%C*:0%&, 236-237; DOUKAKIS, U.&"K";03+Y5, 322-323; 

PMZ 3118. 
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veneration of icons by influencing the patriarch of Constantinople Paul (780-784) and 
later the empress Irene. Because of hostilities between the Khazars and Byzantium 
John decided to flee to Amastris, where he lived for four years before dying 
peacefully, having prophesized his death. His holy body was translated to the 
monastery of the Holy Apostles in Gotthia, where the saint performed many 
miracles. 

(b) An anonymous Vita on St David was composed ca. 720 in Thessalonike326. 
An epitome of his Vita is included in the anonymous Menologion published by B. 
LatyUev327. Slightly different versions of a short notice on him are included in 
Synaxarium Ecclesiae Constantinopolitanae, the emperor Basil’s Menologion and the 
Menaion328. Four more Byzantine texts on St David have come down to us: an 
encomium composed by Makarios Makres329, another encomium330, a narration by 
the monk Palladios331 and an unpublished epitome of his life (=BHG 493d).  

An anonymous Vita of St John332 was «written outside Constantinople, possibly 
in Amastris ... between 815 and 842»333. Two very slightly variant versions of a short 
notice on him have been included in Synaxarium Ecclesiae Constantinopolitanae and the 
Menaion334. Another text of the same sort is published by F. Halkin335.  

(c) The akolouthia edited below is the only one celebrating St John that has come 
down to us336. We are aware of two more akolouthiai on St David alone, one published 
in the Menaion337 and the other remaining hitherto unpublished338. 

The akolouthia on St David included in the Menaion (copied also in L) consists of 
three stichera sung at 4O;0# d(X(;"K" (vv. 38-73) and the kanon by Joseph the 

 

326 ROSE, Leben, 3-15 (=BHG 493).  
327 -8%5 M& M?0+%µs ("@ ?%C0+#8" +%Q u38%. ?"+;E5 Tµ1& I".@) +%Q M& h#33"C%&8(� 

(=BHG 493e), ed. LATYTEV II, 103-104.  
328 SynaxEC 771-772, Menol 513 and MV �, 95. 
329 Edited by B. LATYTEV, in Zapiski imp. Odesskago ob©�estva istorii I drevnostej, 30 (1912) 236-

251 (=BHG 493m; BHGa 493m; BHGna 493m).  
330 See B. LAOURDAS, @.i$%!5!. H2$nµ'!. *Y( 5C. x&'!. �1<3%, Makedonika 10 (1970) 244-

252.  
331 PG 87, 2921-2924 (=BHG 492y). 
332 Vita [S. Ioannis epics. Gotthiae] (=BHG 891), AASS Iunii V, 190-192. See also G. L. HUXLEY, 

On the Vita of Saint John of Gotthia, GRBS 19 (1978) 161-169; KAZHDAN, Literature, 199-200, 
where more bibliography is given.  

333 See I. TEV"ENKO, Hagiography of the Iconoclast Period, in A. BRYER and J. HERRIN (eds), 
Iconoclasm. Papers given at the Ninth Spring Symposium of Byzantine Studies. University of 
Birmingham, March 1975, Birmingham: Centre for Byzantine Studies, University of 
Birmingham, 1977, p. 115.  

334 SynaxEC 772-774 and MV �, 95. 
335 AnBoll 66 (1948) 80-81 (=BHGa 891b). 
336 For the kanon L is codex unicus; see PAPAILIOPOULOU, !"µ#$%&, p. 227, nr 699. 
337 MV �, 93-96. 
338 It survives in the manuscripts Hierosol. Sab. 70 and Paris. gr. 1569; see PAPAILIOPOULOU, 

!"µ#$%&, 227, nr 697.  
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Hymnographer (vv. 92-303), interrupted by a kathisma after the third ode and 
synaxarian notice after the sixth.  

(d) The Typikon of Evergetis commemorates only St David, giving instrutions 
for an akolouthia that consisted of stichera in mode plagal 4, a kanon by Joseph (the 
Hymnographer) in mode plagal 1 and a kathisma in the same mode339. 

(e) All these are copied in L (vv. 38-73, 92-303 and 1-11 respectively), along with 
an unpublished set of kontakion and oikos on St David (vv. 12-37), three more stichera 
(vv. 74-91) and a kanon on both saints, possibly composed by George of Nicomedia 
(vv. 304-375)340.  

It is not easy to say whether the kathisma and the set of kontakion and oikos 
originally belonged to the akolouthia on David or to the one on both saints. Of the 
stichera, the first three ones belong to the akolouthia on St David, while the following 
three ones to the akolouthia on both Sts David and John341. Unfortunately because of a 
lacuna in L the second kanon, i.e. the one edited below, is damaged; it is only the first 
two troparia of ode 1 and odes 7-9 that have come down to us, ode 7 being also 
slightly mutilated in the beginning. From the surviving part we may assume that the 
first two troparia of each ode were dedicated to St John, followed by a troparion on St 
David and theotokion. The survived theotokia praise the Virgin Mary as the mother of 
God. The initials of the surviving stanzas do not seem to have been a part of an 
acrostic. On the contrary, the initials of the surviving three theotokia of odes 7 to 9 
form the ending IOY, most probably betraying the name la�il���, i.e. George of 
Nicomedia.  

The heirmoi of the surviving odes are borrowed from two kanons by the 
patriarch of Constantinople Germanos342. The hymnographer, who follows the 
hymnographical patterns with few exceptions common in Byzantine hymnography, 
limits himself in common expressions on the saints, based on very general pieces of 
information from their life. Comparing this to the very detailed Vitae of the saints 
one may assume that the hymnographer seems not to have used them, something 
that may point to the direction of George of Nicomedia who is —as we have seen 
above— known to compose akolouthiai of general content with a low level of 
historicity. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

339 «U+0\7;D �\%5 ?CJ:0%5 )´. u ("&�& ?CJ:0%5 "´ F,3Y<· (J>03µ" ?CJ:0%5 "´» (JORDAN, 
Synaxarion Evergetis, 164). 

340 See the Commentary, note on vv. 287-357. 
341 See the Commentary, note on vv. 57-74.  
342 EE 78, nr 110 (odes 1 and 8); EE 79, nr 111, on the Virgin Mary on Tuesday of the third 

week (odes 7 and 9).  
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AKOLOUTHIA ON ST SAMPSON THE XENODOCHOS (TEXT 27) 
 

(a) St Sampson343 is a saint well presented in Byzantine hagiographical sources, the 
quality of which has been recently questioned, along with the very existence of the 
saint344. In the sources he is presented to have been from Rome and from a wealthy 
aristocratic family, descended from the saint-emperor Constantine the Great. He was 
educated in holy Scripture and, probably later, in medicine. After the death of his 
parents he distributed all his property to the poor, he freed his slaves and he went to 
Constantinople, where he was ordained priest by the patriarch Menas (536-552)345 
and proved himself a protector of the poor, the sick and the needy. The emperor 
Justinian (527-565), being cured by Sampson, built in gratitude, and following the 
advise of Sampson, a huge hospital346 near the church of Hagia Sophia and appointed 
him as its director, a mission the saint undertook for many years. He died in 
extremely old age and he was buried in the church of St Mokios in Constantinople. 
His grave became a place of pilgrimage, because of the miraculous healings it 
performed. His memory is celebrated by the Orthodox Church on June 27, a day 
which is given by the oldest of his Vitae as the date of his burial347.  

(b) We are aware of three Lives of the saint; one is included in the 
Metaphrastian Menologion348, another —probably the source of Symeon 
Metaphrastes— is published by F. Halkin349 and a third is included in the anonymous 

 

343 On whom see SynaxEC 773-776; EFSTRATIADIS, c:0%C*:0%&, 416; DOUKAKIS, 
U.&"K";03+Y5, 324-331; BS XI, 636-638; ODB 1837; T. MILLER, The Birth of the Hospital in the 
Byzantine Empire, Baltimore-London 1985, pp. 80-83; D. CONSTANTELOS, Byzantine Philanthropy 
and Social Welfare, New Brunswick, N.J. 1968, pp. 191-195.  

344 See the entry in ODB, 1837, where he is presented as a “legendary saint”, and C. 
MANGO, Saints, in G. CAVALLO (ed.), The Byzantines, The University of Chicago Press: Chicago 
and London 1997, pp. 270-272.  

345 On whom see ODB, 1339-1340. 
346 Hospitals were institutions that functioned as a combination of hostel and sick bay; 

such institutions were established in Constantinople by the 4th through the 6th c. (see ODB 
951). 

347 «!E )� 31µ" "r+%Q +E +8µ0%& '?#(%µ83>7 3%;7>�& M& +t µ#:83+m &"t +%Q ]:8%. 
µJ;+.;%5 6,(8%., ("+D +=& #g(J)" `V)*µ7& +%Q g%.&8%. µ7&*5» (HALKIN, Saint Samson, 15). 
The other two Lives of the saint do not give any information on the date of his death or his 
burial. Most probably the 27th must have been also the day of his death, as given in two of 
the epigrams on the saint: «�#0&%)*\%5 )� `&@ #g(J)0 `V)%µJ+� >J&# U"µ[�&» (PG 115, 276C) 
and «dKL:#& u ?;@& M( :&J>%. U"µ[�& ?*µ". / e &Q& )� U"µ[�& µQ;%& M( +J<%. V;O#0. / 
ag(J)0 `V)%µJ+� U"µ[�& >J&#, VCQ3X +# µO;"» (MV �, 98).  

348 !%Q M& ]:8%05 ?"+;E5 Tµ1& U"µ3�& V8%5 ("@ ?%C0+#8" (=S. P. N. Sampsonis Vita et 
Conversatio) (=BHG 1615), PG 115, 277A-308D (published also in AASS Iunii V, 265C-277C).  

349 -8%5 ("@ ?%C0+#8" +%Q u38%. ("@ >".µ"+%.;:%Q ?"+;E5 Tµ1& U"µ[�& +%Q �#&%)*\%., 
?;#3V.+X;%. ("@ 3(#.%<OC"(%5 :#:%&*+%5 +L5 µ#:JC75 +%Q >#%Q M((C738"5 (=BHG 1614z), 
ed. F. HALKIN, Saint Samson le Xénodoque de Constantinople (VIe siècle), RSBN 14-16 (1977-
79) 7-17. See also C. MANGO, Saints, 271, who characterizes the text «a complete fabrication 
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10th-century Menologion350. Short notices on him are published in Synaxarium Ecclesiae 
Constantinopolitanae, the Menologion of Basil II and the Menaion351. There exists also 
an encomium by Constantine Akropolites352.  

(c) We are aware of three Byzantine akolouthiai on St Sampson; two of them are 
copied in L, one edited below353 and the other published in the Menaion354. A third 
kanon, not bearing an acrostic or an indication of the name of its composer, remains 
hitherto unpublished355.  

The akolouthia included in the Menaion contains three stichera sung at 4O;0# 
d(X(;"K" (vv. 43-72), the kanon by Joseph the Hymnographer (vv. 109-318), a 
kathisma after the third ode (vv. 1-11), kontakion by Romanos the Melode (vv. 23-31) 
and synaxarian readings after the sixth ode, and exaposteilarion.  

 (d) The Typikon of Evergetis orders that the akolouthia sung on his memory 
consists of stichera in the second mode (possibly the ones published below, vv. 73-
108), a kanon by Joseph in the same mode (Menaion and below, vv. 109-318,) and a 
kathisma in the first mode (Menaion and below, vv. 1-11), accompanied by a reading 
from his Metaphrastian Life356.  

(e) The akolouthia preserved in L is double, includes the text published in the 
Menaion, with the exception of the exaposteilarion, and adds one more kathisma (vv. 12-
22), an oikos (vv. 32-42), three more stichera (vv. 73-108), a second kanon (vv. 319-482) 
and a variant exaposteilarion (vv. 483-488).  

The kathisma praises the saint for establishing a hospital and being a spring of 
miracles and healings. The oikos continues by referring to his blameless life and 
lauding him for receiving by God the grace of performing miracles and for feeding 
the starving and supporting the needy. The stichera add the tending of the sick and 
the needy, his brilliant mind and merciful heart, his prudence and meekness. The 

 

woven round two physical features: the little house, perhaps contained in the hospital 
complex, in which Sampson was believed to have started his medical career, and the 
miraculous tomb in the basilica of St Mokios, which was a cemeterial church in the western 
section of the city». 

350 -8%5 ("@ ?%C0+#8" +%Q u38%. ?"+;E5 Tµ1& U"µ[�& +%Q K#&%)*\%. (=BHG 1615a), ed. 
LATYTEV II, 105-112. 

351 SynaxEC 773-776; Menol 513 and MV �, 98; the notices in SynaxEC and the Menaion are 
slightly different versions of the same text.  

352 Edited by H. DELEHAYE in AnBoll 51 (1933) 267 (=BHG 1615d). 
353 For the kanon L is codex unicus; see PAPAILIOPOULOU, !"µ#$%&, pp. 227-228, nr 700. 
354 MV �, 96-99. 
355 It is contained in the manuscripts Athen. Bibl. Nat. 562 and Sinait. Gr. 620; see 

PAPAILIOPOULOU, !"µ#$%&, 228, nr 701. 
356 «U+0\7;D �\%5 V´. u ("&�& �\%5 u "r+E5 F,3Y<· (J>03µ" �\%5 "´. ag5 +E& �;>;%& )� 

'&J:&,305 u V8%5 "r+%Q µ#+J<;"305, %� T ';\= ªµ" µ�& \J;0+%5 j;:%&» (JORDAN, Synaxarion 
Evergetis, 164). A. EHRHARD, Überlieferung und Bestand der hagiographischen und homiletischen 
Literatur der griechischen Kirche von den Anfängen bis zum Ende des 16. Jahrhunderts, vol. II, 
Leipzig 1938, pp. 314-315, has demonstrated that the readings included in the rubrics of the 
Typikon of Evergetis come from the Metaprastian Menologion.  
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exaposteilarion praises the saint as an imitator of God’s philanthropy for founding a 
hospital.  

The kanon can be ascribed to George of Nicomedia on the basis of the acrostic 
formed by the initials of the theotokia (la�il���). It is noteworthy that seven of 
these theotokia appear also in another kanon by George on Sts Irene, Agape and 
Chionia357, while the eighth theotokion, that of ode 9, is almost identical with another 
one composed by George and used in the ninth ode of the kanon on St Iouliane358. 

The kanon consists of eight odes numbered 1� and 2� to >�. Each ode includes 
four stanzas. The heirmoi used as metrical and melurgical patterns in the kanon are 
borrowed from John of Damascus and Kosmas the Melode, and they are parts of 
three different kanons359. George follows generally the patterns, with some of the 
usual Byzantine exceptions and the following more striking ones: a) in the third line 
of ode 1, the pattern of the heirmos being – – –‘ – – – – –‘, he uses – – –‘ – – – –‘ (stz. 1), – – 
– –‘ – – – –‘ (stz. 2) and –‘ – – –‘ – – – –‘ (stz. 3); b) in the last line of the fifth ode, the 
pattern being – –‘ – – –‘ – –‘ – –, he uses –‘ – –‘ – – – –‘ – – (stz. 1), – – –‘ – – – –‘ – – –‘ (stz. 2) 
and – – –‘ – – – –‘ – – (stz. 3); c) in the second line of stz. 2 in ode 6, the pattern being – 
– –‘ – – – –‘ – –, he uses – –‘ – –‘ – – –‘ – –; d) in line 6 of ode 7, the pattern is – – –‘ – – –‘ – – 
and he uses – – –‘ – – –‘ – – –‘ (stz. 1 and 2) and – – – –‘ – – –‘ (stz. 3).  

The text is of general and panegyric character, like most of the texts of George, 
almost without mentioning “historical” events of the saints’ life. No more than a 
reference to the transformation of his house into a lodging for the sick (vv. 332-333 
and 381-385), the foundation of the hospital (vv. 341-342), the use of his personal 
wealth in a way that offered him the eternal wealth (vv. 435-439) and to his welcome 
of the sick (451-452) is given360, in spite of the rich and tempting for any 
hymnographer information presented in his Lives, with most striking the saint’s 
royal blood (he is presented as a descendant of Constantine the Great)361 and the 
emperor Justinian’s cure by him362. The relationship between the kanon and the 
hagiographical texts on St Sampson is —if existing—very enervate.  There are only 

 

357 Feastday April 16, edited in AHG VIII, pp. 185-191. It must be noted though that one of 
the two manuscripts used for the edition (Barber. Gr. 450, the other being Patm. 901) ascribes 
the kanon to Theophanes (Graptos?) by giving the abbreviation of his name in the margin; see 
AHG VIII, pp. 184 (app.) and 413.  

358 Feastday December 21, edited in AHG IV, XLI, 164-168; see the critical apparatus. 
359 EE 220, nr 315, on Resurrection by John (odes 1 and 6); EE 224, nr 321, on Resurrection 

by John (odes 3, 5, 7, 8 and 9); EE 225, nr 322, on the Exaltation of the Holy Cross by Kosmas 
(ode 4). 

360 It is remarkable that more or less the same poor information is given in the kanon on the 
saint published in the Menaion, which is composed by Joseph the Hymnographer, a composer 
recognized for the “historicity” of his work; see PAPAILIOPOULOU, 0+!<=?µ151, 434-435 and 
H. FOLLIERI, Saba Goto e Saba Stratelata, AnBoll 80 (1962) 268-269.  

361 See PG 115, 280D; HALKIN, Saint Samson, 8-9; LATYTEV II, 105; SynaxEC 773; Menol 513. 
362 See PG 115, 284A-288C; HALKIN, Saint Samson, 10-12; LATYTEV II, 105-106; SynaxEC 775; 

Menol 513; MV �, 98. 
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two passages, in vv. 319-321 and 435-439, where the text seems to be deducing from 
the text of the Metaphrastian or (only for the first of the passages) the anonymous 
10th-century Menologion. This creates an argument in favour of the opinion expressed 
by C. Mango, that the pre-existing cult of the saint created the need for a biography, 
which was probably composed later than the akolouthiai on him363. 

Instead of including elements of factuality, the hymnographer uses quite many 
hagiographical and hymnographical stereotypes. Thus, the saint was devoted to 
virtue from since he was an infant (vv. 319-323), cleaned his soul with the storms of 
his tears, the canals of his acts of compassion and the streams of his charity (vv. 343-
346) and illuminated the people with beams of mercy (vv. 347-350). He excelled in his 
impassibility (vv. 355-358), his imitation of Christ in the correctness of his acts (vv. 
359-362), his self-control (vv. 371-375 and 427-434), his deeds of merit and mercy (vv. 
398-404 and 419-426). Furthermore, the saint killed, as a new David, the «mental 
lion» with the sword of his prayers (vv. 405-411), treasured in his soul and diffused 
to anyone seeking the intellectual wealth (vv. 457-459). Closing the akolouthia in ode 9 
the hymnographer lauds Sampson for his beneficence (vv. 463-467) and prays to him, 
being among the saints and hosioi, to supplicate to the Lord for all of us (vv. 473-477).  

(f) An important question on the content of the akolouthia and the identity of the 
composer of the hymns included in it is whether the kathisma, the set of kontakion and 
oikos, the stichera and the exaposteilarion are also composed by George or by Joseph, 
who is the composer of the other kanon on the saint copied in L. Of philological and 
hymnographical quality above the mediocre, they could be the work of both the 
hymnographers. To judge by the array in which the texts are presented in L, where 
the respective parts of the akolouthia are copied one after the other, the first kathisma 
(Menaion and below, vv. 1-11) and the first set of stichera (Menaion and below, vv. 43-
72) must refer to the first kanon, that of Joseph. On the other hand, one may notice 
that it is the text of the second set of stichera (vv. 73-108) that betrays a focus in 
historicity, which points to the direction of Joseph, who is accepted as being more 
sensitive than George in presenting information from the hagiographical texts on the 
celebrated saint, while the stichera published in the Menaion are closer in style to the 
work of George than to that of Joseph. The speculation that this second set of stichera 
was the one either composed by George (or originally accompanying the kanon by 
George) is strengthened by the instructions of the Typikon of Evergetis (see above), 
proving that it was not the set of stichera published in the Menaion what was 
conducting the kanon by George (composed in the first mode) but another set sung in 
the second mode, most probably the one published below.  

This creates a question very difficult to answer, the one concerning the choice 
of the stichera accompanying the kanon in the Menaion and the criteria used for this 
choice. If something is to be said here is that a manuscript like L, containing both the 
akolouthiai must have played a role in the formation of the manuscript tradition that 

 

363 See MANGO, Saints, 271-272.  
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finally entered the printed Menaion.  
It is not easier to detect the reasons for which it is this and not another 

combination of texts that consisted the akolouthia included in the Menaion, 
particularly because of the kanon by George surviving in no other manuscript than L. 
The Typikon of Evergetis proves that the kanon by Joseph had prevailed already in 
the 11th century. This sounds quite logical if one takes into consideration the 
aforementioned old liturgical order, in which the name of Joseph is listed among the 
hymnographers the kanons by which are to be preferred whenever more than one 
kanons exist on the same saint. Furthermore, Joseph’s kanon, being of good quality 
and bearing a full acrostic, was a trustworthier one as far as its completeness and 
originality was concerned. This must have been at least one of the reasons for which 
the third kanon on the saint, not bearing an acrostic at all and not even indicating the 
name of its composer, was to be also neglected by the Church [see above, point (c)].  

 

 

AKOLOUTHIA ON ST IOSEPH AND HIS FELLOW MARTYRS (TEXT 28) 
 

(a-b-c) No Byzantine hagiographical or hymnographical text on St Ioseph and his 
fellow martyrs has come down to us; this makes the akolouthia edited below364 our 
only source on the saints’ life and martyrdom. According to its text, Ioseph was from 
Alexandria (vv. 108-113). Being a well-to-do citizen he decided to leave behind his 
wealth (vv. 472-476) and lived as a hosios excelling for his ascetic mode of life and his 
self-control (vv. 82-83, 353-355). He was followed by a group of companions who 
martyred together with or after him (vv. 97-99; it is not clear whether they were 
monks or laymen, with the absence of a clear referance leading to the logical 
speculation of the group being a mixture of both). They were martyred during one of 
the persecutions against Christians after refuting the pagan beliefs (vv. 84-86, 356-
358) and denying to sacrifice to the idols (vv. 102-103). They were tortured and 
adraded (vv. 404-407, 526-529). Joseph was executed by being cut in two with a saw 
of the kind used in building (vv. 87-89, 446-447, 558-559). After their martyrdom they 
became the patron saints of Alexandria (vv. 108-112); their relics were treasured in a 
church dedicated to them and performed miracles, particularly in healing their 
worshipers from their diseases (vv. 412-419, 477-480).  

(d) Their memory is not included in the liturgical books used today by the 
Orthodox Church, namely the Menaion and the catalogue of saints in the Horologion to 
Mega. The same silence is to be met in the Byzantine sources, as neither the Typikon 
of the Great Church nor the Typikon of Evergetis commemorate them.  

(e) In L they are celebrated together with the translation of the relics of Sts 
Kyros and John the wonderworkers. The akolouthia on St Kyros and John contains a 
kathisma (vv. 1-9), kontakion and oikos by Romanos the Melode (vv. 19-37), four stichera 

 

364 Ms tradition: LH; see PAPAILIOPOULOU, !"µ#$%&, p. 229, nr 704. 
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(vv. 38-81), a kanon by Joseph the Hymnographer (vv. 121-339) and an exaposteilarion 
(vv. 580-585); all but the exaposteilarion are published in the Menaion.  

The akolouthia on St Ioseph and his fellow martyrs consists of a kathisma (vv. 10-
18), three stichera (vv. 82-120) and the kanon by Joseph the Hymnographer (vv. 340-
579). From its content it may be assumed that it was composed to serve a pre-existing 
commemoration of the saints, particularly in a church dedicated to them, where their 
relics were treasured, as the second stanza of the kanon’s fourth ode proves (vv. 412-
419): F"+;#$%& '&#)#8\>7 +E 3#?+E& Tµ1& +Xµ#&%5, '>C7+"@ 4.;8%., j&>" +D Aµ1& 
&Q& ("+J(#0&+"0 C#8["&", V;O%&+" \J;0& ')"?J&7+%& +%$5 M& ?83+#0 ("@ ?*>m '#@ 
?;%3?#CJ/%.30&. 

The kanon contains eight odes numbered 1´ and 2´ to >�. Odes 1, 4, 8 and 9 
consist of five stanzas, while 3, 5, 6 and 7 of four. The stanzas are connected with an 
acrostic that forms a dodecasyllable, followed outside the meter by the name of the 
hymnographer, in the initial letters of the troparia of the ninth ode (SC7>|& :#;"8;, 
("CC0&8(,& µ";+O;,&· F,3Y<365), and proving that the kanon was originally 
composed without a second ode. The heirmoi, the patterns of which are faithfully 
followed by Joseph, are borrowed from five different kanons by John the monk (one 
with Stephen Sabaite) and Kosmas the Melode366.  

(f) A reference to the saint being cut in two with a saw but remaining 
inseparable from God included in the first sticheron (vv. 88-90: …+#(+%&0(t, µJ;+.5, 
?;8%&0, )0#µ#;83>75 ("@ +%Q K.;8%. jµ#0&"5 �+µ7+%5…) and the second stanza of the 
kanon’s last ode (vv. 558-560: …?;8%&0 :D; (">J?#; KOC%& #g5 )O% )07;X>75 
?;0/*µ#&%5 ("@ jµ#0&"5 h#%Q ')0"8;#+%5…) may lead to the (anyway logical) 
conclusion that the stichera are also composed by Joseph the Hymnographer. This is 
strengthened by the comparison of v. 82 (I0� M:(;"+#8"5 +D ?J>7 \"C0&H3"5…) to 
vv. 392-394 (d& M:(;"+#8~ ("@ +#C#8~ '3(Y3#0 &#(;H3"&+#5 ?J>7…) and v. 93 
(…+1& '::XC,& ?%C$+"…) to vv. 432-433 (…("@ 3|& ]:8%05 '::XC%05 
?%C0+#O#3>#…). Compare also the last sticheron to the last but one stanza of the 
kanon, including the same concept of the saints being celebrated by the believers (vv. 
108-112: 2C#K"&);X,& T ?*C05 `%;+J/#0, ?;%3+J+7& 3# µX:03+%& ("+"?C%.+Y3"3" 
("@ ?%C0%Q\%& ?"&J;03+%& ("@ µX:"& ?;X3V0& 3|& +%$5 3.&J>C%05, F,3=< j&)%K#…; 
vv. 568-573: W :L `%;+J/#0 +=& Tµ1& ?"&Y:.;0& M(+#C%Q3", >#$%0 µJ;+.;#5, 
�::#C%0 \"8;%.30 ("@ ?J&+#5 %b �&>;,?%0 Aµv5 µ"(";8/%.30&, �5 >#8%.5 +%Q 
)#3?*+%. >#;J?%&+"5 ("@ #r#;:X+"5 +1& [.\1& Tµ1&). The kathisma (vv. 10-18) 
could also be a work of Joseph as it is very close in content to a stanza composed by 

 

365 FOLLIERI, Initia III, 326. The same akrostichis is used by Joseph in two more kanons, on 
martyr Vavylas and the 1003 martyrs of Nicomedia; see PAPAILIOPOULOU, !"µ#$%&, 229 (nr 
704), 33 (nr 8) and 165 (nr 490). All these three kanons start with the word ?C7>O5.  

366 EE 95, nr 135, by John the monk (odes 1, 4, 6 and 8); EE 96, nr 136, on the Apostles by 
John the monk (ode 3); EE 97, nr 138, on Resurrection by John the monk (ode 5); EE 101, nr 
142, on the Apostles and Palm Sunday by Kosmas the monk (ode 7); EE 98, nr 139, on the 
martyr Savvatios by John the monk and Stephen the Sabaite (ode 9). 
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him and included in a kanon on St Beniamin; compare vv. 10-15 (2:,&03Jµ#&%5 
("C15, '>C%<*;#, ("@ +%Q M\>;%Q +D5 &%7+D5 µ.;0J)"5 ("+"V"CH&, M& \J;0+0 
'&X);"µ#5 ?;E5 +D M?%.;J&0", '<>";38"5 +E 3+X<%5 M?"&")73Jµ#&%5) to AHG VII, 
XXXV, 1-9 (!E& �;03+%Q 3+;"+0H+7&, +L5 ).33#V#8"5 +0µY3,µ#& +E& 3+#;;E& 
(">"0;X+7&· 'C7>#$ ?83+#0 :D; ?";"+"KJµ#&%5, ?J3"5 M+"?#8&,3# +D5 +%Q M\>;%Q 
µ.;0J)"5 ("@ &8(75 )0J)7µ" M?"&#)Y3"+%).  
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CHAPTER 3 
THE HYMNOGRAPHERS 

 
 

The list of the unpublished Byzantine kanons composed by E. Papailiopoulou – 
Fotopoulou includes 91 kanons on saints celebrated in June367; twenty of them are 
edited below. 

Four of the twenty akolouthiai edited below are anonymous, while the rest are 
composed by four of the most prominent Byzantine hymnographers: Joseph the 
Hymnographer (eight kanons), George of Nicomedia (six), Theophanes Graptos 
(one)368 and Clement (one), all canonized as saints by the Orthodox Church.  

 
JOSEPH THE HYMNOGRAPHER 

 
Saint Joseph369 is «the most prominent and prolific figure in the hymnography of the 
middle Byzantine years»370, something reflected in that he is the only ecclesiastical 
poet bearing the honorary title ‘the Hymnographer’. Apart from the quality of his 
work, he is «rightly considered as the primary author of the Menaia, for which he is 
thought to have written 385 canons to saints»371. We are aware of two Vitae of Joseph, 
from which we have enough information on his life and his work372. 

 

367 See PAPAILIOPOULOU, !"µ#$%&, 15, 209-235, 285. 
368 Let it be noted that there is also the kanon on the apostle Bartholomew, composed by 

Theophanes, which is partly published in the Menaion and partly edited below. This kanon is 
discussed below, in the subsection on Theophanes.  

369 On whom see TOMADAKIS, F,3Y<, and the review of the book by D. STIERNON, La vie et 
l’ oeuvre se S. Joseph l’ Hymnographe, REB 31 (1975) 243-266; see also D. STIERNON, Joseph l’ 
Hymnographe, in Dictionnaire de Spiritualité 8 (1974) 1349-1354; PATERSON - TEV"ENKO, Canon 
and Calendar; E. KATAFYGIOTU – TOPPING, St Joseph the Hymnographer and St Mariamne 
Isapostolos, in IH;7µ" 3+E& F,J&&7 4";":0"&&*?%.C%, Byzantina 13B, 1033-1052 (reprinted 
in KATAFYGIOTU – TOPPING, Sacred songs, 307-325); A. ARMATI, Giuseppe innografo negli 
Analecta Hymnica Graeca, Diptycha 4 (1986-87) 141-148; G. SCHIRO, � BF^1.5'.: =!2!5*R.31 
5/( W'$*=31(, Hellenika 17 (1962) 177; ÉMEREAU, Hymnographi Byzantini, (1924) 200; the entry 
on Joseph in ODB, 1074; PMZ 3454; and DETORAKIS, B0C%C%:8", 486-497 (with detailed 
bibliography in pp. 487-488).  

370 C. A. TRYPANIS, Greek Poetry from Homer to Seferis, Chicago 1981, p. 461.  
371 PATERSON - TEV"ENKO, Canon and Calendar, 105. See also TOMADAKIS, F,3Y<, 78.  
372 The first is written by his contemporary and successor Theophanes (=BHG 944), and the 

second by John, deacon of Hagia Sophia, in the late tenth or early eleventh century (=BHG 
945; see also PG 105, 939-976, esp. 960). On Joseph’s Vitae and their authorship see KAZHDAN, 
Literature, 270-271.  
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He was born in Palermo, Sicily, between 812 and 818373. In the summer of 831 
his family moved to Peloponnesus because of the invasions of the Saracens in Sicily. 
At the end of the year Joseph is to be found in Thessalonike, where he became a 
monk possibly at the monastery of Christ the Saviour (known also as Latomou 
Monastery). During his presence in the monastery he worked as a scribe. 

He was ordained priest in 840. At that time he met St Gregory of Dekapolis374, 
who became his spiritual father. He followed Gregory to Constantinople, where he 
served as a priest in the church of St Antipas.   

The next year he was sent to Rome, to present the iconophile cause to the Pope, 
but while traveling he was captured by Arab pirates and imprisoned on Crete. Some 
time later (we don’t know exactly when, but surely before 843) he was released 
miraculously, and he went back to Constantinople, where he later founded the 
monastery of the apostle Bartholomew, sometime around 850.  

It is worthwhile to spend some lines on the miraculous way of his deliverance, 
as it is exactly this experience that —according to his biographers— turned him to 
the writing of hymns. As Joseph was imprisoned, along with his co-travelers, a 
mysterious figure (identified by the biographers and the editors of the Vitae as St 
Nicholas of Myra or the apostle Andrew) appeared to Joseph, gave him a scroll and 
asked him to read it375. While reading it, Joseph started to sing out a refrain from 
Romanos the Melode’s kontakion on the Three Hebrews, which prays for the help of 
God («TJ\.&%&, u %g(+8;µ%&, ("@ 3?#Q3%& �5 MC#Yµ,& #g5 +=& V%Y>#0"& Tµ1&»). The 
next day376 he was released and returned to Constantinople. 

During the difficult period of iconoclasm he remained loyal to the iconophile 
tradition of the Orthodox Church and he tasted the cruelty of the iconoclasts by 
being imprisoned and exiled. He was a follower of the patriarch Ignatios (847-858, 
867-877), and therefore exiled again after his dethronement in 858, this time by the 
patriarch Photios (858-867, 877-886), to Cherson in Crimea. After Ignatios’ comeback 
to the patriarchate in 867, Joseph returned to Constantinople and received the office 
of the patriarchal skeuophylax.  

He died in Constantinople in 886, on the third of April, the day he is celebrated 
as a saint by the Orthodox Church.  

Joseph’s main contribution to hymnography is the composition of a great 
number of kanons on saints. Furthermore, he authored a new collection that he called 
New Oktoechos, including all the akolouthiae of the Octoechos and many more, one for 

 

373 Ca. 816 according PATERSON - TEV"ENKO, Canon and Calendar, 104, and DETORAKIS, 
B0C%C%:8", 486. There is also a suggestion that he lived from 810-883. 

374 See ODB, 880. 
375 To eat it, according to the Vita by John, something that reflects the tradition about 

Roman!s the Melode, writing his famous kontakion on the Nativity of Christ after having 
eaten a manuscript given to him by the Mother of God. 

376 The very same moment, according to John. 
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each day of the eight weeks of the cycle of Octoechos377.  
There is also a question whether his writing of kanons caused the introduction 

of some saints into the festal calendar. Nancy Patterson – Tev"enko suggests for 
example that «the contribution of this hymnographer should not be overlooked in 
any investigation of the development of the Constantinopolitan calendar»378. This 
does not mean of course that there are not saints glorified by Joseph, who are not to 
be found in Byzantine calendars, as for example the aforesaid St Ioseph and his 
fellow martyrs.  

He is one of the most productive poets of his age. According to E. Tomadakis 
he composed 466 kanons, 8 kontakia, 58 triodia and 144 stichera379 and two encomia on 
the apostle Bartholomew380. The list of Joseph’s production has been prolonged as 
other researchers have identified more of his works381.  

A great deal of his work is still in use by the Orthodox Church in the ritual, 
mostly his kanons on various saints that are included in the Menaia. 

Codex Lesb. Leimonos 11 contains twenty-one kanons written by him on saints 
celebrated in June382, namely St Attalos, the martyr Loukillianos, the martyr 
Dorothe!s of Tyre, the martyr Theodotos of Ankara, the martyrs Nikandros and 
Markianos, the martyrs Orestes, Diomedes and Rodion, the martyrs Alexandros and 
Antonina, St Akylina, the Apostle Phourtounatos, St Tychon the Wonderworker, St 
Hypatios, St Zosimos, the martyrs Innas, Pinnas and Rimmas, St Eustochi!s and his 
fellow martyrs, the martyr Eusebios of Samosata, St Petros the Athonite, the martyrs 
Zenon and Zenas, St David of Thessalonike, St Sampson the Xenodochos, the 
translation of relics of Sts Kyr!s and John the Wonderworkers, and St Ioseph and his 
fellow martyrs. 

Thirteen of them have already been published elsewhere: the kanons on the 
martyr Dorothe!s of Tyre383, the martyr Theodotos of Ankara384, the martyrs Orestes, 
Diomedes and Rodion385, the martyrs Alexandros and Antonina386, St Akylina387, the 

 

377 See TOMADAKIS, F,3Y<, 78 and 187-200 (kanons 386-453), and WELLESZ, 140. Parakletike 
includes the hymns of the Oktoechos (hymns composed by John of Damascus on the 
Resurrection of Christ to be sung on Sundays in the revolving eight-week cycle, that follows 
the eight different musical modes used by the Orthodox Church) but it has also hymns on 
each day of the week: Mondays are dedicated to the archangels, Tuesdays to John the Baptist, 
Wednesdays and Fridays to the cross and the passion of Christ and the Mother of God, 
Thursdays to the Apostles and St Nicholas, and Saturdays to the deceased and the martyrs.  

378 PATERSON - TEV"ENKO, Canon and Calendar, 108. 
379 See the list in TOMADAKIS, F,3Y<, 107-225. 
380 One is published in BHG 232, 233; the other remains unpublished. 
381 See DETORAKIS, B0C%C%:8", 486.  
382 A list of Joseph’s kanons on saints celebrated in June is published in TOMADAKIS, F,3Y<, 

166-173.  
383 MV X, 17-19. 
384 MV X, 22-24. 
385 AHG X, 23-25. 
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Apostle Phourtounatos388, St Tychon the Wonderworker389, St Eustochi!s and his 
fellow martyrs390, the martyr Eusebios of Samosata391, St Petros the Athonite392, St 
David of Thessalonike393, St Sampson the Xenodochos394, and the translation of relics of 
Sts. Kyr!s and John the Wonderworkers395.  

According to the list of E. Papailiopoulou – Fotopoulou, one hundred fifty nine 
of his kanons remain hitherto unpublished396. Eight of them are edited below: the 
kanons on St Attalos (Text 1, vv. 416-613), the martyr Loukillianos (3.91-353), the 
martyrs Nikandros and Markianos (7.315-491), St Hypatios (17.335-607), St Zosimos 
(19.38-210), the martyrs Innas, Pinnas and Rimmas (20.75-288), the martyrs Zenon 
and Zenas (23.354-553), and St Ioseph and his fellow martyrs (28.340-579). 

As a poet Joseph has been presented to have followed the school of the 
monastery of Stoudios397. His language has been presented as rich and stacked, 
impressive in its definitional power, its plentiful adjectives and its creativity, and 
with a production of a great deal of new words398; it has been also characterized 
deliberate but simple and easy to follow399.  

His distinctive characteristic is the use of an acrostic in iambic prosody 
followed by his name, formed by the initial letters of the troparia and the theotokion of 
the ninth ode. 

He uses the historical elements of the Lives of the saints he composes the kanon 
on. As E. Tomadakis has pointed out, Joseph gives always in his hymns exact 
information on the life and the acts of his heroes, which he obtains from various 
hagiographical sources400.  

Although Joseph is a distinguished poet he is not a melodist, which means that 

 

386 MV X, 32-34. 
387 MV X, 44-46. 
388 AHG X, 117-128. 
389 MR V, 301-306; MV X, 55-57. 
390 AHG X, 130-139. 
391 MV X, 74-76. 
392 D. PAPACHRYSANTHOU, L’office ancien de Pierre l’Athonite, AnBoll 88 (1970) 27-41. 
393 MV X, 94-96. 
394 MV X, 97-99. 
395 MV X, 100-103. 
396 See PAPAILIOPOULOU, !"µ#$%&, 333. 
397 ODB, 1074; Unfortunately, the composer of the entry does not note anything more 

neither on whether this "following" refers to the content of Joseph’s poetry, the choise of 
saints to be praised, the style of writing or the vocabulary, nor on how Joseph, who was not a 
Studite monk, came to follow the "school of Stoudios".  

398 DETORAKIS, B0C%C%:8", 487. A list of rare and poetical words used by Joseph is 
publihsed by N. B. TOMADAKIS, � 2=[&&1 �L&:` 5!Q �µ.!2+6`!F, EEPhSPA 23 (1972-3) 
22-42. 

399 See TOMADAKIS, F,3Y<, 93. 
400 TOMADAKIS, F,3Y<, 80. 
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he didn’t write the music for his kanons but he used pre-existing forms401. In 
composing his kontakia he uses the motifs of Romanos the Melode, though in his 
kanons he follows mainly melodies composed by John of Damascus, but also Andrew 
of Crete, the patriarch of Constantinople Germanos and Cosmas the Melode. 

In his kanons edited below, Joseph uses the melodies of the following modes 
and heirmoi (the heirmoi are given in their number in EE):  
Saint(s)  mode 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Attalos 4th pl. 323 --- 324 321 323 315 327 327 324 
Loukillianos 1st 1 --- 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Nikandros and 
Markianos 

4th pl.  315 --- 321 322 324 315 321 325 321 

Hypatios 4th pl. 315 323 315 322 314 314 321 314 317 
Zosimos 4th pl.  321 --- 321 322 324 314 321 316 316 
Innas, Pinnas 
and Rimmas 

4th  144 --- 144 138 143 172 144 134 144 

Zenon and 
Zenas 

4th  135 --- 144 138 143 135 135 135 139 

Ioseph 4th  135 --- 136 135 138 135 142 135 139 
 
The acrostics of these kanons are: 

• P!F$'=='1.w 5!k&%* 5!}( $+B5!F( `i+L. �L&:` (Loukillianos)402. 
• �µ.!'( 2*+13+L µ1+5k+L. EF.L+3%1. �L&:` (Nikandros and Markianos). 
• �J153!F µi=K!'µ' 5!}( $1=!}( 5+BJ!F(. v �L&:` (Hypatios)403. 
• T:. ZL&3µ!F µi=KLµ*. �.>*!. R6+'.. �L&:` (Zosimos)404. 
• T!}( &!}( I.Fµ.[ µ6+5F+1(, d*!Q PB2*. �L&:` (Innas, Pinnas and Rimmas). 
• ZF2C. HJ1'.[ µ1+5k+L. &5*`7`B+L.. �L&:` (Zenon and Zenas)405. 
• 0=7>}. 2*+13+L $1=='.3$L. µ1+5k+L.. �L&:` (Ioseph and his fellow 

martyrs)406. 
The kanon on St Attalos has no other acrostic than the name h�W�] in ode 9. 
 

GEORGE OF NICOMEDIA 
 

In spite of the fact that George, Bishop of Nicomedia, is canonized as a saint (feastday 
December 29) and recognized as a preacher, the author of some encomiastic works 

 

401 It is characteristic that the publishers of the Heirmologia S. Efstratiadis, C. Höeg and L. 
Tardo did not identify not even one heirmos composed by him. 

402 FOLLIERI, Initia, II, 350. 
403 FOLLIERI, Initia, IV, 405. 
404 FOLLIERI, Initia IV, 70. 
405 FOLLIERI, Initia, I, 585. 
406 FOLLIERI, Initia, III, 326. 
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and an outstanding hymnographer, not much is known about his life407. He lived in 
the 9th century (he died probably ca. 900) and he is considered to have been a disciple 
and friend of the patriarch Photios, as may be concluded from the numerous letters 
the latter sent to him408.  

His hymnographical production is very rich and of high quality. He is the third 
most productive Byzantine hymnographer of his age, after Joseph the 
Hymnographer and Theophanes Graptos409. H. Follieri composed a list of 103 kanons 
written by him, only 20 of which being published410. E. Papailiopoulou – Fotopoulou, 
added 80 more in her catalogue of the unpublished Byzantine kanons411. He wrote 
also a few stichera and idiomela, one full heirmos on Hypapante412, and nine homilies, 
four of them devoted to the Mother of God. 

The most characteristic element of his work is the acrostic of his kanons, formed 
by the initial letters of the theotokia: la�il��� in the kanons that have eight odes, 
laa�il��� or la�il���� if the kanon has also a second ode. This is, according to 
H. Follieri, the safest criterion for ascribing a kanon to St George413.  

H. Follieri has demonstrated that George imitates Joseph the Hymnographer in 
his style of writing414, even though there is an important difference between their 
works, as George is not so much sensitive in using the relevant hagiographical and 
historical sources as Joseph415.  

Codex Lesb. Leimonos 11 includes a total number of six kanons, which include 
the acrostic la�il��� formed by the initial of their theotokia, the ones on the martyr 
Ioustinos the Philosopher (Text 1, vv. 160-415), St Metrophanes, the patriarch of 
Constantinople (4.99-309), the martyr Dorotheos of Tyre (6.233-392), the martyrs 
Manouel, Savel and Ishmael (17.131-334), St David of Thessalonike and St John of 
Gotthia (26.304-375), and St Sampson the Xenodochos (27.319-482). All of them were 
hitherto unpublished.  

George, like Joseph, was not a melodist. In the kanons edited below he uses the 
following modes and heirmoi, composed by John of Damascus, Kosmas the Melode 

 

407 See N. TSIRONIS, The lament of the Virgin Mary from Romanos to George of Nicomedia: An 
aspect of Development of the Marian Cult, London 1998; FOLLIERI, Problemi, PAPAILIOPOULOU, 
0+!<=?µ151;  the entry on George in ODB, 838; DETORAKIS, B0C%C%:8", 523-532 (with 
detailed bibliography in p. 523); ÉMEREAU, Hymnographi Byzantini, (1923) 426. Some of his 
works are published in PG 100, 1336-1528, the liturgical books of the Orthodox Church, the 
Analecta Hymnica Graeca, and TH. DETORAKIS, b*L+23!F N'$!µ7%*31( @.i$%!5!( $1.y. 5[. 
923L. %i$1 µ1+5k+L. 5/( K+?57(, NX" X;03+0"&0(= K;Y+7 A’ (1989) 270-279.  

408 See DETORAKIS, B0C%C%:8", 523.  
409 See DETORAKIS, B0C%C%:8", 523. 
410 See FOLLIERI, Problemi.  
411 See PAPAILIOPOULOU, !"µ#$%&, 332. 
412 EE, 113, nr 156.  
413 See FOLLIERI, Problemi, 313-319. 
414 FOLLIERI, Problemi, 324. 
415 See PAPAILIOPOULOU, 0+!<=?µ151, 434-435. 
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and the patriarch of Constantinople Germanos: 
Saint(s) mode 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Ioustinos 1st  1 --- 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Metrophanes 2nd  51 --- 53 270? 51 46 53 47 46 
Dorotheos 4th pl. 321 --- 321 322 316 315 321 321 321 
Manuel, Savel 
and Ishmael 

4th  133 --- 133 133 133 133 133 133 133 

David and John 3rd  110      111 110 111 
Sampson 4th pl. 315 --- 321 322 321 315 321 321 321 

 
The kanons on St Sampson and on Sts David and John have not another 

acrostic, while the one on St Dorotheos has also an alphabetic one. The rest three 
have the following acrostics: 
• y<;"K#& F%.3+$&%5 oCCY&,& 3+*µ" (St Ioustinos)416. 
• BJ&7>0, M7+;*<"&#5, #g5 Tµ1& <J%5 (St Metrophanes). 
• M"&%.YC, U"VXC, F3µ"=C 3XV, ?*>m (Sts Manuel, Savel and Ishmael)417. 

 
THEOPHANES GRAPTOS 

 
St Theophanes Graptos418 was born ca. 778 in the Moabite mountains of Palestine. In 
the age of 22 he became, along with his brother Theodore, a monk in the famous 
monastery of St Sabbas, following the example of their father Ionas who was also 
living in the same monastery. Within the monastery they established a relationship 
to Michael Synkell!s, who became their teacher.  

In 813 Michael was sent by the patriarch of Jerusalem Thomas in a mission to 
Rome, to bring to the Pope Leo III the negative reaction of the Church of Jerusalem in 
the introduction of the word filioque on the Creed. The mission —in which 
Theophanes and Theodore participated, accompanying Michael— was not to be 
fulfilled. All the members remained in Constantinople and they stayed in the 
monastery of Chora.  

Two years later, iconoclasm was restored by the emperor Leo V the Armenian 
(813-820). Theophanes and Theodore were among the most prominent defenders of 
the veneration of the icons and therefore exiled until 820, when Leo was assassinated 
and succeeded by Michael II (821-829). During the reign of Theophilos (829-842) they 
were exiled for one more time and tortured. It was then (18 July 836) that they were 

 

416 FOLLIERI, Initia II, 244. 
417 FOLLIERI, Initia II, 367.  
418 See ZERVOUDAKI, h#%<J&75 (detailed bibliography in pp. 536-554); P. PLANK, Der 

hymnographische Beitrag des Theophanes Graptos zur Geschichte seiner eigenem Familia, 
Ostkirchliche Studien 52 (2003) 316-330; DETORAKIS, B0C%C%:8", 474-483 (bibliography in p. 
475); the entry on Theophanes in ODB, 2062; PMZ 8093; BHG 1793; ÉMEREAU, Hymnographi 
Byzantini, (1926) 179-182. 
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punished by having insulting iambic verses tattooed on their foreheads, what gave 
them the sobriquet Graptos, which literally means marked with writing. They remained 
imprisoned until Theophilos’ death in 842. 

After the end of iconoclasm Theophanes was appointed Bishop of Nicaea by 
the patriarch Methodios. He died in Constantinople in 845 and he is canonized as a 
saint (feastday 11 October). His Vita is composed by Symeon Metaphrastes419.  

He is one of the most productive hymnographers of the Orthodox Church and 
his work is comparable to the work of St Joseph the Hymnographer. He wrote 
mainly kanons and triodia, but also some stichera and idiomela. A list of his works 
composed by Alexandra Zervoudaki includes 374 kanons, 5 triodia and diodia, 138 
stichera (prosomoia and idiomela), 3 kontakia and one metrical pray in Theotokos420. His 
verse is characterized by C. A. Trypanis as «long-winged, bombastic and dry»421. 

Thirteen of the kanons copied in L are his hymnographical work, the ones on St 
Nikephoros, the patriarch of Constantinople, the martyr Loukillianos, St 
Metrophanes, the patriarch of Constantinople, the translation of relics of the martyr 
Theodore Stratelates, St Kyrillos, the pope of Alexandria, the apostle Bartholomew, 
the apostle Barnabas, St Onouphrios, the prophet Amos, the martyr Ioulianos, the 
martyr Agrippina, the martyr Fevronia, and the 12 Apostles422.  

According to the list of Alexandra Zervoudaki, 92 of his kanons423 and a big part 
of the kanon on the apostle Bartholomew424 remain unpublished so far. Two of them 
are published below, the kanon on the martyr Ioulianos (Text 21, vv. 106-333)425 
wholly and the one on the apostle Bartholomew partly (11.205-412). Not being a 
melodist, he uses in these kanons the following modes and motifs: 
Saint mode 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Ioulianos 1st 1 --- 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Bartholomew 2nd 46 --- 46 46 53 46 46 46 46 

 
No one of the kanons has an acrostic. The kanon on the apostle Bartholomew is 

published (partly) in the Menaion as a work of Theophanes, the name of which is also 

 

419 See KAZHDAN, Literature, 271-272.  
420 See ZERVOUDAKI, h#%<J&75, 182-419; DETORAKIS, B0C%C%:8", 474-475 (Detorakis, 

though referring to Zervoudaki, writes that Theophanes composed 420 kanons, taking into 
account the ones catalogued by Zervoudaki as wrongfully ascribed to him). 

421 C. A. TRYPANIS, Greek Poetry from Homer to Seferis, Chicago 1981, p. 443.  
422 See ZERVOUDAKI, h#%<J&75, 279-287 and 327.  
423 See ZERVOUDAKI, h#%<J&75, nrs 7, 12, 19, 22, 26, 32, 34, 36, 38, 45, 50, 64, 66, 73, 77, 81, 

82, 83, 89, 94, 95, 96, 106, 112, 121, 135, 140, 145, 146, 148, 149, 152, 154, 157, 160, 163, 183, 194, 
215, 223, 225, 234, 257, 258, 270, 283, 294, 301, 303, 306, 307, 308, 309, 310, 311, 312, 314, 315, 
316, 317, 318, 319, 320, 321, 322, 323, 325, 326, 327, 328, 331, 333, 336, 337, 338, 339. 340, 345, 
347, 349, 350, 353, 354, 355, 357, 358, 359, 360, 361, 362, 363, 366. 

424 See ZERVOUDAKI, h#%<J&75, nr 188. 
425 See ZERVOUDAKI, h#%<J&75, nr 194.  
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given in L and H426. For the kanon on St Ioulianos, the name of Theophanes is given 
also in H, while L and Ia transmit the kanon anonymously.  
 
CLEMENT 

 
Clement427 is a person we do not have much information about, in spite of the fact 
that he was very early canonized as a saint by the Orthodox Church. From an 
anonymous kanon on him428 we know that «he is said to have dwelt “in the holy 
Mountain”, which designated, most probably, the Bithynian Olympos; he lived as a 
confessor, defending the veneration of the icon of Christ, was exiled (by the 
Iconoclasts), and was granted a blessed death»429. He was born, most probably, 
before 765 and he must have died after 824, as we can conclude from his kanon on St 
Niketas of Medikion430, who died in 824431.  

He wrote «less than thirty kanons, most of which are genuine, while the 
authorship of a number of others is possible»432. He was not a melodist but he 
borrowed his motifs from other kanons already in use by the Church. He always 
“signs” his works by using the acrostic 4P�6a�!�U, formed by the initials of the 
theotokia433, the consistent use of which is supposed to be also his contribution to 
hymnography434.  

According to the list of E. Papailiopoulou – Fotopoulou, five full and two 
partial kanons of his remain unpublished so far435. 

One of his works, the kanon on St Pagharios is edited below (Text 16, vv. 352-
584). It has all the formal distinctive marks of Clement’s work: a double acrostic, in 
which the first letters of the stanzas form the phrase XJ;0& V;"V#O#05, S":\J;0#, 
>".µJ+,&, while the initials of the theotokia form his name (4P�6a�!�U)436, and a 
desinential phrase that includes the word J=7+[ ()0* 3# ?83+#0 #r<7µ1&, +=& 

 

426 See ZERVOUDAKI, h#%<J&75, 281 (nr 188). H is not studied for the following edition of 
the unpublished part of the kanon which is based only on L.  

427 See M. ARCO MAGRI, Clemente innografo e gli inediti canoni cerimoniali, Rome 1979; C. 
THEODORIDIS, Der Hymnograph Klemens terminus post quem für Choiroboskos, BZ 73 (1980) 
341-345; A. KAZHDAN, An oxymoron: Individual Features of a Byzantine Hymnographer, 
RSBN 29 (1992-93) 19-58; KAZHDAN, Literature, 261-269; ÉMEREAU, Hymnographi Byzantini, 
(1923) 17-18. 

428 Published by S. PÉTRIDES, Office inédit de saint Clément, BZ 12 (1903) 575-581. 
429 KAZHDAN, Literature, 261. 
430 AHG VIII, 74-86. 
431 See KAZHDAN, Literature, 262. 
432 KAZHDAN, Literature, 261. 
433 See WEYH, Akrostichis, 51-53. 
434 See KAZHDAN, Literature, 263. 
435 See PAPAILIOPOULOU, !"µ#$%&, 333, 117 (fn. 252) and 248 (fn. 665). 
436 According to KAZHDAN, Literature, 264, «he must be the first poet to employ the double 

acrostic». 
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?;%3#.\=& M(?C7;1). 
On the other hand, the kanon has almost none of the internal elements that 

characterize the poetry of Clement. This is one of his very few kanons that does not 
contain references to the veneration of icons or the heresy of iconoclasm; from this 
we may presume that the kanon was written before the seventh ecumenical council of 
Nicaea in 787437. Furthermore, it has as its basic subject the commemoration (µ&Yµ7) 
of the saint, something that is usually not among Clement’s interests438. And there is 
one more noteworthy element of this specific kanon, the lack of historical facts, which 
are to be found in most of Clementine works. On the contrary, the kanon on 
Pagcharios is based on traditional stereotypes, with the impiety of the tyrant, the 
confession of the martyr and his healing power prevailing.  

Clement is not a melodist. In his kanon on St Pagcharios he uses the following 
motifs: 
Saint mode 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Pagcharios 2nd 51 57 57 57 59439 58 55 56 57 
   

 

437 See KAZHDAN, Literature, 262 and 264. 
438 See KAZHDAN, Literature, 264. 
439 The heirmos is published as the heirmos of the 6th Ode, not the 5th as it is in fact, in EE, 44. 

Compared to the heirmos, the stanzas of the kanon have here four more syllables in the last line 
(the four first ones). 
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CHAPTER 4 
THE MANUSCRIPT TRADITION 

 
 
Lesb. Leimonos 11 (L) is a unique hymnographical collection, as no other codex 
containing all the same akolouthiai has been discovered so far. Among the other 
extant manuscripts including a number of the same texts the one closest to L is codex 
Hierosolymitanus Sabaiticus 70 (H). This is evident not only on palaeographical 
grounds, but also in terms of content, since it contains ten of the akolouthiai preserved 
in L, edited below for the first time. For this reason a more detailed description of L 
and H, precedes that of the rest extant manuscripts, which are described more 
briefly.  

 
THE PRINCIPAL MANUSCRIPT: LESB. LEIMONOS 11 (L) 

 
2nd � 11th – 1st � 12th c.; parchment; 151 fols.; 290x250 mm; one column; 30 lines 
per page; justification 172x142 (examined in situ)440.  
The manuscript is a Menaion for June (the number introducing each akolouthia refers 
to the date of the month): 

1. (ff. 1r-6r) Akolouthia on St Ioustinos (Justin) the philosopher (†ca.165; feastday 
June 1) and St Attalos (feastday June 6). Inc. mut.: ]3+%C=& MK "bµJ+,&� >#8"& 
M?0\;H3"&+#5� ("@ 3+%C03Jµ#&%0 (sticheron on Ioustinos and his fellow martyrs). On 
ff. 1r-4r the kanon on St Ioustinos by George of Nicomedia, which bears the acrostic: 
y<;"K#& F%.3+$&%5 oCCY&,& 3+*µ" (without theotokia, which form the acrostic: 
l#,;:8%.). On ff. 4r-6r the kanon on St Attalos by Joseph the Hymnographer, which 
bears the acrostic (in ode 9): F,3Y<. Edited below, Text 1.  

2. (ff. 6r-10v) Akolouthia on St Nikephoros, Patriarch of Constantinople (†828; 
feastday June 2). Codex: 67&@ +1 "r+1 V«: +%Q ]:8%. &0(7<*;%. ?"+;0J;\(%.) 
(,&3+"&+0&%.?*C#(,5). On ff. 7r-8v the first kanon by Theophanes Graptos which 
bears the acrostic: TE& &0(7<[*;%& �5 &0(7<*;%& �3µ]"30 µXC?, (h#%<J&%.5 in 
margin). Gap between ff. 7v-8r: Des. f. 7v: '?7:\H&73"5, 'K0%>"Oµ"3+# (ode 3, stz. 
3); Inc. f. 8r: ?"&Jµ,µ# )X3?%0&" (7th ode, theotokion). On ff. 8v-10v a second kanon 

 

440 The manuscript was first described by A. PAPADOPOULOS–KERAMEUS, 
M".;%:%;)J+#0%5 B0VC0%>Y(7, q+%0 :#&0(E5 ?#;0:;"<0(E5 ("+JC%:%5 +1& M& +"$5 '&D +=& 
2&"+%C=& V0VC0%>Y("05 #A;03(%µX&,& `CC7&0(1& \#0;%:;J<,& ("+";+03>#$3" ("@ 
3.&+"\>#$3" ("+^ M&+%C=& +%Q M& K,&3+"&+0&%.?*C#0 oCC7&0(%Q B0C%C%:0(%Q U.CC*:%., 
Vol. 1 (v H. OL.&51.5'.!FJB=*' A==7.'$C( ]'=!=!2'$C( Wk==!2!(, Appendix of vol. 15), 
Constantinople 1884, p. 29; correct the number of folios and measurements he gives (150 
folios, measuring 275x215 mm).  
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which bears the acrostic: !E& ?"+;0J;\7& &Q& (;%+1 �0(7<*;%& (without theotokia). 
Editions: MV X, 4-7, and below, Text 2. Bibliography: BAG, 207.  

3. (ff. 10v-14r) Akolouthia on the martyr Loukillianos (†270-275; feastday June 3). 
Codex: 67&@ +1 "r+1 :«: +%Q ]:8%. µ(J);(+.;%5) C%.(0CC0"&%Q. On ff. 11v-12v a 
kanon by Joseph the Hymnographer which bears the acrostic: P%.(0CC0"&t +%O3)# 
[+%|5 (;*+%.5 <X;,. F,3Y<]. Ending mutilated. Des.: +=& '>#¬"& >#$%05 C*:%05[ (ode 
5, stz. 2). On ff. 13r-14r a second kanon by Ignatios, which bears the acrostic: 
[P%.(0CC0"&%]Q µJ;+.;%5 µXC?, (CX%5. Beginning mutilated. Inc.: ]g"+L;" ?03+%@� 
(#(+7µX&%0 µJ;+.5 j&)%K#� M&+;.<1µ#& ?J&+#5 +1& bJ3#,& (ode 5, last but one 
stanza). Editions: MV X, 7-9, and below, Text 3. 

4. (ff. 14r-19r) Akolouthia on St Metrophanes, Archbishop of Constantinople 
(first half of the 4th c.; feastday June 4). Codex: 67&@ +1 "r+1 )«: +%Q ]:8%. 
µ7+;%<J&%.5� ';\0#?03((*)?(%.) (,&3+"&+0&%.?*C#,5. On ff. 14v-17r a kanon by 
George of Nicomedia which bears the acrostic: BJ&7>0 67+;*<"&#5 #g5 Tµ1& 
<J%<5> (without theotokia, that form the acrostic: l#,;:8%.). On ff. 17r-19r a second 
kanon by Theophanes Graptos which bears the acrostic: MX:03+%& Aµ&1 +%Q 
67+;%<J&%.5 (CX%55. Editions: MV X, 10-15, and below, Text 4.  

5. (ff. 19r-24r) Akolouthia on St Eustathi!s, Bishop of Antioch (†ca360; feastday 
February 21), and St Hilarion (abbot) of Dalmatou Monastery (†846; feastday June 6). 
Codex: 67&@ +t "r+1 #«: +%Q u38%. ?("+);(E)5 Tµ1& #r3+">8%. M?03((*)?(%.) 
'&+0%\#8"5: ("@ +%Q u38%. gC";8,&%5 +L5 )"CµJ+(%.). On ff. 20r-21v the kanon on St 
Eustathius. The kanon on St Hilarion on ff. 22r-24r. Editions: MV X, 19-21 (Hilarion); 
AHG VI, 333-343, 345, 352-353 (Eustathios); below, Text 5. 

6. (ff. 24r-28r) Akolouthia on the martyr Dorothe!s, Bishop of Tyre (†361-363; 
feastday June 5). Codex: † 67&@ +1 "r+1 3+«: +%Q ]:8%. b#;%µ(J);(+.;%5) ),;%>X%. 
M?03((*)?(%.) +O;%.. On ff. 24v-26v a kanon by Joseph the Hymnographer which 
bears the acrostic: I1;%& h#%Q 3#, ?"µµJ("; ?J+#;, 3XV,. F,3Y<. On ff. 26v-28r a 
kanon by George of Nicomedia which bears an alphabetic acrostic (l#,;:8%. in 
theotokia). Editions: MV X, 16-19; below, Text 6.  

7. (ff. 28r-32v) Akolouthia on the martyr Theodot!s of Ankara (feastday June 7) 
and the martyrs Nikandros and Markian!s (†286-305; feastday June 8). Codex: † 
67&@ +1 "r+1 /«: +%Q ]:8%. µ(J);(+.;%5) >#%)*+%. ':(O;"5: ("@ +1& ]:8,& 
µ(");(+O;,&)� &0(J&);%.� ("@ µ";(0"&%Q. On ff. 28v-31r the kanon on St Theodotos by 
Joseph the Hymnographer, which bears the acrostic: h#%Q )*305 ?X<.("5 #g(*+,5 
µJ(";. F,3Y<. On ff. 31r-32v the kanon on Sts Nikandros and Markianos also by 
Joseph the Hymnographer; it has the acrostic: xµ&%05 :#;"<8>;, µ";+O;,& 
K.&,;8)". F,3Y<. Editions: MV X, 22-24 (Theodotos); below, Text 7 (Nikandros and 
Markianos).  

8. (ff. 32v-38v) Akolouthia on the translation of relics of the martyr Theodore 
Stratelates (†307-323; feastday June 8). Codex: 67&@ +1 "r+1 7«: +%Q ]:8%. 
µ#:"C%µJ;+.;%5� >#%)H;%. +%Q 3+;"+7CJ+%.. On ff. 34v-36r a kanon by 
Theophanes Graptos, which bears the acrostic: MXC?, 3#, )H;,& M&>X,& M?H&.µ# 
(without theotokia). On ff. 36r-38v a kanon by Joseph the Hymnographer which bears 
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the acrostic F,3Y< in ode 9. Editions: MV X, 25-28; AHG X, 256-268; below, Text 8. 
Bibliography: BAG, 280.  

9. (ff. 38v-44r) Akolouthia on St Kyrillos, Pope of Alexandria (†444; feastdays 
June 9 and January 18), and the martyrs Orestes, Diomedes and Rodion (feastday 
June 9). Codex: 67&@ +1 "r+1 >«: +%Q u38%. ?("+);(E)5 Tµ1& (.;8CC%.� ?J?" 
'C#K"&);#8"5� ("@ +1& ]:8,& µ(");(+O;,&)� �;X3+%. )0%µY)%.5� ("@ ¡%)8,&%5. On ff. 
39v-42r the kanon on St Kyrillos by Theophanes Graptos, which bears the acrostic: 
h#,;01& 4O;0CC%5 M&>X,& CO;" (without theotokia). On ff. 42r-44r the kanon on Sts 
Orestes, Diomedes and Rodion by Joseph the Hymnographer with the acrostic: 
U#?+<%$5 '>>C7+"$5 3#?+E& MK ), µXC%5. F,3Y<. Editions: MV X, 28-31 (Kyrillos); 
AHG X, 23-35 (Orestes, Diomedes and Rodion); below, Text 9. Bibliography: BAG, 55 
(Kyrillos). 

10. (ff. 44r-49r) Akolouthia on the martyrs Alexandros and Antonina (feastday 
June 10) and St Timotheos, Bishop of Prousa (†360-363; feastday June 10). Codex: 
67&@ +1 "r+1 0«: +1& ]:8,& µ(");(+O;,&)� 'C#KJ&);%.� ("@ '&+,&8&"5: ("@ +%Q 
u3(8%.) ?("+);(E)5 Tµ1& +0µ%>X%. M?03(*?(%.) ?;%O375. On ff. 45r-47v the kanon on 
Sts Alexandros and Antonina by Joseph the Hymnographer which bears the 
acrostic: xµ&%05 M?"0&1 +=& ("C=& K.&,;8)<">. F,3Y<. On ff. 47v-49r the kanon on St 
Timotheos. Editions: MV X, 31-35 (Alexandros and Antonina); AHG IX, 256-269 
(Timotheos); below, Text 10.   

11. (ff. 49v-56r) Akolouthia on the apostles Bartholomew and Barnabas (feastday 
June 11). Codex: 67&@ +1 "r+1 0" +1& ]:8,& '?%(3+*C,&) V";>%C%µ"8%.� ("@ 
V";&JV". On ff. 51v-53v the kanon on the apostle Bartholomew by Theophanes 

Graptos. On ff. 53v-56r the kanon on the apostle Barnabas, also by Theophanes 

Graptos; it has the acrostic:  )=& ?CX(, 3%0, B";&JV" >#7:*;# (without theotokia). 
Editions: MV X, 35-39; below, Text 11. Bibliography: BAG, 23-24, 26.  

12. (ff. 56r-59v) Akolouthia on St Onouphri!s (feastday June 12). Codex: † 67&@ 
+1 "r+1 0V«: +%Q u38%. ?("+);(E)5 Tµ1& u&%.<;8%.. On ff. 56v-58v a kanon, probably 
by Theophanes Graptos441, which bears the acrostic: e&%.<;8, +E& "®&%& MK ), 
?*>m. On ff. 58v-59v the second kanon on the saint. Ending mutilated. Des.: d& 
":;.?&8"05 +E 31µ"� ("@ ?;%3#.\"$5 +"?#0&H3"5� A[H>75 ?&(#.µ"+)0(15 +L 3L 
(";)8"� ("@ :X:%&"5[ (ode 9, stz. 3). Editions: MV X, 40-43; below, Text 12.  

13. (ff. 60r-61v) Akolouthia on St Akylina (†284-305; feastday June 13). Beginning 
mutilated. Inc.: ]?;%¬3+"3%� (0&)O&,& MK"8;%.3"� ?J375 +� &*3%. >#*<;%&� 
M?0(%.<8/%.3" _?"&+"5� \(;03+E)& ).3,?%Q3"� +E& ?";X\%&+" +1 (*3µ, +E µX:" 
(jC#%5) (last sticheron). On ff. 60r-61v the kanon by Joseph the Hymnographer, with 
the acrostic: IX\%. +E& �µ&%&, ("CC8?"05 2(.C8&". F,3Y<. Edition: MV X, 44-46.  

14. (ff. 62r-66v) Akolouthia on the prophet Elissaios (or Elisha; feastday June 14) 
and St Methodios, Patriarch of Constantinople (†847; feastday June 14). Codex: † 
67&@ +1 "r+1 0)´: +%Q ]:8%. ?;%<Y+%. MC033"8%.: ("@ +%Q ]:8%. µ#>%)8%. 

 

441 On the authorship of this kanon see ZERVOUDAKI, h#%<J&75, 341-342, nr 300.  
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?"+;0J;\(%.) (,&3+"&+0&%.?*C#,5. On ff. 63r-64v the kanon on the prophet 
Elissai!s by John the monk which bears the acrostic: �"$;#, ?;%<L+" +%Q h#%Q 
?"&*CV0# (without theotokia). On ff. 64v-66r the kanon on St Methodi!s. Editions: MV 
X, 46-51; below, Text 14. Bibliography: BAG, 73 (Elissaios).  

15. (ff. 67v-72r) Akolouthia on the prophet Amos (feastday June 15) and the 
apostle Phourtounat!s (feastday April 16). Codex: † 67&@ +1 "r+1 0#«: +%Q ]:8%. 
?;%<Y+%. 'µH5: ("@ +%Q ]:8%. '?%3+*C%. <%.;+%.&J+%.. On ff. 68v-70r the kanon 
on the prophet Amos by Theophanes Graptos; it has the acrostic: 2µH5 3# µXC?,, 
+E& ?;%<Y+7& +E& µX:"& (h#%<J&%.5 in margin). On ff. 70r-72r the kanon on the 
Apostle Phourtounat!s by Joseph the Hymnographer; it has the acrostic: !E& 
?"µµX:03+%<&> )%KJ3, B%;+%.&J+%&. F,3Y<. Editions: MV X, 52-54 (Amos); AHG 
X, 117-128, 359-360 (Phourtounatos); below, Text 15.  

16. (ff. 72r-77v) Akolouthia on St Tychon of Amathous (feastday June 16) and the 
martyr Pagchari!s (†284-305; feastday March 19). Codex: 67&@ +1 "r+1 03+«: +%Q 
u38%. ?("+);(E)5 Tµ1& ("@ >".µ"+%.;:%Q +O\,&%5: ("@ +%Q ]:8%. µ(J);(+.;%5) 
?":\";8%.. On ff. 73r-75v the kanon on St Tychon by Joseph the Hymnographer 
which bears the acrostic: !t >".µ"++%.;:1 ?;%3C<">CY3, ?%0µX&0. F,3Y<. On ff. 
75v-77v the kanon on the martyr Pagchari!s by Clement; it has the acrostic: �J;0& 
V;"V#O#05, ?"&\J;0#, >".µJ+,& (without theotokia, which form the acrostic: 
KCYµ#&+%5). Editions: MV X, 55-57(Tychon); below, Text 16.  

17. (ff. 78r-83v) Akolouthia on the martyrs Manuel, Savel and Ishmael (†361-363; 
feastday June 17), and St Hypati!s (abbot) of Rouphinianai (†395-408; feastday June 
17). Codex: † 67&@ +1 "r+1 0/«: +1& ]:8,& µ(");(+O;,&)� µ"&%.=C, 3"V�C� ("@ 
g3µ"=C: ("@ +%Q u38%. ?("+);(E)5 Tµ1& ("@ >".µ"+%.;:%Q� A?"+8%.� +%Q M& +"$5 
¡%<.><0&0"&"$5. On ff. 79r-81r the kanon on the martyrs Manuel, Savel and Ishmael 
by George of Nicomedia which bears the acrostic: 6"&%.YC, U"VXC, F3µ"=C 3XV, 
?*>m (without theotokia, which form the acrostic: l#,;:8%.). On ff. 81r-83v the kanon 
on St Hypatios by Joseph the Hymnographer; it has the acrostic: 9?"+8%. µXC[%0µ0 
+%|5 ("C%|5 +;*?%.5. R F,3Y<. Edition: below, Text 17. Bibliography: BAG, 133-135 
(Manuel, Savel and Ishmael).  

18. (f. 83v) Akolouthia on the martyr Leonti!s (†69-79; feastday June 18) and the 
martyrs Isauros, Vasileios, Innocentios, Peregrinos, Hermeias, and Philex (†283-284; 
feastday June 17). Codex: 67&@ +1 "r+1 07«: +%Q ]:8%. µJ;+.;%5 C#%&+8%.: ("@ +1& 
]:8,& µ";+O;,&; b3"O;%.� V"30C#8%.� b&%(#&+8%.� ?#;#:;8&%.� M;µ#8%.� ("@ 
<8C7(%5. Only the beginning of the first kathisma on the martyr Leontios is surviving: 
U+".;E& �3?#; >H;"("� '&"C"V*µ#&%5� ?;E5 ?JC7& M\H;73"5� +1& '%;J+,& 
M\>;1&� :#&&"8,5 P#*&+0#� k>#& MK7<J&03"5� +=& "r+1& ).&"3+#$"&�[. Edition: MV 
X, 62. 

19. (ff. 84r-85r) Akolouthia on St Zosimos (†98-117; feastday June 19). Beginning 
mutilated. Inc.: ]+=& uµ%C%:8"&� ';;":= )0#+Y;73"5 (ode 3, last but one stanza). On 
ff. 84r-85r (part of) the kanon by Joseph the Hymnographer which bears the acrostic: 
[T=& Z,38µ]%. µXC[,µ#& j&>#%& \J;0&. F,3Y<. Edition: below, Text 19. 
Bibliography: BAG, 292.  
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20. (ff. 85v-90r) Akolouthia on the martyrs Innas, Pinnas and Rimmas (1st c.; 
feastday January 20), and St Eustochi!s and his fellow martyrs (†286-305; feastday 
June 23). Codex: † 67&@ +1 "r+1 («: +1& ]:8,& µ(");(+O;,&)� b&&D� ?0&&D� ("@ ¡0µµD� 
("@ +%Q ]:8%. µJ;+.;%5 #r3+%\8%. ("@ +1& 3|& "r+1. On ff. 86r-88r the kanon on the 
martyrs Innas, Pinnas and Rimmas by Joseph the Hymnographer which bears the 
acrostic: !%|5 3%|5 '&.µ&1 µJ;+.;"5, h#%Q C*:#. F,3Y<. On ff. 88r-90r the kanon on 
St Eustochi!s and his fellow martyrs by Joseph the Hymnographer; it has the 
acrostic: U#?+=& M?"0&1 µ";+O;,& &Q& ?#&+J)". F,3Y<. Editions: AHG X, 130-139 
(Eustochios); below, Text 20 (Innas, Pinnas and Rimmas).  

21. (ff. 90r-95r) Akolouthia on the martyr Ioulian!s of Kilikia (feastday June 21). 
Codex: † 67&@ +1 "r+1 ("«: +%Q ]:8%. µJ;+.;%5 g%.C0"&%Q. The first kanon by 
Theophanes Graptos on ff. 91r-93v. On ff. 93v-95r a second kanon by John the monk, 
which bears the acrostic: F%.C0"&E& �µ&%030 µJ;+.;" 3+X<,. Editions: MV X, 71-73; 
below, Text 21.  

22. (ff. 95r-100r) Akolouthia on the martyr Eusebi!s, Bishop of Samosata (†337-
361; feastday June 22), and St Petros the Athonite († 899; feastday June 12). Codex: † 
67&@ +1 "r+1 (V«: +%Q ]:8%. b#;%µJ;+.;%5� #r3#V8%.� M?03((*)?(%.) 3"µ,3J+,&: 
("@ +%Q u38%. ?("+);(E)5 Tµ1& ?X+;%.� +%Q M& +1 �;#0 +%Q '>,&%5. On ff. 96r-98r the 
kanon on the martyr Eusebios by Joseph the Hymnographer; it has the acrostic: !L5 
#r3#V#8"5 +E& <#;H&.µ%& 3XV,. F,3Y<. On ff. 98r-100r the kanon on St Petros the 
Athonite by Joseph the Hymnographer; it has the acrostic: {CC%& 3# SX+;%%& 
#g(*+%5 3XV, µJ(";. F,3Y<. Editions: MV X, 73-76 (Eusebios); D. 
PAPACHRYSANTHOU, L’office ancien de Pierre l’Athonite, AB 88 (1970) 27-41 (Petros); 
see below, Text 22.  

23. (ff. 100r-105r) Akolouthia on the martyr Agrippina (feastday June 23), and 
the martyrs Zenon and Zenas (†286-305; feastday June 22). Codex: † 67&@ +1 "r+1 
(:«: +L5 ]:8"5 µ(J);(+.;%5) ':;0??8&75: ("@ +1& ]:8,& µ(");(+O;,&) /Y&,&%5 ("@ 
/7&D. On ff. 101r-103r the kanon on the martyr Agrippine by Theophanes Graptos, 
which bears the acrostic: !=& \;03+%&Oµ<7& 2:;0??8&7& "g&X3,, not including 
theotokia. On ff. 103r-105r the kanon on the martyrs Zenon and Zenas by Joseph the 

Hymnographer; it has the acrostic: Z.:=& M?"0&1 µ";+O;,& 3+#<7<*;,&. F,3Y<. 
Editions: MV X, 76-79 (Agrippina); below, Text 23 (Zenon and Zenas).  

24. (ff. 105r-114r) Akolouthia on the Nativity of Saint John the Baptist (feastday 
June 24). Codex: † 67&@ +1 "r+1 ()«: +E :#&X30%& +%Q ]:8%. g,J&&%. +%Q ?;%);*µ%.. 
On ff. 107r-108v a first kanon by John of Damascus which bears the acrostic: !t 
S;o);*µ%. :X:7>" &Q& :<#>&#><C>8m (including the heirmoi of odes 1, 3, 4, 6, 7; 
without theotokia). On ff. 108v-114r a second kanon. Editions: MV X, 79-88; AHG X, 
178-180, 184-196, 198-205, 209, 215, 217-218, 220-221, 234-235, 238-240, 387; below, 
Text 24. Bibliography: BAG, 112-113.  

25. (ff. 114r-115r, 66v-67r, 115v-118v) Akolouthia on the martyr Fevronia († 284-
305; feastday June 25). Codex: 67&@ +1 "r+1 (#«: +L5 ]:8"5 µJ;+.;%5 <#V;,&8"5. 
On ff. 114v-115v and 66v-67r a kanon on Fevronia by Theophanes Graptos which 
bears the acrostic: 9µ&%05 3# µXC?, ?;%3<*;,5, B#V;,&8" (h#%<J&%.5 in margin). 
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On ff. 67v and 116r-118v a second kanon on St Fevronia and other not named female 
martyrs. Editions: MV X, 89-93 (Fevronia); below, Text 25 (Fevronia and other 
martyrs).  

26. (ff. 118v-122v) Akolouthia on St David of Thessalonike (feastday June 26), 
and St John, Bishop of Gotthia (†800; feastday June 26). Codex: 67&@ +1 "r+1 (3+« 
+%Q u38%. )"(V@)) >#33"C%&8(75: ("@ +%Q u38%. g,J&&%.� M?03((*)?(%.) :%+>8"5. On 
ff. 119v-121v the kanon on St David by Joseph the Hymnographer; it has the acrostic: 
9µ&1, µJ(";, 3%Q +E& V8%& >#8%05 C*:%05. F,3Y<. On ff. 121v-122v a second kanon on 
Sts John and David by George of Nicomedia (akr. [l#,;:]8%. in theotokia). Gap 
between ff. 121-122. Des. f. 121v: �5 `,3<*;%5 M&"<#::X30& M(CJµ["5� +*?%05 
?"&"%8)0µ#� +%O+%.5 +1 <X::#0� +1& C*:,& ("@ +1& M&>X,& 3%. j;:,&� 7¯:"3"5 
?*>,� Aµ&1& +E& #r#;:X+7&:-[ (ode 1, stz. 2). Inc. f. 122: ]CJµ["5 g,J&&7 
("+#<H+03"5� +%|5 '&>;H?%.5 V%1&+"5� #r(C)%(:7+E5 #® u h#E5 u +1& ?"+X;,& 
Tµ1&) (ode 7, stz. 1). Editions: MV X, 93-96 (David); below, Text 26 (John).  

27. (ff. 122v-127v) Akolouthia on St Sampson the Xenodochos (feastday June 27). 
Codex: † 67&@ +1 "r+1 (/«: +%Q u38%. 3"µ[�& +%Q K#&%)*\%.. On ff. 123v-125v a 
kanon by Joseph the Hymnographer with the acrostic: 9µ&1 3#, U"µ[H&, ?83+#,5 
>#8%05 C*:%05. F,3Y<. On ff. 125v-127v a second kanon by George of Nicomedia 
which bears the acrostic in the theotokia: l#,;:8%.. Editions: MV X, 96-99; below, Text 
27.  

28. (ff. 127v-133v) Akolouthia on the translation of relics of Sts Kyr!s and John 
the Wonderworkers (†284-305; feastday June 28), and St hoseph and his fellow 
martyrs. Codex: † 67&@ +1 "r+1 (7« T '&"(%µ0)= +1& C#0[J&,& +1& ]:8,& ("@ 
>".µ"+%.;:1&� (O;%.� ("@ g,J&&%.: ("@ +%Q u38%. µ(J);(+.;%5) g,3Y< ("@ +1& 3|& 
"r+1. On ff. 128v-131r the kanon on the translation of relics of Sts Kyros and John by 
Joseph the Hymnographer which bears the acrostic: 4"C1& )%+L;#5, +1& ("(1& 
¡O3"3>X µ#. F,3Y<. On ff. 131r-133v the kanon on St hoseph and his fellow martyrs 
by Joseph the Hymnographer; it has the acrostic: SC7>|& :#;"8;, ("CC0&8(,& 
µ";+O;,&. F,3Y<. Editions: MV X, 99-103 (Kyros and John); below, Text 28 (Ioseph).  

29. (ff. 133v-145v) Akolouthia on the apostles Peter and Paul (feastday June 29). 
Codex: † 67&@ +1 "r+1 (>«: +1& ]:8,& ("@ (%;.<"8,& '?%(3+*C,&)� ?X+;%. ("@ 
?"OC%.. On ff. 139r-141r a kanon on the apostles Peter and Paul. On ff. 141r-143r a 
kanon on the apostle Peter. On ff. 143r-145v a kanon on the apostle Paul. Editions: MV 
X, 103-120; AHG X, 253-255, 273; Chr-Par, 72, 83, 88, 131-135; PitraHEG, i-vi, xliii-xlix, 
lix-lxvii, lxxi-lxxxix, lcii-lciii, cxlvi, cxxxviii; TRM II, &$’; TRM IV, 12-26; PitraAS, 169-
174; below, Text 29. Bibliography: BAG, 234-235.  

30. (ff. 145v-149v) Akolouthia on the 12 apostles (feastday June 30). Codex: 67&@ 
+1 "r+1 C� +1& ]:8,& 0V� '?%3+*C,&. On ff. 147v-148v and 1481r-1481v the kanon by 
Joseph the Hymnographer which bears the acrostic: �;03+%Q :#[;"8;,] +%[|5 
3%<%|5 '?%3+*C%.5]. Ending mutilated. Des.: &Q& )� +E �[%5 +L5 3L5 M?0:&H3#,5, 
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X;03+X[ (ode 4, stz. 1)442. On ff. 148<r-148<v and 149r-149v fragments of a second 
kanon. Editions: MV X, 113-120; PitraHEG, lxiii, cxliv-cxlv, cxxx-cxxxix; below, Text 
30. Bibliography: BAG, 11-12, 293-294.  

 
Originally, the codex consisted of 168 unnumbered folios, of which 151 survive, 

146 wholly and 5 partly (ff. 109, 148, 1481, 148< and 149). In 1898 the manuscript had 
already lost 18 of them, thus having 150 folios, as we know from two notes (ff. 1r and 
149v) added by Kyprianos, the abbot of the Leimonos monastery443. The folios were 
numbered in Arabic numerals on the upper right-hand margin of the recto in 1930 by 
an anonymous monk of the Leimonos monastery, who realized that since 1898 the 
manuscript had lost one more folio, the one originally preceding f. 60444. 

The manuscript originally consisted of twenty-one gatherings. Each gathering 
bears its original signature on the left-hand bottom margin of the first recto folio by a 
Greek numeral: 1�-'1� and '2�-$1�. The missing gathering '<� must have contained 
the akolouthiai on the martyr Leontios and the martyrs Isauros, Vasileios, Innokentios, 
Peregrinos, Ermeias and Philex, as well as a considerable part of the akolouthia on the 
martyr Zosimos (up to the third ode of the kanon).  

All gatherings are quaternia: thus, <1�> (ff. 1-7 + 1 missing folio preceding f. 1), 
<<�> (ff. 8-12 + 1 missing folio preceding f. 8 + 2 missing folios following f. 12), 2� (ff. 
13-20), %� (ff. 21-28), *� (ff. 29-36), &5� (ff. 37-43 + 1 missing folio following f. 37), ^� (ff. 
44-51), 7� (ff. 52-59), <>�> (ff. 60-66 + 1 missing folio preceding f. 60), '� (ff. 68-75), '1� 
(ff. 76-83), '<� (missing), '2� (ff. 84-91), '%� (ff. 92-99), '*� (ff. 100-107), '&5� (ff. 108-115), 
'^� (f. 67 + ff. 116-121; ff. 117 and 120 sola) + 1 missing folio following f. 121), '7� (ff. 
122-129), '>� (ff. 130-137), $� (ff. 138-145), $1� (ff. 146-149 + 2 folios following f. 148, 
which are torn + 2 missing folios following f. 149).  

The parchment is of medium quality, not very well-preserved for the most part; 
medium thick (few folios are made of thin parchment), slightly warped. The flesh 
side is of creamish white colour, the hair side yellowish. No traces of hair of the skin 
are visible. The condition of the parchment folios indicates that the manuscript was 
extensively used in the liturgical life of a church or monastery. Small brown wax 
candle spots on the leaves are visible throughout the codex. F. 109 misses a big part 
of its bottom half, which is cut off diagonally from the height of 21st line to the left 
bottom corner. Parts of ff. 8r, 12v, 13r, 13v, 24v, 25r, 28v, 29r, 39v, 40r, 40v, 47v, 48r, 
48v, 58r, 64v, 65r, 67r, 92r, 107v, 109r, 109v, and 119v are stained. In each of the ff. 11, 
12 and 98 there is a hole on the skin, which causes gaps in the text: the spaces of one 
line on f. 11 (8x14 mm), three lines on f. 98 (25x12 mm. maximum), and eight lines on 
f. 12 (55x65 mm. maximum; see plate 2). On f. 54 a hole in the bottom margin has 
been repaired, probably by the original manufacturer, by pasting a second piece of 

 

442 On the rest part of f. 149 there exist some parts of the following troparia, but this one is 
the last troparion of the codex, the whole text of which is surviving. 

443 For these notes see below, p. 134.  
444 Note on f. 147v [µX3%& <OCC,& 59-60 C#8?%.30& �5 ("@ #g5 +E +XC%5 (1930).] 
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membrane. There are signs of humidity in various parts of the manuscript, the most 
evident on ff. 113, 115, 118, 119. Between ff. 116 and 117 there was originally a single 
folio which was carefully removed, without disturbing the text. F. 1 has been torn 
along the 6th line.  

Each bifolio was ruled separately with a hard stylus on the hair side of the skin. 
The ruling type is similar to Lake I.31a (31 lines per page) and I.31b (29 lines p.p.); 
and Sautel – Leroy 33C1d445. The prickings on the parchment are preserved for the 
most part of the manuscript (see plates 1-7). The composition of the gatherings is 
made according to the common rule of placing flesh side facing flesh side, starting 
from the outside of the gathering. The measurements from the head to each ruled 
line are as follows (in mm.): 25± — 22 — 190± — 33 — 6 — 25± (interlinear space: 6-
7); measurements from the gutter to the fore-edge: 18± — 6 — 130 — 6-7 — 11-12 — 
45±.  

The text rests in an area of 172 x 142 mm., with 30 lines to the page and 32-40 
letters per line. The whole codex was copied by a single hand (A). This is the only 
extant manuscript copied by this hand in the collection of Leimonos monastery. So 
far, the scribe has not been identified, though the style is similar to a number of 11th-
12th-century hands. The text is written with a medium thick pen in brown ink, in a 
small sized liturgical minuscule446, mixed with capital letter-forms, including many 
elements of Perlschrift447. Titles and liturgical instructions of the akolouthiai are written 
in red ink.  

The script is regular, clear, quite disciplined and conservative. The letters are 
fairly rounded and symmetrical. Though the design of letters seem to be upright, 
certain letterforms appear slightly leaning to the right. The more characteristic letters 
are the enlarged zeta (f.ex. in ), the enlarged upsilon (when it is the first 
letter of a word, e.g. in ), the enlarged or high-standing psi (see f.ex.  
and ), the delta with diagonal tail ( ), theta ( ), majuscule kappa ( , 
sometimes enlarged as f.ex. in ), majuscule lambda ( ), phi ( ), the lunar 
shaped sigma ( ), gamma ( ), and the double lambda ( ). The scribe uses both 
majuscule and minuscule forms of the letters beta (  and ), gamma (  and ), 
delta (  and ), epsilon (f.ex. in ), eta (f.ex. in ), kappa (  and 

), lambda (  and ), mi (  and ) pi (  and ). He uses the majuscule 
forms of the letters delta, mi and ni in the rubricated titles and instructions. 

The scribe makes extensive use of ligatures: 12 ( ), 121 ( ), 122 ( ), 
2*2! ( ), 2! ( ), %*E ( ), *2 ( ), *^ ( ), *' ( ), *E ( ), *& ( ), *&J 

 

445 See J.-H. SAUTEL – J. LEROY, Répertoire de Réglure dans les Manuscrits Grecs sur Parchemin, 
[Bibliologia, 13] Brepols: Turnhout 1995, pp. 54, 180-181 (in mss. dated from the 11th to the 13th 
c.). 

446 On this type of handwriting see KAVRUS-HOFFMANN, 292-294, 300-301. 
447 On Perlschrift see H. HUNGER, Studien zur Griechischen Paläographie, Vienna 1954, pp. 22-

32; repr. in H. HUNGER, Byzantinische Grundlagenforschung, Gesammelte Aufsätze, Variorum: 
London 1973, art. I. 
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( ), *5 ( ), *F ( ), 7. ( ), >* ( ), =!2 ( ), J5 ( ), &J ( ), && 
( ), &5 ( ), F. ( ). The abbreviation of ("@ appears in both forms ( , ), 
which are common in the period between the ninth and eleventh centuries448. Nomina 
sacra appear in their contracted forms (e.g. 'c, xc, >c, µ+, 1.!(), and most of the times 
not accompanied by their accent. Mute iota is usually omitted; it appears only in the 
dative form of the definitive article as adscript. In some cases the letters zeta, kappa, 
xi, phi, as well as rubricated initials and the abbreviated forms of ("@, placed on the 
last line of the column, appear with elongated and decorated tails, which extend into 
the bottom margin (see plate 3). Often middle sigma (&) is used at the end of words 
instead of the final sigma ((), according to the Byzantine convention of the period. 
Breathings are placed above the first letter of diphthongs. 

The scribe uses consistently smooth and rough breathings in both square and 
round forms, as well as acute, grave and circumflex accents in small size. Three degrees 
of pause in the text are indicated by conventional punctuation signs: upper point (¡), 
lower point (.) and full stop (:~). As the text was meant to be sung in the church, the 
scribe placed upper and lower points marking the musical intervals to facilitate and 
guide the choir or the kanonárches, as the manuscript is not furnished with the 
musical notation of the text449. The sign of diaeresis (¨) is placed over iota to distinguish 
two consecutive vowels not forming a diphthong. The dipl° stigm° (¨) is placed over 
iota in cases where the initial letter is accompanied by breathing or a combination of 
breathing and accent, which is not unusual in this period. With some exceptions the 
scribe accentuated the particle +�.  

The separation of syllables in endlines follow to a great extent the syllabic 
rules. Only a few spelling mistakes are noted in the text. Some of these errors are 
consistent throughout the text, e.g., ("&1& for ("&�& and "};#305 for "§;#305 
(including its derivatives). Following the conventions of the times the scribe places a 
grave on oxytones followed by a punctuation mark, with certain exceptions where he 
uses an acute to place emphasis. It is interesting that he consistently, though 
erroneously, places a circumflex instead of an acute in accentuating #0 when followed 
by a long syllable in the genitive (>#$%., >#$"5, >#$,&, 'C7>#$"5, '?">#$"5, 
'3#V#$"5, #r>#$"5, #r3#V#$"5, ?;%<7+#$"5), dative (>#$,, >#$%05, >#$"05, 'µ#C#$", 
'3#V#$", V%7>#$", M&#;:#$", #r3#V#$", >;73(#$", >,?#$"05, µ&#$"05, &73+#$"05, 
?;#3V#$", ?;#3V#$"05, 37µ#$%05, 3.&#;:#$", \,&#$") or accusative (>#$%.5, +#C#$"&, 
V"30C#$"&, ).&"3+#$"&, >,?#$"5, C%\#$"5, µ&#$"&, ?;#3V#$"&).  

The word h#%+%(8%& is indicated by a rubricated and slightly decorated theta 
(d) in the margin. Similarly, the abbreviated words kµ%0%& (similar), (J>03µ" and 
(%&)J(0%&, as well as the word ?;E5 in the instruction S;E5 +E… (i.e. sung according 

 

448 See KAVRUS-HOFFMANN, 295.  
449 On this use of upper point see C. TROELSGÅRD, Musical Notation and Oral Transmission 

of Byzantine Chant, Classica et Mediaevalia 50 (1999) 254, and J. RAASTED, Some Observations 
on the Structure of Stichera in Byzantine Rite, Byzantion 28 (1958) 529-541. Let it be noted here 
that the lower point is used in L in very few cases, most probably by mistake.  
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to the melody of…, indicating the automelon, or model melody, according to which a 
stanza must be sung) are given with the abbreviations kµ, (J>, (%&) and ?; 
respectively. The names of hymnographers (F,3Y<, h#%<J&o.5, l#,;:8%. and 
F,J&&%.) appear in rubricated abbreviations in the margin ( , ,  and ). 
The word ?";>X&# is written with the first epsilon suspended and theta superscribed 
( ). It is remarkable that the word 2&"(CHµ#&%& is given in a double 
abbreviation ( ), usually used by the Byzantine scribes for the plural of the 
abbreviated word450.  

The writing is pendant from the ruled lines, a convention that comes into use in 
the second quarter of the 10th century and is well-established by the beginning of the 
11th451. Some times the division between the words is not clear, something also 
common for the period.  

The text is written consecutively. Each akolouthia is introduced by ornamental 
headpieces and rubricated headings (see plates 3, 4 and 6). The headpieces, very 
simple combinations of curvilinear lines, points and primitive leaves in red and black 
ink, cover the full space of one line or the rest of the space of the last line of the 
preceding text. The rubricated headings appear in the script of the family known as 
Alexandrinische Auszeichnungsmajuskel452. Rubricated initials, covering the space of 1 
line, appear in the column margin, and are placed in the starting clause of every 
stanza.  

Unfortunately, the manuscript does not preserve a colophon, that is if it 
possessed one in the last missing folio. There is only one rubricated note by the 
scribe, an instruction to the choir on the stichera sung on the Twelve Apostles, placed 

 

450 The word is given also in this form in cod. Jerus. Holy Cross monastery 43 (AD 1122), 
on which the edition of the typikon of the Church of Jerusalem is based; see A. 
PAPADOPOULOS – KERAMEUS, !.?0(E& +L5 M& N#;%3%COµ%05 d((C738"5. I0J+"K05 +1& b#;1& 
'(%C%.>01& +L5 µ#:JC75 +1& ?">1& `V)%µJ)%5 +%Q 4.;8%. Tµ1& F73%Q �;03+%Q, ("+D +E 
';\"$%& +L5 M& N#;%3%COµ%05 M((C738"5 j>%5, q+%0 +E M& +t &"t +L5 2&"3+J3#,5, in his 
2&JC#(+" N#;%3%C.µ0+0(L5 U+"\.%C%:8"5, vol. 2, Petrograd 1894, pp. 36, 37, 55, 56, 70, 71, 
87, 89, 137, 167, 171, where he does not transcribe the abbreviation but he publishes it as it 
appears in the manuscript. See the description of the manuscript in A. PAPADOPOULOS – 
KERAMEUS, N#;%3%C.µ0+0(= -0VC0%>Y(7 q+%0 ("+JC%:%5 +1& ("+JC%:%5 +1& M& +"$5 
V0VC0%>Y("05 +%Q ]:0,+J+%. '?%3+%C0(%Q +# ("@ (">%C0(%Q �;>%)*K%. ?"+;0";\0(%Q 
>;*&%. +1& N#;%3%COµ,& ("@ ?J375 S"C"03+8&75 '?%(#0µX&,& `CC7&0(1& (,)8(,&, vol. 3, 
St. Petersburg 1897, pp. 98-101 (plates in non-numbered folios after pp. 98 and 100). 

Unfortunately, we know nothing about this abbreviation. J. B. PITRA, Analecta Sacra 
Spicilegio Solesmensi parata, I, Paris 1976, pp. lxxiv-lxxv, refers to the abbreviation 2&"(C., 
which he found in codex Vallicelian Veterem E. SS., used after some stanzas of kanons. 

451 See R. BARBOUR, Greek Literary Hands, A.D. 400-1600, Oxford 1981, p. xxx. 
452 On this type of handwriting see H. HUNGER, Epigraphische Auszeichnungsmajuskel, 

JÖB 26 (1977) 194, where he notes that this script is usually used in titles and marginal notes 
of texts written in Perlschrift or a Perlschrift-like script [see also H. HUNGER, R (*3µ%5 +%Q 
-./"&+0&%Q -0VC8%.. l;"<= ("@ 2&J:&,37 3+E -./J&+0%, Athens 1995 (original title: Schrieben 
und Lesen i Byzanz. Die byzantinische Buchkultur, München 1989), p. 150].  
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on the outer margin of f. 146r: /Y+(#0) 3+0\(7;D) X),("(5)453. 
Ten additional hands, of which two are identified, appear in the manuscript. 

The first identified hand is that of the archimandrite Kyprianos, abbot of Leimonos 
monastery in 1898, when the books and the manuscripts of the Library were 
transferred to a new room454. At the same time Kyprianos counted the number of the 
folios of each manuscript and added a note on the first recto and the last verso folio of 
every codex, stating the number of the manuscript and the number of its then extant 
folios, accompanied by the stamp of the monastery, which reads: P(a�)6(�)��U 
1838.  

The notes of L are placed on the top margin of ff. 1r and 149v. The first reads: 
2;0>µ*5 / `&)X("+%5. / BOCC" `("+*& ?#&+Y(%&+" / Mµ#+;Y>� +t 1898, and the 
second: 2;0>µ*5 o&)X("+%5 BOCC" 150.  

The second identified hand (B), belonging to Gabriel, a hierodiakonos at 
Leimonos monastery, added in black ink the following notes:  

f. 92r, top margin: +1 %30,+(J+m) M&0#;%µ%&J\%05� (("@) ?&(#.µ)"(+0)(%05� 
(±;0,� (.;0% I0%<&.>30* +1 ?J&7 :"V;0qC % µ7(;E5 +1 \#;$ (%µ8/% +"("+#µ� 
V%OC%µ#&%5 µ">7&� % <0CC(#) J;03+X #® ["05. �C>"µ#& ²5 #®5 +Y& "\#;*(&") (#«� #g )X 
(("8)(7?0"(*5 #( +L5 %)7?,;7"5� &"V":"$5 #?7 >"C"33(…). 

f. 115v, top margin: KX&%.5 '&#@)#05 +%& \(;03+E)& #®&#)*&%.5� ;"0)E5 )0(("8)%. 
("8 µ7)H;" ')7(,. 

f. 118v, top margin: † l"V;0=C )0J((%&%5) µ%&"3+"$5 (%3µ%3µµX:"5� #®" 
(%3µm" '&7?+%5 �[75 7µ#C7µ�&7 +;¬\"\7;*& ?%)%&+("0) ("C*5 "?;%3MK7" 3+%C7 
?#&0\;D� /%3µ"30µ ?#<#;µX&*&:- 

f. 120r, top margin: † u30H+("+#) #& 0#;%µ%&J\%05 (("@) ?&(#.µ"+)0(%85 ("@ M& 
\(;03+)1 �µ,& ')#C<� (("@) C*+…..+ 

f. 130r, in the top and outer margin: �;\7& ":">Y& +(1&) KX&7+Y("&) ?#0%.· 
VY(1&) #.(C#7· (¬&%VY(,&)· C%:=/%. :"3+X;"& :C%++v& k<>"Cµ%O5· 
?+…+)%:H:+…+· )%OC#.31& ("CE5· (("@) ("CE5 )%.C#.>73#8· #\7 +%Q5 ?;%3#%5 
"::#C%.5 ((.;8%).· :&%>(0) +" ("C" +" ()X) ("(" X+….+ +;X?%.� �;\%85 ("CY5� 
("C73+1& #® (("@) +XC%5 +…..+ &73+#.+1& /7:1 µ%. +"5 ?;DK75 .:C%3"� 
"µ";+"&%3" +"C7>7� C#:0// 

In the bottom margin of f. 1r a glued paper fragment contains the ex libris of 
Leimonos Monastery by an anonymous hand (C): † M+%Q+(%) +E V0V+C8+%& j&"0 +%. 
µ%&"3+7;8%. +%. C�/µ*&%5 +L5 3#V"3µ8"5 µ%&=5 +1& ?"µµ#:83/+,& +"K0';\1& 
µ0\"=C (("@) :"V;0=C (("@) / k5 +05 +E '&"C*3(#0) '?E +E µ%&"3+Y;0%& &D / +j\+#0 +D5 
';D5 +1& +;0'(%38,& )X((") (("@) u(+1 / +>+#%<*;,& ?("+X);,&� (("@) +%Q g%O)(") 
+E& (C8;%& &" j\#0 / ~ ]µ=&:- (see plate 1).  

 

453 Most probably he refers to three stichera on the apostles Peter and Paul, copied on ff. 
136v-137r, sung according to y),("5 37µ#8,30& and beginning (all three of them) with the 
word #%L$1( (see Text 29, vv. 306-341).  

454 See A. F. SPANOS, U.&%?+0(= N3+%;8" N#;v5 6%&L5 P#0µ1&%5, Editions of the Holy 
Leimonos Monastery 2003, p. 125.  
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Another hand (D) added the omitted theotokia to the kanon on St Theodore in 
the margins of ff. 34v-35v (see plate 5). The same hand added in various places 
instructions to guide the choir: 

f. 11v, in the outer margin, at the beginning of the kanon on the Apostle 
Loukillianos: ["C#+"0 %.+(%5)†. 

f. 19r, upper margin: † %�+,5 u _:0%5 #r3+J>(0%5) [JCC#+"0 #g5 +=& #« +%Q 
g%.CC(8%.) µ7&(E5):  

f. 22r, outer margin, at the beginning of the kanon on St Ilarion: ["C#+"0 
%.+%(5). 

f. 24v, outer margin, at the beginning of the kanon on St Dorotheos: ["C#+("0) 
%.+(%5) †. 

f. 66v, bottom margin: † M& +"O+7 +L #bµ#;(~), j3+0 <8µ(7); +%Q ]:(8%.) VO)%.: 
f. 71v, bottom margin: † M& +"O+7 +L Tµ#;(~) j3+0 <�µL +%Q ]:(8%.) VO)(%.): 
f. 85v, top margin: µ#>%)8%. ?"+J;,&. C.?. 
f. 91r, bottom margin: [JCC# ("+D +(E&) ?)«: [=J=62'!. 5i51+5!.]. 
f. 114r, outer margin: ["C*µ#& (("@) +%Q ?;%);*µ%. :« CO#0 +%Q +z"+\";8%. 

("@ +L5 ]:(8"5) :«. 
f. 114v, outer margin: ["C*µ#& (("@) ("&(*&") +%Q ]:(8%.) g,(J)&&%. )« 

+;�3+J+("5) (("@) +(L5) ]:(8"5) %�+%5.  
f. 123r, in the outer margin: %A+…….+. 
f. 136r, in the outer margin: I*(K"). ³\(%5) )«. #g5 +(E) ((O;0)# M((X(;"K"). 
f. 138r, in the outer margin: #g5 +(E&) 3+8\(%&) +"Q+".  
f. 143r, outer margin: ["C#+("0( (("@) %.+(%5). 
f. 143v, outer margin: T A?"((%Y). 
f. 145r, outer margin: /Y+(#0) +(E&) #b;µ(E&) #g5 +D5 0> +%Q ]:8%. /,38µ%.. 
f. 146r, outer margin, by a later hand: l« /Y+(#0) j),("5 ("&… 
f. 147r, between the lines 12-13: C7« #g5 +(E&) 3+8\(%&) /Y+(#0) +* '+(……..)+. #g5 

+(D5) (>«  u %r(;")&*>(#&) +(=&) \J;0&. 
f. 147v, outer margin: /Y+(#0) ("&(�&) ?;%+(%&) +1& )O% '?%3+*C,&� +……+ 

2&%8K, +* 3+1µ" µ%.. 
There are also a number of marginal notes and instructions by different hands 

(E-J). In some cases an unexperienced hand (E) completed the text of certain heirmoi, 
which are indicated only by their first words in the text455.  

There are also the following notes: 
f. 1r, by hand F: † #.C%:7 . [.\7 µ%. +%& ((O;0%)& ((O;0)# % >(#E)5 µ%. 

#µ#:"C7<&>>7<5 3<*);">. 
f. 19r, outer margin, by hand G: bC";8,&%5. 
f. 67r, top margin, by hand H: † ?J3(") ":">#$ )0)"3("CY" (("@) ";\(=) ("C%O 

?;":µ"+%5 ?%;�V"0+("0) '?E ?("+);(E)5 .b%| (("@) ":0%. ?&(#Oµ"+%)5 {?%;#O#+"0 
'?E ?("+);(E)5 .b%| (("@) ':0%. ?&(#Oµ"+%)5}. 

 

455 See ff. 47v, 48r, 48v, 49r, 96v, 109r, 109v, 110v, 111r, 112r. 
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f. 146r, bottom margin, by a later hand (I): T1& %r(;")&8,0 +":µJ+,& +E 
":"CY<">µ". 

A later hand (J), belonging to a monk of Leimonos monastery, added in 1930 in 
the outer margin of f. 147v: µX3%& <OCC,& 59-60 C#8?%.30& �5 ("@ #g5 +E +XC%5 
(1930). 

The original binding of the codex does not survive. The only surviving 
fragments are the grecquage and the five chain stitches along the spine456; the holes 
present a V-shape and the chains are placed in the following stations: 0 (head) – 35 – 
90 – 145 – 200 – 255 – 290 (bottom), i.e. in a system in which the distance between the 
endbands and the outer chain stitches is shorter than the distance between the chain 
stitches themselves457. The grecquage indicates that the binding was of the Byzantine 
type, without cords. 

On the basis of the codicological evidence and a collation of the script with 
other very similar hands, L should be dated between the second half of the 11th 
century and the first half of the 12th century. See for example the manuscripts Vat. gr. 
463 (AD 1062)458; Moscow State Univ. Libr. cod. 2280 (AD 1072)459; Washington, 
Dumbarton Oaks 3 (ca. 1084)460; Meteora, Metamorphoseos 548 (AD 1089)461; Jerus. Sab. 
259 (AD 1089-1090)462; Crypt. �.1.V (an. 1101)463; Crypt. I.".II (a. 1112)464; Par. gr. 1588 
[olim Colbert 371] (ca. 1112)465; compare also the hand of Crypt. �.1.XIV (11th-12th 
c.)466, Jerus. Patr. 14 (11th-12th c.)467, Vindob. theol. gr. 136468. Such a date is confirmed by 

 

456 On the terms grecquage, chain stitch and spine see C. HOULIS, � BF^1.5'.: B'<='!%*&31. 
)&5!+31, TiR.7 $1X T*R.'$?, Vivlioamphiastes 1 (1999) 20, 46, 48. 

457 See K. HOULIS, A research on structural elements of Byzantine Bookbindings, in M. 
MANIACI – P. F. MUNAFÒ (eds), Ancient and Medieval Book Materials and Techniques (Studi e 
Testi, 357-358), Città del Vaticano 1993, 247-249 (and pl. 5, C2). 

458 S. KOTZABASSI, -./"&+0&D \#0;*:;"<" '?E +D µ%&"3+Y;0" +L5 60(;v5 238"5, Ephesus: 
Athens 2004, pp. 36-38 (and plate 7).  

459 V. D. LIKHACHEVA, Vizantijskaja miniatjura: Pamjatniki vizantijskoj miniatjuri IV-XV vekov 
v sobranijakh Sovjetskogo Sojuza, Moscow 1988, 18-21. It was copied in Constantinople (see 
KAVRUS-HOFFMANN, 301, and note 61). 

460 KAVRUS-HOFFMANN, 296-302 and plate 3. The codex is dated on the basis of its Easter 
tables, running from 1084 to 1101. 

461 LAKE X, p. 18 and plate 756; it was copied in Constantinople, at the monastery of Chora. 
462 See PAPADOPOULOS - KERAMEUS, N#;%3%C.µ0+0(= -0VC0%>Y(7, vol. 2, pp. 384-388 (plate 

in non-numbered folio between pp. 384 and 385). 
463 P. CANART – S. LUCÀ (eds.), Codici Graeci dell’ Italia meridionale, Roma 2000, p. 97 

(including plate); the codex is a Menaion of January, copied in the monastery of Grottaferrata. 
464 CANART – LUCA, Codici Graeci…, p. 98 (including plate); the codex is a Menaion of 

October, copied in the monastery of Grottaferrata.  
465 See C. N. CONSTANTINIDES – R. BROWNING, Dated Greek manuscripts from Cyprus to the 

year 1570, [Dumbarton Oaks studies; 30] Washington, D.C. - Nicosia 1993, pp. 74-81 + pl. 11. 
466 CANART – LUCA, Codici Graeci…, pp. 101-102 (including plate in p. 101); the codex is a 

Menaion of December, copied probably in the monastery of St Elia di Carbone. In the folio 
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the ruling type of the codex (see above, pp. 129-130), commonly used in manuscripts 
of the 11th through the 13th century, and the liturgical minuscule script used in the 
text, as most of the manuscripts copied in this style are dated to the second half of the 
11th c.469.  

L is silent as far as its provenance is concerned. It offers us though some 
indirect indications, one of them being its script, pointing to Constantinople, as a 
number of manuscripts written in the same style «contain direct or indirect evidence 
that they were made in Constantinople»470. The close relationship between L and 
codex Hierosolymitanus Sabaiticus 70, the latter produced in Constantinople, point to 
the same direction.  

 
CODEX HIEROSOLYMITANUS SABAITICUS 70 (H) 

 
11th-12th c.; parchment; 139 fols.; 265x202 mm; written in one column with 30 lines 
per page; justification 183x132 mm (examined through microfilm).  
This codex is a Menaion for June, possessed at some stage by the monastery of Christ 
the Akataleptos in Constantinople, as its colophon states: «V0VC8%& +%Q U,+L;%5 +%Q 
2("+"CY?+%.»471. It is not clear whether it was produced within the monastery of 
Akataleptos472. A. Papadopoulos – Kerameus, who examined the manuscript, noted 
that it has the structure of the “ancient Menaia”473.  

As mentioned above, H is closely related to L. A codicological examination of 
the two codices shows that they have similar dimensions (L: 290x250, H: 265x202), 
both are written on a single column with 30 lines per page, and share the same ruling 
type. As far as the binding is concerned, in both manuscripts the sewing holes are V-
shaped and the chains are placed so that the distance between the endbands and the 

 

reproduced in the book (f. 5r) the scribe uses almost the same abbreviations with the scribe of 
L for the phrase: u ("(&�&) <X(;,&) '(;(%3)+(0)\(8)").  

467 See PAPADOPOULOS - KERAMEUS, N#;%3%C.µ0+0(= -0VC0%>Y(7, vol. 1, pp. 384-388 (two 
plates in non-numbered folia between pp. 64 and 65). 

468 See G. WOLFRAM (ed.), Sticherarium Antiquum Vindobonense. Codex theol. Gr. 136 
Bibliothecae Nationalis Austriacae phototypice depictus. Pars Principalis, Vindobonae 1987.  

469 See KAVRUS - HOFFMANN, 294.  
470 KAVRUS - HOFFMANN, 296; she lists codd. Moscow, Rus. Hist Mus. Syn. gr. 511; Moscow 

State Univ. Libr. 2280; St Petersburg, Rus. Nat. Libr. gr. 214.  
471 PAPADOPOULOS - KERAMEUS, N#;%3%C.µ0+0(= -0VC0%>Y(7, 118. On the monastery of 

Christ the Akataleptos see JANIN, Églises, 504-506. 
472 .............. that in 1299 Maximus Planoudes copied in the monastery a codex containing 

the so-called Planoudean Anthology and the paraphrase of the Gospel of John by Nonnus of 
Panopolis (codex Venetianus Marcianus gr. 481).  

473 See A. PAPADOPOULOS - KERAMEUS, N#;%3%C.µ0+0(= -0VC0%>Y(7, q+%0 ("+JC%:%5 +1& M& 
+"$5 V0VC0%>Y("05 +%Q ]:0,+J+%. '?%3+%C0(%Q +# ("@ (">%C0(%Q �;>%)*K%. ?"+;0";\0(%Q 
>;*&%. +1& N#;%3%COµ,& ("@ ?J375 S"C"03+8&75 '?%(#0µX&,& `CC7&0(1& (,)8(,&, vol. 2, 
St Petersburg 1894, pp. 118-128, and particularly 118. Kerameus dates the manuscript to the 
end of 10th or the beginning of the 11th century.  
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outer chain stitches is shorter than the distance between the chain stitches 
themselves. 

Unfortunately, the manuscripts do not contain any conclusive evidence that 
would ascertain a common provenance, as L does not preserve a colophon, and the 
colophon of H does not include the name of the scribe. The script in H, however, is 
identical to the one used in L, including all the characteristic letters and 
abbreviations, with very few and minor exceptions (see above and compare plates 1-
7 to 8-10). Moreover, both manuscripts present identical initial letters, even if some of 
them in H are enriched with simple decorative lines and tails.  

Apart from the script itself, H and L share the same abbreviations in the 
instructions [identical for the words (J>03µ" ( ), ?;*5 ( ), �\%5 ( ), 3+0\7;J 
( ), kµ%0%& ( ), and similar for >#%+%(8%& (  in L and  in H], the same symbol 
for the triadika troparia ( ), one of the same abbreviations for ("@ ( ), the same 
abbreviation for the names of Joseph and Theophanes (  and ; in H the name 
of Joseph appears also unabbreviated), the same way of writing the word ?";>X&# 
with the accented epsilon suspended and the theta superscribed ( ). Similarly, 
the scribe of H omits the accent in the contracted forms of most of the nomina sacra. 
Last but not least, he uses the upper point in identical way as the scribe of L, not as a 
grammatical particle but to subdivide the syntactic periods of the texts into short 
musical phrases according to the pattern of the chant, thus instructing the choir or 
the kanonárches on the intervals of the hymn.   

In addition, similar headpieces introduce each akolouthia in both manuscripts, 
very simple combinations of curvilinear lines, points and primitive leaves  in red and 
black ink are employed. The scribe of H uses only one type based on recurrent 
vertical S-curves. In L various motifs are followed, one of them being the one used in 
H (ff. 49v, 72r, 75v, 88r, 141r; cf. plates 6 and 10).  

However, it should be noted that there are certain characteristics of H not to be 
found in L, such as joining the adverbial expression )0D +%Q+% ()0"+%Q+%), and others 
of L not found in H, such as the accent on ("&1& for ("&�& and the breathing on 
"};#305 for "§;#305, placing a circumflex instead of an acute on #0 when followed by a 
long syllable (see above, p. 132).  

In so far as the content of the two manuscripts is concerned, H contains ten of 
the akolouthiai edited for the first time below, the ones on St Attalos, St Loukillianos, 
Sts Nikandr!s and Markian!s, St Methodi!s, Patriarch of Constantinople, St 
Hypati!s of Rouphinianai, St Zosimos, Sts Innas, Pinnas and Rimmas, St Ioulian!s, St 
Zenon and Zenas, and St hoseph and his fellow martyrs. L and H are the only extant 
manuscripts for two of them, namely the akolouthiai on Sts Nikandr!s and 
Markian!s, and St hoseph and his fellow martyrs. 

The structure of the akolouthiai is the same in both H and L, with the exception 
that H does not include kontakia and oikoi in most of the akolouthiai. On the folios 
examined only the ones on St John the Baptist and the Apostles Peter and Paul 
include kontakia and oikoi, after the kathisma and before the stichera, i.e. in the same 
position as in L. From this we may assume that the scribe included them only in the 
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akolouthia of the major feasts of the month.  
Another remarkable difference in the structure of the two manuscripts is that in 

L the double akolouthiai are mixed, i.e. with the corresponding parts of them copied 
one after the other, while in H the whole text of the second akolouthia is copied after 
the end of the first.  

Let’s now consider the contents of the two Menaia preserved in L and H. To 
start with the saints commemorated, both manuscripts follow the same festal 
calendar for most of the days, with few exceptions. Akolouthiai copied in L but not in 
H are the ones on St Eustathios, Bishop of Antioch, St Timotheos, Bishop of Proussa, 
St Pagcharios, and St John of Gotthia. On the other hand, akolouthiai copied in H but 
not in L are the ones on the martyr Doulas (June 13, unpublished)474, the translation 
of relics of St Theodore the Sykeotes (June 16, unpublished)475, and the Apostle Judas 
(June 19: MV X, 64-67). There is also a difference in the date of the commemoration of 
Sts Nikandros and Markianos; L celebrates them on the 7th of June while H the day 
after.  

But even in the days with common feasts the text of the two manuscripts is not 
always the same, as there are cases in which different kanons are used to celebrate the 
same saints, or one of the manuscripts includes two kanons on saints on which the 
other has only one. Different kanons are transmitted on St Ioustinos, the prophet 
Elissaios, Sts Manuel, Savel and Ishmael, St Ioulianos (second kanon; the first is the 
same in both mss), Sts Fevronia and the other female martyrs (second kanon; the first, 
on St Fevronia alone, is the same in both mss), and St Onouphrios. On St Onouphrios 
L has two kanons while H has only one; this applies also for the akolouthiai on St 
Nikephoros, St Loukillianos, St Metrophanes, St Dorotheos, the Nativity of Saint 
John the Baptist, and St Sampson Xenodochos. On the other hand, H has an extra 
kanon on St David of Thessalonike and on the Apostle Peter.  

As far as the akolouthiai edited below are concerned the texts transmitted in the 
two manuscripts are the same, with a very few stanzas missing in one of them. On St 
Attalos H includes three stichera not copied in L (six in total while L has three; see 
Appendix II, vv. 1-36). On Sts Innas, Pinnas and Rimmas H offers an extra kathisma 
(Appendix VIII, vv. 1-7). On St Ioulianos an extra kathisma is transmitted by L (Text 
21, vv. 12-25) and an extra sticheron by H (Appendix IX, vv. 1-16). On Sts Nikandros 
and Markianos L has three more stichera not copied in H (Text 7, vv. 19-45).  

As far as the textual evidence is concerned, L does not give a significantly 
better text in any of the akolouthiai, while H does so in the akolouthiai on St Attalos 
and Sts Zenon and Zenas. In general, the scribe of L makes more spelling mistakes 
than the scribe of H. Both manuscripts include both better and worse readings in the 
akolouthiai on Sts Nikandros and Markianos (with H transferring a stanza omitted in 

 

474 See PAPADOPOULOS - KERAMEUS, N#;%3%C.µ0+0(= -0VC0%>Y(7, 122, and 
PAPAILIOPOULOU, !"µ#$%&, 218, nr 667. 

475 See PAPADOPOULOS - KERAMEUS, N#;%3%C.µ0+0(= -0VC0%>Y(7, 123, and 
PAPAILIOPOULOU, !"µ#$%&, 219, nr 670. 
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L), St Ioulianos, St Hypatios and St Ioseph and his fellow martyrs. In the akolouthiai 
on St Loukillianos, St Methodios, Sts Innas, Pinnas and Rimmas and St Zosimos the 
two manuscripts transmit the same text without significant variations that could lead 
us to a safe conclusion on the use of different exemplars by the scribes (see also 
below, the subsection Transmission of the Texts).  

Taking all this evidence into consideration we may come to the conclusion that 
the two manuscripts are copied either by the same hand using different exemplars, 
or most probably by different copyists trained in the same scriptorium possibly 
located in Constantinople. 

 
OTHER EXTANT MANUSCRIPTS476 

 
A = codex Alexandrinus Patr. 114: Menaion for June; AD 1342; paper; 189 fols.; 270x195 
mm; one column; 20 lines per page on the examined ff.; examined through 
microfilm477. The manuscript is ascribed by Th. Moschonas to the scribe Zotikos, who 
copied three Menaia from 1342 to 1359, among them a Menaion of June, in 1353478. 
According to Moschonas, some folia in the beginning and the end of the manuscript 
were copied by another hand. Of the akolouthiai edited below A contains the ones 
dedicated to the martyr Loukillianos (ff. 16v-24r) and the martyrs Manuel, Savel and 
Ishmael (ff. 103v-108v). Both of them begin with the stichera, followed by the kanon, 
which is interrupted by a kathisma after the third ode. No kontakion, oikos or 
exaposteilarion is copied. A contains three unpublished stichera on Loukillianos, which 
are not copied in L (see Appendix III, vv. 1-33).  

B = codex Atheniensis Bibl. Nat. 551: Menaion for May through August; AD 1385; 
paper (bomb.); 316 fols.; 300x210 mm; one column; 41-42 lines per page; examined in 
situ479. It is copied by Ioasaf, the Bishop of Drama and later Larissa, who donated it 
along with fifteen other manuscripts to the monastery of Holy Meteora, as he 

 

476 The following description of the contents of the manuscripts does not include theotokia 
and staurotheotokia that in some manuscripts follow stichera, kathismata and/or doxastika.  

477 See TH. MOSCHONAS, S"+;0";\#$%& 2C#K"&);#8"5. 4"+JC%:%0 +L5 S"+;0";\0(L5 
-0VC0%>Y(75. !*µ%5 f’. �#0;*:;"<", Alexandria 1945 [second edition 1965, University of 
Utah Press], p. 77; TH. MICHELOPOULOU, P*'5!F+2'$g R*'+B2+1`1 14!F 1Y. 5/( ;'<='!>?$7( 
5!Q 015+'1+R*3!F @=*E1.%+*31(, in A. KOLLIA-DERMITZAKI – T. MANIATI-KOKKINI (eds.), -’ 
U.&J&+737 -./"&+0&%C*:,& oCCJ)%5 ("@ 4O?;%.. S"&#?03+Yµ0% 2>7&1& 24-26 
U#?+#µV;8%. 1999. ag37:Y3#05 - d;#.&7+0(D ?;%:;Jµµ"+". S#;0CY[#05 '&"(%0&H3#,&, 
Athens 2000, pp. 184-186.  

478 On Zotikos see VOGEL – GARDTHAUSEN, 127. TH. MICHELOPOULOU, P*'5!F+2'$g 
R*'+B2+1`1 14!F 1Y., has studied a group of liturgical books produced in Alexandria in the 
period from 1342 until 1353 and expresses the opinion that Zotikos is probably one of the 
members of a group of copyists who undertook the effort of creating a series of Menaia, 
working in a scriptorium and adopting the same type of handwriting.  

479 I. SAKELLION – A. I. SAKELLION, K"+JC%:%5 +1& \#0;%:;J<,& +L5 d>&0(L5 B0VC0%>Y(75 
+L5 oCCJ)%5, Athens 1892, p. 109. 
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confirms in an autograph note at the end of the manuscript. The codex contains two 
of the akolouthiai edited below, the ones on St Ioustinos (ff. 67r-70r), and St Methodi!s 
the Patriarch of Constantinople (ff. 97v-101r). Both of them begin with stichera sung 
at 4O;0# d(X(;"K", but only in the akolouthia on St Methodios these are followed by 
stichera sung at Stichos and apolytikion. The Orthros opens with the kanons of the 
celebrated saints. In both akolouthiai the kanon is interrupted after ode 3 by kathismata. 
Synaxarian notices are copied in both after ode 6, but only in the akolouthia on St 
Methodios they are preceded by kontakion and oikos. After the kanon, the text on St 
Ioustinos includes two exaposteilaria, while the one on St Methodios one 
exaposteilarion and a doxastikon sung at Stichos.  

Ba = codex Atheniensis Bibl. Nat. 562: Menaion for June and July; 16th c.; 
parchment; 117 fols.; 310x220 mm; two columns; 48-51 lines per page; examined in 
situ480. The manuscript originally contained also the akolouthiai of August, from which 
only one (August 4) has survived. It does not preserve a colophon, but from the 
commemoration of the foundation of the imperial monastery of Pantokrator in 
Constantinople481 we may assume that it is of Constantinopolitan origin. Of the 
akolouthiai edited below, only the one on the martyr Dorothe!s, Bishop of Tyre, is 
copied in Ba, on ff. 7v-9r. It is remarkable that the saint is celebrated not on June 6 but 
the previous day, as in S, W and O. The akolouthia begins with stichera followed by 
the kanon, which is interrupted by a kathisma after the third ode and synaxaria after 
the sixth.  

C = codex Atheniensis Benaki Museum 68 (TA 143): Menaion for June (ff. 1r-111v) 
and July (ff. 112r-205v); 13th c.; parchment; 205 fols.; 245x180 mm; 30 lines per page; 
justification 183x123 mm; mutilated in the end; examined in situ. The manuscript has 
been examined by E. Lappa-Zizika and M. Rizou-Couroupou, who noted that many 
stichera, theotokia, kathismata and kanons are not included in the extant editions and 
noted the unpublished or mutilated texts482. It is copied in the 13th c., probably by 
Leontios483. Headings and instructions are rubricated, but the ink has faded with 
time, so that the text in many cases is not readable. The manuscript contains two of 
the akolouthiai edited below, on St Ioustinos (ff. 1r-6r) and St Methodi!s the Patriarch 
of Constantinople (ff. 42v-48v). Both of them begin with stichera sung at 4O;0# 
d(X(;"K", followed in the akolouthia on St Methodios by a sticheron and a doxastikon 
sung at Stichos of Hesperinos. Then both akolouthiai proceed to Orthros which consists 

 

480 SAKELLION - SAKELLION, K"+JC%:%5, 110. 
481 On which see JANIN, Églises, 515-523, and ODB, III, 1575.  
482 See E. LAPPA-ZIZIKA – M. RIZOU-COUROUPOU, Catalogue des manuscrits grecs du Musée 

Benaki (10e-16e s.), Athènes 1991, pp. 125-127, and particularly 125. See also B. K. STEFANIDIS, 
�Z $n%'$*( 5/( @.%+'1.!FJB=*L(, BZ 14 (1905) 608; E. LAPPA-ZIZICAS, Les manuscripts du 
Fonds des échangeables du Musée Benaki d’Athènes: Provenance et identification, 
Scriptorium 31 (1977) 298; A. TSELIKAS, IX(" "g1&#5 `CC7&0(L5 :;"<L5 (9%5-19%5 "g.), Benaki 
Museum: Athens 1977, p. 29. 

483 See LAPPA-ZIZIKA – RIZOU-COUROUPOU, Catalogue, 127. 
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of the kanon, interrupted after the third ode by kathismata. The text on St Methodios 
also includes kontakion and oikos after the sixth ode, and closes with two exaposteilaria 
and a doxastikon sung at Stichos.  

D = codex Athonensis Dionysiou 406: Menaion of June and July; 14th c.; paper; 294 
fols.; two columns; 33 lines per page on the examined folios; examined through 
microfilm484. Of the akolouthiai edited below D contains the one on St Methodi!s, 
celebrated together with the prophet Elissaios (ff. 59r-65r). The double akolouthia 
begins with stichera on both saints sung at 4O;0# d(X(;"K", followed by doxastikon 
on St Elissaios, and a sticheron on St Methodios sung at Stichos of Hesperinos, followed 
by doxastikon. Then it proceeds to the kanons, interrupted by one kathisma for each 
saint after the third ode, and kontakion and oikos on the prophet after the sixth, 
followed by synaxaria on both saints (St Kyrillos, Bishop of Gortyna, and St Ioulitta 
are also commemorated). The akolouthia closes with exaposteilaria on both saints and 
doxastikon on Methodios sung at Stichos of Orthros.  

Da = codex Athonensis Dionysiou 420: Menaion for June; 15th c.; paper; (?) fols.; 
one column; 20 lines per page on the examined folios; examined through 
microfilm485. The akolouthiai of June are followed by two akolouthiai on St Dionysios 
the Athonite and on St John the Baptist. Of the texts edited below Da contains the one 
on St Methodi!s the Patriarch of Constantinople, celebrated together with the 
prophet Elissaios (ff. 116r-127v). The akolouthia begins with stichera on both saints, 
followed by apolytikion (in the ms: troparion) on St Elissaios and the incipit of the 
apolytikion on St Methodios (4"&*&" ?83+#,5). There follow the kanons, interrupted 
after ode 3 by kontakion and oikos on St Methodios and kathismata on both saints. The 
kontakion and oikos on St Elissaios is copied after the sixth. The akolouthia ends with 
exaposteilaria on both saints and a doxastikon on St Methodios sung at Stichos of 
Orthros.  

F = codex Athonensis Philotheou 26: Menaion for June; 12th c.; parchment; 203 
fols.; one column; 26 lines per page on the examined folios; examined through 
microfilm486. The manuscript contains the akolouthia on St Methodios, celebrated 
together with the prophet Elissaios (ff. 69r-77v). It begins with stichera on both saints, 
followed by a doxastikon on St Elissaios, and it proceeds to a sticheron and a doxastikon 
on Methodios sung at Stichos of Hesperinos, followed by the apolytikion on St Elissaios 
(in the ms: troparion) and the incipit of the apolytikion on St Methodios (4"&*&" 
?83+#,5). The kanons come next, interrupted after the third ode by the kontakion and 
oikos on St Methodios and kathismata on both saints. The sixth ode is followed by the 
kontakion and oikos on the prophet. Exaposteilaria on both saints and a doxastikon on St 
Methodios sung at Stichos of Orthros close the akolouthia.  

Fa = codex Athonensis Philotheou 30: Menaion for June; 12th c; parchment; 209 
fols.; one column; 24 lines per page on the examined folios; examined through 

 

484 See LAMPROS h, 423. 
485 See LAMPROS h, 423. 
486 See LAMPROS h, 152. 
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microfilm487. The manuscript contains only the akolouthiai on the saints 
commemorated from the 1st to the 24th of the month, followed by stichera theotokia 
sung when the akolouthia of the saint(s) includes the performance of Alleluia. Of the 
akolouthiai edited below Fa contains the one on St Methodios, celebrated together 
with the prophet Elissaios (ff. 80v-90r). It begins with stichera on both saints and a 
doxastikon on St Elissaios sung at 4O;0# d(X(;"K", followed by a sticheron and a 
doxastikon on St Methodios sung at Stichos of Hesperinos, and then it proceeds to the 
kanons, interrupted after the third and the sixth odes; the third is followed by the 
kontakion and oikos on St Methodios and kathismata on both saints, and the sixth by 
the kontakion and oikos on the prophet. The akolouthia closes with exaposteilaria on both 
saints and a doxastikon on St Methodios sung at Stichos of Orthros.  

Fb = codex Athonensis Philotheou 35: Menaion for June; 12th c.; parchment; 169 
fols.; one column; 31 lines per page on the examined folios; examined through 
microfilm488. The text of the Menaion is followed by stichera theotokia sung when the 
akolouthia of the saint(s) includes the performance of Alleluia. Of the akolouthiai edited 
below Fb contains the one on St Methodi!s, celebrated together with the prophet 
Elissaios (ff. 61r-69r). It begins with stichera on both saints and doxastikon on St 
Elissaios sung at 4O;0# d(X(;"K", followed by a sticheron and a doxastikon on St 
Methodios sung at Stichos of Hesperinos, the apolytikion (in the ms: troparion) on St 
Elissaios and the incipit of the apolytikion on St Methodios (4"&*&" ?83+#,5). Then it 
proceeds to the kanons, interrupted after the third and the sixth odes; the third is 
followed by the kontakion and oikos on St Methodios and kathismata on both saints, 
and the sixth by the kontakion and oikos on the prophet. The akolouthia closes with 
exaposteilaria on both saints and a doxastikon on St Methodios sung at Stichos of 
Orthros.  

G = codex Athonensis Laurae � 45: Menaion for March through August (ff. 1r-?), 
followed by Psalterion (ff. 182r-?), Triodion (ff. 204r-?), Pentekostarion (ff. 316r-?), 
Oktoechos (ff. 345r-?), Exaposteilaria and Doxastika Eothina (ff. 363r-?), and Gospel 
reading at Orthros (ff. 364r-?); 11th c.; parchment; 364 fols.; 330x230 mm; two columns; 
68-70 lines per page on the examined folios; mutilated in the beginning; examined 
through microfilm489. Of the akolouthiai edited below G contains the one on the 
martyr Loukillianos (ff. 93r-94r). It begins with stichera, followed by the kanon, 
interrupted by the kathisma after the third ode and synaxarian notice after the sixth. 
As the quality of the reproductions used is very low, accents and breathings are 
almost invisible, something that applies to some parts of the text as well; included in 
the apparatus are only the orthographical mistakes clearly visible in the copies.  

Ga = codex Athonensis Laurae � 5: Menaion for May and June; 13th c.; parchment; 
126 fols.; 230x160 mm; one column; 30 lines per page on the examined folios; 
mutilated in both the beginning and the ending; examined through microfilm. The 

 

487 See LAMPROS h, 153. 
488 See LAMPROS h, 153. 
489 See SPYRIDON - EUSTRATIADIS, 57.  
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codex is briefly described by Spyridon Lauriotis and S. Eustratiadis, who noted that 
it contains some kanons not found in the Menaia490. It contains one of the akolouthiai 
edited below, that on St Methodi!s, celebrated together with the prophet Elissaios (ff. 
120r-125r). It opens with stichera on both saints, followed by the kanons, which are 
interrupted by kathisma, kontakion and oikos on St Elissaios after the third ode, and 
kathisma, kontakion and oikos on St Methodios after the sixth. It ends with the incipit of 
the troparion on St Methodios and synaxarian notices on both saints. As the quality of 
the reproductions used is very low, accents and breathings are almost invisible, 
which applies to some parts of the text as well; included in the apparatus are only the 
orthographical mistakes clearly visible in the copies.  

Gb = codex Athonensis Laurae � 7: Menaion for May and June; 13th c.; parchment; 
137 fols.; 230x170 mm; one column; 23 lines per page on the examined folios; 
mutilated in beginning and ending; examined through microfilm491. The manuscript 
has been very briefly presented by Spyridon Lauriotis and S. Eustratiadis, who noted 
that it includes some kanons not to be found in the printed Menaia. It contains one of 
the akolouthiai edited below, that on St Methodi!s, celebrated together with the 
prophet Elissaios (ff. 58r-67r). It begins with stichera on both saints and a doxastikon 
on Elissaios sung at 4O;0# d(X(;"K", followed by a sticheron and a doxastikon on St 
Methodios sung at Stichos of Hesperinos, the apolytikion (in the ms: troparion) on 
Elissaios and the incipit of the apolytikion on St Methodios (4"&*&" ?83+#,5). Then it 
proceeds to the kanons, interrupted after the third and the sixth odes; the third is 
followed by kontakion and oikos on St Methodios and kathismata on both saints, and 
the sixth by kontakion and oikos on the prophet. The akolouthia closes with 
exaposteilaria on both saints and a doxastikon on Methodios sung at Stichos of Orthros.  

Gc = codex Athonensis Laurae d 44: Menaion for June; AD 1426; paper; 312 fols.; 
210x130 mm; one column; 20 lines per page on the examined folios; examined 
through microfilm492. The manuscript is copied in 1426 by Philotheos, as the 
colophon at its end witnesses: «d+#C#0H>7 M& j+#0 ´�µC)« g%.&8%. (« g&)0(+01&%5 )« 
TµX;" #« >#%Q \J;0+0 ("@ \#0;@ B0C%>X%.. I*K" 3%0 ]:8" +;0D5 G&#(" ?J&+,& 
'µY&»493. Spyridon and Eustratiadis, who described it very briefly, noted that it 
contains many kanons not included in the printed Menaia. Of the akolouthiai edited 
below Gc contains only the akolouthia on St Methodi!s, celebrated together with the 
prophet Elissaios (ff. 115r-129r). It begins with stichera on both saints and a doxastikon 
on St Elissaios sung at 4O;0# d(X(;"K", followed by a sticheron and a doxastikon on St 
Methodios sung at Stichos of Hesperinos, the incipits of the apolytikia (in the ms: 
troparia) on St Elissaios (R j&3";(%5 �::#C%5) and St Methodios (4"&*&" ?83+#,5). 
Then it proceeds to the kanons, interrupted after the third and the sixth odes; the third 
is followed by kontakion and oikos on St Methodios and kathismata on both saints, and 

 

490 See SPYRIDON - EUSTRATIADIS, 53. 
491 See SPYRIDON - EUSTRATIADIS, 53.  
492 See SPYRIDON - EUSTRATIADIS, 139.  
493 On Philotheos see VOGEL – GARDTHAUSEN, 420. 
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the sixth by kontakion and oikos on the prophet. The akolouthia closes with 
exaposteilaria on both saints and a doxastikon on St Methodios sung at Stichos of 
Orthros.  

Gd = codex Athonensis Laurae � 147: Menaion for March through August; AD 
1435; paper; 464 fols.; 400x270 mm; two columns; 45 lines per page on the examined 
folios; mutilated in the beginning; examined through microfilm494. The manuscript is 
copied in 1435 by the monk Moses, as the colophon at its end confirms: «d+#C#0H>7 
+E ?";E& V0VC8%& M& j+#0 ´u¢µ: F&). 0:« )0D 3.&);%µL5 ("@ MK*)%. +%Q +0µ0,+J+%. 
(.;8%. 6#C#+8%. ("@ )0D \#0;E5 Mµ%Q +%Q ?"&">C8%. 6,¶3X,5 µ%&"\%Q»495. It 
contains the akolouthia on St Methodi!s, celebrated together with the prophet 
Elissaios (ff. 234r-237v). It begins with stichera on both saints and doxastikon on St 
Elissaios sung at 4O;0# d(X(;"K", followed by a sticheron and a doxastikon on St 
Methodios sung at Stichos of Hesperinos, the apolytikion (in the ms: troparion) on St 
Elissaios and the incipit of the apolytikion on St Methodios (4"&*&" ?83+#,5). Then it 
proceeds to the kanons, interrupted after the third and the sixth odes; the third is 
followed by kontakion and oikos on St Methodios and kathismata on both saints, and 
the sixth by kontakion and oikos on the prophet and synaxaria on both saints (St 
Kyrillos, the Bishop of Gortyna, and St Ioulitta are also commemorated). The 
akolouthia closes with exaposteilaria on both saints and a doxastikon on St Methodios 
sung at Stichos of Orthros.  

Ge = codex Athonensis Laurae d 135: Menaion for June; 15th c.; paper; 279 fols.; 
210x120 mm; mutilated in beginning and ending496. Spyridon and Eustratiadis, who 
described it very briefly, noted that it contains synaxaria and kanons not included in 
the printed Menaia. The manuscript contains the akolouthia on St Methodi!s497. For 
technical reasons it has not been possible to examine the manuscript.  

Ha = codex Hierosolymitanus Sabaiticus 72: Menaion for April (ff. 1-59), May (ff. 
60-121), June (ff. 122-176) and July (ff. 177-227); 12th c.; parchment; 227 fols.; 255x185 
mm; one column; 33-37 lines per page; justification 180x120; examined through 
microfilm498. Of the akolouthiai edited below Ha contains the one on St Attalos, which 
occupies ff. 122r-124r and consists of kathisma, three stichera and kanon.  

I = codex Athonensis Iveron 800: Menaion for June; 15th c.; paper; (?) fols.; two 
columns; 36 lines per page on the folios examined; mutilated in the ending; examined 
through microfilm499. Of the akolouthiai edited below I contains that on St Methodi!s, 
celebrated together with the prophet Elissaios (ff. 51r-56r). It begins with stichera on 

 

494 See SPYRIDON - EUSTRATIADIS, 362.  
495 On the monk Moses see VOGEL – GARDTHAUSEN, 326, where one more manuscript of his 

is listed (codex Athonensis Laurae E 189, Menaion of January and February, funded also by 
Meletios). 

496 See SPYRIDON-EUSTRATIADIS, 154.  
497 PAPAILIOPOULOU, !"µ#$%&, 218, notes that the kanon is copied on ff. 104r-112v. 
498 PAPADOPOULOS-KERAMEUS, N#;%3%C.µ0+0(= -0VC0%>Y(7, vol. 2, 129-131. 
499 See LAMPROS hh, 226. 
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both saints and doxastikon on St Elissaios sung at 4O;0# d(X(;"K", followed by a 
sticheron and a doxastikon on St Methodios sung at Stichos of Hesperinos, the apolytikion 
(in the ms: troparion) on St Elissaios and the incipit of the apolytikion on St Methodios 
(4"&*&" ?83+#,5). Then it proceeds to the kanons, interrupted after the third and the 
sixth odes; the third is followed by the kontakion and oikos on St Methodios and 
kathismata on both saints, and the sixth by the kontakion and oikos on the prophet and 
synaxaria on both saints (St Kyrillos, the Bishop of Gortyna, and St Ioulitta are also 
commemorated). The akolouthia closes with exaposteilaria on both saints and a 
doxastikon on St Methodios sung at Stichos of Orthros.  

Ia = codex Athonensis Iveron 857: Menaion for June; 15th c.; paper; 307 fols.; one 
column; 20 lines per page on the folios examined; mutilated in beginning and ending; 
examined through microfilm500. The manuscript contains five of the akolouthiai edited 
below, those on St Ioustinos (ff. 1r-11r; beginning mutilated; inc.: ]+µ%5+ k>#& T 
'µ&D5 ("@ ?";>X&%5 +%Q+%& M& 3+".;t >#,;%Q3" CO?75 +s ;%µ<"8~ M+0+;H3(#+% 
[=staurotheotokion of the stichera sung at Stichos of Hesperinos]), the martyr Dorothe!s, 
Bishop of Tyre (celebrated on June 5, together with St Eustathios of Antioch; ff. 33v-
42v), St Hypati!s of Rouphinianai (ff. 165r-177r), the martyrs Innas, Pinnas and 
Rimmas and the martyr Ioulian!s (celebrated together on June 21; ff. 216v-226v). All 
of them begin with stichera and then they proceed to the kanons, interrupted by 
kathismata after the third ode and sets of kontakion and oikos after the sixth. 
Exaposteilaria and prosomoia sung at Ainoi close the akolouthiai.  

K = codex Athonensis Panteleimonos 80: Menaion for June; 13th c.; parchment; 
172 fols.; 234x182 mm; one column; 24 lines per page on the examined folios; 
examined through microfilm501. The manuscript contains the akolouthia on St 
Methodi!s, celebrated together with the prophet Elissaios (ff. 69v-76r). It begins with 
stichera on both saints and doxastikon on St Elissaios sung at 4O;0# d(X(;"K", 
followed by a sticheron and a doxastikon on St Methodios sung at Stichos of Hesperinos, 
the apolytikion (in the ms: troparion) on St Elissaios and the incipit of the apolytikion on 
St Methodios (4"&*&" ?83+#,5). Then it proceeds to the kanons, interrupted after the 
third and the sixth odes; the third is followed by kontakion and oikos on St Methodios 
and kathismata on both saints, and the sixth by kontakion and oikos on the prophet. The 
akolouthia closes with exaposteilaria on both saints and a doxastikon on St Methodios 
sung at Stichos of Orthros.  

Ka = codex Athonensis Panteleimonos 705: Menaion for March through August; 
AD 1498; paper; 574 fols.; 320x210 mm; two columns; 27 lines per page on the 
examined folios; examined through microfilm502. According to its colophon, 
preserved on f. 574v, it is copied in 1498 by the monk Kyrillos from Nafpaktos: «!t 
h#t ?;X?#0 )*K" M& j+#0 ´/&/« g&). /75 µ7&@, e(+,V;8%. 0�« (=1498). 4.;8CC%. 

 

500 See LAMPROS hh, 231. 
501 See LAMPROS hh, 290. 
502 See LAMPROS hh, 418. 
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�".?"(+8%., µ%&"\%Q»503. The manuscript contains the akolouthia on St Methodi!s, 
celebrated together with the prophet Elissaios (ff. 206v-212v). The akolouthia begins 
with stichera on both saints and doxastikon on St Elissaios sung at 4O;0# d(X(;"K", 
followed by a sticheron and a doxastikon on St Methodios sung at Stichos of Hesperinos, 
and the incipit of the apolytikion (in the ms: troparion) on St Elissaios (R j&3";(%5 
�::#C%5) and on St Methodios (4"&*&" ?83+#,5). Then it proceeds to the kanons, 
interrupted after the third and the sixth odes; the third is followed by kontakion and 
oikos on St Methodios and kathismata on both saints, and the sixth by kontakion and 
oikos on the prophet. The akolouthia closes with exaposteilaria on both saints and a 
doxastikon on St Methodios sung at Stichos of Orthros.  

La = codex Lesbiacus Leimonos 183: Menaion for June; 17th c.; paper; 215 fols.; 
215x155 mm; one column; 20 lines per page; justification 140x95 mm; examined in 
situ504. The manuscript contains the akolouthia on St Methodi!s, celebrated together 
with the prophet Elissaios (ff. 82r-91v). The akolouthia begins with stichera on both 
saints and doxastikon on St Elissaios sung at 4O;0# d(X(;"K", followed by a sticheron 
and a doxastikon on St Methodios sung at Stichos of Hesperinos, the apolytikion (in the 
ms: troparion) on St Elissaios and the incipit of the one on St Methodios (4"&*&" 
?83+#,5). Then it proceeds to the kanons, interrupted after the third and the sixth 
odes; the third is followed by kontakion and oikos on St Methodios and kathismata on 
both saints, and the sixth by kontakion and oikos on the prophet. The akolouthia closes 
with exaposteilaria on both saints and a doxastikon on St Methodios sung at Stichos of 
Orthros. La contains also a kathisma on St Loukillianos (f. 11v; Text 3, vv. 7-17).  

M = codex Meteorensis Metamorphoseos 150: Menaion for May (ff. 1r-59v?), June 
(ff. 60r-117v?), July (ff. 118r-177v?) and August (ff. 178r-234v?); 12th c.; parchment; 234 
fols.; 215x160 mm; one column; 32 lines per page (not always); justification 185x125 
mm; mutilated in the beginning; not accessible to me505. The manuscript has been 
donated to the monastery by the priest Nikandros, who composed in a 15th-century 
script the following note on f. 234v:  † ';\(=&) +%Q 3+YC%. +" V7VCY"� +D =<X;" M:1 
/ u ?"?D3 &Y("&);(%5)� +#+;"VJ::#C%&� ?;"/K"?*3+%C,&� µ�&X,&� )´ µ�&1& ,(+%7\0 
/ 3+0\\;J;(@&), +.?�(*&, ?"+#;7(*&� '&":&,3+0((1&) / +;q�).&, M(C%:J).& µ$&X,& �« 
µ8&%&. Of the akolouthiai edited below M contains the one on the martyrs Innas, 
Pinnas and Rimmas, which occupies ff. 90v?-94v?.  

N = codex Athonensis Vatopediou 1108: Menaion for May (ff. 1r-214v?) and June 

 

503 On the monk Kyrillos see VOGEL – GARDTHAUSEN, 238-239, where twelve more 
manuscript copied by him are listed; nine of them are Menaia.  

504 See PAPADOPOULOS–KERAMEUS, M".;%:%;)J+#0%5 B0VC0%>Y(7, 102, where the 
following description is given: «4*QR!( R1+5[!. *Y( 8!. (0,215x0.15) 5/( he� j$15. G==*3J*' 
5C 5i=!(. -7.1N!. �!F.3!F». 

505 See N. A. BEES, Les manuscrits des Météores. Catalogue descriptif des manuscrits conservés 
dans les monastères des Météores (!D \#0;*:;"<" +1& 6#+#H;,&. 4"+JC%:%5 ?#;0:;"<0(E5 
+1& \#0;%:;J<,& (,)8(,& +1& '?%(#0µX&,& #g5 +D5 µ%&D5 +1& 6#+#H;,& M()0)*µ#&%5 M( 
+1& ("+"C%8?,& �8(%. f. -X7), vol. I, Athènes 1967, pp. 173-174.  
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(ff. 215r-467v?); 15th c.; paper; 482 fols.; 220x130 mm; one column; 24 lines per page on 
the examined folios; examined through microfilm506. The text of Menaia is followed 
by stichera theotokia sung when the akolouthia on the saint includes Alleluia. N contains 
the akolouthia on St Methodi!s, celebrated with the prophet Elissaios (ff. 313v-323r507). 
The akolouthia begins with stichera on both saints sung at 4O;0# d(X(;"K", followed 
by doxastikon on St Elissaios, and a sticheron on Methodios sung at Stichos of 
Hesperinos, followed by doxastikon. Then it proceeds to the kanons, interrupted by 
kontakion and oikos on St Methodios and one kathisma for each saint after the third 
ode, and kontakion and oikos on the prophet after the sixth, followed by synaxarian 
notices on both saints (St Kyrillos, Bishop of Gortyna, is also commemorated). The 
akolouthia closes with exaposteilaria on both saints and doxastikon on St Methodios 
sung at Stichos of Orthros. 

Na = codex Athonensis Vatopediou 1110: Menaion for June; 15th c.; paper; 306 fols. 
(mut. beg.); 220x130 mm; one column; 25-27 lines per page on the examined folios; 
mutilated in the beginning; examined through microfilm508. It is copied by Ignatios 
Kastanomytis, who composed a colophon on f. 306r: «W ?";%Q3" +#+XC#3+"0 V8VC%5 
+"$5 %g(#8"05 \#;3@ +%Q :;J["&+%5 F:&"+8%. +E M?*&.µ%& ("@ +s M?0(CY3#0 +%Q 
4"3+"&%µY+0». Na contains the akolouthia on St Methodi!s, celebrated with the 
prophet Elissaios (ff. 80v-93r). The akolouthia is the same with the one described in the 
previous paragraph (codex N). 

O = codex Oxoniensis Bodleianus graecus liturgicus e 6: Menaion for June; 16th c. 
(first half); paper; Ih+205+< fols.; 212x150 mm; one column; 20-22 lines per page; 
justification 147x100-105 mm; examined in situ. The manuscript has been examined 
recently by B. Crostini Lappin, not without errors509. It is copied by one scribe who 
made a significant number of spelling mistakes. It has been suggested that O is 
perhaps of Cypriot origin or destined to a Cypriot community in exile, due to the 
commemoration of St Triphyllios, a saint not often met in the Menaia510. In two cases 
of saints celebrated in both L and O, the dates of the commemoration are different: St 
Dorotheos is commemorated on June 5 (6 in L), and Sts Nikandros and Markianos on 
June 9 (7 in L).  

O contains two of the akolouthiai edited below, one dedicated to St Dorotheos, 

 

506 See EUSTRATIADIS - ARKADIOS, 193. 
507 Note that there is an unnumbered folio between ff. 315 and 316. 
508 See EUSTRATIADIS - ARKADIOS, 194-195.  
509 See B. CROSTINI LAPPIN, A catalogue of Greek Manuscripts acquired by the Bodleian 

Library since 1916 excluding those from Holkham Hall, Bodleian Library: University of 
Oxford, 2003, pp. 95-108 (plate in p. 94). 

510 See CROSTINI LAPPIN, Catalogue, 107. St Triphylios, the Bishop of Nicosia in Cyprus (†293 
SD), was a Cypriot. He studied law in the school of Beirut and he became one of the most 
recognised rhetors of Cyprus. Before being appointed as Bishop of Leukosia he served as a 
deacon under St Spyridon, Bishop of Tremithus. He attended the synod of Sardica (343 AD) 
and he wrote a number of works that have not survived. See BHG 2462; EFSTRATIADIS, 
c:0%C*:0%&, 452. 
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Bishop of Tyre (ff. 23r-24v and 9r-10v; the codex transmits the second kathisma of the 
akolouthia [Text 6, vv. 8-18], the second kanon [vv. 233-392] and a different 
exaposteilarion [Appendix IV, vv. 6-14]), and the other to Sts Manuel, Savel and 
Ishmael (ff. 99r-105v; O contains a different kathisma [Appendix VI, vv. 1-17], three 
stichera one of which different [Text 17, vv. 80-103 and Appendix VI, vv. 41-51], and 
the kanon [Text 17, vv. 131-334]). In addition, fragments of nine more akolouthiai 
edited below survive in O, as parts of different akolouthiai on the same saints: a 
kathisma on St Loukillianos (f. 17v; Text 3, vv. 12-22), three stichera on the martyrs 
Nikandros and Markianos (ff. 40v-41r; Text 7, vv. 32-58), a kathisma on the Apostle 
Bartholomew (ff. 53v-54r; Text 11, vv. 6-22), a sticheron on St Onouphrios (f. 60v; Text 
12, vv. 58-69), three stichera on the prophet Elissaios (ff. 76v-77r; Text 14, vv. 110-130), 
three stichera on St Methodios (ff. 77r-v; Text 14, vv. 80-109), one sticheron on the 
Nativity of St John the Baptist (f. 138v; Text 24, vv. 85-97), and three stichera on St 
Sampson the Xenodochos (ff. 168v-169r; Text 27, vv. 73-108).  

P = codex Parisinus graecus 1575: Menaion for May through August including 
synaxaria; 12th c.; parchment; 221 fols.; one column; 57-62 lines per page; examined 
through microfilm511. P contains two of the akolouthiai edited below, those on St 
Zosimos (ff. 123r-v) and St Methodi!s (ff. 194r-195r). St Zosimos is celebrated on June 
20 (both the printed Menaia and the rest of the manuscript tradition place his 
commemoration on June 19) and St Methodios on June 9 (instead of 14). Both 
akolouthiai consist of stichera and kanon, interrupted after the sixth ode by kathisma 
and synaxarion.  

Pa = codex Parisinus graecus 245: Menaion for June; 13th c.; paper; (?) pp.; 34-40 
lines per page on the examined folios; examined through microfilm. The scribe 
makes a good number of spelling mistakes; there are also some stanzas missing. Of 
the akolouthiai edited below Pa contains those on the martyr Loukillianos (pp. 8-12), 
the martyr Pagcharios (pp. 62-68) and St Methodi!s (pp. 308-310). The akolouthia on 
St Loukillianos starts with stichera, followed by kanon, which is interrupted twice, 
after the third ode by kathisma and synaxarian reading, and after the sixth by 
kontakion and oikos. The akolouthia on St Pagcharios consists of stichera, kanon and a 
kathisma after the third ode, followed by synaxarian readings. The akolouthia on St 
Methodios contains stichera and kanon, interrupted by kathisma and synaxarion after 
the third ode. As the quality of the reproductions used is low, accents and breathings 
are almost invisible, something that applies to some parts of the text as well; 
included in the apparatus are only the orthographical mistakes clearly visible in the 
copies. 

Pb = codex Parisinus graecus 1566: Menaion for May and June; 14th c.; parchment; 
196 fols.; 32-34 lines per page on the examined folios; examined through microfilm512. 

 

511 See H. OMONT, Inventaire sommaire des manuscripts grecs de la Bibliothèque Nationale de 
Paris et des Départements, vol. II, Paris 1888, p. 98; see also F. HALKIN, Manuscrits Grecs de 
Paris. Inventaire Hagiographique, Brussels 1968, p. 215. 

512 See OMONT, Inventaire sommaire, 97. 
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It contains one of the akolouthiai edited below, the one on the martyrs Manuel, Savel 
and Ishmael (ff. 142r-145v). It opens with stichera followed by doxastikon 
(accompanied with musical notation), and then it proceeds to the kanon, which is 
interrupted by kathisma after the third ode, and by kontakion and oikos after the sixth.  

Pc = codex Parisinus graecus 1567: Menaion for June; 14th c.; parchment; 75 fols.; 
40-41 lines per page on the examined folios; examined through microfilm513. Pc 
contains the akolouthia on St Methodi!s, celebrated together with the prophet 
Elissaios (ff. 33v-37r). It begins with an apolytikion (in the ms: 5+!J6+'!.) on 
Elissaios, followed by two kathismata, two sets of kontakion and oikos, two sets of three 
stichera and two doxastika. Then it proceeds to the kanons on St Elissaios and St 
Methodios copied the one after the end of the other. There follow an exaposteilarion 
on St Elissaios, synaxarion on the prophet Helias, St Kyrillos of Gortyna and St 
Methodios, instructions on the synaxis of St Methodios and the instruction: «T 
'(%C%.>(8")¡ /Y+(#0)¡ µ"¬,� C·».  

Pd = codex Parisinus graecus 345: Menaion for June; 15th c.; paper; 265 fols.; 21 
lines per page on the examined folios; examined through microfilm514. It contains, on 
ff. 98r-110r, the akolouthia on St Methodi!s, celebrated with the prophet Elissaios. The 
akolouthia begins with stichera on both saints sung at 4O;0# d(X(;"K", followed by 
doxastikon on St Elissaios, and a sticheron on Methodios sung at Stichos of Hesperinos, 
followed by doxastikon and apolytikion (in the ms: troparion) on St Elissaios. Then it 
proceeds to the kanons, interrupted by kontakion and oikos on St Methodios and one 
kathisma for each saint after the third ode, and kontakion and oikos on the prophet after 
the sixth. The akolouthia closes with exaposteilaria on both saints and doxastikon on St 
Methodios sung at Stichos of Orthros. 

Q = codex Chalcensis Panaghias 42: Menaion for June, July and August; 15th c.; 
paper; 336 fols; 300x210 mm; 34 lines per page; examined through microfilm. The 
manuscript has been studied by Bishop Athenagoras, who presents a very brief 
palaeographic description and a detailed comparison of its contents with those of the 
printed Menaia; he also notes the akolouthiai and the dates differing from the present 
commemoration of the saints515. For some days the readings of the Orthros and the 
Divine Liturgy are included (apostle and gospel readings at the Liturgy on June 11, 
14, 24, 29 and 30, gospel reading at Orthros on June 24 and 29)516. The codex is copied 
by a single hand. In various places supplements have been made by the hand of 
Gregorios the priest and monk of the Monastery of St John the Baprist on the island 
of Sozopolis, who also rebound it, as witnessed by two notes he composed517. The 
main scribe employs many abbreviations and makes a good number of spelling 

 

513 See OMONT, Inventaire sommaire, 97. 
514 See OMONT, Inventaire sommaire, 35. 
515 See Bishop ATHENAGORAS, 0*+'2+1`'$C( $156=!2!( 5[. R*'+!2+6`L. 5/( H. .?&� 

�6=$� )*+,( -!./( 5/( 01.1231(, EEBS 10 (1933) 282-284, and particularly 282-283. 
516 See ATHENAGORAS, 0*+'2+1`'$C( $156=!2!(, 283. 
517 See ATHENAGORAS, 0*+'2+1`'$C( $156=!2!(, 283-284. 
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mistakes. Q contains the akolouthia on St Ioustinos (ff. 1r-5r). It consists of stichera 
sung at 4O;0# d(X(;"K", kanon, interrupted by kathismata after the third ode, and 
exaposteilarion.  

R = codex Cryptensis 385: Anthologion for March through August, including 
synaxaria; 15th-16th c.; paper; 245 fols.; 296x207 mm; two columns; 34-35 lines per 
page518. It contains one of the akolouthiai edited below, that on St Methodi!s, which 
occupies ff. 70r-76v. For technical reasons it has not been possible to examine the 
manuscript. 

S = codex Sinaiticus graecus 620: Menaion for June; 10th c.; parchment; 160 fols.; 
260x210 mm; 30 lines per page on the examined folios; examined through microfilm. 
It has been presented very briefly by V. Gardthausen and M. Kamil519. S contains two 
of the akolouthiai edited below, those on the martyr Dorotheos, Bishop of Tyre (ff. 
35v-38r), and St Hypati!s of Rouphinianai, celebrated together with Sts Manuel, 
Savel and Ishmael (ff. 83v-91v). Both of the akolouthiai consist of kathisma, stichera and 
kanon. A contains also a fragment of the akolouthia on Sts Manuel, Savel and Ishmael 
edited below, namely the stichera (Text 17, vv. 80-103).  

Sa = codex Sinaiticus graecus 550: 13th c.; parchment; 491 fols.; 355x250 mm; two 
columns; 73 lines per page on the examined folios; examined through microfilm. The 
codex has been described by V. Gardthausen and M. Kamil; the former presents it as 
S"&)X(+7 and the latter as Pentekostarion520. Sa contains the akolouthia on St 
Methodi!s, celebrated with the prophet Elissaios (ff. 315v-316v). The akolouthia 
begins with stichera on both saints sung at 4O;0# d(X(;"K", followed by doxastikon 
on St Elissaios, a sticheron on St Methodios sung at Stichos of Hesperinos, followed by 
doxastikon, apolytikion (in the ms: troparion) on St Elissaios and the incipit of the 
apolytikion on St Methodios (4"&*&" ?83+#,5). Then it proceeds to the kanons, 
interrupted by kontakion and oikos on St Methodios and one kathisma for each saint 
after the third ode, and kontakion and oikos on the prophet after the sixth, followed by 
synaxarian notices on both saints (St Kyrillos, Bishop of Gortyna, and St Ioulitta are 
also commemorated). The akolouthia closes with exaposteilaria on both saints and 
doxastikon on St Methodios sung at Stichos of Orthros. 

Sb = codex Sinaiticus graecus 630: Menaion for June, July and August; 13th c.; 
parchment; 198 fols.; two columns; 320x225-235 mm; 41-43 lines per page on the 
examined folios; examined through microfilm521. It contains two of the akolouthiai 

 

518 See M. PETTA, Codici criptensi greci provenienti da San Demetrio Corone, in Mélanges 
Eugène Tisserant, Vol. iii, Città del Vaticano: Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, 1964 [=Studi e 
testi, 233], p. 192. 

519 See V. GARDTHAUSEN, Catalogus Codicum Graecorum Sinaiticorum, Oxonii 1886, p. 144; M. 
KAMIL, Catalogue of All Manuscripts in the Monastery of St. Catharine in Mount Sinai, Wiesbaden 
1970, p. 96 (note that he presents the manuscript wrongly as Menologion). 

520 See GARDTHAUSEN, 549; KAMIL, 93. 
521 See GARDTHAUSEN, 146; KAMIL, 97 (note that he presents the manuscript wrongly as 

Menologion). 
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edited below, those on the martyr Loukillianos (ff. 4v-6r) and the martyr Pangharios 
(ff. 24r-25v). Both of them consist of stichera, apolytikion, kanon, kathisma after the third 
ode and synaxarian notice after the sixth.  

Sc = codex Sinaiticus graecus 639: Menaion for March through August; AD 1484; 
paper; 471 fols.; 292x220 mm; two columns; 30 lines per page; examined through 
microfilm522. It is copied by Nikolaos Litard[is], who composed the following 
colophon: «d+#C#0H>7 +E ?";E& V0VC8%& M& j+#0 £u¢¤V« )0D \#0;E5 Mµ%Q �0(%CJ%. 
+%Q ("+D (*3µ%& C0+";)�»523. Sc contains the akolouthia on St Methodi!s, celebrated 
with the prophet Elissaios (ff. 241v-247r). The akolouthia begins with stichera on both 
saints sung at 4O;0# d(X(;"K", followed by doxastikon on St Elissaios, a sticheron on 
St Methodios sung at Stichos of Hesperinos, followed by doxastikon, apolytikia (in the 
ms: troparia) on St Elissaios and St Methodios. Then it proceeds to the kanons, 
interrupted by kontakion and oikos on St Methodios and one kathisma for each saint 
after the third ode, and kontakion and oikos on the prophet after the sixth. The 
akolouthia closes with exaposteilaria on both saints and doxastikon on St Methodios 
sung at Stichos of Orthros. 

Sd = codex Sinaiticus graecus 642: Anthologion for January through August; AD 
1523; paper; 498 fols.; 290x210 mm; two columns; 29 lines per page on the examined 
folios; examined through microfilm524. It is copied in 1523, according to the colophon 
at its end: «£"<(:« '?;0CC8%. 0>». Sd contains the akolouthia on St Methodi!s, 
celebrated with the prophet Elissaios (ff. 303r-309v). The akolouthia begins with 
stichera on both saints sung at 4O;0# d(X(;"K", followed by doxastikon on St 
Elissaios, a sticheron on St Methodios sung at Stichos of Hesperinos, followed by 
doxastikon, apolytikion (in the ms: troparion) on St Elissaios and the incipit of the 
apolytikion on St Methodios (4"&*&" ?83+#,5). Then it proceeds to the kanons, 
interrupted by kontakion and oikos on St Methodios and one kathisma for each saint 
after the third ode, and kontakion and oikos on the prophet after the sixth. The 
akolouthia closes with exaposteilaria on both saints and doxastikon on St Methodios 
sung at Stichos of Orthros. 

Se = codex Sinaiticus graecus 640: Menaion for November, June and July, 
including synaxaria on saints commemorated; AD 1539; paper; 452 fols.; 310x205 mm; 
two columns; 31 lines per page on the examined folios; examined through 
microfilm525. It preserves the following colophon at the end of November: «+XC%5 
#}C7<# µ7&E5 +%Q �%#µV;8%. £"<C>». The scribe makes a good number of spelling 
mistakes. Se transmits one of the akolouthiai edited below, that on the martyr 
Loukillianos, which occupies ff. 221r-224r. It contains stichera sung at 4O;0# 
d(X(;"K", and kanon, interrupted by kathisma after the third ode.  

V = codex Vaticanus Regius graecus 62: Menaion for May and June; 13th c.; 

 

522 See GARDTHAUSEN, 147-148; KAMIL, 97 (he presents it wrongly as Menologion). 
523 See VOGEL - GARDTHAUSEN, 350. 
524 See GARDTHAUSEN, 148; KAMIL, 98. 
525 See GARDTHAUSEN, 148; KAMIL, 97 (he presents it wrongly as Menologion). 
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parchment; 138 fols.; 28-31 lines per page on the examined folios; examined through 
microfilm526. The manuscript is copied by the priest Attaleiotes as the colophon on f. 
138r witnesses: «C µ=& /…\#3>"0 /A?#; #µ%. / (. b#;X,5…/ "+"C7,+%./ 'µ=&»527.  
He makes a huge amount of orthographical mistakes, which will not appear in the 
apparatus. V contains four of the akolouthiai edited below, on St Attalos (ff. 70r-72r), 
the martyr Loukillianos (ff. 74r-76v), St Zosimos (ff. 111r-113r) and the martyrs 
Zenon and Zenas (ff. 116r-120r). All of them consist of kathisma, stichera and kanon.  

Va = codex Vaticanus graecus 787: Menaion for May (ff. 1r-60v), June (ff. 61r-
120v), July (ff. 122r-167v) and August (ff. 168r-229v); 14th c.; parchment; 229 fols.; 
315x225 mm; two columns; 43-45 lines per page; examined through microfilm528. The 
scribe makes a good number of spelling mistakes, not important for the transmission 
of the text. R. Devreesse noted that special attention should be paid to the celebration 
of the martyrs Orestes, Diomedes and Rhodion and the martyr Zosimos529. The latter 
is the only of the akolouthiai edited below included in Va (ff. 94r-95v). It begins with 
stichera and then it proceeds to the kanon, interrupted by kathisma after the third ode 
and synaxarion after the sixth.  

Vb = codex Vaticanus graecus 1558: Menaion for June, including synaxarian 
notices; 16th c.; paper; III+236 fols.; 205x150 mm; 20-25 lines per page; examined 
through microfilm530. The scribe makes a good number of spelling mistakes. Vb 
contains two of the akolouthiai edited below, those on the martyr Loukillianos (ff. 10v-
15v) and St Methodi!s, celebrated together with the prophet Elissaios (ff. 65r-76r). 
The akolouthia on Loukillianos starts with stichera sung at 4O;0# d(X(;"K" and then it 
proceeds to the kanon, interrupted by kathisma after the third ode and by kontakion, 
oikos and synaxarion after the sixth; an exaposteilarion closes the akolouthia. The text on 
St Methodios and St Elissaios opens with stichera on both saints sung at 4O;0# 
d(X(;"K", followed by doxastikon on St Elissaios, sticheron and doxastikon sung at 
Stichos of Hesperinos, and apolytikion on St Elissaios. There follow kanons on both 
saints, interrupted by kathismata on both saints after the third ode and by kontakion, 
oikos and synaxarion after the sixth. Exaposteilarion on St Elissaios, doxastikon on St 
Methodios sung at Stichos of Orthros and liturgical instructions on what is sung in the 
Divine Liturgy close the akolouthia.  

W = codex Vindobonensis Theologicus graecus 33: Menaion for March (ff. 1r-28r), 

 

526 See Codices Manuscripti Graeci Reginae Svecorum et Pii pp. II Bibliothevae Vaticanae, 
descripti Praeside I. B. Cardinali PITRA episcopo Portuensi S. R. E. Bibliothecario, Recensuit et 
digessit HENRICUS STEVENSON senior eiusdem Bibliothecae Scriptor, Romae. Ex Typographeo 
Vaticano, MDCCCLXXXVIII (1888), pp. 52-53. 

527 PITRA, Codices Manuscripti Graeci, 53. On Attaleiotes see VOGEL – GARDTHAUSEN, 47. 
528 See R. DEVREESSE, Codices Vaticani Graeci. Tomus III. Codices 604-866, In Bibliotheca 

Vaticana 1950, pp. 304-305. 
529 See DEVREESSE, Codices Vaticani Graeci, 304. 
530 See C. GIANELLI, Codices Vaticani Graeci. Codices 1485-1683, In Bybliotheca Vaticana 1950, 

pp. 148-149. 
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April (ff. 29r-56v), May (ff. 57r-81v), June (ff. 82r-109v), July (ff. 110r-143v) and 
August (ff. 144r-180v); 13th c. (second half; ff. 181-184 15th c.); parchment (ff. 181-184 
paper); 184 fols.; 314-333x217-225 mm; two columns;  69-72 lines per page; examined 
through microfilm. H. Hunger and O. Kresten have described the manuscript in 
detail531. The text of the Menaia is followed by kanon (ff. 181r-183v) and an encomium 
on Theotokos (f. 184r) copied in the 15th c. by Demetrios Sgouropoulos). Folios 1r-
180v are most probably copied by a single hand that makes a good number of 
spelling mistakes. The manuscript contains two of the akolouthiai edited below, those 
on martyr Dorotheos, Bishop of Tyre (ff. 85r-85v), and St Methodi!s (ff. 93v-94v). The 
akolouthia on St Dorotheos begins with stichera, followed by the kanon, interrupted 
after the sixth ode by kathisma and synaxarion. The akolouthia on St Methodios, 
celebrated not on June 14 but two days later, has exactly the same structure. It is 
noteworthy that two idiomela stichera are accompanied by musical notation.  

 
TRANSMISSION OF THE TEXTS  

 
The transmission of the hymnographical works edited below is so complex in terms 
of sources that it is impossible at this stage to reconstuct the stemma codicum of each 
akolouthia. The manuscript tradition of liturgical hymns is —as the authors of two 
monumental works on the History of Byzantine Literature, e.g. K. Krumbacher and 
A. Kazhdan, have noted with a century-interval between them532— far from simple; 
one of the reasons is that the texts have been already in Byzantine times open to 
interventions by copyists and choirs, who changed in numerous instances the texts 
according to their own aesthetic, grammatical, theological and even historical 
criteria, creating difficult problems to the editors of the texts.  

For the akolouthiai on St Metrophanes, Sts Fevronia and the other female 
martyrs, Sts David and John, and St Sampson L constitutes the codex unicus. The 
edition of the akolouthia on St Onouphrios is also based on L alone, as its manuscript 
tradition is not yet explored. The rest of the akolouthiai are transmitted in a varying 
number of manuscripts, the collation of which shows the following relationships for 
each akolouthia:   

 
St Ioustinos the Philosopher (Text 1; ms. tradition: LCBQIa).  
All the manuscripts celebrate St Ioustinos on June 1, L together with St Attalos, and 

 

531 See H. HUNGER – O. KRESTEN, Katalog der griechischen Handschriften der Österreichischen 
Nationalbibliotek. Teil 3/1. Codices theologici 1-100, Wien 1976, pp. 57-64 (with relevant 
bibliography). The manuscript is briefly described by C. VAN DER VORST – H. DELEHAYE, 
Catalogus Codicum Hagiographicorum Graecorum Germaniae, Belgii, Angliae, Brussels, 1913 
(Impression anastatique 1968), p. 4, who dated it in the 12th c.  

532 See K. KRUMBACHER, N3+%;8" +L5 -./"&+0&L5 P%:%+#\&8"5, (original title: Geschichte der 
Byzantinischen Literatur, München 1897), Transl. G. Sotiriadis, vol. II, [Athens: Papyros 1939], 
p. 699, and KAZHDAN, Literature, 269-270.  
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CBQIa with St Ioustinos and his fellow martyrs. L omits —because of its mutilation— 
the beginning of the akolouthia, i.e. the kathisma, the set of kontakion and oikos (if they 
existed originally), and most part of the stichera; for the kanon it transmits in principle 
the same text as the other manuscripts. All the manuscripts include the same kanon 
with an impressive number of variant omissions of stanzas.  

(1) CBQIa represent the later version of Menaia, where kathismata are copied 
after the third ode of the kanon and not at the beginning of the akolouthia, as in L. 
Compared to L they omit two stanzas of the kanon (vv. 178-183, 236-241), they jointly 
transmit different stanzas in vv. 204-210, 288-293, 395-398 (Appendix I, vv. 1-13, 33-
39), and they present variant readings in vv. 184-185 (lX&%5 +1& '&>;H?,& )0D 3%Q 
.b%>#38"5 +.\E& >#%&Oµ<#.+# L : lX&%5 +1& '&>;H?,& )0' 3%Q· .b%>#38"5 +.\E& 
�?"& ?J&":&# Ia : ª?"& +1& '&>;H?,& )0D 3%Q� .b%>#38"5 +.\�& :X&%5 ?J&":&# 
CBQ), 242-244 (¸>73#& #g5 \J%5 '<"&�5 +E& ²>Y3"&+" M\>;E& +L5 <O3#,5 Tµ1& 
+%|5 ';\7:%|5 M& +s d)�µ L : UH/#0 µ# ²>1& #g5 '<"&�5 +E& ²>Y3"&+"� \J%5 +L5 
<O3#,5 Tµ1& CBQ, >Y3"&+" 3H/#0 µ# ,>1& #g5 '<"&�5 +E& ²>Y3"&+"· \J%5 +L5 
<O3#,5 Tµ1& Ia), 247 (("@ +%|5 ?#3*&+"5 L : +%|5 :D; ?#3*&+"5 CBQIa), 258 
(j)#0K#& L : j&)%K# CBQIa), 382 (µJ;+.5 L : om. CBQIa), 394 (G&,30& L : j&3+"30& 
CBQIa) and 409 (xC7& +1& ?";*&+,& )X3?%0&" L : xC7& ?J3"& )#3?%0&" Ia : ª?"& 
+E AC1)#5 )X3?%0&" CBQ). There are also three cases where they clearly offer a better 
reading than L, in vv. 163 (g%.3+$&%5 +L5 M((C738"5 L : +L5 M((C738"5 g%.3+$&%5 
CBQIa), 214 (#r;,3+8"5 CBQIa : #r;,3+8"& L), 309 (POµ7& L : P%8µ7& CBQIa); 
therefore they represent a distinctive branch of the manuscript tradition.  

(2) CBQ omit a sticheron copied in L (vv. 121-132; because of a lacuna in Ia we 
do not know whether it originally contained this sticheron or not) and have variants 
not found in L and Ia in vv. 184-185, 242-244 and 409 (see previous paragraph); 
therefore they derive from a common ancestor.  

Ia transmits a set of kontakion and oikos and two exaposteilaria not copied in any 
other manuscript (Appendix I, vv. 14-32, 49-66), and has its own distinctive errors in 
vv. 167 (Z*+!µ6+5F(, %*E6µ*.!( �.L>*. LCBQ : µ*21=!µ6+5F( %*%!E1&µi.!( 
�.L>*. Ia), vv. 184-185 [see above, point (1)], 190 (>*!=!2?&1( LCBQ : >*!=!2[. 
Ia), 191 (µ6+5F( 5g J1+6%!E1 LCBQ : R+'&5!Q µ6+5F( J1+6%!E1 Ia), 242-244 [see 
above, point (2)], 409 [see above, point (2)]; therefore it has its own exemplar. Ia 
could not be the exemplar of Q as it omits a stanza of the kanon (vv. 327-335) and has 
a distinctive error in vv. 296-297 (.!!Fµi.7( $!'.L.!X $1X I>1.1&31( LCBQ : om. 
Ia).  

C has omissions and distinctive errors in vv. 315 (H. LBQIa : om. C), 389 (I*X 
LBQIa : om. C), 392 (<1&6.L. LBQIa : <6.L. C), 393 (I&nµ15!. LBQ : I&nµ15L. 
Ia : I&Lµ65L. C); therefore it could not be the exemplar of B and Q.  

B and Q transmit an exaposteilarion not copied in LCIa (Appendix I, vv. 40-48), 
and present common variants in vv. 72 (>*[ BQ : R+'&5[ C), 327 (cBµ!F( LCIa : 
cBµL BQ) and 373 (f2.? LCIa : &*µ.? BQ); therefore they have a common ancestor.  

 (3) L transmits the best text among the five manuscripts, not only because it 
includes stanzas not copied in the rest but also because it offers most numerous 
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better readings. All three cases where L has an inferior reading [see above, point (1)] 
could be coincidental mistakes and they cannot exclude the possibility that L derives 
directly from the archetype.  

 
St Attalos (Text 1; ms tradition: LHHaV).  
St Attalos is celebrated in all the manuscripts on June 1, alone in HaV533 and together 
with St Ioustinos in LH. L omits —due to its mutilation— the beginning of the 
akolouthia, i.e. the kathisma and probably the set of kontakion and oikos (if the akolouthia 
had originally such a set).  

(1) Each of the manuscripts has individual omissions and/or distinctive errors; 
therefore none of them is derived from the other.  

(2) Ha and V represent a distinctive branch of the manuscript tradition. They 
omit the first kathisma (vv. 30-40) transmitted by H (and probably by L in its 
mutilated beginning), three stichera copied in LH (vv. 133-159) and three stanzas of 
the kanon also copied in LH (vv. 428-434, 462-473, 484-487). Furthermore, they 
transmit their own theotokia in odes 1 (Appendix II, vv. 49-54) and 6, and they present 
distinctive errors in vv. 441 (+*&%05 LH : ?*&%05 Ha : ?*&05 V), 447 (&%3Yµ"+" LH : +D 
&%33Yµ"+" Ha : +"&%33Yµ"+" V), 554 (�3µ= H : u3µ= L : �5 µ= Ha : �5 µ0 V), 596 (+1 
>#1 LH : om. HaV).  

Ha omits two stanzas of the kanon copied in HV (Appendix II, vv. 63-68, 75-78), 
one copied in LH (vv. 568-575) and two more copied in LHV (vv. 503-509, 531-544) 
and has distinctive errors in vv. 42 (+1 ?J&+,& )#3?*+7 HV : +1& ?J&+,& )#3?*+7& 
�a), 565 (3# LH : 3%. Ha), 602 (�5 LH : om. Ha), 608 (Tµ1& LHV : Tµ$& Ha); therefore 
it has its own exemplar.  

V !mits six stanzas of the kanon copied in LHHa (vv. 448-455, 510-516, 538-544, 
560-575, 602-607) and has its own distinctive errors, and therefore it may have its 
own exemplar: see vv. 52 (V%1µ#& 3%0 HHa : V%Y3,µ#& V), 53 ({++"C# HHa : 
µJ;+0;" V), 536 (31& ),;#1& LH : )%;#H& 3%. V : troparium om. Ha).  

(3) L omits three stichera and six stanzas of the kanon copied in HHaV 
(Appendix II, vv. 1-36, 37-42, 59-62, 69-74, 79-92, 100-107) and two stanzas of the 
kanon copied in HV (Appendix II, vv. 63-68, 75-78) and it presents a distinctive error 
in v. 448 (K7;D& HHa : /,=& L).  

(4) H seems to be the manuscript closest representing the archetype as far as 
the quantity of the text transmitted is concerned, because it presents no obvious 
omissions and includes four stanzas of the kanon that are not copied in any of the 
other manuscripts (Appendix II, vv. 43-48, 55-58, 93-99, 108-113). It has though its 
distinctive variants in vv. 423 (("@ ?;E >"&L5 µ"(J;0# Ha : ("@ ?;%>"&=5 µ"(J;0# L 
: ("@ ?;%<"&=5 µ"(J;0# V : ("@ ?;%>"&J+%. k30# H), 505-509 (M& +"?#0&H3#0 [.\L5 
u38,5 )0XC"µ["5 ("@ &Q& +%|5 M& ?83+#0 3%0 ?;%30*&+"5, µJ(";, >#;"?#O#05 >#8~ 

 

533 Let it be noted that even though the title of the akolouthia in V reads 67&= F%r&8, ?;%+0 
+%. ":8%. µ";+(.;%5) 0%.3+7&%., the manuscript transmits the akolouthia on St Attalos and no 
akolouthia on St Ioustinos.  
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\J;0+0 LV : <.:")#.+=5 ?%&7;1& ?&#.µJ+,& :#:X&73"0 ("@ <,3+=; '(%8µ7+%5 ("@ 
>".µJ+,& V;O305, 'K0J:"3+# ?"+=; Tµ1& H : stz. om. Ha). For the text missing in L 
because of its mutilation the edition is based on H that gives better readings than Ha 
and V.  

 
St Loukillianos (Text 3; ms tradition: LHGSbPaVASeVb; vv. 12-22 in O).  
All manuscripts celebrate St Loukillianos on June 3. Only LHV present the older 
structure of the akolouthiai, while in the rest of the manuscripts the text is structured 
as in the printed Menaia. L transmits a double akolouthia, the collation of which with 
the rest of the manuscripts and the printed Menaion shows that:  

(1) The text transmitted by L is a synthesis of two textual traditions, the first of 
which (archetype 1) contained the first of the kathismata edited below (vv. 1-11), the 
three first stichera (vv. 49-78) and the first kanon (vv. 91-353), while the other 
(archetype <) included the second kathisma (vv. 12-22), the set of kontakion and oikos 
(vv. 23-48), the fourth sticheron (vv. 79-90) and the second kanon (vv. 354-498).  

(2) All the manuscripts but L transmit mainly the text of archetype 1. 
GSbPaVSeVb omit all the contents of archetype <, while HGA contain the second 
kathisma which proves that they are partly connected to archetype <.  

(3) SbPaVSeVb omit a kathisma copied in LHGA (vv. 12-22) and present 
common readings in vv. 267 (';;#O3+,5 LG : ';#O3+,5 HA : ';;Y+,5 SbPaVSeVb), 
244 ('("+"<CX(+,5 LHGA : '("+"<CX(+%.5 SbPaVSeVb); therefore they represent 
a distinctive branch of the manuscript tradition.  

 (4) L and G present two common readings not found in the other manuscripts 
in vv. 179 (+=& �&+,5 LG : +=& �&, cett.), and 267 (see previous paragraph); therefore 
it is probable that they derive from a common ancestor. As the two manuscripts do 
not have distinctive errors between them, there is nothing precluding that the one 
derived from the other; yet it is not possible to detect which one could serve as the 
exemplar of the other.  

H has distinctive variants in vv. 86 (+D5 L : ?;E5 H), 89-90 (("+"?Xµ["0 +L 
%g(%.µX&7· uµ%&%8"5 #g;Y&7& ("@ µX:" jC#%5 H : ("+"?Xµ["0· +"$5 [.\"$5 Tµ1& )0D 
3%Q +E µX:" jC#%5 L), 97 (+E& cett. : ?;E5 H), 139 (+%$5 "r+%Q cett. : +%$5 `".+%Q H); 
therefore it cannot have served as the exemplar of the other manuscripts.  

A transmits three stichera not copied in the other manuscripts (Appendix III, 
vv. 1-33) and has distinctive errors in vv. 106 (+"$5 cett. : M& A), 167 (+1& '3,µJ+,& 
'::XC,& 3.&*µ0C# cett. : om. A), 329 (K7;"8&%.3" cett. : K7;"8&%&+" A); therefore it 
is also impossible that it was the exemplar of the other manuscripts.  

(5) SbPaSeVb present common errors in vv. 294-295 (+%Q )%C8%. M\;7µJ+03"5 
cett. : M\;7µJ+03"5 3+#;;*+"+" SbPaSeVb), 312-313 (+E& �;"$%& +%Q cett. : 
�;"0*+"+%& SbPaSeVb); therefore they derive from a common ancestor.  

Vb transmits an oikos and an exaposteilarion not copied in the other manuscripts 
(Appendix III, vv. 51-71) and omits a stanza of the kanon copied in all the others (vv. 
226-231). It has a plethora of orthographical errors and therefore it appears in the 
apparatus criticus only where it gives a significant reading, which shows that it has 
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its own exemplar, as the ones in vv. 100 (#g),C0(=& cett. : #b),C%0(=& MV)#C8K, Vb), 
113 (?;%3#&Y&#K"0 cett. : ?;%3#&Y&%\"5 Vb), 128 (M& (">X);" µ�& cett. : 
M((">X);"µ# Vb), 205 (P%.(0CC0"&E& cett. : C%.(0"&�& +# Vb) and 243 (µXC?%&+"5 
cett. : ?J&+,+# Vb).  

(6) PaSbSe present a common variation in vv. 102 (J1.B=<'* cett. : J!=k1>=* 
PaSbSe) and for this reason it is possible to suspect that they derive from a common 
ancestor. Each one of these manuscript has its own omissions and/or errors which 
means that none has derived from the other.  

Pa contains a variant kontakion and oikos (Appendix III, vv. 34-50), omits three 
stanzas of the kanon (vv. 121-127, 301-309, 340-346; the first two of them are also 
omitted in V) and offers a variant reading in v. 297 (#rC%:#$+# cett. : ("@ MV*"5 Pa).  

Sb has a distinctive reading in vv. 254-255 (+1& µ";+O;,& >#E5 µJ;+.;#5 
j&)%K%0 LHGPaAVb : +1& ?"+X;,& >#E5, ("@ A?#;X&)%K%( SbV : +1& ?"+X;,& >#E5 
j&)%K%0 µJ;+.;#5 Se) and transmits an apolytikion after the stichera not copied in any 
other manuscript.  

Se includes all the readings and faults of Sb and adds some more of its own, as 
in vv. 100 ().33XV#0"& cett. : '3XV#0"& Se), 145 (gv3>"0 ("@ cett. : gJ3"3>"0 Se), 100 
(µ#:"C%<H&,5 cett. : µ#:"C%<;*&,5 Se), 185 (Aµ&%Q&+"5 cett. : '&.µ&%Q&+"5 Se), 330 
(';)#O%.3" cett. : M<;"8&%.3" Se).  

(7) V omits a sticheron (vv. 79-91) and five stanzas of the kanon (vv. 115-120, 121-
127, 156-161, 301-309, 326-332; the second and the fourth are also omitted in Pa). It 
has a plethora of orthographical errors and therefore it appears in the apparatus 
criticus in few cases where it gives a significant reading, as for example in vv. 103 
(3+#;;%|5 cett. : \,;%|5 V) and 128 (P%0µ1&, P%0µ�&, P%0µE& cett. : P0µE& V). 

(8) O preserves a very small part of the text and cannot be assigned a specific 
place in the manuscript tradition.  

(9) The akolouthia published in the Menaion contains parts of both the textual 
traditions mentioned in point (1), namely the first kathisma and the stichera from the 
first one and the kanon from the second. This means that the manuscript used for the 
edition of the Menaion is related to L, as L is the only manuscript related to both the 
textual traditions.  

 
St Dorothe!s, Bishop of Tyre (Text 6; ms tradition: LSWIaOBa). 
St Dorotheos is celebrated alone on June 6 in L, while all the other manuscripts 
commemorate him the previous day.  

(1) The akolouthia in L consists of two kathismata, of which only the second is 
copied in SWIaOBa, a set of kontakion and oikos not copied in SWIaOBa, four stichera 
the fourth of which is not copied in SWIaOBa, a kanon common to all the manuscripts 
and a second kanon not copied in SWIaOBa.  

(2) WIaO have a common ancestor, the scribe of which omitted the last three 
verses of the third stanza of ode 5 and the first two verses of the following theotokion 
(vv. 293-297). This omission results in the remaining verses of the two stanzas (vv. 
291-292 and 298-300) being copied in WIaO as one troparion. The three manuscripts 
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also present the same reading in v. 274 (+L uµ%C%:8" LSBa : +L5 uµ%C%:8"5 WIa�).  
(3) W and O transmit after this artificial troparion a theotokion not copied in Ia 

nor in any of the other manuscripts, and present common errors not found in the rest 
of the manuscript tradition; therefore they derive from the same hyparchetype. See 
vv. 287 (>#%Q LSIaBa : \;03+%Q WO), 298 (M( 3%Q ?J&":&# LSBa : #K%Q ?J&":&# Ia : 
?"µµ"(J;03+# W�), 300 (>#%µY+%;" (.;8,5 3# LSIaBa : +E& )%KJ3"&+J 3# (O;0%& 
W : +E& )%KJ3"&+J 3# (O;0# �), 304 (("@ &%7+15 M&#%O;:73"5 L : ("@ M("0&%?%873"5 
SBa : ("@ +"O+7& '&X,3"5 Ia : >#$"05 '&"VJ3#30& W : >#8"05 '&"VJ3#30 �), 310 (("@ 
("+X3("["5 LSIaBa : ("+X3("["5 +%|5 W : ("+X3("["5 )� �), 324 ()0D 3%Q ("@ +L5 
<>%;v5 LSIaBa : ("@ +L5 <>%;v5 )0D 3%Q W�), 341 (#g5 "r+E& LSIa : +1& "r+1& Ba : 
#g5 +%Q+%& W�), 358 ('30:Y+,5 ("@ (;J/%µ#& L : ("@ '30:Y+,5 (;J/%µ#& S : ("@ 
'30:Y+,5 (;".:J/%µ#& Ia : ("@ '38:7+" (;J/%µ#& Ba : '30:Y+%5 (;".:J/%&+#5 W : 
"30:Y+,5 (;".:J/%&+#5 �).  

W could not be the exemplar either of O or of any of the other manuscripts, as 
it has distinctive errors in vv. 10 (?J+#; cett. : om. W), 246 (>#*&.µ<# cett. : >#H3#,5 
W), 256 (("@ '&>;H?%.5 )0X3,3"5 cett. : '&>;H?%.5 ("@ )0j3,3"5 W), 274 (M\>;E& 
cett. : M\>;1& W), 311 (I,;*>## '>#*+7+%5 LSO : ?J+#; '>#*+7+%5 Ba : +%Q5 +L5 
'>#k+7+%5 W : '>X,& ),;X>## Ia), 312 (("@ ?O;:%05 M+#8\03"5 LSOBa : ("@ ?O;:%& 
M+#8\03"5 Ia : ("@ ?O;:%5 '(C*&7+%5 W), 317 (#g5 cett. : ?;E5 W), 326 (>#E5 cett. : >#1 
W), 327 (?"&J:&,& cett. : \;03+� ?"&J:&,& W), 357 (?;%3+;X\%µ#& V%1&+#5 cett. : 
?;E3+;X\%&+#5 V%1µ#& W).  

On the other hand, O does not reflect a tradition from which W or any of the 
other manuscripts could derive, as it presents distinctive errors in vv. 258 (M?0+0µ1&, 
3%<X, 7¯&"3"5 LSWBa : M?0+0µ1&, 3%<X, }>.&"5 Ia : #?@+0µ1& 7¯&"3"5 3%<� O) and 
369 (`1*'.C. =1µJ5/+1 I.i%*'E*. H. $B&µ� cett. : 5:. µF&5'$L5657. 
J+!&?212*( >F&31. �). Furthermore, it seems that the scribe of O (or of a lost 
predecessor) has adduced another exemplar, from which he copied an exaposteilarion 
not copied in the rest of the manuscripts (Appendix IV, vv. 6-14).  

(4) Ia also includes an exaposteilarion not copied in the other manuscripts, which 
must have come from another exemplar (Appendix IV, vv. 15-20). It has distinctive 
errors in vv. 236 ('&")X)#0(+"0 cett. : '&")X)#0K"0 Ia), 245-246 (l&H3#,5 M?C7;H>7 
>#�(L5 +D 3Oµ?"&+", >#*&.µ<# cett. : l&130& +%Q ?";"(CY+%.· >#g(L5 \;73+*+7+%5 
+D 3Oµ?"&+" Ia), 253 (y(C.3"5 b);130(&) cett. : yC.3"5 b);1+0 Ia), 258 (7¯&"3"5 
cett. : }>.&"5 Ia), 268 ('?X?".3#& cett. : '?XC"3#& Ia), 311 (I,;*>## '>#*+7+%5 LSO 
: ?J+#; '>#*+7+%5 Ba : +%Q5 +L5 '>#k+7+%5 W : '>X,& ),;X>## Ia), 364 (+1& ';#+1& 
cett. : +1& &%#;E& Ia), 373-377 (�";8+,& 3# M&>X,& %®(%&, b#;J;\", u ),;%)*+75 
�;03+E5 '?#0;:J3"+%, MK %� [HE ¥. WBaO] ?C%.+8/#0 '&>;H?%.5 +D >#$" )*:µ"+" 
cett. : �";8+,3%& M&>X,5 %®(%&, b#;J;\", +E& 3E& M&1 %b ?03+%@ ("+"<#O:%µ#& +1& 
g'µJ+,& '&+C%Qµ#&, �<>%&" &Jµ"+" Ia), 383 (p5 (C8µ"(" ':1&"5 cett. : p5 (CLµ" 
3# ':&#8"5 Ia); therefore does not reflect a tradition from which any of the other 
manuscripts could derive.  

(5) Concerning the other three manuscripts (LSBa), S and Ba present common 
readings in vv. 304 (("@ &%7+15 M&#%O;:73"5 L : ("@ M("0&%?%873"5 SBa : ("@ +"O+7& 
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'&X,3"5 Ia : >#$"05 '&"VJ3#30& W : >#8"05 '&"VJ3#30 �), 367 (("+".:J/,& LWIaO : 
("+".:J3"& SBa), 358 ('30:Y+,5 ("@ (;J/%µ#& L : ("@ '30:Y+,5 (;J/%µ#& S : ("@ 
'38:7+" (;J/%µ#& Ba : ("@ '30:Y+,5 (;".:J/%µ#& Ia : '30:Y+%5 (;".:J/%&+#5 W : 
"30:Y+,5 (;".:J/%&+#5 �); therefore it is possible that they derive from a common 
ancestor.  

S has its own exemplar as we may conclude from its distinctive errors in vv. 
240 (M& cett. : +1 S), and especially 334 (("@ MV*"5 �;03+t +t h#t cett. : ("@ 
'?"O3+,5 M(;"O:"/#5 S).  

Ba has distinctive errors in vv. 13 (µJ("; cett. : ?J+#; Ba), 260 ('&>;H?%.5 
M:(">H;µ73"5 cett. : +%O5 '&>;H?%.5 (">H;µ73"5 Ba), 278 (>#%)*K"3+# LSIa : 
>#u)*K"3># W : >#%)*K"3+"0 O : >#%&Oµ<#.+# Ba), 311 (I,;*>## '>#*+7+%5 LSO : 
?J+#; '>#*+7+%5 Ba : +%Q5 +L5 '>#k+7+%5 W : '>X,& ),;X>## Ia), 316 (?v3"& cett. : 
?J&+"5 Ba), 332 ([.\s )� &#"/%O3� cett. : +7& [.\=& )� '(µ"$%5 Ba), 341 (#g5 cett. : 
+1& Ba), 346 (M& +s 3s cett. : +L M& 3%@ Ba). It is also influenced by the branch of WIa� 
in vv. 342 (("@ MV*"5 �;03+t +t h#t LS : ("@ '?"O3+,5 M(;"O:"/#5 WIa�Ba), 240 
(g3"::XC,5 LSIa : g3J::#C%5 WOBa), 242 (>73".;83"5 ?J+#; LSIa : ?J+#; 
>73".;83"5 WOBa), 307 (("@ ?*>, >#8, :#;"8;%µ#& LSIa : ("@ :#;"8;%µ#& M& 
�3µ"30 WOBa), (';#+D5 LSIa : ';#+L5 WOBa), 252 (?83+#0 LSO : ?83+0& WIaBa).  

(6) L omits five verses of a stanza of ode 7 (vv. 340-344) and therefore it could 
not be the exemplar of any of the other manuscripts. It has also distinctive readings 
in vv. 263 (`".+t L : 3# "r+1 Ia : +L "r+%Q WBa : `".+%Q S : +=& "r+%Q �), 271 
(?C%.+0/*µ#>" L : ?C%.+0/*µ#&%0 SIa�Ba : ?C%.+0/Hµ#&%& W?), 276 (M&#;:%Q&+" : 
3.&#;:%Q&+" cett.) and 309 (("+X?+.3"5 L : ("+X?".3"5 cett.). It presents only two 
common reading with the branch of WIaO in v. 280 ('&.µ&%Q&+#5 +=& >#8"& 3%. 
(O730& LWIaO : '&.µ&%Q&+#5 ?";>X&# ¹& M(O73"5 S : '&.µ&%Q&+#5 (*;7 ¹& M(O73"5 
Ba), and 259 (>#8%.5 ?;E5 LWO : ?;E5 >#8%.5 SIaBa).  

 
Sts Nikandros and Markianos (Text 7; ms tradition: LH; vv. 32-58 in O). 
In both L and H Sts Nikandros and Markianos are celebrated on June 7 together with 
St Theodotos of Ankara. The text of the akolouthia on Sts Nikandros and Markianos 
has the same contents in both manuscripts; there are though very few distinctive 
errors.  

(1) L does not contain a stanza copied in H (vv. 362-365), an omission proving 
that L cannot have served as the exemplar of H. L offers better readings in vv. 332 
("g,&8"& : "gH&0%& H), 338 (º3+"&+% : º3+"3% H), 394-396 (�5 )O% A?J;\%&+"5 
<,+".:#$5 '3+X;"5 M& "g&X3#0 µ"(";8/%µ#& L : �5 )O% A?J;\%&+#5 <,+".:#$5 
'3+X;"5 M& "g&X3#0 µ"(";8/#3># H) and 410 ('?%)0H(#+# : '?%)0H(%&+#5 H), but 
they are not enough to prove that H is not the exemplar of L, as they all could be 
easily corrected by a skillful copyist.  

On the other hand H transmits better readings in vv. 349 (M(C7;H3"3># : 
M(C7;H3"3>"0 L) and 419 (�(#0H>7+# : %g(#0H>7+# L). It must be noted though that 
there is not a single reading that can prove that L is copied from H, so the only thing 
that might be said with certainty is that both manuscripts represent the same branch 
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of the manuscript tradition.  
(2) O preserves a very small part of the text, which includes variant readings 

not appearing in H and L (v. 63: ("+D (;J+%5 H, ("+"(;J+%5 L, C"µ?;%+J+"05 O; 
and v. 75 : M(+#C%Q&+#5 ?"&7:.;8/%µ#& LH, M(+#C%Qµ#& ?"&7:.;8/%&+#5 O); 
therefore it may have its own exemplar.  

 
St Methodios, Patriarch of Constantinople (Text 14; ms tradition: LHPFFaFbCWPa 
GaKGbSaBDPcGcGdGeNNaPdDaIKaScSdRVbLa; Ge and R have not been 
examined; fragments in O).  
All the manuscripts celebrate St Methodios on June 14, except for W (June 16) and 
PPa (June 9). The saint is celebrated alone in PWPa and together with the prophet 
Elissaios in the rest of the manuscripts.  

Only LHPc present the ancient structure of the akolouthiai (kathisma, kontakion-
oikos, stichera, kanon), while in all the other manuscripts the text is structured as in the 
printed Menaia; most of the manuscripts include also theotokia after kathismata, the 
apolytikion of the saint (in the mss: troparion) or its incipit, and doxastika after the 
stichera.  

(1) CFFaFbKGbSaBDGcGdNNaPdDahKaScSdLa transmit a common set of 
stichera (Appendix V, vv. 47-82) different from those copied in the other manuscripts 
and therefore they derive from a common ancestor 1. The rest of the manuscripts, i.e. 
codd. LHPWPaGaPcVb, represent another branch of the manuscript tradition, which 
will be discussed below, in point (7). 

It should be noted that all the manuscripts deriving from 1 (except for CB) 
transmit an exaposteilarion (Appendix V, vv. 131-136) and a doxastikon on St 
Methodios not copied in the other manuscripts (except for Vb which includes the 
doxastikon). They also have common readings not shared by the other manuscripts in 
the oikos on the prophet Elissaios (see the apparatus of Text 14, vv. 36, 39, 40, 46) 
which most probably means that 1 included not only the akolouthia on on St 
Methodios but that on the prophet Elissaios too.  

(2) FFaFbKGbSaDGcGdScNNaPdDaISdKaLa have common readings in vv. 
335-335 (�5 >H;"(" )� ?83+0& ?#;0V"C*µ#&%5 [or ?#;0V"CC*µ#&%5] : �5 >H;"(" +=& 
?83+0& ?#;0#VJC%. ("@ cett.), 359 (3.µ?&8:%.3" /0/J&0" : /0/J&0" 3.µ?&8:%&+" H : 
/0/J&0" ?&8:%.3" CB : /0/J&0" K7;"8&%.3" Pc : /0/J&0" 3.µ?&8:%.3" cett.), 392 
(>;J3%5 [or >;J33%5] : >;"O3#0 Vb : >;"O3"5 W : >;"Q30& cett.), 406 (+%Q ?&#Oµ"+%5 
: +1 ?&#Oµ"+0 cett.), 411 (�µV;%& : &*µ%& cett.), 431 (+E& ?%+"µE& : +1 :C.("3µ1 PPa 
: +E& :C.("3µE& cett.), 433 (?J+#; +%O+%. : ?J+#; +0%O+%& La : +%O+%. ?J+#; cett.), 
460 (("@ &Q& '3+;"?+*µ#&%5 : ("@ &%Q& '3+;J?75 µX&%& Vb : ("@ &%Q& 
'3+;"?+*µ#&%& cett.), 501 (�5 �&+"5 (C7;%&*µ%.5 : �5 �&+" (C7;%&*µ%& cett.); 
therefore they derive from a common ancestor.  

(3) C and B represent a distinctive part of the manuscript tradition as it may be 
assumed from their following variants: (a) they omit the kathisma copied in the other 
manuscripts, (b) they share a kathisma and a third sticheron not copied in the rest of 
the manuscript tradition (Appendix V, vv. 1-17, 71-82; the rest of the manuscripts 
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deriving from 1 share another third sticheron, edited in Appendix V, vv. 83-94), (c) 
they share distinctive readings, such as in vv. 338 ('&);#8,5 CB : ?"µµJ("; cett.), 
346 (("+";)#Q%& CB : ("+";)#O,& cett.), 359 (see previous paragraph), 365 (µ#+XV75 
CB : µ#+#+X>75 W : µ#+X3+75 cett.), 380 (Tµ$& cett. : om. CB), 387 (»<>75 '%8)0µ# CB : 
»<>75 6#>*)0# cett.), 390 (+1& "b;X3#,& CB : +L5 "b;X3#,5 cett.), 402 ()0XC.3"5 CB 
: '?XC0?#5 �c : )0X<.:#5 cett.), 491 (3%<1& CB : 3#?+1& cett.).  

(4) FFaGbSaDGdNNaDaI have in v. 12 a common reading not shared by the 
other manuscripts (B%V#;E5 �5 : B"#0&E5 �5 LHPFbCPaGaBPcVb : B,+".:=5 �5 
KPdScSdLa : B,+%<*;%5 GcKa : om. CBW); therefore they derive from a common 
ancestor.  

(5) KPdScSdLa share a reading not exhibited in the other manuscripts, in v. 12 
[B,+".:=5 �5: see above, point (4)]; therefore they have their own hyparchetype.   

(6) GcKa share readings not exhibited in the other manuscripts, in vv. 12 
[B,+%<*;%5: see above, point (4)], 424 (A?J;\#05 cett. : ?X<7&"5 GcKa); therefore 
they have their own hyparchetype.  

 (7) The other main branch of the tradition, consists of the codices 
LHPWPaGaPcVb.  

LHPPaGaPcVb (and FbCB) share a reading not exhibited in the other 
manuscripts, in v. 12 [B"#0&E5 �5: see above, point (4)]; thence they have their own 
hyparchetype.  

(8) P and Pa omit two stanzas of the kanon (vv. 412-418, 464-470). They transmit 
the same text and share a number of variations not to be found in any other 
manuscript, the most significant being that they celebrate St Methodios on June 9 
(and not 14 as all the other mss), they transmit different stichera (Appendix V, vv. 95-
124), and they present distinctive readings in vv. 371 (K#*µ#&%5 PPa : 6#>*)0# cett.), 
388 (U.&">CY3"5 +%$5 '>C7+"$5 PPa : U#0;%µJ3+� +t &%7+t cett.), 374 (+L ?CJ&7 
PPa : +1 µ83#0 CBVb : +1 µO3#0 cett.), 391 (k30# PPa : j3+73"5 cett.), 411 (#r3#V15 
PPa : '[#.)15 cett.), 431 (+1 :C.("3µ1 PPa : +E& :C.("3µE& and +E& ?%+"µE& cett.), 
436 (+0µ13" PPa : +0µv3>"0 cett.), 485 (?03+%@ PPa : \;03+E& Sc : \;03+� La : #g5 
?J&+"5 cett.), 489 ('C7>#8"5 PPa : M((C738"5 cett.); therefore they have their own 
hyparchetype. 

Another characteristic element of P and Pa is that they transmit a very brief 
synaxarian reading after the kathisma that interrupts the kanon after the third ode, 
which is not to be found in any other manuscript; on the other hand, it is remarkable 
that the text of the synaxarian reading is not the same in both manuscripts, which 
shows that none of the manuscripts can have been the exemplar of the other. In the 
same direction point also the readings of vv. 382 (3%. cett. : "r+%Q P), 456 
('3+;J?+#05 cett. : '3+;"?L5 Pa), 482 (\;03+%Q cett. : \;03+E& Vb : om Pa), and  
Appendix V, vv. 105 (?C7;,µX&%5 P : ?#?C73µX&%5 Pa), 122 (M( 3%Q P : MK %� Pa), 
124 (M()X\%&+"0 P : #g3)X\%&+"0 Pa).  

(9) HGaVb (and O) have common readings not shared by the rest of the 
manuscripts, in vv. 119-121 (M( <>%;v5 C.+;,>L&"0 ("@ (0&)O&,& +%|5 M& ?83+#0 
M(+#C%Q&+"5 +=& '#03XV"3+%& µ&Yµ7& 3%. GaVbO : M( <>%;v5 C.+;,>L&"0 +%|5 M& 
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?83+#0 M(+#C%Q&+J5 3%. +=& µ&Yµ7& ("@ '?E ?J375 ("(H3#,5 LPWPaPc), 136 
(j&)%K# LPWPaPc : k30# HGaVbO); thus, they derive from a common ancestor.  

H has distinctive readings in vv. 131-133 (M( <>%;v5 C.+;,>L&"0 +%|5 M& 
?83+#0 M(+#C%Q&+"5 +=& '#03XV"3+%& µ&Yµ7& 3%. �), 359 [see above, point (2)], 419 
(P.+;%Oµ#&%5 H : PO+;,3"0 +"$5 WVb : P.+;%Q3"0 +"$5 cett.); therefore it could not 
be the exemplar of any of the other manuscripts.  

Ga transmits an oikos not copied in the other manuscripts (Appendix V, vv. 37-
46) and therefore it has its own exemplar.  

Vb contains too errors which indicate that it has another exemplar; see vv. 352 
(µ";8"& +=& �\;"&+%& cett. : +=& _\;"&+%& µ";8"& Vb), 397 (?OC7& Vb : µ*&7& La : 
?JC0& cett.), 466 (µ7\"&Yµ"30 cett. : +%$5 (;%O3µ"30 Vb). To these we may add some 
more errors of Vb showing that it could not be the exemplar of any of the other 
manuscripts; see vv. 330 (+=& cett. : om. Vb), 336 (("@ cett. : om. Vb), 339 (?J+#; cett. : 
>#$# Pc : om. Vb), 392 (>;"O3#0 Vb : >;"Q30&, >;J3%5, >;J33%5, >;"O3"5 cett.).  

(10) Pc transmits a set of kontakion and oikos not copied in the other manuscripts 
(Appendix V, vv. 18-36) and has variant readings in vv. 131-133 (C.+;,>L&"0 +%|5 M& 
?83+#0 '&.µ&%Q&+"5 3%. +=& µ&Yµ7& +=& '#03XV"3+%& j&)%K# Pc), 139 (6#>*)0# 
LHPWPaGaVb : µ"(J;0# Pc), 144 ('&.µ&%Q&+"5 LPWPa : M(+#C%Q&+"5 �GaPcVb 
and probably O), 339 (>#$# Pc : ?J+#; cett. : om. Vb), 355 (6#>*)0# cett. : >#3?X30# 
Pc), 359 [see above, point (2)], 402 ('?XC0?#5 �c : )0XC.3"5 CB : )0X<.:#5 cett.), 463 
()0E #r<7µ%Qµ#& 3# �c : )0E '&.µ&%Qµ#& 3# W : )0* 3# #r<7µ%Qµ#& cett.) and 487 
(j)#0K# Pc : '&X)#0K# cett.); therefore it has its own exemplar.  

 (11) W omits a stanza of the kanon (vv. 438-443), it transmits a variant theotokion 
of ode 6 (vv. 444-449), it has a kathisma not copied in the other manuscripts 
(S+#;,>#@5 M& +s ?83+#0 +s #g5 �;03+E&…) and it presents distinctive errors in vv. 
354 (Dµ<+!5!$!Q&1 cett. : �( p<+!5B$!( W), 365 (µ#+#+X>75 W : µ#+XV75 CB : 
µ#+X3+75 cett.), 433 (?J&+%+# W : VC"3<Yµ,& Da : ?J&3%<# cett.), 453 (+E jµ?.;%& 
?*C#µ%& W : +=& jµ?.;%& (Jµ0&%& cett.), 463 ()0E '&.µ&%Qµ#& 3# W : )0E #r<7µ%Qµ#& 
3# �c : )0* 3# #r<7µ%Qµ#& cett.); therefore it has its own exemplar.  

(12) O preserves a very small part of the text and cannot be assigned a specific 
place in the manuscript tradition.  

 
St Pagcharios (Text 16; ms tradition: LPaSb).  
All three manuscripts commemorate St Pagcharios on June 16; L celebrates him 
together with St Tychon of Amathous, Pa and Sb alone. All the manuscripts transmit 
the same akolouthia consisting of a kathisma, three stichera and a kanon.  

(1) L is older than both the other manuscripts and superior in that it transmits 
the second ode of the kanon (vv. 380-395), which is omitted in Pa and Sb, and many 
better readings.  

(2) Pa and Sb transmit the same liturgical instructions and common omissions, 
errors and readings, thus they represent a distinctive branch of the manuscript 
tradition. To the omission of ode 2 we may add the common readings in vv. 92-93 
(b(#+#O,& +%Q 313"0 ("@ <,+83"0 +D5 [.\D5 Tµ1& L : b(#+#O,& '?"O3+,5 +%Q 
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3,>L&"0 +D5 [.\D5 Tµ1& PaSb), 370 (\J;0& L : \O30& PaSb), 398 ('&+#3+;"+#O3, L : 
'&+#3+;"+#O3"5 Pa : '&+#3+;J+#.3"5 Sb), 402 (2&"VCO/#05 L : 2&"VCO/,& PaSb), 
414 (\,;Y3"3" L : \,;X3"3" PaSb), 416 (�;03+E& ).3H?#0 L : ).3H?#0 X;03+E& 
PaSb), 424 ()*K75 ("+X?+.3"5 L : ("+X?+.3"5 )*K75 PaSb), 433-434 (>#*<;%& �5 L : 
>#%<;*&,5 PaSb), 436 (%g(Y3"& L : %g(Y3"5 PaSb), 443 (¡"&+03µt L : <,+03µ1 PaSb), 
456 (':Y;, L : ':#8;%. Pa : ':Y;%. Sb), 469 (C"+;#O%µ#& L : C"+;#O, Pa : C"+;#O,& 
Sb), 504 (M>&1& L : M\>;1& PaSb), 527 (V%130& L : M(V%130& PaSb), 532 (M& S&#Oµ"+0 
L : om. PaSb), 583 (M& L : om. PaSb).  

There are cases where the variants of Pa and Sb are better than those of L, in 
vv. 113 (µXC?#0 3|& +J:µ"30 PaSb : µXC?#0& 3.&+J:µ"+0 L), 457 (3"<15 PaSb : 
3%<15 L), 458 (3%0 PaSb : 3%. L), 547 ()X)#K"0 PaSB : )XK"0 L) and 548 (g"+;#O#0& 
PaSB : g"+;#O#05 L). Only the first of them may reflect the use of a better prototype 
by the copyists of Pa and Sb, while the rest could be coincidental mistakes in L.  

(3) Pa omits three stanzas of the kanon (vv. 490-495, 509-515, 569-572) and 
presents individual errors in vv. 86 (("+"3?"/*µ#>" LSb : ("+"3?"/*µ#&%0 Pa), 99 
(�;03+%Q LSb : om. Pa), 102-106 (("@ ?;%30*&+,& M& +t 3#?+t 3%. &"t· 3� :D; 
?;%3+J+7& '("+"83\.&+%& (#(+7µX&%0 V%1µ#&, ?"&*CV0#· M( <>%;v5 ("@ (0&)O&,& 
MC#.>X;,3%& +%|5 )%OC%.5 3%. LSb : +=& ?"&3#VJ3µ0%& (%8µ730&· M( ?J375 ?CJ&75 
+%Q 'CC%+;8%.· C.+;,>L&"0 +%.5 )%OC%.5 3%. Pa), 110 (+L5 LSb : om. Pa), 353 (+%Q 
>#8%. LSb : >#8%. +%Q Pa), 396 (w,µ"C"8~ +s [.\s L : �i,µ"C"8" +L5 [.\L5 Pa : 
w,µ"CX, +L5 [.\L5 Sb), 445 (A?#;C*:%& '\;J&+%. L : A?�; C*:%& '\;J&+%. Sb : 
+=& A?�; C*:%& '\;J&+,5 Pa), 460 (gv3"0 LSb : }"3"0 Pa); therefore it cannot have 
served as the prototype of Sb.  

On the other hand, Sb too has some distinctive errors and therefore could not 
be the exemplar of Pa either; see mainly v. 104 (V%1µ#& LPa : om. Sb), but also vv. 396 
(see previous paragraph), 494 (¢ Pa : ¼ L : ¹& Sb), 498 (u �\;%&%5 LPa : �\;%&%5 Sb), 
511 ()0X;;7K"5 LPa : j;;7K"5 Sb), 513 (?O;:%5 LPa : �5 ?O;:%5 Sb), 524 (?#CJ:7 
LPa : ?#CJ:#0 Sb) and 576 (3"<15 LPa : 3%<X Sb).  

 
Sts Manuel, Savel and Ishmael (Text 17; ms tradition: LAPbO; vv. 80-103 in S).  
Sts Manuel, Savel and Ishmael are commemorated in all manuscripts on June 17; 
they are celebrated alone in APbO and together with St Hypatios of Rouphinianai in 
LS. All the manuscripts agree on the kanon transmitted, while in all the other parts of 
the akolouthia they present significant variations. S transmits another akolouthia on the 
saints including only three stichera of the akolouthia edited below.  

(1) Each one of the manuscripts has its own omissions and variations, so none 
could derive from the other.  

(2) L transmits five stichera on the saints. S includes all of them followed by a 
sixth which is omitted in L (Appendix VI, vv. 18-29), A has only the first three ones, 
Pb transmits the second and the third, followed by doxastikon and theotokion, and 
replaces the first sticheron of LSA with two others which are not found in the rest of 
the manuscripts (Appendix VI, vv. 41-84), and O transmits the last two stichera of LS 
and the sixth of S, followed by theotokion and staurotheotokion absent in LSAPb. 
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Furthermore L transmits a set of kontakion and oikos that is not copied in APbO.  
(3) A transmits different theotokia in all the odes of the kanon, omits a stanza of 

ode 4 (vv. 183-188) and one of ode 6 (vv. 221-226) and has errors not appearing in 
LPbO; therefore it represents a distinctive branch of the manuscript tradition. See A’s 
distinctive errors in the title of the kanon (?*>, LPbO : +1 ?*>, A) and in vv. 142 
((+83"&+%5 LPbO : (+83+%. 3%. A), 157-158 (+=& +1& ?";*&+,& 3+%;:=& ("@ µ*&%& 
?%>#$& ?";#3(#O"3#& LPbO : +=& +1& ?">1& j<C#K"5 (Jµ0&%& g3\O#0 +%Q 
?&#Oµ"+%5 A), 165 ((;J+03+%& LPbO : 3Oµµ"\%& (;J+03+%& A), 175-176 ()0E ("@ +%|5 
)0H(+"5 3%. C*:%05 ("@ +L >X" ("+X?C7K"5 LPbO : )0E ("@ `(;"O:"/#5� )*K" +L 
).&Jµ#0 3%. <KO;0#> A), 181-182 (("@ +O;"&&%& <;O":µ" '3>#&�5 +%$5 ?v30& 
A?X)#0K"5 LPbO : ("@ [JCC,& `(;"O:"/#5� )*K" +L ).&Jµ#0 3%., KO;0# A), 205 
(\"µ"8/7C" ("+XC0?#5 LPbO : �5 %r)�& C#C*:03"0 A), 207 (+1 ?%07+L +L5 (+83#,5 
LPbO : +1 +D ?J&+" ?%0Y3"&+0 A), 215 (%r)*C,5 ("+#3#83>7+# LPbO : '3JC#.+%0 
Mµ#8&"+# A), 232 (M&"?CJ3+, [.\= )0#)#8(+.+# L : M& '?CX+, [.\L '?#)#8(&.3># 
A : M&"?CJ3+, [.\= M)#0(&O#+# Pb : M&"?CJ3+, [.\L )0#)#8(;.+# �), 249-250 (+L5 
3L5, MK ½5 '#@ ';#+1& '(+$&#5 M?XC"µ?%& LPbO : #rC%:7µX&%5 #® M& +t &"t +L5 
)*K75 3%., KO;0# A), 254-256 (("@ 'C*:03+%& '?X)#0K"& ("@ 'C7>X3+"+%& +E +L5 
?83+#,5 (Y;.:µ" j)#0K"& LPbO : ("@ `& ?83+#0 '&#(;"O:"/%&� #rC%:7µX&%5 #® #& 
+t &"t +L5 )*K75 3%., KO;0# A), 262 (("@ +%$5 C*:%05 "r+=& M&0);O3"+# LPbO : +L 
M((C738" `&)0"?;X?%&+#5 A), 274-275 ()0E ?";8)#5 +D M(+E5 ?J&+" ("@ jµ#C?#5 
LPbO : ("@ `µ#CH)#05 +1 \;03+1� `& (">";1 C%:03µ1 A), 284 (+1 ).&"µ%Q&+0 
\;03+1 LPbO : +1 M?@ ?J&+,& >#1 A), 308 (3.&#;:#8" LPbO : 3.&#;:J+" A), 316 
(\";8+,& LPbO : &"µJ+,& A), 319 (+"Q+" L : +"O+"5 PbO : ?J3"5 A), 324 (#r#;:X+" 
LPbO : ¼ \;03+X µ%. A) and 328 ()0"<OC"K%& LO : +"O+75 <OC"K%& Pb : ?J&+"5 
<OC"K%& A).  

 (4) L and O transmit a stanza of the kanon not copied in Pb (vv. 189-194) and 
have common readings not shared by Pb; therefore they derive from a common 
ancestor. See vv. 177 (+1& )"0µ*&,& LO : +1& :#&&"8,& APb), 328 ()0"<OC"K%& LO : 
?J&+"5 <OC"K%& A : +"O+75 <OC"K%& Pb), 253 (3.&#;:#8" LAO : 3.µµ"\8" Pb), 290 
(3|& +%$5 LAO : om. Pb) and 324 (3+X<%5 LAO : 3+X<"&%5 Pb).  

L has its own distinctive variations in vv. 141 (M& L : om APbO), 164 (µ.;0J30& 
L : µ.;0J30& 3|& APbO), 307 (+%O+,& APbO : +%Q+%& L); thus it is not the exemplar of 
O.  

O did not derive from L, not only because it transmits a variant set of kontakion 
and oikos and a variant kathisma (Appendix VI, vv. 1-17), which are copied in Pb but 
not in L, but also because it has its own distinctive variants, the most important being 
in vv. 143 (_:0%0 LAPb : µJ;+.;#5 O), 167 (T :L LAPb : [.\= O), 274 (M(+E5 LAPb : 
M( 3%Q O) and 312 ('?J+75 LAPb : '?">#8"5 O).  

(5) S transmits a small part of the text, consisting of three stichera, which are 
enough to show the relationship between S and O. The first two of them are copied 
in L, while APb omit all three of them; the third is to be found only in S and O. 
Furthermore, S and O share common errors not appearing in L, in vv. 87 (("@ 
("+".:J/%.30& L : ("+"<,+8/%.30& SO), 95 (?;%<"&#$5 L : ?;%<"&15 SO), 102 
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(<JC":K0& L : <JC"K0& SO); therefore we may assume that for the text of stichera a 
predecessor of O is influenced by the branch of the manuscript tradition to which S 
belongs.  

 
St Hypati!s of Rouphinianai (Text 17; ms tradition: LHSIa).  
LHS celebrate St Hypatios on June 17, together with Sts Manuel, Savel and Ishmael, 
while Ia commemorates him the previous day, together with St Tychon of Amathous. 
In all four manuscripts the akolouthia on St Hypatios consists of a kathisma, three 
stichera and a kanon.  

(1) All four manuscripts include the same kanon, Ia being the only one that does 
not include the second ode. Furthermore, LHS have the same kathisma and the same 
stichera (in S the kathisma is copied in the bottom margin), while Ia has variant 
kathisma and stichera (Appendix VII, vv. 1-11 and 12-47), and a variant theotokion of 
the ninth ode of the kanon. LHS also transmit common readings not shared by Ia in 
the rubric of the kanon (F,3Y< in marg. LS� : om. Ia) and in vv. 339 (+"O+7& LSH : 
om. Ia), 344 (+D ?X;"+" LSH : +D5 [.\J5 Tµ1& Ia), 348-349 (]:8"3µ" »<>75 ("@ 
'(+8&,& \,;7+0(*5, >#%<*;#, +%Q ?&#Oµ"+%5 LSH : >#;J?,& M)#8\>75 ("@ )%\#8%& 
+%Q ?"&":8%. '%8)0µ# ?&#Oµ"+%5 Ia), 354 (?"&Oµ&7+# LSH : >#*&.µ<# Ia), 386 
(("µ8&%.5 LSH : <";X+;"5 Ia), 421 (�CC%5 �5 LH : �5 �CC%5 S : �5 ?JC# Ia), 425 
((*3µ%. LSH : (*3µ%& Ia), 447 (µ6$1+ LSH : J6&'. Ia), 455-456 (("@ )0)%|5 u)#O#0& 
?;E5 '?">#8"5 +%|5 C0µX&"5 LSH : om Ia), 478 (("@ 3,+Y;0%5 +;%<= ?#&%µX&,& LSH 
: om Ia), 486 (+=& /,=& LSH : +E& >#E& Ia), 493 (("+X(C.3"5 LSH : '&XVC.3"5 Ia), 523 
(kC,5 LH : kC%5 S : kC%& Ia), 527-528 (�::#C%& >#%Q ?#;0<;%.;%Q&+" 3# LSH : 
'::XC%.5 >#%Q ?#;0<;%.;Q&+"5 3# Ia), 536 (9?J+0# LSH : A?Xµ#0&"5 Ia), 547 
(#r(C#=5 uµY:.;05 LSH : T <"0);J ?"&Y:.;05 Ia), 595 (q;>75 LSH : �C>#5 Ia), 595 
(+#C#0H3#,5 LSH : +#C#0*+7+%5 Ia), 599 (+1& ?*&,& 3%. LSH : +L5 ?83+#,5 Ia). 
Therefore, LHS derive from a common ancestor while Ia has its own exemplar, 
something proved also by the transmission of an exaposteilarion not copied in any of 
the other manuscripts (Appendix VII, vv. 48-54).  

 (2) L and H present common variations in vv. 358 (M((C738"5 LH : M:(;"+#8"5 
S : ode 2 omitted in Ia), 421 (�CC%5 �5 LH : �5 �CC%5 S : �5 ?JC# Ia), 492 (�µV;%05 
LH : �µV;%.5 SIa), (?JC7& LH : ?JC0& SIa), 535 (+=& ?#;0V%C=& LH : +=& +# ?;%V%C=& 
S : +Y& +# ?;E3V%C=& Ia); therefore they may derive from a common ancestor.  

This is strengthened by the fact that S presents distinctive errors in vv. 354 
(uµ%C%:%Qµ#& LHIa : Aµ&%C%:%Qµ#& S), 395 (3(%+*µ"0&"& LHIa : 3(%+*µ7&"& S), 423 
(M>#;J?#.3"5 LHIa : M>#;J?#.#5 S), 453 (("+#.&J/,& LHIa : ("+".:J/,& S), 459 
(:#&#1& M( ?"31& LHIa : M( ?"31& :#&#1& S), 529 (µ#>� %� MV*"5, ?J+#; LHIa : 
µ#>1& V%v5, '?"O3+,5 S).  

Neither L nor H can have served as the exemplar of the other as they both have 
distinctive errors. L presents them in vv. 98 (+"$5 uµ7:O;#30 SH : +=& >#8"& �&+,5 
/,=& L), 116 (3#C"3<*;%05 '(+$30 SH : ';#+1& )")%.\8"05 L), 340 (?*>%. SHIa : 
<*V%. L), 371 (:#8+%&" SH : \#0+1&" L). H presents its distinctive errors in vv. 361 
(+=& :L& LS : ?7:Y& H), 389 (M& >#1 LSIa : M&>X, H), 405 (?;E5 +%Q 3,+L;%5 :D; 
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\J;0& LSIa : ?;E5 +%Q ?"+;E5 :D; +=& \J;0& �), 411 (u µ*&%5 _:0%5 LSIa : µ*&%5 u 
_:0%5 H), 377 (#A;Jµ#&%5 S : #r;Jµ#&%5 L : #A;*µ#&%5 � : ode 2 omitted in Ia), 449 
(J!.7+g. 5[. %1'µB.L. LSIa : 5[. %1'µB.L. J!.7+g. �), 487 (5!k5!F( LSIa : 
5!}( &!}( H), 511 (Tµ1& LSIa : V%1& H).  

 
St Zosimos (Text 19; ms tradition: LHPVVa).  
LH celebrate St Zosimos on June 19, PVVa the next day. The saint is celebrated alone 
in LPVVa and together with the Apostle Judas in H. HPVVa transmit the same 
akolouthia on St Zosimos, consisting of a kathisma, three stichera and a kanon. L omits 
—due to a lacuna— the kathisma, the stichera and a part of the kanon down to the third 
stanza of ode 3; for the rest of the kanon it transmits the same text as the other 
manuscripts.  

(1) L and H transmit the same text and present a common error in vv. 110-111 
not shared by the other manuscripts (+D (X&+;" +# +%Q ?%&7;%Q 3.µ?"+%Q&+" 
'&);#8m <;%&Yµ"+0 LH : +=& :Oµ&,30& +1& ).33#V1& 3+7C0+#O,& +%$5 C*:%05 3%., 
j&)%K# PVVa); therefore they represent a distinctive branch of the manuscript 
tradition. L gives a slightly better text than H, which has two errors in vv. 180 
(�#(;,>X&+"5 LPVVa : �#(;,>X&+" H) and 171 (3%Q M& L : M& +L HP : M& 3L Va : 3%Q 
M& := V).  

(2) P is older than V and Va and it presents just an error (v. 27: H. HVVa : om. 
P), which is not enough to preclude that it is the exemplar of V and Va. On the other 
hand P transmits a synaxarian reading, not copied in LHV and copied in a slightly 
different version in Va.  

V omits two stanzas of the kanon (vv. 46-49 and 196-200), transmits a huge 
amount of spelling mistakes and has distinctive errors and therefore it cannot be the 
prototype of Va; see for example in vv. 13 (&#(;,>#@5 HPVa : om. V), 31 (3%$5 "§µ"30 
HPVa : 3%@ 3Hµ"30& V), 112 (d&#O;%. 3# LHPVa : d&#O;,3#& V). All these could be 
coincidental mistakes of the scribe of V and thence they do not necessarily reflect the 
use of a different exemplar.  

Va omits a stanza of the kanon (vv. 50-53) and has its own errors in vv. 16 
(?J&+%+# HPV : ("@ +X;"30 ?J&+%+# Va), 55 (?"&Jµ,µ# HPV : ?"&#O<7µ# Va), 61 
(�(8/#+% HPV : "0(Y/#+"0 Va), 63 (+%|5 "g(03µ%|5 HPV : +%$5 "g(03µ%$5 Va), 73 
(>#H3"&+%5 LHPV : C.+;H3"&+%5 Va), 156 (\H;" LHPV : \"$;# Va), 201 (zH30µ# 
LHPV : _:0# Va). There is also a case where Va transmits a better reading that the 
other manuscripts, in v. 81 (+E& (;"+O&%&+J µ# ("@ ¡,&&O%&+" Va : +1 (;"+O&%&+8 
µ# ("@ ¡,&&O%&+0 LHPV).  

 
Sts Innas, Pinnas and Rimmas (Text 20; ms tradition: LHMIa; M has not been 
examined). 
L and H celebrate Sts Innas, Pinnas and Rimmas on June 20, together with St 
Eustochios and his fellow martyrs, transmitting the same akolouthiai. Ia, which is 
copied much later than L and H, commemorates them on June 21, together with St 
Ioulianos (see also below).  
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(1) None of H and L can be the exemplar of the other, as they provide their own 
distinctive readings. H transmits a second kathisma on the saints, not copied in L 
(edited in Appendix VIII, vv. 1-7), a variant reading in v. 2 (>,;"(03Jµ#&%0 L : 
?#;0V"C*µ#&%0 H), and better readings in vv. 31 (M)XK"3># : M?CXK"3># L), 83 
(CO%&+#5 : CO%&+"0 L), 93 (�(#0H>7+# : %g(#0H>7+# L), 120 (&#.;%Oµ#&%0 H : 
M&%Oµ#&%0 L) and 164 ((+83+7& : (+83+0& L). On the other hand L gives better readings 
in the title of the kanon (the name of the hymnographer closing the acrostic is omitted 
in H) and in vv. 67 (+#µ&%µX&%. 3%. L : +#µ&*µ#&*5 3%. H), 78 (+t �;03+t : om. H) 
and 177 (>#$"& : >#8,& H).  

(2) Neither L nor H can be the exemplar of Ia, which follows in some readings 
the textual tradition of L and in others that of H. Ia agrees with H in including the 
extra kontakion not copied in L. Yet it follows L in vv. 2 (>,;"(03Jµ#&%0 LIa : 
?#;0V"C*µ#&%0 H), 62 (+t �;03+t LIa : om. H), 103-104 (+=& A<YC0%& <,+E5 
?C7;H3"5 '#8 H : +=& '3XV#0"& >#%µ"(J;03+%0 LIa), 120 (&#.;%Oµ#&%0 H : M&%Oµ#&%0 
LIa).  

Ia omits two stanzas copied in both L and H (vv. 227-232, 277-282). There are 
also cases in which Ia transmits a reading not to be found either in H or L, in vv. 4 
(M(+#C%Qµ#& LH : M(+#C%Q&+#5 Ia), 195 (("@ +s >#8~ >X;µ� LH : ("@ +L >X;µ7 ?J375 
Ia), 217 (3.&#(*["+# LH : )0#(*["+# Ia), 241-243 (�:;#O3"+# V%1&+#5· ?"$)#5 
A?#;.[%Q+# X;03+E& +E& h#E& Tµ1& #g5 +%|5 "g1&"5 LH : �:;#O3"+# 3|& +%O+%05� 
[JCC%&+#5 ("@ Aµ&%Q&+#5 "r+*&, >#$%0 µJ;+.;#5, >#E& '?J&+,& Ia), 264 
('K0J:"3+%0 LH : 'K0J:"3+# Ia) and 271 ('>C%<*;%& LH : >#%<*;%& Ia). In two other 
passages Ia stands between L and H, in vv. 3 (5[. f23L. J!=N51' L : 5[. I22i=L. 
J!=N51' H : 5[. I22i=L. J!=?57. Ia) and 159 (!s+6.'!( L : !s%{ !s+6.'!( H : 
!F$!F(+6).'!( Ia). Taking all this into consideration we may assume that sometime 
between the 12th and the 15th century the two branches of the manuscript tradition 
represented by L and H came into contact thus creating a new one to which Ia 
belongs.  

 
St Ioulian!s (Text 21; ms tradition: LHIa). 
L and H celebrate St Ioulianos alone on June 21, while Ia commemorates him the 
same day together with Sts Innas, Pinnas and Rimmas (see above). The akolouthia in L 
and H is a double one, while Ia —exactly because it does not commemorate the saint 
alone— includes a simple akolouthia. More specifically, L transmits two kathismata 
only the first of which is copied in H and Ia, followed by a set of kontakion and oikos 
copied in Ia but not in H. These are followed in L and H by two sets of stichera, of 
which only the first is copied in Ia; of the two stichera constituting the second set only 
the first is copied in Ia as a sticheron sung at the Stichos of Ainoi. L and H have two 
kanons, of which only the first (i.e. the one edited below) is the same; it is only this 
kanon that is also copied in Ia.  

(1) L omits a sticheron copied in H and a stanza of ode 1 copied in both H and Ia 
(Appendix IX, vv. 1-16 and 34-39) and therefore it cannot be their exemplar. 
Reversely, the omission of the set of kontakion and oikos in H excludes the possibility 
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of it being the prototype of L. L offers better readings in vv. 96 (�5 ?;%X<7 : �3?#; 
j<7 H), 188 (?;%#KX&73#& : ?;%3#KX&73#& H), 225 ()� 3".+E& : 3#".+*& H), 256 (+"$5 
+1& : +1& +1& H), 271 (3J((, : CJ((, H) and 300 (?#;03+J3#,& : ?";"?+H3#,& H), 
while H gives better readings in vv. 123 (:#:X&73"0 : :#:X&&73"0 L), 192 (µ#+Y;\%. : 
("+#$;\%. L) and 247 (>".µJ+,& : "bµJ+,& L).  

(2) Ia seems to have its own exemplar, as it includes a doxastikon after the 
stichera not copied in LH (Appendix IX, vv. 17-33) and has its own distinctive errors 
in vv. 43 (%'i=F&1( LH : %'?.F&1( Ia), 46-47 (%'C H. J3&5*' J+!&5+iR!µ*. &!Q 5� 
&$iJ7 <![.5*(, J1.B=<'* LH : %'C $(k+'!). _J{+ J6.5L. Mµ[. J+*&<*kL. µ: 
J1k&7 _J{+ J6.5L. Mµ[. Ia), 150 (Hµ*3L&1( LH : IJ?=1&1( Ia), 256 ($1X 51N( LH 
: $1X 51`!N( Ia). Let it be also noted that Ia omits a sticheron copied in LH (vv. 82-93). 

 
Sts Zenon and Zenas (Text 23; ms tradition: LHV).  
In all three manuscripts Sts Zenon and Zenas are celebrated on June 23. In L and H, 
which are a century or more older than V, they are celebrated together with St 
Agrippina; V contains only the akolouthia on Sts Zenon and Zenas, while L and H 
transmit the same two akolouthia, the first on St Agrippina and the second on Sts 
Zenon and Zenas.   

(1) V contains an inferior reading in v. 507 (?"µµJ(";· V%7>8" >(#%)Q· +%|5 
�&>;"("5), not followed by L and H (+L5 '?J+75, ?"µµJ(";, +%|5 �&>;"("5), 
which suggests that V is not copied from L or H, even though the reading in v. 542 
(+D _:0" HV : µ"(J;0%0 L) shows that it derives from the same branch of the 
manuscript tradition as H.  

(2) The reading of v. 542, as well as three omissions in L (of the words (C%0%$5 
V";.&*µ#&%0 in v. 68, l( in v. 472 and 5[. in v. 491) show that L could not be the 
exemplar of the other two manuscripts. L’s variant reading in v. 542 and the 
omission of the name of Joseph the Hymnographer at the end of the acrostic in the 
title of the kanon in H (the name is given in the margin of both manuscripts) lead us 
to the conclusion that H was not the exemplar of L either, unless we accept that the 
scribe of L was enough careless to write µ"(J;0%0 instead of +D _:0" and at the same 
time dutiful enough to compare the acrostic given by his exemplar in the title of the 
kanon to the initials of the stanzas.  

(3) L offers better readings in the title of the kanon (F,3Y< : om. H) and in vv. 
505 ((;"+.&*µ#&%& : (;"+.&*µ#&%5 H), 533 (MK#8C"+% : MK#8C#+% H) and 552 
(µ"(";8/%&+%5 : µ"(";8/%&+"5 H). H transmits better readings in vv. 72 (VJ;#0 : VJ;7 
L), 73 (MK7;&Y3"3># : MK7;&Y3"3>"0 L), 370 (¾& : M& L),  385 (Aµ&%Q&+J 3# : 
Aµ&%Q&+J5 3# L), 398 (3.&>C1& : 3.&">C1& L), 424 (M?"8&%05 : M?"8&%.5 L), 472 (�5 : 
om. L), 476 (/7&v : /7&D5 L), 478 (+#8&"&+" : +#8&%&+" L), 481 ().&"µ%Oµ#&%& : 
).&"µ%Oµ#&%5 L), 486 (3+#<J&%05 : 3+#<J&%.5 L), 503 ()0"+#8&#0 : )0"+#8&"5 L), 525 
(V";.+J+,5 : V";.+J+%05 L).  

All this taken into consideration we have to conclude that the two manuscripts 
represent two different branches of the manuscript tradition, H being closer to the 
archetype.  
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St Ioseph and his fellow martyrs (Text 28; ms tradition: LH).  
In both manuscripts the saints are commemorated on June 28, together with the 
translation of the relics of Sts Kyros and John the wonderworkers (the akolouthia on 
the latter is not exactly the same in both manuscripts).  

L and H transmit the same akolouthia on St Ioseph and his fellow martyrs, 
consisting of a kathisma, three stichera  and a kanon by Joseph the Hymnographer. L 
gives better readings than H in vv. 342 (h"CJ33� : h"CJ3375 H), 375 (µ#+X3+7+# : 
µ#+XV7+# H), 393 (("+J(#0&+"0 : ("+J(#0+"0 H), 432 (+s ?.;¿ : +=& ?.;D& H), 455 
(À"µ" : FJµ"+" H), 483 ('?#)#8(&.3% : '?#)#8(&.+% H). H gives better readings in vv. 
360 (MK#&#O;03"5 : MK#;#O&03"5 L), 372 (_:0%0 : k30%0 L), 433 (�V;./*+#;%5 : 
#r;./H+#;%5 L), 490 (?";X>#3># : ?";X>#3>"0 L), 525 (("+".:J/%& : ("+".:J/,& 
L), 532 ('3(Y3#30& : "g(83#30& L). It must be noted though that all the variant 
readings could be individual and coincidental mistakes, thus not reflecting the use of 
different exemplars.  

 
CONVENTIONS EMPLOYED IN THE PRESENT EDITION 

 
The text of the present edition is based on L. Variant readings, recorded in the 
apparatus criticus, are included in the text only where L presents a lacuna or an 
undoubted corruption. Variant readings of the worse manuscripts as well as 
individual errors of manuscripts that are possibly apographs of other codices 
examined are also included in the apparatus to facilitate scholars in placing any new 
manuscript, so far undetected or unexamined, in the manuscript tradition. 

Unpublished stichera, kathismata, kontakia, oikoi, stanzas of the kanons and 
exaposteilaria included in other manuscripts but not in L are given in the Appendices 
at the end of the thesis, without the theotokia that in some cases follow them; the 
incipits of these hymns and stanzas published in the Appendices are also given in the 
critical apparatus with a reference to their respective Appendix and line numbers. 
The apparatus criticus of the Appendices includes the variant readings of the 
manuscripts but not the orthographical mistakes of the copyists.  

The text is given in thirty sections, one for each calendar day of June. Each 
akolouthia appears on a fresh page, preceded by its number, which agrees with the 
date of the month, and a heading in bold letters. Texts commemorating two non-
related saints (or groups of saints) are preceded by a double heading that includes 
the line numbers of the text devoted to each saint respectively. Liturgical instructions 
to the choir and headings of the texts and their parts (kathisma, kontakion, oikos, 
stichera, kanon, exaposteilarion) have been printed in italics and are not included in the 
line numbering, which is separate for each akolouthia. As all the instructions and the 
headings are rubricated, this is not recorded in the apparatus criticus. 

The text is accompanied by an apparatus fontium and an apparatus criticus. The 
apparatus fontium is divided into two sections. The first section contains the references 
to the scriptural sources of the text. The second section includes the relevant passages 
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from hagiographical sources, as well as parallel hymnographical passages that 
demonstrate the same ideas and expressions as the text edited above.  

At the head of the apparatus criticus the abbreviations of the manuscripts 
examined for the text of the specific page are given in chronological order. Aiming at 
making the edition less heavy, and thence more friendly to the reader, I have 
recorded fully in the apparatus criticus only the orthographical mistakes of the 
principal manuscript L; this decision was also dictated by the poor quality of some of 
the xerox copies of manuscript folios on which the study of some texts is based. 
Apart from the spelling mistakes in L, the apparatus criticus also includes variant 
readings, emendations, corrections, additions, lacunae, erasures, and deletions 
appearing in L as well as the other manuscripts examined.  

The following conventions were used in the edition of the text. Spelling mistakes 
found in L are corrected in the text and recorded in the apparatus. As mentioned 
above, the spelling mistakes in other manuscripts are omitted, except for instances in 
which it is not clear whether we have a spelling mistake or a variant homophone. 
The initial letters of proper names and nomina sacra have been tacitly capitalized. 
Symbols and common abbreviations, including nomina sacra, are printed in their 
expanded form. The same applies to the names of the hymnographers and the words 
(J>03µ", 3+0\7;J, (%&)J(0%&, �)Y, �\%5, ?CJ:0%5, >#%+%(8%&, '(;%3+0\85.  

Modern conventions were followed in punctuation and accentuation to facilitate 
the reader, and since L’s punctuation —particularly the use of upper point (¡)— aims 
not at serving the grammatical needs of the text but at guiding the choir by marking 
the intervals for the performance of the text534. Acute accent has replaced the grave 
on oxytones followed by a punctuation sign. The iota subscript, used very rarely in L, 
has been tacitly introduced. The sign of dipl° stigm° (¨) often used in L is tacitly 
omitted, while the similar sign of diairesis in L is regularly used in the edition. 
Prepositional phrases given in L as one word (H.12[&'., _J*+.!Q., _J*+!�, 
%'*s&J=12R.31. etc) are here divided into their composite parts and the reading of 
L is given in the apparatus criticus. Scriptural citations in the text are placed within 
Greek quotation marks («»); the respective reference is given in the apparatus fontium. 

Historical, palaeographical, philological, hymnographical and liturgical 
comments are given separately in the following Commentary.  
 

 

534 It should be noted here that some modern scholars have questioned the traditional 
method of adjustment of punctuation to modern usage; see J. A. MUNITIZ (ed.), Nicephori 
Blemmydae Autobiographia sive curriculum vitae nencon epistula universalior, Turnhout: Brepols 
1984, xlvii-xlviii; J. NORET, Quand donc rendrons-nous à quantité d’indéfinis prétendument 
enclitiques, l’accent qui leur revient?, Byzantion 57 (1987) 191-195; J. NORET, Notes de 
ponctuation et d’accentuation byzantines, Byzantion 65 (1995) 69-88.  
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COMMENTARY 

 
In a number of passages in the texts edited, martyrs are praised as athletes crowned 
by God. For the presentation of martyrs as athletes in hagiographical literature, see 
H. DELEHAYE, Les passions des martyrs et les genres littéraires, Brussels 19662, pp. 152-
154.  

Another common feature in the edited akolouthiai is the simile of the saints’ 
learning as flowing water, frequent in patristic literature. Cf. for example the Life of 
Euthymios by Cyril of Skythopolis, ed. E. SCHWARTZ, Leipzig 1939, 12, 18ff; more 
examples in The Life of the Patriarch Tarasios by Ignatios the Deacon (BHG 1698), ed. S. 
EFTHYMIADIS, Ashgate Variorum: Aldershot 1998, p. 212.  

On the phrase &%µ8µ,5 '>CY3"5 and its derivatives, used in a number of the 
edited texts, see J. H. BARKHUIZEN, Romanos’ encomium on Joseph: Portrait of an 
athlete, JÖB 40 (1990) 104.  

 

AKOLOUTHIA ON THE MARTYR IOUSTINOS AND HIS FELLOW MARTYRS (TEXT 1)  

Tit. akol.: In the surviving part of the missing f. 1 of L the elaborate initial � appears, 
above which the scribe copied 6=[& F%O&0%5…]. The initial X comes most probably 
from the kathisma �;03+%Q A?#;">CY3"5… (Text 1, vv. 18-29).  

7-8, 28-29, 209-210, 221-222: The performance of miracles by the saint in his grave is 
not given in any of the hagiographical texts on St Ioustinos.  

20-21. The simile of Christ sacrificed as a lamp, deriving from the Old Testament (�5 
?;*V"+%& M?@ 3<":=& q\>7 ("@ �5 'µ&E5 M&"&+8%& +%Q (#8;"&+%5 "r+E& �<,&%5; 
Isaias 53.7) is used by St Ioustinos in his Apologia (50.10) and his Dialogus cum 
Tryphone (13.5, 111.3 and 114.2); see the edition of these texts in E.J. GOODSPEED, Die 
ältesten Apologeten, Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht 1915, pp. 26-77 and 90-265.  

121-122. Although the numbers of martyrs increased under Marcus Aurelius (161-
180), he did not carry out a general persecution of Christians (see FEIDAS, 123). The 
composer of the sticheron uses here an A?#;V%CY (superjectio) (see KORAKIDIS, 
9µ&%:;"<8" h, 316).  

173. "iHµ7&: An indirect reference to Rome (in Greek �iHµ7) where St Ioustinos 
martyred. Word plays (C%:%?"8:&0") were commonly used in poetic and 
hymnographical works: see KORAKIDIS, 9µ&%:;"<8" h, 267-268. Cf. below, 197-199. 

190. �X&� +s <,&s >#%C%:Y3"5. The word <,&s refers not only to the Greek and 
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Latin language used by the Syrian Ioustinos in his teaching, but also to the use of 
philosophical methods in teaching theology. See in general W. JAEGER, Early 
Christianity and Greek Paideia, Cambridge, Mass, 1961.   

197-199. +D5 (#<"CD5 +%Q [#O)%.5 '?X+#µ#5: Another word play referring to the 
death of the saint who, being a Roman citizen, was executed by sword (cf. above, 
173).  

233, 288. The word ¦CC7&#5 is used here to denote the pagan Romans. The term 
¦CC7& was used in the Old and New Testament and later in Byzantine patristic 
literature to denote pagans. 

284. The word ("+X"K"5 is used here metaphorically; no such event is mentioned in 
the hagiographical texts on St Ioustinos.  

300-308. The stanza is copied in all the manuscripts without a verb and with a series 
of participles (+#>#85, '?%CO,&, g>O&,&). One of the three must be replaced by a 
verb, most probably '?%CO,&.  

382. F%.3+$&#, µJ;+.5, "g&8:µ"+": The word µJ;+.5 is included in the edited text 
even though it is metrically superfluous, due to the fact that the hymnographer 
added two more syllables, i.e. fifteen instead of thirteen, on vv. 396 and 403.  

 

AKOLOUTHIA ON ST ATTALOS (TEXT 1)  

151-157, 470-473, 531-533, 543-545, 591-594. These passages support the hypothesis 
that the akolouthia was originally destined to serve a pre-existing panegyrical 
celebration of the memory of the saint in the place where his tomb was located. On 
the veneration of saints and their relics in their graves, see SCHMEMANN, Liturgical 
Theology, 185-193. 

534. )%KJ3"0 +%|5 ':1&"5: St Attalos is not a martyr. This expression glorifying his 
struggles is a hymnographical topos. On agon (':�&) as a topos in Byzantine patristic 
literature, see FESTUGIÈRE, 142-145.  

 

AKOLOUTHIA ON ST NIKEPHOROS, PATRIARCH OF CONSTANTINOPLE (TEXT 2)  

79-80. From this passage it can be supposed that the kathisma was originally 
composed to commemorate the saint in the church of St Apostles in Constantinople, 
where his tomb was located, as the Synaxarium Ecclesiae Constantinopolitanae states: 
!#C#$+"0 )� T "r+%Q 3O&"K05 M& +t 3#?+t '?%3+%C#8m +1& ]:8,& ("@ ?"&#.<Yµ,& 
'?%3+*C,& +1& µ#:JC,&, j&>" +E +8µ0%& "r+%Q ("+J(#0+"0 C#8["&%& (SynaxEC, 
726:4-7).  
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81-91. The incipit of this sticheron is published in EfsrtTam, 245, as the last of a set 
of four stichera on the saint. The beginnings of the rest are: �"8;%05 u b#;J;\75 
�;03+%Q u ("+"?+O3"5…, �"8;%05 T b#;D (#<"C= +L5 M((C738"5…, �"8;%05 u 
b#;H+"+%5 &%Q5 u '?E V;X<%.5… This means that the copyist of L (or its exemplar) 
used only one of the four stichera for reasons most probably related to the number of 
the stichera sung at 4O;0# d(X(;"K". It is reasonable to assume that this applies also 
to the previous sticheron, possibly part of a set of three, of which the other two were 
not copied in L as they were considered superfluous.  

82, 304, 426. The hymnographer uses in these passages a word play with the name 
of the saint (see KORAKIDIS, 9µ&%:;"<8" h, 267-268).  

238-243. +M: %'1'+!Q.5*(+ … / J1.6µLµ* �i&J!'.1: The following theotokion is 
published in the Menaion: M= )0"0;%Q&+#5 +D T&,µX&" µ7)� 3.:\X%&+#5, G&" +E& 
X;03+E& )%KJ/%µ#& +E& M( 3%Q 3";(,>X&+" P*:%& (;J/%&+#5� #rC%:7µX&7 3| M& 
:.&"0K@& A?J;\#05, S"&Jµ,µ# (MV X, 6). Taking into account that there are other 
stanzas copied in L, the text of which presents small differences from the one 
published in the Menaion, it may be accepted that the surviving ending ?"&Jµ,µ# 
IX3?%0&" belongs to the published theotokion, as it can be easily accorded to both the 
meaning and the metre of the stanza.  

304-498. Acrostic: The acrostic TE& ?"+;0J;\7& &Q& (;%+1 N0(7<*;%& does not 
include the theotokia, where we have the initials ]Wch�00¦c.  

354. The word CX,& refers to the homonymous emperor Leo V (813-820), who re-
established iconoclasm, dethroned Nikephoros and sent him into exile. Leo, his 
iconoclastic policy, the reaction of Nikephoros and his exile are presented in the Vita 
of the saint (VN 76B-133B; their theological dialogue in cols. 85C-112A). See also J. 
HUSSEY, The Orthodox Church in the Byzantine Empire, Oxford: Clarendon Press 19902, 
pp. 55-57; FEIDAS, 793-794; ODB, 1477. The hymnographer uses here a word play 
with the name of the emperor (see KORAKIDIS, 9µ&%:;"<8" h, 267-268); Cf. Above, 82. 

 

AKOLOUTHIA ON THE MARTYR LOUKILLIANOS (TEXT 3) 

Synaxarion post vv. 1-6 Pa: Two versions of the same synaxarian notice have come 
down to us, presenting small variations between them. One is published by H. 
Delehaye in Synaxarium Ecclesiae Constantinopolitanae (cols. 725-728) and the other is 
included in the printed Menaia (MV X, 8-9). The text copied in Pa is remarkable, in 
the sense that in some of its variations it follows the one textual tradition and in some 
the other, as illustrated in the table below (the orthography of Pa is tacitly corrected):  

Pa Synaxarium EC Menaion 

��+%5 u _:0%5 µJ;+.5 ��+%5 u _:0%5 µJ;+.5 ��+%5 u _:0%5 
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P%.(0CC0"&E5 �& ("+D 
+%|5 \;*&%.5 fr;7C0"&%Q 
+%Q V"30CX,5, b#;#|5 +1& 
#g)HC,& ?*C#,5 
�0(%µ7)#8"5.  

 

 

6#+"+#>#@5 )� ?;E5 +=& 
#g5 �;03+E& ?83+0& ("@ 
?;%3"\>#@5 U0CV"&t +t 
(*µ7+0 ("@ µ= ?#03>#@5 
';&Y3"3>"0 +E& �;03+E& 
("@ 

+=& ?;%+X;"& `CX3>"0 
>;73(#8"&, >Cv+"0 +D5 
30":*&"5 ("@ +O?+#+"0 
¡JV)%05 ("@ ("+D 
(#<"CL5 (;#µ&v+"0· #®+" 
VC7>#@5 M& +s <.C"(s, 
('(#$ ?"0)8" +X33";" )0D 
+=& #g5 �;03+E& ?83+0& 
+#>X&+" #A;H&, µ#+� 
"r+1& "�>05 +t (*µ7+0 
Mµ<"&8/#+"0. … 

P%.(0CC0"&E5 �& ("+D 
+%|5 \;*&%.5 fr;7C0"&%Q 
+%Q V"30CX,5, ?;*+#;%& 
b#;#|5 +1& #g)HC,& 
A?J;\,&, +=& %}(730& 
j\,& %r ?*;;, +L5 
?*C#,5 �0(%µ7)#8"5, 
:7;"0E5 +=& TC0(8"&.  

6#+"VC7>#@5 <)�> ?;E5 
+=& #g5 �;03+E& ?83+0&, 
("@ ?;%3"\>#@5 U0CV"&t 
+t (*µ7+0, ("@ µ= 
?#03>#@5 ';&Y3"3>"0 +E& 
�;03+E& ("@ 

+=& ?;%+X;"& '&#CX3>"0 
>;73(#8"&, >Cv+"0 +D5 
30":*&"5 ("@ +O?+#+"0 
¡JV)%05 ("@ ("+D 
(#<"CL5 (;#µv+"0· #®+" 
#g3"\>#@5 M& +s <.C"(s, 
('(#$ +X33";" ?"0)8" 
?;%3+#>X&+" )0D +=& #g5 
�;03+E& ?83+0& #A;H&, 
µ#+� "r+1& "�>05 +t 
(*µ7+0 Mµ<"&8/#+"0. … 

P%.(0CC0"&E5 �& ("+D 
+%|5 \;*&%.5 fr;7C0"&%Q 
+%Q V"30CX,5, b#;#|5 +1& 
#g)HC,& ?;*+#;%&, 
:7;"0E5 +=& TC0(8"&, ("@ 
+=& +;8\" C#.(*5, +=& 
%}(730& j\,& %r ?*;;, 
+L5 ?*C#,5 �0(%µ7)#8"5.  

6#+"+#>#@5 )� ?;E5 +=& 
#g5 �;03+E& ?83+0&, ("@ 
?;%3"\>#@5 P0V"&8m +t 
�;\%&+0, ("@ µ= ?#03>#@5 
';&Y3"3>"0 +E& �;03+*&, 
("@ 

+=& ?;%+X;"& `CX3>"0 
>;73(#8"&, >CJ++#+"0 +D5 
30":*&"5, ("@ +O?+#+"0 
¡JV)%05, ("@ ("+D 
(#<"CL5 (;#µv+"0. a®+" 
VC7>#@5 M& +s <.C"(s, 
('(#$3# ?"0)8" +X33";", 
)0D +=& #g5 �;03+E& ?83+0& 
+#>X&+", #A;H&, µ#+� 
"r+1& "�>05 +t (*µ7+0 
Mµ<"&8/#+"0. … 

… u )� _:0%5 
P%.(0CC0"&E5 M& +t 
3+".;t '&";+7>#@5 ("@ 
(">� kC%. +%Q 3Hµ"+%5 
("@ ("+D +1& '&":("8,& 
µ%;8,& (">7C,>#@5 +t 
h#t ?";X>#+% +=& [.\=& 
… 

… u )� _:0%5 
P%.(0CC0"&E5 M& 3+".;t 
'&";+7>#@5 ("@ (">� kC%. 
+%Q 3Hµ"+%5 ("@ +1& 
'&":("8,& µ%;8,& 
(">7C,>#@5 +t h#t 
?";X>#+% +=& [.\=& … 

… u )� _:0%5 
P%.(0CC0"&E5 3+".;t 
'&";+7>#85, +t h#t 
?";X>#+% +=& [.\=& … 

… +%|5 A?�; \;03+%Q 
?J3\%&+"5 >#;"?#O#0& 
("@ )0"+;X<#0&. … 

… +%|5 A?�; \;03+%Q 
?J3\%&+"5 >#;"?#O#0& 
("@ )0"+;X<#0&. … 

… +%|5 A?�; \;03+%Q 
?J3\%&+"5 >#;"?#O#0&, 
("@ g"+;#O#0&, ("@ 
)0"+;X<#0&. … 

… +"$5 M?0<%;"$5 +1& 
?C7:1& +E 31µ" 

… +"$5 M?0<%;"$5 +1& 
?C7:1& +E 31µ" 

… +"$5 M?0<%;"$5 +1& 
?C7:1& +E 31µ" 
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)0"C.>#$3" … )0"C.>#$3" … )0"C,V7>#$3" … 

 !#C#$+"0 )� T "r+1& 
3O&"K05 M& +t ]:0,+J+m 
"r+1& µ";+.;#8m, +t �&+0 
?C738%& +%Q &"%Q +%Q 
';\03+;"+Y:%. 60\"=C 
M& +s eK#8~.  

!#C#$+"0 )� T "r+1& 
3O&"K05 M& +t ]:0,+J+m 
"r+1& µ";+.;#8m, +t �&+0 
?C738%& +%Q &"%Q +%Q 
';\::XC%. 60\"=C M& +s 
eK#8~ (&L3%5 )� "�+7 +L5 
4,&3+"&+0&%.-?*C#,5, 
j;7µ%5 q)7). 

 

 

339. µ#:"C%<;*&,5: Although the reading µ#:"C%<H&,5 is included in all the 
manuscripts except H, µ#:"C%<;*&,5 is preferred for palaeographical and 
hymnographical reasons. H is generally a more trustworthy manuscript. 
Furthermore, the word µ#:"C%<H&,5 is usually connected with verbs such as 
[JCC#0&, (;".:J/#0&, #r<7µ#$& (see for example AHG hh, XXX, 126-128 and XXXIII, 
144-145; AHG III, I (2), 393-395), while µ#:"C%<;*&,5 is used by Joseph together 
with the verb %!E6^L; see for example AHG VIII, p. 102, vv. 147-152 (kanon on St 
Hilarios): !X+%("5 '?#0;J&);,5, >#%+*(#, +E& ?CJ3+7& +L5 <O3#,5 ("@ µ#+D +*(%& 
?";>X&%5 M<.CJ\>75· )0* 3# %b ?03+%@ �5 ?J&+,& V"30C8)" µ#:"C%<;*&,5 
)%KJ/%µ#&. Therefore, it may be assumed that the scribes of the other manuscripts (or 
their predecessors) “corrected” µ#:"C%<;*&,5 with a word more familiar to them. 
This practice by many Byzantine scribes sometimes causes major problems in the 
transmission of the texts. In such cases, difficilior lectio potior (see REYNOLDS-WILSON, 
258-259).   

354-498. Second kanon on Loukillianos: The kanon is transmitted anonymously 
in L, as well as in a considerable number of the extand manuscripts. Despite the fact 
that it is subscribed to Ignatios in MV and later editions of the Menaion (MV, 7-9), 
Alexandra Zervoudaki lists it among the works of Theophanes Graptos, on the basis 
of codd. Paris. gr. 1569 and Crypt. �.1.�, as well as on the style and the technique of 
the poems (see ZERVOUDAKI, h#%<J&75, 327).  

 

AKOLOUTHIA ON ST METROPHANES, ARCHBISHOP OF CONSTANTINOPLE (TEXT 4)  

8-24. The troparion is published in the Menaion as a kathisma after the Polyelaios (see 
MV X, 11).  

182-183. Characterising the resistance of saints against the enemies of faith as 
young or youngish (&X" or &#"&0(=), in the sense of vigorous, is common in 
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Byzantine hymnography (see for example Text 2, vv. 358-359). Here the 
hymnographer may be using an insinuation (A?"0&0:µE5) to the Saints’ advanced age 
(Metrophanes was over 100 years old when he had to fight against Arianism), 
emphasizing the enthusiasm with which he defended the orthodox faith. For the use 
of 9?"0&0:µE5 in Byzantine hymnography, see KORAKIDIS, 9µ&%:;"<8" h, 314-315. 

516-522. According to the acrostic of the kanon, this stanza is unnecessary; its 
existence could be explained by the poet’s principle of composing each ode with four 
troparia.  

 

AKOLOUTHIA ON ST EUSTATHI�S OF ANTIOCH (TEXT 5) 

1-4, 36-44, 56-59. St Eustathios participated in the First Ecumenical Council of Nicaea 
(325), being one of the protagonists in the condemnation of Arius and his followers. 
Some of the most prominent pro-Arian Bishops, namely Eusebios of Nicomedia, 
Theognis of Nicaea and Eusebios of Caesaria, went to Antioch after the emperor 
Constantine the Great adopting a pro-Arian policy. There they gathered a council (ca. 
328) that condemned Eustathios on the grounds that he offended the mother of the 
emperor Helen, that he had accepted his transfer from the Diocese of Veroia to the 
patriarchate of Antioch contrary to canon law, and that he had an illegitimate child 
with a woman who confirmed this under oath. In spite of the false accusations and 
the reaction of the people of Alexandria, the emperor, based on the decision of the 
council, exiled the saint to Adrianoupolis and later to Philippoi in Macedonia, where 
St Eustathios died in 360. On the theological conflict between Eusebios of Nicomedia 
and St Eustathios and the latter’s trial and condemnation, see FEIDAS, 473-476. On St 
Eustathios and his work see J. H. DECLERCK (ed.), Eustathii Antiocheni, patris Nicaeni, 
Opera quae supersunt omnia [Corpus Christianorum, Series Graeca, 51], Turnhout, 
Brepols: Leuven University Press, 2002; PAPADOPOULOS, S"+;%C%:8" II, 107, 110-113; 
QUASTEN, Patrology III, 302-306. 

 

AKOLOUTHIA ON ST HILARION OF DALMATOU (TEXT 5) 

298-517. A. Zervoudaki included this kanon on St Hilarion among the works possibly 
attributed to Theophanes Graptos, on the basis that it reflects the characteristics of 
Theophanes’ poetry and that there is another kanon with the same incipit (d& <,+@ 
'OCm ("@ &%7+t) possibly attributed to Theophanes (see ZERVOUDAKI, h#%<J&75, 
368).  

 

AKOLOUTHIA ON THE MARTYR DOROTHE�S, BISHOP OF TYRE (TEXT 6) 

14-16, 253-256, 265-268, 283-285, 315-318. St Dorotheos is not praised in his Passio or 
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his synaxarian notices for preaching or fighting against atheism, polytheism or 
heresies. Even though by '>#¬" and ?%C.>#¬" the hymnographer refers to the beliefs 
of the emperors Diocletian and Julian, during the anti-Christian policy of which the 
saint suffered along with the other Christians, these passages should be considered 
as hagiographical topoi.  

23-24. The saint is not praised here for his ascetic life, as this is absent in the 
hagiographical texts composed on him. Rather this is a hagiographical topos, 
presenting the two fields in which a martyr excelled himself, namely ascesis in the 
broader sense and martyrdom.  

233-392 (second kanon, acrostic): The alphabetical acrostic of the kanon is not 
including its theotokia, the initial of which form the acrostic la�il���. The acrostic 
of the theotokia identifies George of Nicomedia as the composer of the kanon (see 
above, p. 52).  

249-252. George of Nicomedia makes here a word play based on the name of the 
saint (see KORAKIDIS, 9µ&%:;"<8" h, 267-268).  

291-293, 296-298, 345. Attic syntax; it is also used in Texts 11.229, 21.96-97, 25.383, 
26.25-26.  

329-333. The stanza is based on an antithesis between the old age of the saint and his 
young soul. On the use of '&+8>#305 (contrapositio) in Byzantine hymnography, see 
KORAKIDIS, 9µ&%:;"<8" h, 204-205. 

340-344. '?X<;"K"5 - #®: The copyist of L has left the needed vacant for the rest of 
the troparion to be completed later, possibly because of a lacuna in his exemplar.  

 

AKOLOUTHIA ON THE MARTYRS NIKANDR�S AND MARKIAN�S (TEXT 7) 

16-18, 368-369, 408-410. None of the hagiographical texts on the saints mention any 
miracle performed by Sts Nikandros and Markianos, either when they were alive or 
after their death. This means that either the hymnographer is based on a source now 
lost or he uses a hagiographical topos. On miracles as a part of a martyr’s Passio, see 
H. DELEHAYE, Les passions des martyrs et les genres littéraires, Brussels 19662, pp. 207-
218.  

324-325. µ#:83+%.5 ':1&"5 )07&O3"+#: There is only one text containing information 
on the martyrdom of the saints and that is in the printed Menaia. According to that, 
the martyrs «'&":("3>X&+#5 ';&Y3"3>"0 +E& �;03+*&, ("@ µ= ?#03>X&+#5, KX%&+"0 
�&.K0 30)7;%$5, ("@ M?@ KOC%05 �;>%$5 µ#+#,;8/%&+"0, ("@ ("+"(#&1&+"0 30)Y;%05, 
("@ ?.;@ ("+"<CX:%&+"0· ("@ ("+#&#\>X&+#5, M?� '&>;J(,& ?.;E5 M<"?C%Q&+"0, 
("@ ¡JV)%05 �&,>#& +O?+%&+"0· ("@ �KJCµ� +"$5 ?C7:"$5 M?0\.>X&+#5, �3+;J(%05 
�KX30 3.&+;8V%&+"0, ("@ C8>%05 +D 3+*µ"+" ("@ +D5 �[#05 3.&>C1&+"0, ("0 +D5 
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:CH33"5 µ"\"8;~ M(+Xµ&%&+"0, ("@ +XC%5 +E& )0D K8<%.5 )X\%&+"0 >J&"+%&» (MV 
X, 27). The rest of the texts present the local governor Maximus, who undertakes 
their interrogation, treating them sympathetically. The final words exchanged 
between the martyrs and Maximos are very characteristic: «6JK0µ%5 T:#µ�& #®?#&· 
dµ%@ %r( M&"&+013>#, %r )� :J; #gµ0 M:� u )0H(,& Aµv5, 'CCD +E ?;*3+":µ" +%Q 
-"30CX,5, �3+# '>1*5 #gµ0 ("@ (">";E5 '?E +%Q "§µ"+%5 Tµ1&· #g )� %})"+# k+0 
("C15 '?X;\#3>#, 3.:\"8;, Aµ$&, ?C7;%O3>, Aµ1& T M?0>.µ8". 4"@ +"Q+" #g?�&, 
'?#<Y&"+% "r+%|5 '&"0;#>L&"0. �b )� _:0%0 +%Q h#%Q 6J;+.;#5, �5 )0D µ0v5 
:CH3375 #®?%&· ag;Y&7 3%0, W:#µ�& <0CJ&>;,?#» (SynaxEC, 272D-E). 

358-361. In this stanza it is Nikandros who has to struggle against the efforts of his 
family to convince him to avoid martyrdom, while in the hagiographical texts on the 
saints it is the wife of Markianos who tries to convince him to avoid martyrdom (see 
AASS Iunii III, 272E-F; LATYTEV II, 29:3-16).  

460-462. I*K75-("+#<;%&Y3"+#: Glory is not promised to the martyrs by Maximus, 
at least in the hagiographical texts studied for this edition. This is a hagiographical 
topos.  

470-472. F)#$&-MC?0/*µ#&": A vision of Paradise or anything alike is not mentioned in 
the hagiographical texts on the saints. Once more this is a hagiographical topos. 

 

AKOLOUTHIA ON ST THEODOR�S STRATELATES (TEXT 8) 

18-26. The hymn, transmitted in the manuscript tradition as a kontakion, is published 
in the Menaion as apolytikion.  

58-61, 71-72. The hymnographer uses in these passages word plays with the name of 
the saint (see KORAKIDIS, 9µ&%:;"<8" h, 267-268).  

98-130. In the Menaion they are published as stichera sung at 4O;0# d(X(;"K".  

131-163. In the Menaion they are published as stichera sung at Stichos of Hesperinos.  

182-187, 200-203, 222-227, 243,247 266-271, 290-295, 323-331, 356-361: All the theotokia 
are copied in L by a later hand in the margin.  

362-635. The kanon is published in AHG as a kanon on St Theodore the Teron (feastday 
February 17). It should be noted though that in two out of the five manuscripts used 
for the edition (Paris. gr. 255 and Paris. gr. 1616) the kanon is devoted to St Theodore 
the Stratelates (see the critical apparatus in AHG VI, p. 256).  
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AKOLOUTHIA ON ST CYRIL OF ALEXANDRIA (TEXT 9)  

4. St Cyril (on whom see N. RUSSELL, Cyril of Alexandria, Routledge: London 2000; 
bibliography in pp. 242-254) was present in the Third Ecumenical Council (431) and 
the theologian who defined Christological orthodoxy, condemning the doctrine of 
Nestorios (see FEIDAS, 597-619).  

 

AKOLOUTHIA ON STS ORESTES, DIOMEDES AND RODION (TEXT 9)  

Sts Orestes, Diomedes and Rodion are not mentioned in the Typikon of the Great 
Church, which commemorates only St Cyril (not on June 9 as in L but on June 27) 
without any instruction concerning his akolouthia (see MATEOS, Typicon, 322). The 
Typikon of Evergetis commemorates only Sts Orestes and Diomedes, on June 9, with 
the following instruction: 3+0\7;D �\%5 )´. u ("&�& �\%5 ?CJ:0%5 )´ F,3Y<· (J>03µ" 
�\%5 ?CJ:0%5 )´ (JORDAN, Typikon Evergetis, 148). This shows that the stichera and the 
kanon copied in L are the ones sung in the 11th c., while the kontakion mentioned in 
the Typikon is other than that included in our manuscript.  

 

AKOLOUTHIA ON THE MARTYRS ALEXANDROS AND ANTONINA (TEXT 10)  

315-321. TOMADAKIS, F,3Y<, 168, has noted that in both Menaia a stanza of ode 9 
beginning with eta is missing («H. Iµ`!5i+!'( 5!N( µ7.13!'( H==*3J*' q. 5+!J6+'!. 
5/( >’ §%/(, I+RBµ*.!. IJC H»).  

 

AKOLOUTHIA ON ST TIMOTHEOS, BISHOP OF PROUSSA (TEXT 10)  

Kanon on St Timotheos (heirmoi of odes 3, 4, 7, 9): The scribe copied only the incipit 
of the heirmoi. A later hand has completed their text in the margin.  

 

AKOLOUTHIA ON THE APOSTLES BARTHOLOMEW AND BARNABAS (TEXT 11)  

111-132. The incipits of the two stichera are published in EfstrTam, 50 (1951) 269 
(from codd. Paris. gr. 1576, f. 32v; Athous Laur. �10; Sin. gr. 620), followed by a third 
one: �"8;%05 T &%7+= \#C0)�& T +E 3,+Y;0%& j";…, which has been omitted or 
neglected by the copyist of L.  

193-204. The incipit of this sticheron is published in EfsrtTam, 268, as the first of a 
set of three stichera on the saint. The beginnings of the other two ones are: !;*?,& 
3%. \;73+*+7+0 ("@ +1& �>1& +s C"µ?;*+7+0…, y>&#38 3# (Y;.(" \#0;%+%&#$ ("@ 
)0)J3("C%&… S. Efstratiadis notes that all three stichera are copied in cod. Paris. gr. 
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1569, while Paris. gr. 1575 includes —like L— only the first one of them, which shows 
that L and Paris. gr. 1575 are probably related.  

205-412 (kanon on the apostle Bartholomew): In the printed Menaia the kanon appears 
along with the kanon on the apostle Barnabas (acrostic: 0)=& ?CX(, 3%0, -";&JV" 
>#7:*;#). This caused its mutilation: only the first two of the stanzas of each ode are 
published, followed by the four stanzas of the kanon on Barnabas, so that in each ode 
six troparia were sung. ZERVOUDAKI, h#%<J&75, 281, pointed out that the practice of 
singing the two akolouthiai on the apostles together seems to be very old.  

229. ?J&+" :X:%&#&: Attic syntax, not used in the rest of the akolouthia; Attic syntax 
is also used in Texts 6.291-293, 296-298, 345; 21.96-97; 25.383; 26.25-26. 

339-341. T=& >#8"& Mµ<X;#0"& … ';#+1& M& \;Hµ"30 … M/,:;J<73"5: St 
Theophanes Graptos, the author of the kanon and one of the most prominent 
defenders of the veneration of the icons, uses in this passage allusive language to 
speak of the icons of Christ, as the word Mµ<X;#0" (likeness) in combination with the 
words \;Hµ"30 and M/,:;J<73"5 is clearly used for #g(�&. The word Mµ<X;#0"  is 
used with the same meaning in the Life of St Nicholas of Myra, composed by 
Michael, most probably before 842 (see I. TEV�ENKO, Hagiography of the Iconoclast 
Period, in A. BRYER and J. HERRIN (eds.), Iconoclasm. Papers given at the Ninth Spring 
Symposium of Byzantine Studies. University of Birmingham, March 1975, Birmingham: 
Centre for Byzantine Studies, University of Birmingham, 1977, p. 119). On the use of 
Allegory in Byzantine hymnography see KORAKIDIS, 9µ&%:;"<8" h, 184-185.  

 

AKOLOUTHIA ON ST ONOUPHRI�S (TEXT 12)  

55-66. The incipit of this sticheron is published in EfsrtTam, 50 (1951) 317, as the 
second of a set of three stichera on the saint. The beginnings of the other two ones 
are: SJ+#; >#*<;%& e&%O<;0#, M& +"$5 "rC"$5 +%Q h#%Q…, SJ+#; >#*<;%& 
e&%O<;0#, +"$5 >#,;8"05 '#@… As all six stichera are composed on the same model 
stanza it would be possible that they were copied originally as one set.  

56-63. On the monk Paphnoutios see above, p. 66, fn. 186.  

 

AKOLOUTHIA ON ST TYCHON OF AMATHOUS (TEXT 16) 

23-43. The set of kontakion and oikos presents similarities to the akolouthia on St 
Tychon published in the Menaion. The biblical background of the kontakion (I Regn 
2.30) is also found in the third sticheron published in the Menaion (MV X, 55): 
h"Oµ"30 h#*5 3# M)*K"3#&, u )%KJ/,& +%|5 "r+*&, ?J+#;, )%KJ/%&+"5 ?03+15. This 
may support the hypothesis that the set of kontakion and oikos was originally part of 
the akolouthia published in the Menaion.  
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79. From this passage it can be assumed that the stichera were part of an akolouthia 
that was originally destined to serve the celebration of the saint in the place where 
his relic was preserved. This may also apply to the kathisma (vv. 1-11 and AHG X, 
VIII, p. 90), as it refers to those who visit the saint’s shelter (\J;0+"5 g"µJ+,& 
'?"3+;J?+#05 +%$5 ?83+#0 +s 3(X?� 3%. ?;%3+;X\%.30& '#8). Of the published 
kanons on the saint, it is the one included in the Menaion that seems to have been 
destined for the same celebration, as shown in the second stanza of ode 8: F"+;#$%& 
?">1& '&")X)#0(+"0, T 3%;E5 +1& ]:8,& C#0[J&,& 3%., ¨& ?#; (.(C%Q&+#5 
µXC?%µ#&, b#;H+"+# !O\,&· SJ&+" +D j;:", #rC%:#$+# Aµ&#$+# +E& 4O;0%& (vv. 278-
283 and MV X, 57). This place must have been on Cyprus, where the saint was 
buried, as the last but one stanza of the same kanon proves: W 4O?;%5 +E 31µJ 3%. 
3%<� +E _:0%&, g"µJ+,& (;Y&7& (X(+7+"0… (vv. 326-327 and MV X, 57).  

120-351. The kanon on St Tychon is also published in AASS Iunii, III, 94-97, three 
stanzas missing (vv. 304-309, 310-315, 334-339). Another Byzantine kanon on the saint 
has been edited in AHG X, 87-98.  

 

AKOLOUTHIA ON THE MARTYR PAGCHARI�S (TEXT 16) 

86. This passage shows that the stichera were part of an akolouthia that was originally 
destined to serve the commemoration of the saint in the place where his relic was 
preserved, most probably in a church dedicated to him (cf. vv. 100-102: ("@ 
?;%30*&+,& M& +t 3#?+t 3%. &"t).  

584. The use of the verb ?C7;1 and its derivatives, usually linked to the noun �)Y, is 
one of the ways employed by Clement to “sign“ his works; see A. KAZHDAN, An 
oxymoron: Individual Features of a Byzantine Hymnographer, RSBN 29 (1992-93) 21-
24.  

 

AKOLOUTHIA ON THE MARTYRS MANUEL, SAVEL AND ISHMAEL (TEXT 17)  

30-46. The incipit of the oikos is published in EfstrTam, 50 (1951) 333 (from codd. 
Paris. gr. 1567, f. 42r; Paris. gr. 1569, f. 114v; Athous Laur. b28, f. 167r), followed by two 
more not included in L: �b ?;H7& µJ:%0 +t �;03+t 3";(@ M( +L5 S";>X&%.…, and 
9?E )#0&*+7+%5 ?%CCL5 ("@ /YC%. ("@ ?0(;8"5. All three of them are copied only in 
cod. Athous Laur. b28, while codd. Paris. gr. 1567 and Paris. gr. 1569 include only the 
one commended upon here. This probably means that (concerning the akolouthia 
commended upon here) L, Paris. gr. 1567 and Paris. gr. 1569 derive from a common 
ancestor, the copyist of which omitted the other two oikoi.  

80-103. The incipits of these two stichera are edited in EfstrTam, 50 (1951) 331 (from 
codd. Paris. gr. 345, f. 122r; Paris. gr. 1567, f. 42v; Paris. gr. 1569, f. 113r; Sin. gr. 620; 
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Athous Laur. �10, d135, �147), followed by a third one (f§µ"30& Aµ1& µ"(J;0%0 
µ";+.;0(%$5 `".+%$5…) not copied in L but included in O (see Appendix VI, vv. 18-
29). The neglect of the third in L is probably due to the number of the stichera sung at 
4O;0# d(X(;"K". Having six from the book of Parakletike, three on the martyrs and 
three on St Hypatios, the scribe needed only two to fulfill the fourteen stichera 
usually sung at this section of Hesperinos.  

 

AKOLOUTHIA ON ST HYPATIOS, ABBOT OF ROUPHINIANAI (TEXT 17)  

12-16. St Hypatios was buried in the monastery of Rouphinianai as his Vita tradits: 
U.&#C>*&+#5 )� M?83(%?%0 ?C#$3+%0, ("@ ?J&+#5 %b <0C%Q&+#5 "r+E& )0D +E& V8%& 
"r+%Q +E& M&J;#+%&, �3+# M( +%O+%. :#&X3>"0 ?CL>%5 ?%C| C"%Q <0C%\;83+%., ("@ 
M( ?"&+E5 µ%&"3+7;8%., ("@ ?J&+#5 (7;%|5 �["&+#5 M& ["Cµ%$5 M& ["Cµ%$5 ("@ 
�µ&%05 M(Y)#.3"& "r+E& u38,5· … !E %�& _:0%& "r+%Q C#8["&%& ("+X>#&+% M& 
#g;Y&� M& +t 3#?+t #r(+7;8m +%Q "r+%Q µ%&"3+7;8%. M& 3*;m (3,;t in AASS) 
C0>8&�, M& ¥ %}(m %b ')#C<%@ +D5 #r\D5 '&"?Xµ?%.30&… (VH 288-290 and AASS 
Iunii III, 347B). The saint’s grave is not presented as a place of performance of 
miracles neither in his Vita nor in the short notice included in Synaxarium Ecclesiae 
Constantinopolitanae. In this Joseph must have either followed another text or used an 
hagiographical topos. 

129, 370-371, 578-579. A reference to St Hypatios’ relation with the Akoimetoi monks 
of Constantinople; see E. WÖLFLE, Der Abt Hypatios von Ruphinianai und der 
Akoimete Alexander, BZ 79 (1986) 302-309; the entries on the monastery of Akoimetoi 
and Alexander the Akoimetos in ODB, 46 and 59; and I. FOUNTOULIS, W 
#g(%30+#+;J,;%5 '(%8µ7+%5 )%K%C%:8", Athens 1963. St Hypatios’ Vita refers to the 
saint’s relationship with Archimandrite Alexandros, the founder of the monastery of 
Akoimetoi. Alexandros, along with a hundred monks, came from the East and settled 
in the church of the town near the monastery of Rouphinianai. Being a zealot and 
criticizing the wrongs done by the local ruling class (in the text: +%|5 �;\%&+"5) 
became disliked by the latter, who sent a group of their people to beat the monks and 
throw them out of the church. St Hypatios received in his monastery Alexandros and 
the monks, who later, after having their wounds healed, moved to another place to 
build up a new monastery, that of Akoimetoi (see VH, 242-246 and AASS Iunii III, 
337B-338E). VH does not refer to the monastery founded by St Hypatios as practising 
the sleepless type of monasticism.  

400-404. The Vita of St Hypatios refers to eight healings of people possessed or 
attacked by demons (see AASS Iunii III, 317B-C, 327C-328E, 335C, 336D-E, 341C, 
341C-342D, 342E, 342F).  

481. The Vita of St Hypatios refers to nine direct or indirect encounters of his with 
demons, which were in all cases defeated by the saint (see AASS Iunii III, 311A-B, 
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313C-314A, 315F-316D and 319B, 321A-B, 327A, two in 335A, 341C, 343B-C).  

 

AKOLOUTHIA ON ST ZOSIMOS (TEXT 19)  

58-61. None of the hagiographical texts on St Zosimos presents him particularly 
confessing the Incarnation of Christ. As the Incarnation was one of the main 
theological arguments for the veneration of the icons during the Iconoclast 
controversy, this passage could be understood as a product of the theological 
environment in which the kanon was composed, by St Joseph the Hymnographer, a 
well known iconophile composer.  

130-135. Here Joseph the Hymnographer must have misunderstood the text of the 
two extant versions of the Passio, or consulted a different version that has not 
survived. According to the published Passio the martyr was not bound to the horses 
for three days but as long as Dometianos and his retinue were on their way to the 
town of Kananitai, the length of this travel not given. What Joseph misinterpreted is 
most probably what comes immediately afterwards in both versions of the Passio: as 
the saint continued to refuse to sacrifice to the idols, Dometianos ordered his men to 
leave him without food, which lasted three days, until two angels appeared to the 
martyr in the form of young men, offering him bread and water (see AASS Iunii, III, 
815B-C, and LATYTEV II, 81-82). The text published by LatyUev is clearer at this point: 
…GC(#3>"0 +E& zH30µ%& (;7?$30 +%|5 ?*)"5 Mµ?#?";µX&%& ¨C%.5 �K#$5 M\%O3"05 
M(XC#.3#&, M(#$3# +%Q+%& '?#0CY3"5 ?";")%Q&"0 ?.;8. :8&#+"0 ("+D +=& ?*C0& u 
�;\,&· <.C"(s +E& µJ;+.;" )8),30· +;#$5 TµX;"0 ?";LC>%&, M& "�5 u µJ;+.5 %r 
µ#+X3\#+o +;%<L5….  

 

AKOLOUTHIA ON THE MARTYRS INNAS, PINNAS AND RIMMAS (TEXT 20)  

2. The variant reading of H (?#;0V"C*µ#&%0 instead of the >,;"(03Jµ#&%0 of L and 
Ia) reveals influence by Theodore Stoudites, who in his Parva Catechesis states: «#}?#; 
M3+� �;03+%Q 3+;"+01+"0, ?#;0V"CC*µ#&%0 +D k?C" +L5 ?83+#,5 Aµ1&, 3+Y(#+# 
`);"$%0 ("@ 'µ#+"(8&7+%0» (E. AUVRAY, Theodori Studitis Parva Catechesis, Paris 1891, 
catechesis 127).  

48-52. The tradition of the performance of miracles by the saints does not appear in 
the surviving synaxarian notices. The composer of the stichera must have based 
himself on another text, unless he used a hagiographical topos.  

92. Taking into account that the saints were from Skythia, or «the land of the 
barbarians» according to one synaxarian notice, the ?CJ&7 mentioned here, as well 
as the '?J+7 of v. 102, may refer to their previous pagan faith; cf. PIRP, 215-216: 
«?%CC%|5 +1& V";VJ;,& M?X3+;#["& #g5 +=& +%Q �;03+%Q ?83+0& M( +L5 +1& 
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#g)HC,& ?CJ&75».   

165-179. The synaxarian notices on the martyrs do not include any information about 
them being tortured. Therefore, either Joseph had access to another text or he uses 
here once more a hagiographical topos.  

 

AKOLOUTHIA ON THE MARTYR IOULIAN�S (TEXT 21)  

The historical information contained in the kanon published here (vv. 106-333) is 
presented by ZERVOUDAKI, h#%<J&75, 284-285. Her edition includes only one 
troparion to its entirety, that is the third troparion of ode 6 (vv. 222-227).   

35-48. The incipit of the oikos edited here is published in EfstrTam, 50 (1951) 345 
(from codd. Athous Laur. b28, Athous Laur. �7, �42, d3, d44, d135, O182, �147). 
Efstratiadis mentions also some Parisini codices without giving their numbers; it is 
not clear whether he refers to Parisini graeci 1566 and 1569 (from which he publishes 
the incipit of one sticheron), 1575 (from which he publishes the incipit of two other 
stichera), or 1576 (from which he publishes the incipit of two kathismata). The incipit is 
followed by those of two more oikoi not included in L: º3+"3% µX3%& +1& ?";"&*µ,& 
>";3"CXm +s :&Hµ�…, and U1µ" >&7+E& ?#;0V#VC7µX&%5 �5 '3Hµ"+%5 »<>75…  

94-105. The hymn, originally a sticheron, is transmitted in Ia as a doxastikon sung at 
Stichos of Orthros, after the stichera of Oktoechos.  

95-96: %r( M:&H>7 3%. +D }\&7: Attic syntax, not used in the rest of the akolouthia, as 
no other word in neuter plural appears as a subject. Attic syntax is also used in Texts 
6.291-293, 6.296-298, 6.345, 11.229, 25.383, 26.25-26.  

120-121. )*:µ" +%Q ).33#V%Q5 V"30CX,5: The identity of the emperor mentioned 
here is not clear. The hagiographical texts on the saint do not include information on 
the period when the saint lived and martyred. The only name mentioned is that of 
the governor Marcianus, which is not enough to help us identify the emperor. Taking 
though into consideration that the kanon is written by Theophanes Graptos, one of 
the most prominent defenders of the veneration of the icons, it may be assumed that 
the passage is an indirect reference to the iconoclast emperors Leo V the Armenian 
(813-820) or Theophilos (829-842), both of whom exiled and punished Theophanes 
for his iconophile beliefs. The word )*:µ" may point more to Leo as it was during 
his reign that the second Iconoclast Council was gathered in Constantinople (815) 
reaffirming the first Iconoclast Council of Hieria (754) (see FEIDAS, 794-795).  

250-251. Although this ending of the stanza is transmitted by all manuscripts (L, H 
and Ia), its content does not fit to the rest of the text. As this ending is identical to the 
ending of the ode’s heirmos and that of the next stanza, its presence could be 
explained as an error by the copyist of a common ancestor of the three manuscripts, 
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who inadvertently replaced the original ending with this one or fulfilled a lacuna of 
the exemplar from which he was copying (cf. EE 1, nr 1, vv. 40-41).  

334-502 (second kanon): The acrostic F%.C0"&E& �µ&%030 µJ;+.;" 3+X<, does not 
include the theotokia, the initial of which read S�d0����.  

 

AKOLOUTHIA ON THE NATIVITY OF SAINT JOHN THE BAPTIST (TEXT 24)  

1-11. The hymn, copied in L as kathisma, is published in the Menaion as apolytikion.  

23-36. The kathisma is published in the Menaion as kathisma sung after the Polyelaios.  

98-133. The hymns, copied in L as stichera, are published in the Menaion as stichera 
sung at the Ainoi of Orthros, in the following order: (a) 122-133, (b) 110-121, (c) a 
stanza not copied in L (¸ +%Q ?";")*K%. >"Oµ"+%5! u ?;%(7;OK"5 �;03+%Q…), and 
(d) 98-109.  

236-436. The acrostic of the kanon is rare, as it is formed leaving out the theotokia and 
including the heirmoi, with the exception of the heirmos of ode 5.  

437-910: The kanon copied in L consists of parts of five different kanons, published in 
AHG X, XVI (1-5), pp. 178-242; the first four are composed by Andrew of Crete, who 
is most probably the author of the fifth one as well.  

 

AKOLOUTHIA ON THE MARTYR FEVRONIA (TEXT 25)  

28-43. The incipit of the oikos edited here is published in EfstrTam, 51 (1952) 34 (from 
codd. Paris. gr. 1569, Paris. gr. 1576, Athous Vatop. 1041, Athous Laur. b27, Athous Laur. 
b28, and Athous Laur. �45), followed by two more not copied in L. Their beginnings 
are: R ?;@& +=& a¯"& )%C#;15 >"&J+m A?%VJC"5…, and 9?E +t 3(Jµµ"+0 C%0?E& 
MC>%Q3" T ]:8"… All three of them are copied in codd. Athous Vatop. 1041, Athous 
Laur. b27, and Athous Laur. b28, while Paris. gr. 1569, Paris. gr. 1576, and Athous Laur. 
�45 contain only the oikos commented upon here.  

383. +#µ&X3>, +D µXC7 µ%.: Attic syntax, not used in the rest of the akolouthia; Attic 
syntax is also used in Texts 6.291-293, 296-298, 345; 11.229; 21.96-97; 26.25-26.  

 

AKOLOUTHIA ON STS DAVID OF THESSALONIKE AND ST JOHN OF GOTTHIA (TEXT 26)  

12-37. The comparison of the content of the kontakion to that of both the stichera and 
the kathisma published in the Menaion (vv. 38-73 and MV X, 93) may support the 
deduction that they were both composed by the same hymnographer; compare vv. 
13-14 (d:;"+#8~ _?"&+" +D +L5 3";(E5 \"C0&H3"5…) to the first sticheron (…)0� 
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M:(;"+#8"5 +E& &%Q& C"µ?;.&*µ#&%5 �;03+"…) and the kathisma of the Menaion 
(d:(;"+#8~ +D ?J>7 +D +L5 3";(E5 +s [.\s A?%+JK"5…), and vv. 16-19 (…M& 
)X&);m ("C0D& ?YK"5, ?+X;.:"5 (#\;.3,µX&"5, ?J+#;, M(+Y3,…) to the second 
sticheron (…("C0D& ?J+#; j?7K"5, +t (;O#0 ?7:&Oµ#&%5, ("@ +t >X;#0 <C#:*µ#&%5, 
\;.3D5 M&+#Q>#& jC"V#5 ?+X;.:"5…) and the kathisma of the Menaion (("C0D& )� 
?YK"5 �5 �;&05 #r(XC")%5…).  

A passage of the oikos (u +JC"5 (':� ?#?Y;"µ"0, ¡.3>#@5 +1& >C0V*&+,& µ#) 
shows a relationship between the composer of the oikos (thus, the kontakion too) and 
the saint, who helped him in a difficult circumstance of his life, which is not clear. 
Such a relationship is not mentioned in any of the other hymnographical texts on the 
saint.  

23. \;,+*5: The word is here employed in genitive instead of nominative (u \;�5) 
for metrical reasons.  

25-26. Attic syntax, not used in the rest of the akolouthia; Attic syntax is also used in 
Texts 6.291-293, 296-298, 345; 11.229; 21.96-97; 25.383. 

74-91. Two questions are raised concerning the stichera: the first concerning the saints 
to which they are dedicated, as no name is mentioned, and the second on whether 
they are composed by the same hymnographer with the second kanon of the 
akolouthia, namely the one edited here for the first time, which is possibly composed 
by George of Nicomedia (see below, note on vv. 304-375). To start with the first 
question, the structure of the content of the stichera makes a positive answer possible, 
on the basis of comparing it to each of the extant odes of the kanon, which includes at 
least one troparion on each saint. It is possible, therefore, that each of the first two 
stichera (the third is excluded from this discussion because of its general character) 
must be dedicated to one of the saints celebrated. The second praises most probably 
St David because of his ascetic character (St John is not praised for his ascetic 
qualities) and the first must be praising St John, as it stresses the priesthood of the 
saint rather than his monastic qualities. This is also in accordance with the pattern of 
the hymnographer to start each ode with praising St John (see below, comment on 
vv. 308-311).  

304-375. From the initials of the surviving theotokia (IOY in odes 7-9) it can be 
deduced that the theotokia of the kanon formed the acrostic lE�PlIOY, possibly 
George of Nicomedia, as E. Papailiopoulou-Fotopoulou has noted: «G$ 5[. 
>*!5!$3L. 5[. o%[. ^´->� HE62*51' I$+!&5'RX( …]h�¦, ~&L( <b8��b>h�¦, 
=1µ<1.!µi.L. _J� ¨K'. I`� j.C( µ{. 5!Q R1+1$57+'&5'$!Q incipit 5!Q $1.B.!(, 
I`� j5i+!F %{ 5!Q J1.72F+'$!Q �`!F( 5!Q &L^!µi.!F $*'µi.!F» 
(PAPAILIOPOULOU, Tameion, 227, footnote 602).  

308-311. It is not clear whether this troparion lauds St David or St John. Though at 
first sight it seems that it is dedicated to St David, due to the reference to light and 
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darkness (as there are some relative references in St David’s synaxarion: �5 '3+=; 
?%CO<,+%5 +=& `3?X;"& ("+7O:"3#& [SynaxEC 771; AASS Iunii V 177A et MV X, 95] 
and ("+"C"V�& )� +=& IO30&, ("+#<H+03#& "r+=& +"$5 ';#+"$5, �5 '3+=; 
?%CO<,+%5 [Menol 512]), one needs to read only as far as the next edited stanza (vv. 
314-315) to realize that the same ideal refers there to St John. Considering that in all 
the extant odes of the kanon the first two stanzas are dedicated to St John and the 
third to St David, we may conclude that the stanza commented upon here, being the 
second of ode 1, is dedicated to the Bishop of Gotthia. This is also strengthened by 
the mention of the light of words (vv. 309-310: +t <X::#0 +1& C*:,&) as a tool by 
which the saint enlightened dark areas, which must refer to St John as no kind of 
teaching is included in St David’s life and activity.  

 

AKOLOUTHIA ON ST SAMPSON THE XENODOCHOS (TEXT 27)  

8, 67-69, 89-92. It is clear by these passages that at the time of the composition of the 
akolouthia St Sampson’s hospital was still in use. This is also mentioned in three 
passages of the kanon on the saint published in the Menaia, composed by Joseph the 
Hymnographer: d)%µY3, #g5 )*K"& h#%Q Tµ1&, %®(%& b#;H+"+%&, M& ¥ 
?;%3+;X\%&+#5, ?%C.#0)1& (">"8;%&+"0 &%37µJ+,& ?03+%@ S"µµ"(J;03+# (MV X, 
98, ode 6, stz. 2); U%<8~ ?%CCs, ("@ 3+%;:s ?&#.µ"+0(s SJ+#;, (0&%Oµ#&%5, %®(%& 
M)#8µ, µJ("; µX:03+%&, M& ¥ ?;%3<#O:%&+#5 k30#, }"30& (%µ8/%&+"0 ?J&+#5… (MV 
X, 99, ode 7, stz. 2) and U%Q +E ?#;8)%K%& SJ+#;, g"+;#$%& ¹ ?*&%05 M(+Y3,, 
M?03(X?+#3>"0 '#@, µ= )0"C8?�5, )#*µ#>"… (MV X, 99, ode 9, stz. 3).  

23-31. The incipit of the oikos edited here is published in EfstrTam, 51 (1952) 41 (from 
codd. Paris. gr. 13, Paris. gr. 1567, Paris. gr. 1569, Paris. gr. 1576, Athous Laur. �42, �45, 
d43, d44, d135, O182, �147; Athous Vatop. 1041). It is followed by the incipits of two 
more oikoi not copied in L. Their beginnings are: R 3%<E5 2V;"Jµ +# ("@ )8("0%5…, 
and x),; /1& µ#+"3\�& +%Q V"?+83µ"+%5… All three of them are copied solely in 
cod. Athous Vatop. 1041, while all the others contain only the oikos commented upon 
here.  

164-166 (!de 4, heirmos). The metrical pattern used in the composition of the stanzas 
is: – – –’ – – –’ – – / – – – –’ – –’ – – – –’ – / – – – – –’ – – – – –’ – –. In the Heirmologion 
published by S. Efstratiadis there is only one heirmos composed in the same mode 
and having the incipit given in L: ag3"(Y(%", 4O;0#, +=& '(%=& +L5 3L5 %g(%&%µ8"5 
("@ <%V7>#@5 M)*K"3" +=& '("+JC7?+*& 3%. )O&"µ0& (EE 190, nr 270). Its metrical 
pattern is quite different than the one used here: – – –’ – – –’ – – / – – – –’ – –’ – – – –’ – / – 
– – –’ – –’ – – / – – – –’ – –’ – –’ – –. Furthermore, no heirmos composed in the second 
plagal mode, which sometimes is used alternatively with kanons composed in the 
second mode, bears the same incipit and a similar metrical pattern. This means that 
either the hymnographer did not follow the pattern of the above mentioned heirmos 
or that he used another one, not published in the Heirmologion. 
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324. dC"8m: The hymnographer uses here a word play the words jC"0%& and jC#%5 
(compare also to v. 345: #r?%08"5 +E& jC#%&) (see KORAKIDIS, 9µ&%:;"<8" h, 267-268).  

 

AKOLOUTHIA �c ST IOSEPH AND HIS FELLOW MARTYRS (TEXT 28)  

394. _:0%0: The two variant readings given in the manuscripts (_:0%0 in H and k30%0 in 
L) are of the same metrical quantity. The word _:0%0 is adopted as it is closer to the 
rest of the text, whereas k30%5 is used in vocatives referring to St Ioseph alone (vv. 
339, 367 and 434), while the only vocative that refers to the group of St Ioseph and his 
fellow martyrs is the word _:0%0 given in both manuscripts (v. 440).  

415. The reading ("+J(#0&+"0 of L seems to be closer to the original text than that of 
H (("+J(#0+"0: attic syntax). Unfortunately, the akolouthia does not include another 
neuter plural used as a subject, so our decision must be based on the general 
characterization of the language of Joseph the Hymnographer, as «not archizing and 
away from the Koine» [N. TOMADAKIS, � 2=[&&1 �L&:` 5!Q �µ.!2+6`!F, 
EEPhSPA 23 (1972-3) 22; cf. TOMADAKIS, Joseph, 93]. This is supported by an 
argumentum ex silentio, as the Attic syntax is not used by Joseph in any of his kanons 
edited here.  

 

AKOLOUTHIA ON THE APOSTLES PETER AND PAUL (TEXT 29)  

1-5. The stanza is given in the manuscript as a kathisma, but in the Menaion it is 
published as apolytikion, as it is used until today by the Greek Orthodox Church. 

69-200. The hymns represent a part of a hymn on the Apostles written by Romanos 
the Melode, with the acrostic: !%Q +"?#0&%Q w,µ"&%Q u ["CµE5 (published in TRM 
IV, 13-25; Chr-Par, 131-138; PitraHEG, 169-177).  

287-297. The sticheron in published in the Menaion as one of the «U+0\7;D g)0*µ#C" … 
["CC*µ#&" #g5 +=& )0J)%30& +%Q c:8%. dC"8%.» (MV �, 112).  

Post v. 554: The kanon is published in AHG X, 255-256, including a second ode, which 
is not included in the manuscript.  
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GLOSSARY OF LITURGICAL TERMS 

 
 

The entries of this Glossary refer to the use of the terms in the thesis, not including 
other meanings of the same terms. They are based on the relevant entries on ODB, 
the Lexicon of hymnographic and lirurgical terms by A. Korakidis and the Glossary 
composed by Robert Jordan in his edition of the Synaxarion of Evergetis.  

 
agrypnia: The all-night vigil (see also Pannychis).  
Ainoi: The last Psalms of the Old Testament (Psalms 148-150), sung at the end of 

Orthros. Their last verses were interpolated with stichera from the books of 
Parakletike or Menaion.  

akolouthia (pl. akolouthiai): An individual total of hymnographic-poetic texts used 
by the church in the proper part of the services to celebrate a saint on his 
feastday. In L it consists of kathisma, kontakion and oikos, stichera, kanon and 
exaposteilarion.  

Alleluia: A form of responsorial singing consisting of psalm-verses followed by the 
word Alleluia. It was sung only in panegyrical celebrations of saints and feasts.  

Anthologion: A chant book containing selections of hymns from the Menaion.  
apolytikion (pl. apolytikia):  A short dismissal hymn (troparion) which is sung at the 

end of Hesperinos and Orthros.  
Asmatikos Hesperinos: Chanted Vespers, i.e. the office of Vespers as it was chanted 

in parochial churches.  
Asmatikos Orthros: Chanted Matins, i.e. the office of Matins as it was chanted in 

parochial churches. 
doxastikon: A sticheron sung at the end of the cycle of stichera in Hesperinos and 

Orthros. It is always preceded by the verse «Glory to the Father, and to the Son, 
and to the Holy Spirit».  

exaposteilarion (pl. exaposteilaria): A short hymn sung at Orthros, after the kanon 
and before the Ainoi. Exaposteilaria are included in the books of Parakletike, 
Horologion and Menaion.  

heirmos (pl. heirmoi): A model-hymn according to which an ode of a kanon is sung. 
Sometimes it stands as the first stanza of the ode; more offently it is borrowed 
from another kanon.  

Hesperinos: One of the names used in Byzantine times for Vespers. It consisted of 
sung and read parts (prayers, troparia, hymns, psalms, stichera, and readings), 
as well as litanies. 

Horologion: The Byzantine Book of the Hours, a liturgical book containing the 
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services and prayers of the different hours of the day.  
idiomelon (pl. idiomela): A hymn (here: a sticheron) that has its own melody.  
kanon: A hymn that consists of eight or nine odes, each one of which is patterned 

after a canticle from the Holy Scriptures. Each ode consists of several stanzas, 
most often four, and follows a metrical and melismatic model, called heirmos.  

kathisma (pl. kathismata): A poetic text sung at the end of a whole section of the 
Psalter in the continuous psalmody of Orthros. During its performance the 
congregation has the right to sit. Some times the kathisma was also sung as 
troparion or apolytikion.  

Kontakarion: A Byzantine chant book, containing kontakia and other hymns, featured 
with musical notation.  

kontakion (pl. kontakia): Originally kontakion was a whole hymn consisting of an 
opening stanza (the prooimion or koukoulion), followed by a varying number of 
homiletic stanzas (oikoi) which were sung according to the melody of the first 
one of them, i.e. their heirmos. IN monastic rite: in use was the prooimion, now 
called kontakion, followed by one oikos, usually the heirmos. 

!"#$% &'('#)*): Psalms 140, 141, 129 and 116, sung at the beginning of Hesperinos.  
makarismoi: The blessings that open the Sermon at the Mount (Matth. 5:3-12) with 

the addition of Luke 23:42; they sometimes replace the third antiphon at Divine 
Liturgy, intercalated with stichera.  

Menaion: A liturgical book that contains the hymnographic-poetic texts used by the 
church to celebrate the feasts and saints of the calendar year. It comprises 
twelve volumes, one for each month.  

Oktoechos: A liturgical book containing hymns of Hesperinos, Orthros and the Divine 
Liturgy. It is devided in eight parts. Each one of them is composed according to 
one of the eight modes of Byzantine music (thence Oktoechos) and includes the 
hymns for all days of the week, from Saturday evening to Saturday morning.  

ode: One of the component parts of a kanon, consisting of its heirmos and the 
following stanzas, usually four.  

oikos (pl. oikoi): Originally one of the (usually twenty-four) stanzas of a kontakion. 
After the replacement of the kontakion by the kanon, every kontakion was 
followed by one (in very few cases more, but certainly not twenty-four) oikoi.  

Orthros: The morning office of the Orthodox Church. It consists of sung and read 
parts (prayers, troparia, hymns, psalms, kanons, stichera, and readings), as well 
as litanies.  

Pannychis: By the eleventh century the term Pannychis did not mean the all-night 
vigil (Agrypnia), but an everyday service sung after Hesperinos.  

Pentekostarion: A chant book containing the hymns used in the period from Easter 
Sunday to the first Sunday after Pentecost.  

Prokeimenon: A form of responsorial singing consisting of psalm-verses followed by 
a refrain.  

prosomoion (pl. prosomoia): A sticheron that has not an intependent melody; it is 
sung according to the melody of another sticheron, called automelon.  
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sticheron (pl. stichera): A short hymn to be intercalated with the four, six or eight 
final verses of a Psalm, at Hesperinos or Orthros. Stichera were included in the 
books of Parakletike, Triodion, Pentekostarion, and Menaion. The model melodies 
were to be found in the Sticherarion.  

synaxarion (pl. synaxaria): (1) A short notice commemorating a feast or the life or the 
martyrdom of a saint. (2) A Byzantine liturgical book containing such notices 
for the entire year.  

theotokion (pl. theotokia): A troparion in honour of the Virgin Mary (Theotokos). 
triadikon (pl. triadika): A troparion in honour of the Holy Trinity.  
Triodion: A Byzantine chant book containing the hymns sung in the period covering 

the ten weeks preceding Easter and ending at Holy Saturday.  
Typikon: A Byzantine liturgical book containing instructions (rubrics) on content 

and the performance of the offices of the Byzantine Church throuout the entire 
year.  
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